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Preface

In mid-1999 representatives of the Chinese Academy of Engineering
(CAE) visited the U.S. National Research Council (NRC) to explore the
prospects for collaboration between the two institutions on a study of the
future of the personal car in China. This is the second instance of formal
collaboration between the CAE and the NRC. The outcome of the first
was a study entitled Cooperation in the Energy Futures of China and the
United States, published in 2001, in which the Chinese Academy of Sci-
ences also participated.

The National Research Council, the operating arm of the three Na-
tional Academies—the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy
of Engineering, and Institute of Medicine—has been producing indepen-
dent advisory reports at the request of the U.S. government and other
government and donor organizations since 1916 (the parent organization,
the National Academy of Sciences, received its congressional charter in
1863). The Chinese Academy of Engineering has been in existence since
1994, and is developing a role as adviser to its government that parallels
that of the NRC.

Although the nominal topic of this report—the Chinese automotive
industry and the future of personal cars in China—is specific to China,
many of the issues examined also are relevant to the United States and
other countries. For example, the higher polluting emissions that will
accompany the proliferation of cars in China are predicted to have global
implications for climate change. Moreover, an expanding Chinese auto-
motive fleet will increase the world demand for petroleum, and raises the
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possibility of higher international prices as China becomes a major petro-
leum importer. Those and the other problems that will confront China as
it continues to develop its transportation system—such as congestion,
more accidents, undesirable changes in land use, and urban decentraliza-
tion—must be addressed by any nation that expects to see its motor ve-
hicle population grow significantly.

This study could not examine the extent of global problems that may
ensue from a large increase in motorization worldwide, but the commit-
tee felt very strongly that the impacts, both positive and negative, of any
such increase should be thoroughly explored. Essentially all of the issues
identified in this report as being critical to China will arise on a global
scale and will be that much more difficult to manage. We urge that such a
study be undertaken at the earliest possible moment.

Some important issues identified that are specific to China could not
be explored in detail within the present study. These include the impact
of motorization on inequity among various segments of the population
and the cost and financing of the new infrastructure that will accompany
increased motorization in China. An in-depth study of these issues, how-
ever, would require an examination of regional and national economic
and social development, and the committee was not prepared to examine
the many ramifications of this subject.

Similarly, the report devotes less space to social change and changes
in urban form than to automotive and fuel-related technologies. Although
the report does observe that increases in motorization will lead to decen-
tralization of both jobs and residences in Chinese cities, with some illus-
trative calculations for Shanghai, answering important questions about
the economic impacts  and how the transportation infrastructure is to be
financed involves issues of public revenues and expenditures that were
well beyond the charge to the committee. Nevertheless, these issues are of
immense importance to China and deserve further study.

As the goals and priorities of the Chinese automotive industry and
the Chinese government evolve, it is clear that the many ways to achieve
them will come to light, but none certain of success and all with palpable
risks. Naturally, these conflicts were reflected in differences of opinion
among members of the committee; however, the line of advocacy on each
side of these issues rarely coincided with the nationalities of the commit-
tee members. It was a committee of individual experts who, taken to-
gether, represented all points of view. Each side learned from the other,
and the collaboration has strengthened both of the collaborating institu-
tions. We hope that this report will be viewed as a useful contribution to
policy making by the automotive industries and governments of all coun-
tries and will serve as an important addition to the literature of science
and technology policy. We were honored to serve as cochairmen of this
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distinguished committee. And we compliment the members of the com-
mittee for their diligence and efforts throughout this study to ensure that
it properly reflected the challenges and opportunities of this period of
dynamic change for the Chinese automotive industry and the people and
government of China.

W. Dale Compton
U.S. National Research Council

Guo Konghui
Chinese Academy of Engineering
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SPS sanitary and phytosanitary
SUV sport-utility vehicle

TAIC Tianjin Automotive Industry Group Corporation
TBT Technical Barrier to Trade [Agreement]
TOE tons of oil equivalent
TRIMS [Agreement on] Trade-Related Investment Measures
TRIPS Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
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UHC unburned hydrocarbons
USABC U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium
USCAR U.S. Council for Automotive Research
USEPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

V volt
VMT vehicles miles traveled
VOC volatile organic compound

W watt
WTO World Trade Organization
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Executive Summary

In 1991 the Chinese government published its eighth five-year plan
(1991–1995), which designated the automotive industry as a “pillar
industry” that would drive the economy in the twenty-first century.

Accordingly, in its most recent five-year plan for the Chinese automotive
industry (2001–2005), the government stated that its immediate goal is to
produce over 1 million cars a year.

At present, China has relatively few motor vehicles per capita, and, of
the cars on its highways, few are privately owned. In 2001 China had 18
million vehicles, of which 5 million were cars. If China’s number of motor
vehicles per capita were comparable to the world average, its fleet would
have to total 160 million, with 10 million new and replacement vehicles
acquired each year.

The 2001–2005 plan for the automotive industry calls for its massive
restructuring—from 118 individual manufacturers to 3 large automotive
groups and from several hundred parts suppliers to 5–10 large supplier
groups. The industry also is encouraged to produce, independently of
foreign manufacturers, a Chinese economy car, utilizing a 1.3-liter engine
and meeting Chinese emissions and fuel economy standards, that could
be purchased for less than RMB80,000 ($9,800). Investments in highways,
oil and gas pipelines, and other transportation infrastructure are expected
to accompany the expansion of car ownership.

Assuming continued economic growth, it is highly likely that China’s
vehicle fleet will grow rapidly. Although such a rapid growth will bring
many benefits to China, it also will present its social, environmental, and
economic systems with serious challenges.
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In mid-1999 representatives of the Chinese Academy of Engineering
(CAE) visited the U.S. National Research Council (NRC) to explore the
prospects for collaboration between the two institutions on a study of the
future of the personal car in China. The study was to suggest strategies
for developing a Chinese national car, as described in China’s five-year
plan for the automotive industry, and the role of such a car in the national
transportation system. It would take into account China’s social develop-
ment, opportunities for cooperation between government and industry,
and the impact of a large increase in the number of private cars on sus-
tainable development. The study also was to examine the various options
that might be available to mitigate problems such as increased conges-
tion, pollution, and energy consumption. In 2001 the study committee,
composed of an equal number of Chinese and American experts, began
work.

THE IMPACT OF RAPID MOTORIZATION ON
CHINA’S CITIES AND ECONOMY

Whether from domestic or overseas sources, a rapid increase in the
number of cars in China will produce both benefits and liabilities. In the
short term, a more mobile population will have greater choices in hous-
ing, employment, shopping, and leisure. But the experience of other coun-
tries suggests that in urban areas, in the absence of government interven-
tion, poorer air quality, more auto accidents, and increased congestion
will negatively affect all urban residents. In the longer term, the devel-
oped areas of cities may expand as populations and their employers move
outward from the city center, away from congestion and pollution. This
expansion would impose some hardships on those without automobiles
and additional costs on the government for roads, services, and public
transport. In rural areas, the effects will be more benign, bringing new
opportunities for employment and other economic benefits with little
added congestion or pollution. Local governments will have increased
responsibilities for traffic management, regulation, and enforcement. The
average cost of new cars will increase as national performance standards
on emissions, efficiency, fuel quality, and safety are applied. As energy
consumption almost certainly rises, China will become more dependent
on imported petroleum.

Unfortunately, some of the important issues identified could not be
explored in detail within the present study. For example, what effect will
motorization have on inequities among various segments of the popula-
tion? What will be the cost of and method of financing for the new infra-
structure that will accompany increased motorization in China? To what
extent will the air pollution from the emissions that will accompany the
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proliferation of cars in China have global implications for climate change?
An expanding Chinese automobile fleet suggests that China will become
a major petroleum importer; what effect would that have on the world
demand for oil? Because these issues were beyond the resources available
for the study, it was only possible to recognize their importance and to
leave them for examination in later studies. Furthermore, the details and
costs of implementation of the committee’s recommendations will require
a comprehensive analysis of specific urban development patterns, market
forces, public revenues, and expenditures that was beyond the scope of
this study.

THE EXPERIENCE OF OTHER COUNTRIES

Many other countries have gone through a similar motorization pro-
cess, though few in so short a time. Some countries provide models for
coping with the economic, environmental, and societal effects of rapid
motorization in cities, and others offer successful examples of rapid de-
velopment of a viable, independent automotive industry. Singapore,
Hong Kong, Curitiba, and Houston provide different models for attempt-
ing to control urban traffic congestion, although none of them was trying
simultaneously to develop a local automotive industry. The United States,
Europe, and Japan have different approaches to controlling emissions and
limiting fuel consumption. The development of an indigenous automo-
tive industry can be observed in the varied experience of Japan and Ko-
rea, and a government-industry partnership to develop advanced vehicle
technology was recently attempted in the United States. Each of these ex-
periences offers a different lesson, and some were more successful than
others in achieving their objectives. Though none of them is closely repro-
ducible in the present situation, a careful examination of their experiences
will be helpful to planners in China.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The Chinese automotive industry faces significant challenges in
achieving independence. In the medium to long term, the industry must
adjust to the effects of China’s membership in the World Trade Organiza-
tion (WTO), which will allow independent foreign automobile manufac-
turers and importers into China for the first time and may open the do-
mestic market to an increased volume of imports that would challenge
even the joint ventures in the growing Chinese market.

Presently, China spends a smaller percentage of its gross domestic
product (GDP) on automotive research than any of the automobile-ex-
porting countries and has limited trained and capable human resources in
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this area. Moreover, the current structure of its joint ventures with major
producers does not encourage the transfer of technology to the Chinese
partners. The result is that, at present, China does not have the indepen-
dent capability to develop world-class vehicles. The Chinese automotive
industry must, then, find ways to maintain currency with the research
and development that is actively under way in several countries on the
most promising technologies. In the short term, it will have to invest sub-
stantially to achieve capability in technologies such as advanced gasoline
and diesel power trains, the application of sophisticated electronic con-
trols, emissions control technologies, the use of new materials, and the
application of complex engineering methods to optimize vehicle perfor-
mance. To achieve long-term competitiveness in the world marketplace,
the Chinese also must stay abreast of and contribute to emerging techni-
cal developments that may not materialize for 15–20 years. The challenge
will be to maintain a proper balance between short-term and long-term
needs. The industry cannot become competitive by concentrating its re-
search only on one time frame. Meanwhile, it should attempt to develop
partnerships with foreign producers that offer Chinese companies more
access to evolving product and process technologies.

RECOMMENDED KEY ACTIONS

To meet the challenges presented by growing motorization and its
environmental and social consequences, as well as China’s entry into the
WTO and the restructuring of its industry, the Chinese government and
the automotive industry should consider the following key actions.

• The government should establish national standards for vehicle
attributes such as low emissions, fuel efficiency, and safety. The goal set
forth in the five-year plan for the automotive industry of adopting nation-
wide emissions standards on a par with European standards for vehicles
and fuels by 2010 is an important step. Meanwhile, the Chinese govern-
ment and automotive industry should develop and implement a process
that will regularly assess the appropriate levels of vehicle performance
standards, fuel standards, and infrastructure needs of the country.

• To achieve the 2010 emissions target, China must substantially im-
prove the quality of fuels, with specific emphasis on drastically lowering
the sulfur content. To meet European emissions standards, China also
should adopt fuel quality standards identical to those of the European
Union. Such a step will require major upgrades and the construction of
new refineries, improved production efficiencies, and expanded foreign
partnerships.

• State-owned motor vehicle enterprises should be restructured to
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make them more competitive in the world marketplace. The government
should facilitate the introduction of market-oriented management systems
and the removal of social burdens.

• The government and the automotive industry must carefully con-
sider their roles in developing the industry’s capabilities. For example,
they could jointly fund government-industry long-range R&D projects,
the government could directly fund specific industry projects such as re-
finery upgrades and expansions, and industry could increase its spend-
ing on research and development. Research on advanced technologies,
including hybrid vehicles, fuel cells, and alternative fuels, and on conven-
tional technologies, including advanced gasoline and diesel power trains,
pollution controls, electronic controls, and new materials, could provide
the tools needed to design and develop world-class vehicles. Because for-
eign original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) are highly involved in
the Chinese automotive industry, the government must soon decide how
much these foreign members will be allowed to participate in any govern-
ment-industry program.

• To meet the need for new technologies and attainment of environ-
mental goals, the government should organize and support government
laboratories and academic institutions in the pursuit of next-generation
automotive technologies. Industry, including small companies, should be
encouraged to participate. The government also should expand its sup-
port for academic programs that train students in automotive research
and technology.

• Because the overseas joint venture partners possess much of the
automotive technology that would be needed by an indigenous Chinese
industry, ways should be sought to enhance the sharing of intellectual
property. This may require that the joint ventures be restructured to allow
the Chinese partners to participate more fully in research and develop-
ment, and Chinese enterprises may need to limit their partnerships each
to one foreign company to maximize trust and confidence, with appropri-
ate long-term sharing of technology and knowledge.

• The highest growth sector in the future vehicle market is likely to
be that for the small “China car” described in the five-year plan for the
automotive industry. It should utilize technologies that allow high fuel
efficiency, while providing reliable, comfortable, and safe transportation
at an affordable cost. To be competitive, it should have attractive attributes
that differentiate it from most imported cars in the growing Chinese mar-
ket. Although a specific technical approach is not prescribed in the report,
the various technical options for achieving both the near-term and the
long-term product are described.

• The national, regional, and municipal governments must provide
the infrastructural capacity needed for the increased motorization. In the
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cities, the municipal governments should undertake comprehensive devel-
opment planning and provide additional road space and improve traffic
management while minimizing social disruption. The new construction in
cities should not be limited to ring roads and flyover highways; arterials
also should be improved to relieve congestion in the neighborhoods and
business areas while increasing the proportion of urban space dedicated to
transportation. Meanwhile, the available schemes for road pricing should
be explored to provide incentives for more efficient use of road space and
financial resources for road maintenance and construction.

• As motorization proceeds rapidly in China, it is imperative that
attention be directed to providing public transportation that is convenient,
comfortable, sufficiently widespread, safe, and affordable. Recognizing
that the fraction of the population that will own personal cars will be small
for many years, China must maintain a balance between public transpor-
tation, nonmotorized vehicles, and private cars to ensure that the
nondriving public, including bicyclists, is served adequately.
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Introduction

The impact of the automotive industry on society is unlike that of
any other industry. The automobile is not just a technology or mode
of transportation; it is a fundamental determinant of the entire

economy. In the United States, one of every six workers deals in some
way with automobiles and trucks—making them, repairing them, driving
them professionally, insuring them, licensing them, and building and
maintaining highways for them. As for fuel, a steep rise in the price of
gasoline seriously affects the entire U.S. economy, even causing a reces-
sion. Moreover, those nations that must import large quantities of oil find
that their dependence has a telling effect on their balance of payments
and creates potentially problematic relationships with the countries that
produce oil, to the extent that dependence on foreign oil is an element of
national security. Any nation’s effort to build an automotive industry is,
then, about far more than manufacturing cars and providing people with
greater mobility. It is about changing the entire economic and employ-
ment structure of the nation.

China has one of the fastest-growing fleet of automobiles in the world.
In 2001 its motor vehicles totaled 18 million, including 5 million cars, of
which 600,000 were produced in 2000.1 If China’s number of motor ve-

1 In this report the term motor vehicles excludes two-wheeled vehicles unless otherwise
indicated. It does include cars, trucks, buses, and commercial vehicles. The 2001 figure for
motor vehicles was obtained from the China Statistical Abstract, published by the China State
Statistical Bureau in May 2002. The 2001 figure for cars is a projection based on 1998 data
from the State Commission of Economy and Trade.
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hicles per capita were comparable to the world average, its fleet would
have to number 160 million, with 10 million new and replacement ve-
hicles acquired each year. But, as revealed in Chapter 2, vehicle owner-
ship is strongly correlated with a country’s per capita gross domestic
product (GDP) and average personal income. This suggests that a reason-
able estimate for the number of vehicles in China in 2005 is about 25 mil-
lion, a number in agreement with the general expectations of government
planning.

CHINA’S FIVE-YEAR PLAN

In its eighth national five-year plan (1991–1995), the Chinese govern-
ment designated the automotive industry as a “pillar industry” of the
economy.2 In its most recent five-year plan for the automotive industry
(2001–2005), the government proposes specific actions to restructure and
strengthen the industry, which is now primarily engaged in truck manu-
facture and in joint ventures with foreign manufacturers for automobile
assembly, and to produce a Chinese family car at a price that would en-
courage mass ownership (for specifics of the five-year plan for the auto-
motive industry, see the appendix to this chapter and Chapter 3). The
plan emphasizes advanced technology and the production of vehicles that
will be competitive in the international market, and gives priority to in-
vestments in highways and oil and gas pipelines. More specifically, the
plan suggests that only two or three of the 118 existing automotive manu-
facturing companies will still be active in 2005, and it indicates which
technologies will be used in manufacture and which will be incorporated
into Chinese cars. Government planners anticipate that the new automo-
biles can be produced by independent Chinese companies, but they ac-
knowledge that Chinese accession to the World Trade Organization
(WTO) will complicate that prospect.

From the perspective of the Chinese automotive industry, the five-
year plan represents short- and long-term opportunities and challenges.
In the short term, the industry will receive government support to assist
in consolidation and aid in expanding the domestic market. At present,
nearly all the cars manufactured in China are produced by joint ventures,
but the central government has indicated a desire to promote a Chinese-
designed car, and additional resources may be made available for that
effort. In the medium to long term, the automotive industry must adjust
to the effects of China’s membership in the WTO, which will open the

2 The five-year plan is a national economic plan prepared by the central government of
China. It is intended to provide guidance to both government and industry.
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domestic market to a higher volume of imports that will challenge even
the joint ventures in the growing Chinese market. In the longer term, Chi-
nese companies will have to expand their capability in research and de-
velopment (R&D), product design, and advanced manufacturing tech-
niques in order to compete internationally in the car market. Such
expansion will require major investments in research and development,
which among successful international vehicle manufacturers is usually
about 4–5 percent of revenues per year. To achieve that level of invest-
ment and support a high-quality research program, the China automotive
industry would have to capture a significant share of the domestic mar-
ket, in competition with joint ventures and imported vehicles, and at the
same time conform to emissions and efficiency standards that will require
the use of advanced technologies and high-quality fuels. There are, how-
ever, other kinds of vehicles, such as the agricultural vehicles and motor-
cycles in which China has a greater advantage and experience, that might
be used to establish niches in the international market or to serve as a
springboard to successful automobile manufacture and marketing, as they
did for Honda (see Chapter 3).

Although implementation of the five-year plan will certainly bring
about several improvements in the domestic motor vehicle industry and
in the quality of products sold in the Chinese market, it is still not clear
whether the Chinese industry will be able to nourish and sustain an R&D
effort sufficient to develop an internationally competitive, indigenous ve-
hicle. Success stories abound among China’s neighbors in Asia, but China
faces a difficulty they did not have. In addition to its need to compete
with strong, mature industries in Japan, Europe, and the United States
that are already well established in the region and in China itself, the Chi-
nese government, as a member of the WTO, will find it difficult to protect
its domestic industry as it enters the period of high growth. Indeed, the
Chinese industry will face many challenges in seeking the capability to
produce independently an internationally competitive product. Among
other things, indigenous Chinese companies will have to expand their
R&D capabilities, including in new product design and advanced manu-
facturing techniques, and they will have to invest heavily in manufactur-
ing facilities so they can accommodate all new vehicle designs.

In any event, the growing automobile fleet, whether produced by in-
digenous Chinese industry, joint ventures, or imports, will present the
Chinese people with both potential benefits and potential liabilities. In
the short term, a more mobile population will have greater freedom of
choice in housing location, employment, and leisure. But in urban areas,
in the absence of government intervention, air quality will worsen, the
number of automobile accidents will increase, and congestion will take a
toll on the quality of life. In rural areas, increased motorization will likely
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produce less distressing effects and will bring new lifestyles and economic
benefits without the immediate impact of congestion and pollution. In the
longer term, the form of the cities will change, as they have nearly every-
where else in the world, and the population will move outward, leaving
the city centers largely to the very wealthy and to the poorer people with-
out automobiles. Although these effects can be mitigated, as they have
been in some cities of the world, a new approach to government manage-
ment and regulation will be required. Nationwide, the costs of car owner-
ship will increase as national performance standards on emissions, effi-
ciency, fuel quality, and safety are applied. Of great concern is the
expectation that energy consumption will rise, and China will become
more dependent on imported petroleum.

Many other countries have gone through a similar motorization pro-
cess, though few in so short a time. Some countries provide models for
coping with the economic, environmental, and societal effects of rapid
motorization; others serve as successful examples of the rapid develop-
ment of a viable, independent automotive industry. Singapore, Hong
Kong (China), Curitiba (Brazil), and Houston (United States) provide dif-
ferent approaches for controlling congestion in cities, though they were
not simultaneously trying to develop a local automotive industry. The
United States and Europe have different approaches to controlling emis-
sions. The United States, Europe, and Japan have active policies for limit-
ing fuel consumption, but each has a different strategy. Japan, Korea, and
Brazil have had varied experiences in the rapid development of an indig-
enous automotive industry, and the Partnership for a New Generation of
Vehicles (PNGV) program in the United States has served as an example
of a government-industry partnership to develop advanced technology.
Each of these experiences, some more successful than others, offers a dif-
ferent lesson. None of these countries’ experiences is closely reproducible
in the present situation in China, but a careful examination of them will
be helpful to Chinese planners.

INTERACADEMY COLLABORATION

In August 1999 a delegation from the Chinese Academy of Engineer-
ing (CAE) visited Washington, D.C., to enlist the collaboration of the U.S.
National Academies in a joint study of the issues described in this chap-
ter. When representatives of the National Academies visited Shanghai in
October 1999, the institutions signed a memorandum of understanding
and agreed on a plan to carry out a joint study (see Appendix A of this
report).

The National Academies have a nearly 140-year history of providing
the U.S. government and other governments and organizations with sci-
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entific and technological advice. Generally, this advice is tendered in the
form of consensus study reports by balanced panels of experts, who are
not paid for their contributions. The Chinese Academy of Engineering
also is developing a program of reports and conferences that offer techni-
cal advice to the government.

For this study, the Chinese and U.S. academies formed a single com-
mittee of experts, half nominated by the CAE and half by the U.S. Na-
tional Academies (the full list of committee members appears in the front
matter). The committee was cochaired by Guo Konghui, a member of the
Chinese Academy of Engineering, and W. Dale Compton, a member of
the U.S. National Academy of Engineering. The committee met five
times—in Beijing, Shanghai, and Changchun, China; Washington, D.C.;
and Davis, California.

The purpose of the study was to:

• achieve an understanding of the benefits and costs of developing
personal-use vehicles in China

• propose options for solving the problems of congestion, pollution,
increased energy consumption, and changes in the urban structure

• suggest strategies for developing a Chinese national car, as de-
scribed in the five-year plan, while taking into account China’s social de-
velopment, the available technologies, opportunities for international co-
operation, the possibility of cooperation between government and
industry, the role of such a car in the national transportation system, and
the impact of a large increase in the number of private cars on sustainable
development.

These issues are discussed in the chapters that follow. Chapter 2 de-
scribes the global patterns of motorization and compares China’s present
situation with that of other countries. Chapter 3 summarizes the present
status of the Chinese automotive industry and describes some alternative
future development paths. Conventional and advanced developments in
automotive technologies that may be available in the near or long term to
Chinese industry are described in Chapter 4. The status of the fuel and
energy industries that will play a crucial role in the development of an
environmentally and economically sustainable auto industry is reported
in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes the probable societal effects of rapid
motorization, including urban congestion, physical expansion of cities,
and, at the same time, new lifestyle benefits for vehicle owners. The haz-
ards associated with the atmospheric pollution caused by automobiles
and the steps the Chinese government is taking to control emissions are
described in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 is devoted to the prospects for govern-
ment-industry cooperation for automotive research and development, and
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the last chapter presents the findings and recommendations of the joint
study committee. The report also includes a case study of the effects of
motorization on Shanghai (see Appendix B). It describes some of the
municipality’s innovative responses to congestion problems.

APPENDIX: CHINA’S FIVE-YEAR PLAN FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRY—ACHIEVEMENTS AND PROBLEMS

China’s five-year plan for the automotive industry (2001–2005) iden-
tifies concrete goals and strategies for stimulating the rapid growth of the
industry. (These goals and strategies are described in an appendix to
Chapter 3.) Some of the achievements of the automotive industry and
some of its remaining major problems also are listed in the plan. The
achievements are:

• High production advantages. Eighty percent of the state’s investment
in the automotive sector is now concentrated in the 13 leading manufac-
turers.

• Progress in product structure. Cars as a proportion of total vehicle
production rose from 8.3 percent in 1990 to 20.2 percent in 2000, and many
of the new cars had electronic fuel injection systems.

• Higher exports of parts and components. Local suppliers provide up to
80 percent of the content of domestically produced vehicles, and they have
been exporting 30 percent more parts and components each year.

• Greater product development capability. China has shifted from im-
porting all manufacturing technology to developing some technology.
New vehicle products have been developed jointly with foreign partners.

• Significant progress in foreign economic and technology cooperation.
More than 600 automotive enterprises have been established in China with
foreign participation. Foreign investment in the automotive sector has
reached $21 billion (RMB174 billion).3

Four areas are listed as major problems:

1. Uncultivated consumer market for automobiles. The automotive sector
has not developed a consumer-oriented policy—that is, the product line,
marketing, and pricing of manufacturers are not tailored to meet consum-
ers’ needs. Moreover, some local governments impose fees and complex
registration procedures or ban imports from other regions.

2. Weak product development capability. Chinese automobile manufac-

3 Currency conversions are based on an exchange rate of U.S.$1 = RMB8.3.
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turers lack a strong vehicle development capability, in part because of
limited investment in research and development—less than 1 percent of
revenue, which is much lower than that of most international manufac-
turers.

3. Underdeveloped supply industry. Despite the gains just noted, China’s
auto supply industry is fragmented and uncompetitive compared with
international norms, with little economy of scale.

4. Duplicate construction and serious fragmentation. Local protective
high tariffs and market restrictions have led local governments to launch
new independent automobile assembly projects.

The plan also describes the effects of impending WTO membership in
three areas:

1. Tariff reduction and abolition of quota and import licenses. Imports will
place new pressures on domestic manufacturers, especially imports of
passenger cars, advanced engines, drive axles and key parts assemblies,
and high-end heavy-duty trucks.

2. Opening up of the automobile service trade. The arrival of foreign com-
panies providing sales and distribution, franchise dealerships, shipping
and transportation, financing, and car rental and leasing will further open
channels for imports at the expense of locally produced vehicles.

3. Abolition of the “localization policy.” The disappearance of China’s
present policy of preference for local enterprises will have a negative ef-
fect on foreign investment, technology transfer, and new product devel-
opment in the Chinese automotive sector.
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2

Motorization from a Global Perspective

China may benefit from the experience of other countries as it for
mulates its own policies for motor vehicle ownership and use, for
the economic role of the motor vehicle industry, and for the use of

new motor vehicle technology. To explore the potential for such learning,
this chapter summarizes how the recent growth in motorization and road
infrastructure in China compares with that of other countries. It also re-
views policy issues related to motorization that may deserve special at-
tention. Finally, the chapter explores recent work that predicts how
changes in international trade practices and China’s accession to the
World Trade Organization (WTO) may affect the Chinese motor vehicle
industry. Later chapters address motor vehicle technologies and the soci-
etal impacts of motorization.

GLOBAL COMPARISONS OF NATIONAL MOTORIZATION

Since the 1960s many studies have examined what determines the num-
ber of motor vehicles used in countries and cities over time.1 All studies
find that income is a major determinant of the size of the motor vehicle fleet
across countries and cities in developing and industrial countries. At the

1 See Ingram and Liu (1999) for a survey of this literature. In these studies motor vehicles
are defined as those having four or more wheels and include cars, buses, trucks, and com-
mercial vehicles, but not motorcycles. The statistics normally include government vehicles
but usually not military vehicles. Income per capita is generally used in these studies and is
usually measured using gross domestic product (GDP) per capita.
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national level, income alone typically explains more than 90 percent of the
variation in motorization levels, and at the urban level more than 80 per-
cent. The growth of national motor vehicle fleets parallels that of income: a
1 percent increase in income is associated with a 1 percent increase in motor
vehicles, and this relationship has been relatively stable for the past 30 years.

The relation between motorization and income between 1970 and 1996
is summarized in Figure 2-1, which shows data for a sample of 50 coun-
tries, with seven countries identified.2 Both per capita income and motor-
ization levels vary over a nearly thousand-fold range, as shown by the
logarithmic scales used. For each country in Figure 2-1 (and in Figures 2-
2 and 2-3 later in this chapter) a line segment connects the country’s posi-
tion in 1970 with its position in 1996—the most recent year with compa-
rable data across countries. By means of darker lines and end points,
Figure 2-1 specifically identifies China and six other countries. Motoriza-
tion increased in all countries from 1970 to 1996, but incomes did not.
Downward sloping lines denote sampled countries (such as Nigeria,
Rwanda, and Côte d’Ivoire) where incomes declined. A mostly parallel

FIGURE 2-1 Motor vehicle fleets in relation to income, selected countries, 1970
and 1996. NOTE: Per capita gross domestic product (GDP) is transformed to dollars
using market exchange rates (see footnote 2). SOURCES: Motorization data: Inter-
national Road Federation (2001 and earlier); other data: World Bank (2001 and ear-
lier).
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2 In all figures the GDP per capita, used to measure income or economic activity in this
chapter, is transformed into dollars using market exchange rates because vehicles are traded
goods, and the market exchange rate GDP measures the ability of an economy to purchase
traded goods. The countries and data are in the appendix to this chapter.
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alignment of the line segments indicates stability in the relation over time.
The relation between motorization and income in China has been very
consistent with that of other countries, even though China started from a
very low income level in 1970.

Although strongly related to income, motorization can vary greatly—
by a factor of two or more—across countries. For example, in 1970 Korea
and Brazil had similar per capita incomes, but Brazil had 31.2 vehicles per
thousand persons and Korea 5.6 vehicles per thousand persons. The
United States, at 765 vehicles per thousand persons in 1996, had half again
as many as some member countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) such as Germany at 529, France at
526, Japan at 546. Therefore, other variables, including nonmarket factors,
also affect motorization levels.

Two additional factors significantly associated with national levels of
motorization are population density (negatively) and urbanization (posi-
tively). No study has systematically examined the effect of domestic ve-
hicle production on national motorization levels, but Korea’s accelerated
motorization may reflect a domestic industry effect. However, a look at
two countries with similar income levels reveals that Thailand’s motor-
ization level is above Brazil’s, yet Brazil has a much larger motor industry
than Thailand (see Figure 2-1).

Vehicle and fuel prices are two policy instruments that often affect
motor vehicle ownership and use. A comparison of current estimates
shows that the elasticity of motorization with respect to income (about
1.0) is absolutely larger than the elasticity of motorization with respect to
vehicle price (about –0.5). These magnitudes imply that if price increases
were the only policy variable used to influence fleet size, vehicle prices
would have to increase twice as fast as incomes to offset the effects of
income growth on fleet size.  Higher vehicle prices also increase the length
of time the vehicle is retained (and thus the average age of the fleet). The
effect of higher fuel prices on fleet size is uncertain.3 However, it is known
that an increase in fuel prices reduces vehicle usage and encourages the
purchase of more fuel-efficient vehicles. When adjusted for inflation and
quality, neither fuel nor vehicle prices have increased much over time,
whereas income has grown steadily in most countries. Differences in
prices and other factors across countries produce different levels of mo-
torization at similar income levels (as shown in Figure 2-1), but income
growth is the major determinant of motorization growth. China’s experi-
ence is very consistent with this pattern.

3 Compare Wheaton (1982), who finds a fuel price effect, with Johansson and Schipper
(1997), who find none.
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Studies of motorization at the urban level produce results generally
similar to those at the national level. Income is strongly associated with
urban vehicle fleet size, but motorization increases more rapidly with in-
come at the national level than at the urban level because urban areas
have substitutes for motor vehicles, such as transit, that rural areas lack.
In addition, growth in urban motorization worsens urban congestion,
which may make owning a car in a city less attractive. After controlling
for income, one finds that motorization levels vary across cities even more
than across countries (see Ingram and Liu, 1999:335).

THE AUTOMOBILE SHARE OF THE FLEET

Because this study focuses on personal-use motor vehicles (automo-
biles), it is now appropriate to ask: How does the automobile share of the
motor vehicle fleet change as incomes rise over time? At low-income lev-
els (less than $800 [RMB6,600] per capita), trucks and buses predominate.
As incomes increase, the automobile share increases very rapidly at low
income levels, then at a decreasing rate trending toward a saturation level
that varies across countries. The relation between the automobile share of
the fleet and income is shown in Figure 2-2 for the same 50 countries and

FIGURE 2-2 Automobile share of motor vehicle fleet in relation to income, se-
lected countries, 1970 and 1996. NOTE: Per capita gross domestic product (GDP)
is transformed to dollars using market exchange rates (see footnote 2). SOURCES:
Motorization data: International Road Federation (2001 and earlier); other data:
World Bank (2001 and earlier).
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years, 1970 and 1996, used in Figure 2-1. The automobile share of the fleet
has increased dramatically in China, Brazil, and Korea, whereas in the
United States the growing popularity of pickup trucks, vans, and sport-
utility vehicles has reduced the automobile share of the fleet since 1970.
Surprisingly, the automobile share of the fleet also has fallen dramatically
in Thailand, where pickup trucks have become popular for use in rural
areas. And in some countries motorcycles are a popular substitute for cars.
Thailand had 10.2 million motorcycles in 1996 (when China had 9.8 mil-
lion) compared with 1.6 million automobiles and 4.6 million other motor
vehicles.

The number of automobiles increases more rapidly with income than
does the total number of motor vehicles. Thus when income rises by 1
percent, the number of motor vehicles rises by 1 percent, but the number
of automobiles increases by about 1.2 percent. Compared with other coun-
tries, the share of the motor vehicle fleet composed of automobiles was at
a very low level in 1970 in China (10.2 percent) and was still relatively low
(38.9 percent) in 1996 in comparison with countries with similar income
levels. But policies to limit the sales of motorcycles may increase automo-
bile numbers.

GLOBAL COMPARISONS OF ROAD AVAILABILITY

Any policy adopted to increase the number of motor vehicles also
needs to consider the availability of roads. Across countries, the size of
the road network (measured as the length of paved and unpaved roads)
increases less rapidly than income. However, as incomes rise more roads
are paved. A 1 percent increase in income is associated with a 0.5 percent
increase in total road length and a 1 percent increase in paved road length
(see Figure 2-3). Again, China’s recent experience is very consistent with
that of other countries, and expansion of its network of paved roads has
kept pace with its income growth. China’s motor vehicle population, its
paved road length, and its number of motor vehicles per kilometer of
paved road (8.3 in 1996) are close to the average for its income level. In
OECD countries the number of vehicles per kilometer (km) of paved road
is higher, ranging from 20 to 60, with the higher numbers observed in
countries with high population densities.

MOTORIZATION IN URBAN AREAS: A CHALLENGE

As noted earlier, in cities vehicle ownership increases with income,
much as it does at the national level. Moreover, in developing countries
urban incomes are often much higher than the national average income.
In China, for example, average incomes in Shanghai are three to five times
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higher than the national average. Private car ownership would then be
concentrated in Chinese cities. Unlike at the national level, the size of the
road network at the urban level (measured as the length of roads within
the urbanized area) increases very slowly with income. A recent analysis
of 35 world cities found that a 1 percent increase in city per capita income
was associated with only a 0.1 percent increase in urban road length—and
most of that was from annexation of neighboring jurisdictions (Ingram
and Liu, 1999). In China, road length has grown recently in major cities
from both annexation and new road construction. But new urban roads
are very costly. For example, in recent years Shanghai has invested 5 per-
cent of its regional domestic product in roads. This share is high and is
unlikely to be sustainable. Most countries invest about 1 percent of na-
tional income in roads per year (World Bank, 1994).

Road length per capita in large Chinese cities is similar to that ob-
served in large cities in other developing countries. For example,
Shanghai’s road length of 0.43 m per person in 1997 was similar to that of
Bangkok, Jakarta, and Manila. Because the number of motor vehicles has
been increasing faster than the length of paved roads in large Chinese
cities, the number of vehicles per kilometer of paved road has been rising.
In 1997 Shanghai had about 122 vehicles per kilometer of paved road, a
number that is high for cities in developing countries.

FIGURE 2-3 Paved road length in relation to income, selected countries, 1970 and
1996. NOTE: Per capita gross domestic product (GDP) is transformed to dollars
using market exchange rates (see footnote 2). SOURCES: Motorization data: Inter-
national Road Federation (2001 and earlier); other data: World Bank (2001 and ear-
lier).
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Urban income growth is associated with rapid growth in the number
of vehicles and much slower growth in urban road length, and thus it
worsens urban congestion—a negative externality of motorization. Be-
cause reducing urban congestion depends more on specific attributes of
city land use and transport systems than of vehicles, most countries as-
sign responsibility for congestion management to local or metropolitan
governments. Such management includes traffic enforcement, parking
control, and local charges for registration and vehicle use that may affect
vehicle ownership. Chinese policy in this area is evolving. The central
government recently restricted local government powers, abolishing
many local fees on vehicle registration and use (China Online News,
2000b) and supporting the elimination of bridge tolls in Shanghai.

Vehicle-related air pollution, another negative externality of motor-
ization, is primarily an urban problem because the density of vehicle
use and population density are both high in cities. Although it may seem
sensible to vary vehicle emissions standards by city, the mobility of ve-
hicles and the cost to producers of multiple standards have led most
countries to place responsibility for setting vehicle emissions standards
at the national level. China recently assigned this responsibility to the
State Environmental Protection Administration. Similar arguments sup-
port having vehicle safety standards set nationally, a practice China is
also following.

Motorization in urban areas also has an impact on land use patterns.
The growth in the use of trucks and motorized freight encourages firms
to move out from the center of urban areas. The decentralization of em-
ployment encourages the suburbanization of residential development
as workers follow jobs (Ingram, 1998). These locational changes reduce
central city population densities and produce dispersed travel patterns
that are less easily served by public transit. In cities, motor vehicle use
promotes motor vehicle dependence because the residential changes and
the housing and infrastructure investments are difficult to reverse. Na-
scent tendencies in this direction are evident in several large Chinese
cities that are experiencing falling central population densities, growth
in suburban employment, and the emergence of auto-dependent house-
holds in metropolitan suburbs.

OTHER MOTORIZATION POLICY LESSONS
FROM MARKET ECONOMIES

Vehicle users pay many—but not all—of the costs of vehicle use in
most countries. To ensure that personal vehicle use is not excessive, it is
important that the prices paid by vehicle users reflect the full economic
and social costs of vehicle use. When the personal vehicle user does not
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pay these appropriate costs, often some new regulation must be applied
to, for example, vehicle attributes, safety, insurance, emissions, and ve-
hicle use so that the owner is forced to pay the costs.

The vehicle owner normally pays the costs of personal vehicle owner-
ship, operation, maintenance, and depreciation. Because vehicles use
roads, it is important that vehicle users also pay an appropriate share of
the cost of constructing and maintaining roads. Roads and related infra-
structure are typically financed through taxes on fuel, taxes on use-re-
lated parts such as tires, and tolls. Road costs are usually about 5 percent
of automobile operating costs.

Fuel costs, a quarter or more of operating costs, also are borne by the
personal vehicle owner. Fuel prices affect both vehicle use and the fuel
efficiency of the vehicle purchased. Taxes on fuels can be used to encour-
age car buyers to purchase more fuel-efficient vehicles. Such incentives
may be desirable if vehicles use imported fuel and if the true cost to the
economy of fuel imports is thought to be higher than the current market
price. China, a net importer of petroleum since 1993, imported 70 million
tons of oil in 2000, and oil imports are growing at 10 million tons per year.
The Chinese government is considering auto fuel consumption policies
that would incorporate a fuel tax and a tax on engine size to promote
energy savings (China Online News, 2001b). Taxes on personal-use ve-
hicles and vehicle fuel also may be an attractive source of general revenue
for the government, because such taxes are normally progressive (rev-
enue increases with the taxpayer’s income).

Vehicles are involved in accidents, which damage property and in-
jure people. Where vehicle insurance is required and vehicle operators
are held liable for damage they cause, vehicle owners pay much of the
cost of accidents through insurance premiums. In China, accident and
motor vehicle-related fatality rates are high, although they are consistent
with China’s per capita income (Figure 2-4).4 In 1996 the annual motor
vehicle fatality rate per million vehicles was about 6,000 in China, which
was about 30 times higher than the U.S. rate of 200. Auto insurance in
China is growing rapidly, but it is unclear what insurance is mandatory
and how liability for accidents is assessed. China’s five-year plan for the
development of the automotive industry describes the need for a road
and motor vehicle law, but it does not mention insurance and liability for
accidents. It is critical that users of personal vehicles be held responsible
for the costs of the accidents they cause. A mandatory minimum level of

4 Motor vehicle fatality rates are not available for many countries in the International
Road Federation database. The data for China are derived from Chinese sources.
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insurance is a sound way to ensure that vehicle users pay the costs of
accidents and the damage associated with vehicle use.

Emissions from motor vehicles often harm urban air quality, but one
vehicle’s emissions generally cause no costs to its operator. Nor do ve-
hicle operators pay for the health care costs of those who suffer from the
resulting poor air quality. This negative externality is generally handled
by regulations and controls on engine technology and fuel use rather than
by prices or taxes. China has moved to adopt international standards in
regulating vehicular emissions. Fuels are regulated—for example, leaded
gasoline has been banned—and new emissions standards promulgated
by the State Environmental Protection Administration require light-duty
vehicles in China to meet European Emission Standard II (Euro II) by the
year 2004 (China Online News, 2001a). Some metropolitan areas have in-
spection and maintenance programs for vehicular emissions systems. But
nationally mandated inspection standards for emissions and safety have
been put in place and are being strengthened.

The use of motor vehicles in urban areas also imposes other costs that
vehicle operators do not pay. Vehicle use on crowded streets increases the
travel time of all other vehicles, but vehicle operators incur only the cost
of the time they spend on their trip. Economists have long advocated con-
gestion tolls for crowded roads, and Singapore has successfully imple-
mented one. Implementing congestion tolls can be difficult, but intelli-
gent transportation systems (ITS) could be used successfully to levy
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FIGURE 2-4 Motor vehicle death rates in relation to per capita income, selected
countries, 1996. NOTE: Per capita gross domestic product (GDP) is transformed to
dollars using market exchange rates (see footnote 2). SOURCES: Motorization
data: Chinese sources (see footnote 4); other data: World Bank (2001 and earlier).
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congestion tolls.5  Traffic management remains the second-best solution
to congestion and is better left in the hands of local officials.

PROJECTIONS OF CHINA’S MOTOR VEHICLE FLEET

The strong relation between income and motorization across coun-
tries provides a simple basis for projecting motor vehicle fleet sizes in
China, because China’s motorization experience has been so consistent
with international patterns.6 Cross-country analysis has indicated that
motor vehicle fleets grow in proportion to income and that automobile
fleets grow 1.2 times faster than income. Those relationships are used here,
but projecting the growth rate of the Chinese economy is a challenge.
China’s gross domestic product (GDP), an indicator of personal income,
grew at an average annual rate of 10.1 percent from 1980 to 1990 and 10.7
percent from 1990 through 1998 (World Bank, 2001:194).7 However, in
1999 and 2000 it grew at 7.1 and 8.0 percent, respectively (World Bank,
2001:192). Decadal growth rates of 10 percent or more are rare in histori-
cal experience.

Three different assumptions about China’s GDP growth rate—a high
rate of 10 percent, a medium rate of 8 percent, and a low rate of 6 per-
cent—produce three different projections for the automobile and motor
vehicle fleet size in China. (Note that very few countries have attained
even the 6 percent rate over a decade.) The projections, starting from a
base in 1996 of 10,020,000 motor vehicles (including 3,894,000 automo-
biles), are shown in Table 2-1. They cover a wide range, differing by a
factor of two by 2015. The medium projection is close to the projections
made recently by the Chinese Academy of Engineering.8

It is difficult to move from projections of fleet size to projections of
annual new vehicle sales. Taxes on fuel mainly affect fuel efficiency rather
than the number of vehicles sold. High prices or high taxes on new ve-
hicles tend to increase the economic life of vehicles. Longer vehicle life
mean a smaller share of the fleet is scrapped each year, and thus new

5 Intelligent transportation systems are produced by using advanced technologies—such
as computers, electronics, and communications—to integrate surface transportation systems
with the goal of improving safety and efficiency.

6 This consistency is not automatic and will occur only if policies allow vehicle growth to
continue.

7 Projections of motor vehicle fleet size are made using total income and not income per
capita, because empirical estimates indicate that population is a scale variable (has an expo-
nent of 1.00) in regressions of total fleet size on per capita income and population.

8 These projections were presented by Prof. Guo Konghui in May 2001, in Beijing, China.
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vehicle sales are a lower share of the fleet. Chinese policy makers recently
have set rules calling for vehicles to be retired at a certain mileage and
age, but these rules seem to reflect safety and emissions standard objec-
tives rather than economic considerations (China Online News, 2000a).9

CHANGES IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE POLICIES

In 1999 China was the seventh largest national economy as measured
by GDP valued at market exchange rates and the second largest (behind
the United States) when GDP is measured using purchasing power parity

TABLE 2-1 National Vehicle Fleet Projections for Three GDP
Growth Rates, China (millions of vehicles)

Year Cars Motor Vehicles

10 percent GDP growth

2005 07.9 026.4
2010 13.9 042.5
2015 24.4 068.4
2020 43.1 110.2

8 percent GDP growth

2005 07.2 024.5
2010 11.4 036.0
2015 18.0 052.9
2020 28.5 077.8

6 percent GDP growth

2005 06.6 022.7
2010 09.3 030.4
2015 13.2 040.7
2020 18.7 054.5

NOTE:  Projections (in millions of vehicles) assume that motor vehicle growth is the
same as income growth and that car growth is 1.2 times income growth. GDP = gross
domestic product.

SOURCE:  Calculated by G. Ingram based on data in China State Statistical Bu-
reau (2002).

 9 These standards call for retiring vehicles that have reached 30,000–50,000 km or eight to
ten years of age.
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exchange rates. In international trade flows, China ranked fourth behind
the United States, the European Union, and Japan. China was accepted
into the World Trade Organization in late 2001; it was not a member of the
WTO’s predecessor, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT).10 China steadily liberalized its trade policies during the 1990s,
but joining the WTO will involve many additional changes and obliga-
tions (see Box 2-1).

BOX 2-1
Main Obligations of WTO Members

Members of the World Trade Organization are obligated to:

• Offer the same trade policies (most-favored-nation status) to all WTO
members.

• Make government legislation and domestic enforcement conform to
WTO standards.

• Reduce tariffs and rely only on tariffs; remove quotas, most licenses,
and other nontariff barriers.

• Subscribe to:
• General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT)—schedule of tariffs

countries have bound themselves to follow.
• General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)—agreement mod-

eled on the GATT and its principles and that applies to national,
state, and local governments.

• Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)—agree-
ment that protects copyrights, trademarks, geographical indications,
industrial design, patents, integrated circuit design, and trade secrets.

• Technical Barrier to Trade (TBT) Agreement—agreement that con-
trols the use of technical regulations and standards as trade barriers.

• Agreement on Trade-Related Investment Measures (TRIMs)—agree-
ment that specifies that investors cannot be required to have local
content minima or to balance exports and imports.

• Antidumping provisions—provisions that prohibit selling goods be-
low cost if local industry is injured.

• Sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) measures—measures that ensure
that health regulations are not discriminatory.

SOURCE:  World Trade Organization Secretariat (1999).

10 The GATT is no longer a free-standing body; to join the GATT a country must join the
WTO.
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The Automotive Industry and Trade Liberalization

China’s accession to the WTO will have a large impact on its automo-
tive industry, an economic sector that is heavily involved in international
trade. For example, in 1999 machinery and transport equipment consti-
tuted 49 percent of the value of exports (and 30 percent of the value of
imports) of the OECD’s trade with low- and middle-income countries
(World Bank, 2001:327–328). In 1999, of the new cars placed in service in
China, 95 percent were produced domestically.

China’s automotive industry is relatively fragmented; as of 1999 it
had 118 original equipment manufacturers of motor vehicles. Its overall
production capacity for cars was 910,000 at the end of 1999, and annual
production was 605,000. The three largest companies—First Auto Works
(FAW), Dongfeng Motor Corporation (DMC), and Shanghai Automotive
Industry Corporation (SAIC)—produced 44 percent of motor vehicles and
70 percent of the cars during this period. In 2000 the 13 largest automotive
companies produced over 90 percent of the total motor vehicle output
and sales.

The automotive industry is one of China’s most highly protected. Tar-
iffs on motor vehicles and vehicle parts were well over 100 percent as
recently as 1995. In 2000 import tariffs on sedans ranged from 80 to 100
percent, and import tariffs on vehicle parts ranged from 35 to 50 percent.
After WTO accession, compliance with WTO standards must be phased
in over a period of five years, and average motor vehicle tariff rates will
fall below 15 percent—with tariffs on vehicles at 25 percent and on com-
ponents around 10 percent.11  The import quotas and import licenses ap-
plied to all vehicles except cars will be removed in the second half of the
five-year phase-in period and those for cars at its end. Although the tariff
rates are high, eliminating quotas and licenses may have more of an im-
pact. Indeed, the five-year plan for the automotive industry states that the
elimination of import quotas will be much greater than that of reduced
tariffs. It also notes that WTO accession will most severely affect cars,
followed by heavy-duty trucks; it will have minimal effects on mini-ve-
hicles, medium trucks, buses, and motorcycles (China State Economic and
Trade Commission, 2001:6).

The automotive industry in China has many small producers, and
even its largest companies have few plants that operate on a scale large
enough to achieve least-cost output levels. High local content has then
been achieved, but at a high cost. These challenges are well recognized by
China’s economic policy makers and are addressed by current policy

11 Many electronic components of vehicles may come in with a zero tariff under the Infor-
mation Technology Agreement.
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statements. China’s objectives over the next five years are to restructure
its automotive industry, to consolidate its many small-scale producers into
three large companies with a joint domestic market share of over 70 per-
cent, and to establish the capacity to develop vehicles domestically by
increasing expenditures on research and development.

The Effects of WTO Accession on China’s Automotive Industry

A few scholars have attempted to develop quantitative estimates of
the economic effects of China’s accession to the WTO (Development Re-
search Centre, 1998; Fan and Zheng, 2000; Zhai and Li, 2000; Wang 2001).
One recent paper developed estimates for 22 separate industries, includ-
ing the automotive industry, using a computable general equilibrium
model that includes China and other countries or regions of the world
(Ianchovichina and Martin, 2001). Its results are briefly summarized here.

Ianchovichina and Martin conducted simulations for 1995–2005 that
compared China’s accession to the WTO with a non-WTO base case. Their
model incorporates the liberal duty exemptions already in place for im-
ports used as inputs into export goods and for investment goods used in
joint ventures with foreign enterprises. Ianchovichina and Martin report
that, overall, WTO accession produces substantial benefits for China and
the rest of the world. China’s overall share of world exports is projected to
double, with labor-intensive industries growing the most—especially ex-
ports of apparel.

In the 1995 base year, of the 22 industries included in the simulation
the Chinese automotive industry had the highest tariffs, at 129 percent,
compared with the average weighted tariff across all industries in 1995 of
21 percent. With China’s accession to the WTO, import tariffs on automo-
tive trade fall to 14 percent (an average of vehicle and component tariffs),
compared with an industry-wide average weighted tariff of 7.85 percent.
The model predicts for China a substantial increase in automotive exports
and an even larger increase in automotive imports. The net result is a
prediction that the total output of China’s automotive industry will de-
cline slightly (the only industry to do so) by 2005 under WTO accession.
The authors are careful to note that their model does not capture econo-
mies of scale in automobile production. If reduced protection forces con-
solidation and increased economies of scale, China’s automobile sector
could become a stronger competitor and a larger exporter. Although con-
clusions from these simulations are subject to large uncertainties, they do
indicate that WTO accession will place tremendous strains on the auto-
motive industry in China, because it has been highly protected and has
few producers with enough volume to benefit from scale economies.

Outside of China, the six large global auto companies that have
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emerged from mergers during the 1990s each have the capacity to pro-
duce about 4 million units per year and are well poised to compete for a
market share in China after WTO accession. In China, vehicle imports are
likely to grow rapidly after WTO accession. Imported vehicles and auto
parts will put competitive pressure on existing domestic producers and
will likely lead to a reduction in the number of vehicle producers and the
elimination of inefficient smaller firms. Exports of auto parts are likely to
increase as both Chinese and international firms take advantage of China’s
relatively low wage levels.

CONCLUSION

In contrast to the impressions of casual observers, China’s pattern of
motorization is thus far very similar to that of other countries, and its
overall motor vehicle fleet size is strongly associated with its growing
income level. Current policies are likely to sustain this similarity. Like-
wise, the pattern of paved road length in China is similar to that of other
countries.

One issue common to many other countries—and rapidly emerging
in China—is that motorization is likely to produce its earliest and severest
problems in cities. Urban residents have higher-than-average incomes and
therefore buy automobiles earlier and at a higher rate than the general
population. Because urban vehicle fleets grow more rapidly than urban
road length, urban congestion increases quickly—promoting the decen-
tralization of population and employment from central to peripheral loca-
tions. Such patterns have already been observed in China’s largest cities.

Overall, motorization produces negative externalities that must be
regulated. In many areas, China has put in place regulations (on emis-
sions, fuel quality, and crash-worthiness) that are quite advanced and
draw on the experience of other countries. To date, China’s nationally
mandated vehicle inspection programs seem to focus mainly on vehicle
safety and to apply near the expected end of a vehicle’s useful life. China
may well wish to ensure that motor vehicle users pay the costs of acci-
dents through a mandatory insurance program or a financial responsibil-
ity requirement.

China’s accession to the World Trade Organization will result in lower
tariffs by a factor of two to four from the present levels on vehicles and
components. In addition, import quotas and import licenses will be elimi-
nated. These changes, to be phased in over a five-year period, will bring
competitive pressure to bear on China’s automotive industry, which is
currently fragmented and enjoys few scale economies. Some detailed
quantitative analyses suggest that the output of China’s automobile in-
dustry will be essentially unchanged by 2005, and that both imports and
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exports of motor vehicle-related goods will grow. The implication is that
much of the automobile growth over the five-year period will stem from
imports. Although subject to considerable quantitative uncertainty, these
analyses signal that China’s automotive industry may face a significant
structural adjustment from WTO accession.
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National Data, 50 Countries, 1970 and 1996

1970 GDP 1996 GDP 1970 1996
per capita per capita Land area Land Are

Country (1995 US$) (1995 US$) (km2) (km2)

Algeria 1,261 1,503 2,381,740 2,381,740
Argentina 6,833 7,743 2,736,690 2,736,690
Australia 13,636 21,347 7,682,300 7,682,300
Austria 16,053 29,813 82,710 82,730
Belgium 15,736 27,415 32,820 32,820
Bolivia 856 920 1,084,380 1,084,380
Brazil 2,393 4,476 8,456,510 8,456,510
Cameroon 508 617 465,400 465,400
Canada 12,460 19,820 9,220,970 9,220,970
Chile 2,360 4,858 748,800 748,800
China 120 630 9,327,450 9,327,420
Colombia 1,377 2,403 1,038,00 1,038,700
Cote d1voire     927 747 318,000 318,000
Denmark 23,446 35,115 429370 42,430
Ecuador 879 1,564 276,840 276,840
Egypt 478 1,066 995,450 995,450
Finland 15,200 26,239 304,590 304,590
France 16,412 27,060 550,100 550,100
Gabon 3,390 4,634 257,670 257,670
Germany 17,988 30,237 349,270 349,270
Greece 6,651 11,488 128,900 128,900
India 212 400 2,973,190 2,973,190
Indonesia 298 1,105 1,811,570 1,811,570
Ireland 7,908 19,685 68,890 68,890
Italy 10,801 19,331 2949090 294,060
Japan 20,015 42,913 376,520 376,520
Kenya 226 342 569,140 569,140
South Korea 2,641 11,467 98,730 98,730
Malawi 121 153 94,080 94,080
Malaysia 1,371 4,625 328,955 328,550
Mauritius 1,190 3,703 2,030 2,030
Mexico 2,295 3,251 1,908,690 1,908,690
Morocco 849 1,379 446,340 446,300
Netherlands 17,321 27,544 33,780 33,920
New Zealand 12,685 16,588 267,990 267,990
Nigeria 264 256 910,770 910,770
Norway 15,669 35,102 306,830 306,830
Pakistan 277 512 770,880 770,880
Philippines 845 1,122 298,260 298,170
Portugal 5,016 11,203 91,500 91,500

APPENDIX 1
NATIONAL DATA
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1996 1996 Motor
area Land Area 1970 Total 1996 Total Vehicle-Related

(km2) Population Population Deaths

740 2,381,740 13,700,000 28,600,000
690 2,736,690 24,000,000 35,200,000
300 7,682,300 12,500,000 18,300,000 1,970
710 82,730 7,426,000 8,059,000 1,027
820 32,820 9,638,000 10,200,000 1,356
380 1,084,380 4,212,000 7,588,000
510 8,456,510 96,000,000 162,000,000
400 465,400 6,614,000 13,500,000
970 9,220,970 21,300,000 29,700,000 3,082
800 748,800 9,496,000 14,400,000 1,925
450 9,327,420 818,000,000 1,220,000,000 69,000
,00 1,038,700 22,600,00 39,300,000 7,445
000 318,000 5,515,000 14,300,000
370 42,430 4,9299000 5,262,000 514
840 276,840 5,970,000 11,700,000 1,421
450 995,450 33,100,000 59,300,000
590 304,590 4,606,000 5,125,000 404
100 550,100 50,800,000 58,000,000 8,080
670 257,670 504,000 1,125,000
270 349,270 77,700,000 81,900,000 8,758
900 128,900 8,793,000 10,500,000 2,068
190 2,973,190 548,000,000 946,000,000 71,943
570 1,811,570 118,000,000 197,000,000
890 68,890 2,950,000 3,632,000 453
090 294,060 53,800,000 579400,000 6,193
520 376,520 104,000,000 126,000,000 9,942
140 569,140 11,500,000 279500,000
730 98,730 31,900,000 45,500,000 12,653
080 94,080 4,518,000 10,000,000 1,090
955 328,550 10,900,000 21,100,000 6,304
030 2,030 826,000 19134,000
690 1,908,690 50,600,000 92,600,000
340 446,300 15,300,000 26,800,000 2,807
780 33,920 13,000,000 15,500,000 1,334
990 267,990 2,820,000 3,714,100 514
770 910,770 53,200,000 114,000,000 6,364
830 306,830 3,877,000 4,381,000 255
880 770,880 60,600,000 125,000,000 5,280
260 298,170 37,500,000 69,900,000 19043
500 91,500 9,044,200 9,930,000 2,100

Continued on next page
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Rwanda 263 221 24,670 24,670
South Africa 4,100 3,943 1,221,040 1,221,040
Spain 8,507 15,224 499,780 499,40
Sweden 19,598 27,454 411,620 411,620
Switzerland 35,491 43,574 39,550 39,550
Thailand 752 3,021 510,890 510,890
Tunisia 1,004 2,119 155,360 155,360
Turkey 1,626 2,943 769,630 769,630
United Kingdom 11,827 19,651 241,770 241,600
United States 17,052 28,341 9,159,120 9,159,120

National Data, 50 Countries, 1970 and 1996 (continued)

1970 GDP 1996 GDP 1970 1996
per capita per capita Land Area Land Area

Country (1995 US$) (1995 US$) (km2) (km2)

1970 Total 1996 Total 1970 1996
Motor Motor Passenger Passanger
Vehicles Vehicles Cars Cars

Country (‘000) (‘000) (‘000) (‘000)

Algeria 251 1,505 143 725
Argentina 2,318 6,071 1,440 4,784
Australia 4,870 11,097 3,899 9,022
Austria 1,575 3,994 1,197 3,691
Belgium 2,302 4,768 2,060 4,308
Bolivia 77 362 19 224
Brazil 3,000 12,754 1,595 10,500
Cameroon 35 162 20 98
Canada 8,340 16,861 6,602 13,217
Chile 328 1,720 176 1,121
China 488 10,020 50 3,894
Colombia 343 1,922 239 1,624
Cote d’lvoire 89 456 56 293
Denmark 1,471 2,026 1,079 1,737
Ecuador 180 518 27 465
Egypt 270 1,787 131 1,354
Finland 997 2,210 712 1,943
France 14,370 30,558 12,900 25,500
Gabon 13 41 6 25
Germany 15,663 43,351 14,673 40,988
Greece 344 3,246 227 2,339
India 1,092 6,684 627 4,189
Indonesia 359 4,439 239 2,409
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70 24,670 3,728,000 6,727,000
40 1,221,040 22,100,000 39,900,000 9,848
80 499,40 33,800,000 39,300,000 5,483
20 411,620 8,043,000 8,843,000 537
50 39,550 6,267,000 7,074,000 616
90 510,890 35,700,000 59,000,000
60 155,360 5,127,000 9,089,300
30 769,630 35,300,000 61,400,000 5,428
70 241,600 55,600,000 58,800,000 3,598
20 9,159,120 205,000,000 268,000,000 42,065

1996 1970 1996 1996
Area Land Area Total Total Motor Vehicle-

(km2) Population Population Related Deaths

1996 1970 1996 1970 1996
nger Passanger Road Road Paved Paved

Cars Length Length Roads Roads
(‘000) (‘000 km) (‘000 km) (‘000 km) (‘000 km)

725 76.0 104.0 33.0 71.6
4,784 201.1 218.2 33.4 63.5
9,022 884.7 913.0 185.8 353.0
3,691 94.8 129.1 94.8 129.1
4,308 92.1 144.1 75.1 116.1

224 25.6 41.6 0.9 1.8
10,500 1,130.0 1,670.1 38.9 139.7

98 46.6 70.1 0.9 4.3
13,217 830.3 901.9 186.9 318.4
1,121 64.5 79.1 7.4 13.2
3,894 636.7 1,210.0 47.0 271.0
1,624 49.5 129.1 6.0 15.4

293 35.0 50.4 1.3 4.9
1,737 61.5 71.3 57.6 71.3

465 20.6 43.2 2.9 5.7
1,354 23.6 64.0 10.1 50.0
1,943 72.4 77.8 23.2 49.8

25,500 785.2 892.5 691.0 892.5
25 6.0 8.3 0.2 0.6

40,988 440.9 656.1 317.4 650.0
2,339 35.1 38.1 17.4 34.3
4,189 972.3 2,367.0 324.8 1,295.0
2,409 84.3 336.4 21.1 155.8

Continued on next page
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Ireland 440 1,109 394 987
Italy 11,115 33,316 10,181 30,600
Japan 17,826 68,805 8,832 46,869
Kenya 114 359 96 278
South Korea 180 9,553 61 6,894
Malawi 18 56 9 27
Malaysia 312 3,497 238 2,946
Mauritius 11 94 6 70
Mexico 1,825 12,818 1,234 8,707
Morocco 306 897 223 670
Netherlands 2,913 6,260 2,258 5,664
New Zealand 1,080 1,987 891 1,636
Nigeria 98 2,701 57 885
Norway 835 2,053 694 19661
Pakistan 146 977 93 578
Philippines 510 2,053 279 703
Portugal 553 3,263 510 2,671
Rwanda 6 30 3 13
South Africa 1,973 5,657 1,545 4,004
Spain 3,125 17,860 2,378 14,754
Sweden 2,690 3,981 2,289 3,655
Switzerland 1,524 3,546 1,383 3,268
Thailand 376 6,234 185 1,661
Tunisia 104 494 66 320
Turkey 298 4,328 138 3,457
United Kingdom 13,330 23,392 11,666 21,172
United States 109,305 205,146 88,840 129,728

1970 Total 1996 Total 1970 1996
Motor Motor Passenger Passanger
Vehicles Vehicles Cars Cars

Country (‘000) (‘000) (‘000) (‘000)

National Data, 50 Countries, 1970 and 1996 (continued)

SOURCES: Per capita gross domestic product (GDP), land area (square kilometers), and
population: World Bank’s World Development Indicators Database.  Motor vehicle data,
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987 86.7 92.5 71.6 86.9
30,600 285.0 303.9 262.2 303.9
46,869 1,013.6 1,147.5 152.0 825.6

278 41.5 67.2 4.8 12.5
6,894 40.2 82.3 3.6 59.8

27 10.7 14.6 1.1 2.9
2,946 22.6 63.4 14.8 47.2

70 1.8 1.9 1.6 1.8
8,707 72.3 312.3 42.7 99.3

670 45.9 60.7 21.1 30.5
5,664 79.9 124.1 78.6 112.0
1,636 93.8 91.9 41.9 55.9

885 89.0 112.9 15.2 36.3
19661 72.3 91.3 21.7 65.7

578 31.7 224.9 17.5 98.9
703 75.7 161.3 13.5 28.1

2,671 41.8 68.7 32.4 59.1
13 6.5 14.9 0.1 1.4

4,004 185.5 331.3 33.1 137.5
14,754 139.4 344.8 94.7 341.0
3,655 98.0 210.0 38.6 162.0
3,268 59.2 71.1 59.2 71.1
1,661 16.3 200.3 10.0 62.9

320 17.9 29.2 9.1 18.2
3,457 59.5 381.6 19.0 95.4

21,172 334.1 368.8 324.2 368.8
129,728 6,003.0 6,308.1 2,668.9 3,816.4

1996 1970 1996 1970 1996
nger Passanger Road Road Paved Paved

Cars Length Length Roads Roads
(‘000) (‘000 km) (‘000 km) (‘000 km) (‘000 km)

including deaths: International Road  Federation (IRF, various years). (Motor vehicle fatality
rates are not available for many countries in the IRF database.)  Length of total  roads and
paved roads: IRF (various years); World Bank (1994); Canning (1998).
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Structure and Capability of
China’s Automotive Industry

The Chinese government is seeking to develop an automotive in
dustry that is fully competitive with the world’s leading original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs)—an ambitious goal, with many

implications for society and for the Chinese economy. This chapter identi-
fies the challenges and barriers that must be overcome if the Chinese au-
tomotive industry is to achieve this goal and the level of independence
from foreign technology called for in the most recent five-year plan for
the automotive industry (2001–2005). In doing so, the chapter draws on
the experience of automotive companies throughout the world and looks
at how the governments of a variety of countries have helped their auto-
motive industries.

EVOLUTION OF THE CHINESE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

China began to develop a domestic motor vehicle industry in the
1950s. By pooling together investment and imported technology, prima-
rily from the Soviet Union, the government was able to undertake estab-
lishment of the First Auto Works (FAW) in Changchun in 1953. On July
15, 1956, the first Chinese-made vehicle was produced—a 4-ton truck.

By 1958 many local governments were investing in the automotive
industry, with the result that more than 200 factories began to produce
motor vehicles. Yet only a small number of these factories survived and
went on to become the backbone of today’s automotive industry. Those
that did were in Beijing, Nanjing, Shanghai, Shenyang, and Jinan. One
product of these plants was the Red Flag sedan, the limousine used by
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high-ranking leaders in China. By 1960 the annual output of motor ve-
hicles exceeded 22,000, but the industry then went into a decline, produc-
ing less than 4,000 vehicles in 1961, and the original production scale was
not resumed until 1963.

In the late 1960s China began to build the Second Auto Works, which
later became the Dongfeng Motor Corporation (DMC). It was located in a
valley in northwestern Hubei Province, a mountainous region. The Sec-
ond Auto Works reached its designed production capability in 1986 and
began to produce 5-ton trucks. Other heavy-duty truck manufacturers,
such as the Sichuan Auto Plant and the Shannxi Auto Plant, also appeared
during this period. They too were built in mountainous areas, which im-
peded production and further development.

In 1971, after a decade of development, the total output of China’s auto-
motive industry exceeded 100,000 units. Growth remained slow, however,
with the total annual output still under 150,000 seven years later. In the
1970s the total number of motor vehicle manufacturing facilities increased
to over 50, but most of them were small and had low production.

Earlier, in the 1960s, the Chinese government had attempted to imple-
ment a highly centralized management system for the automotive indus-
try, but for many years the industry developed in a scattered and disor-
derly fashion. With economic reform in the 1980s, the highly centralized
control of motor vehicle production under the planned economy was
gradually replaced by a market-oriented approach. The product mix was
adjusted, and the production of heavy-duty and light-duty vehicles1  was
expanded to eliminate the shortage of these vehicles. China also stepped
up its cooperation with automotive industries in other countries, import-
ing technology and establishing joint ventures. In May 1983 Beijing Jeep
Corporation, the first joint venture for manufacturing complete vehicles,
was established. Later, Shanghai-Volkswagen, FAW-Volkswagen,
Dongfeng-Citroën Company, and other joint ventures came into being.
Adjustments also were made in the structure of the industry, and a group
production and management system was gradually created. During the
1980s annual motor vehicle output increased rapidly, from slightly more
than 200,000 in 1980 to almost 600,000 in 1989.

During the 1990s China’s automotive industry further adjusted its
strategy, placing much higher priority on the development of the passen-
ger car industry. Before the 1980s China did not allow private citizens to
purchase motor vehicles for personal use and therefore did not develop
passenger car production. In the mid-1980s, when the control on private pur-

1 According to the National Standard of the Peoples Republic of China GB 3730.1-88, a
medium-duty truck weighs between 6 and 14 tons. Light-duty trucks are lighter, and heavy-
duty trucks heavier.
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chase was lifted, the number of personal-use automobiles began to grow. By
1985, 3,500 cars a year were being imported. Thus the development of car
production to meet a growing demand became a government priority, and
between 1990 and 2000 annual car production grew from less than 50,000 to
over 600,000 at plants in Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin, Guangzhou, Chongqing,
and Guizhou, including those of the FAW Group and DMC.

After lagging behind that of the industrialized world for many years,
China’s automotive industry, and especially the personal-use automobile
sector, is advancing rapidly. Over the past decade the personal automo-
bile fleet has been growing by over 20 percent a year.2  Five factors sug-
gest that future growth will continue at a high rate: (1) continued im-
provements in the Chinese economy; (2) the government’s decision to
make personal cars a pillar industry; (3) population growth and urbaniza-
tion; (4) China’s entry into the World Trade Organization (WTO); and (5)
improvement and expansion of the transport infrastructure.

Currently, domestic production accounts for more than 95 percent of
the total motor vehicle market share. Domestically produced trucks basi-
cally meet market demand in terms of variety and quantity. The previous
high disparity between supply and demand in the passenger car sector
has been largely relieved. China also has become the world’s leading
country in motorcycle manufacturing, boasting several internationally
competitive motorcycle enterprises. Motorcycle output and product vari-
ety meet current domestic market needs.

The quality of vehicles produced in China is improving rapidly be-
cause of the tremendous growth in the production of vehicles by the joint
venture companies, which provide their proprietary product design and
modern factories. Chinese performance regulations are forcing the use of
more advanced technologies. The competition introduced by China’s en-
try into the WTO is expected to accelerate this technological and quality
improvement.

CHINA’S AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY TODAY

By the end of 1999 China had 2,391 automotive enterprises: 118 OEMs,
546 motor vehicle remanufacturers, 136 motorcycle assemblers, 51 engine
makers, and 1,540 motor vehicle/motorcycle parts and components com-
panies (China State Economic and Trade Commission, 2001). China’s au-
tomotive sector employed a total of 1.8 million people, of whom 169,000
were engineers and technicians. The automotive sector’s total assets were

2 Based on a presentation by Prof. Guo Konghui, Jilin University, Changchun, China, in
Washington, D.C., May 2001.
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RMB508.7 billion ($61.3 billion), and its total output value was RMB341.1
billion ($41.1 billion).

In 2000 total vehicle sales reached RMB391.1 billion ($47.1 billion), up
by 80 percent from 1995, with profits of RMB17.4 billion ($2.1 billion), up
by 107 percent from 1995. And in 2000 China produced 2.07 million motor
vehicles (a 43 percent increase from 1995), 605,000 of which were passen-
ger cars (an 86 percent increase over 1995), and 11.53 million motorcycles,
or 44 percent of the world’s total production (an increase of 45 percent
over 1995). Overall, the automotive sector had a total export value of
RMB20.7 billion ($2.5 billion) and an import value of RMB29.8 billion ($3.6
billion)—see Table 3-1 for a summary of 2000 production.

Finally, the annual production capacity for complete vehicles in China
is about 2.6 million, including 1 million trucks, 700,000 buses, and 900,000
cars. The leading automotive manufacturing enterprises in China are
listed in Appendix 3-A to this chapter.

THE CURRENT STATE OF VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY

Heavy-duty trucks. The Steyr series trucks, produced by imported tech-
nology, has reached the  level of technology used by most international

TABLE 3-1 Motor Vehicle Production, China, 2000

Production

Vehicle Type Volume (unit) Percent Growth Rate

Vehicle total 2,069,069 13.07
Truck 764,005 1.03

Heavy 81,950 74.37
Medium 153,761 −16.82
Light 390,543 0.99
Mini 137,751 0.07

Bus 700,387 37.77
Large 7,953 3.06
Medium 35,938 22.13
Light 248,178 34.87
Mini 408,318 42.16

Car 604,677 6.95
2.5–4.0 liters 46,459 48.44
1.6–2.5 liters 367,554 2.97
1.0–1.6 liters 62,988 52.19
Less than 1 liter 127,676 –5.93

SOURCE: CAC-China Auto Consulting and CCPIT (2002).
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OEMs of the 1980s. Today’s Benz series trucks meet the 1990s technology
standards. Vehicles produced by the Dongfeng Motor Corporation are
meeting the international technology level of the late 1980s.3

Medium-size trucks. The medium-size trucks being developed and pro-
duced by domestic automobile manufacturing enterprises are relatively
advanced in technology.

Light-duty trucks. Imported models of light-duty trucks include the
Isuzu series and Iveco series, which have reached the international tech-
nology level of the late 1980s. The cabs of independently developed trucks,
such as the Small Dongfeng and New Yuejin series, now meet the interna-
tional level of the early 1990s. Some models developed in the 1960s and
1970s are still in production after modest improvements.

Minibuses and trucks. Most of these products were introduced from
abroad in the mid-1980s, and there is a big gap in their technology com-
pared with the advanced level reached internationally.

Large and medium-size buses. Imported series such as Kassbohrer,
Volvo, Benz, and Neoplan are at the international technology level of the
early 1990s.

Light-duty buses. The Iveco and Golden Cup series (Toyota Hiace),
which have a large market share, have reached the international technol-
ogy level of the mid-1980s. The newly imported Delica-Transit and Traffic
series are at the level of the late 1980s.

Passenger cars. The Audi A6, Passat B5, and Bola models meet current
international technology standards, as do the newly imported Buick Cen-
tury and Honda Accord models. Fukang, New Jetta, and Audi are at the
international level of the early 1990s. Alto and Cherokee are at the inter-
national level of the mid-1980s. The Santana series belongs to the prod-
ucts of an earlier period, but it has undergone major modifications.

Agricultural vehicles. Agricultural vehicles, which are low-speed and
powered by diesel engines, carry both goods and passengers in rural ar-
eas.4  The vehicles use very simple technology. In the late 1990s the annual
production of such vehicles in China was about 3 million, most of which
were three-wheelers. Prices vary from RMB4,100 ($490) to RMB28,700
($3,460) per vehicle. Four-wheelers are capable of maximum speeds of
about 50 kilometers per hour (kph) and payloads of up to about 1.5 tons,
and three-wheelers have maximum speeds of up to 40 kph and payloads
of up to 0.5 ton. Agricultural vehicles receive some tax advantages over
conventional vehicles, but they are banned from most large cities because
of their low speed and high pollution levels. Moreover, three-wheelers

3 This section is based on CAC (2001).
4 This section is based on Asian Strategic Investments Corporation (2000).
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may be prone to overturning. At present China has about 15 million agri-
cultural vehicles, produced by over 200 manufacturers. Virtually all com-
panies are indigenous, using indigenous technology.

STRATEGIES PURSUED BY OTHER COUNTRIES TO DEVELOP
THEIR AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES

The U.S. and European automotive industries developed over many
years, well before the global marketplace became a reality. In Europe
many companies received direct government support from time to time,
and most countries protected domestic producers at critical times. Geo-
graphically isolated, the U.S. industry developed with very little foreign
competition until it was mature and very strong financially.

In the meantime, several research organizations were being estab-
lished in Europe and the United States—for example, Ricardo (Shoreham
by the Sea, Sussex, England), AVL (Graz, Austria), Southwest Research
Institute (San Antonio, Texas, United States)—and today they provide
both the smaller and the financially weaker companies, as well as the
large, mature OEMs, with the help they need to develop technology. The
annual budget of each of these research organizations is about $300 mil-
lion (RMB2.5 billion). Another firm, entirely dedicated to automotive tech-
nology, is FEV of Aachen, Germany, with a laboratory in Detroit. Its sales
in 2000 were $1.6 million (RMB13.2 million). Many universities have de-
veloped strong programs that have produced high-quality engineers and
scientists in large numbers each year, effectively feeding the research pro-
grams both in industry and at independent laboratories.

Since World War II, Brazil, Korea, and Japan also have established large,
internationally competitive automotive industries. Brazil has the twelfth
largest automotive industry in the world. It produces 1.7 million vehicles a
year, largely for the domestic market. Fiat, Volkswagen (VW), Ford, Gen-
eral Motors (GM), and Toyota each have freestanding, wholly owned sub-
sidiaries in Brazil, which account for the production of the vast majority of
vehicles. Each of these subsidiaries maintain some research and develop-
ment (R&D) capability; in fact, the capability of VW’s subsidiary is consid-
ered second only to that of the facility in Europe. Little intellectual property
is transferred, but these enterprises provide jobs for Brazilians and contrib-
ute significantly to the country’s gross domestic product (GDP). Although
few strong university or independent automotive research centers exist in
Brazil, some vehicles have been designed and developed largely by Brazil-
ian researchers and engineers, including earlier versions of the
Volkswagens now being manufactured and sold in China.

Japan and Korea, by contrast, have developed their own indigenous
automotive industries—Japan beginning in the 1950s and Korea in the
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1970s. In the early days in both countries, vehicles were built by large
industrial companies with far-reaching industrial expertise and extensive
resources. The Japanese and Korean governments provided R&D support,
but the principal benefit they offered was protection from foreign suppli-
ers. And to this day, Korean and Japanese companies account for over 90
percent of domestic vehicle sales in their respective countries. In both
countries the early companies were export-oriented and able to establish
a significant international presence within about 10 years of launching
domestic models. Furthermore, both of these countries provided signifi-
cant protection against foreign imports while their industries were devel-
oping, an option that is not available to China after its entry into the WTO.
The Japanese industry also benefited greatly from having small, high-
quality cars available when the market for small cars suddenly expanded.
By contrast, there is no obvious technological capability in China from
which Chinese industry might gain a major advantage that does not exist
in foreign OEMs.

In Japan, one important exception to the industrial development just
described is the Honda Motor Company. In the early years of the nation’s
automotive industry (1965), the Japanese Ministry of International Trade
and Industry (MITI) decided that Japan should support only two or three
automotive companies, and it developed its industrial policy accordingly
(Johnson, 1982). Not one of the selected companies, Honda focused first
on building its motorcycle products. Then, building on its expertise with
motorcycle engines and technology, the company expanded in the 1960s
to small cars. The company’s first exports, in the late 1960s, were of poor
quality and did not sell well. The next car it exported to the United States
was the Honda Civic, with the innovative low-emitting, stratified charge
CVCC (compound vortext-controlled combustion) engine. The timing was
fortuitous because the United States was just implementing its first set of
stringent emissions standards. Although other companies claimed that
the standards were unreasonable and even unattainable, Honda disagreed
and introduced its car to great acclaim. For several years, until the next
series of more stringent nitrogen oxide (NOx) standards were introduced,
its CVCC engine was one of the few engines to meet U.S. standards with-
out needing a catalytic converter. (About 15 percent of production in 1975
consisted of cars without converters, which included some produced by
manufacturers other than Honda.)

The Japanese industry also benefited greatly from an unusual market
circumstance in the 1970s and early 1980s. With the introduction of the oil
embargo by members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun-
tries (OPEC), the demand for small cars with high fuel economy increased
in the U.S. market. The Japanese imports were well suited to fulfill this
demand, and U.S. domestic manufacturers offered essentially no compe-
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tition for several years. During this time the Japanese companies captured
a significant market share, one that they have continued to build on over
the years. Although several international companies have announced in-
tentions to produce vehicles in China for export, because China does not
now make or export a unique vehicle, an indigenous Chinese industry is
unlikely to enjoy similar export expansion.

THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF
CHINA’S AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

Two important features of the 2001–2005 plan for the automotive in-
dustry are:

1. Two or three large automobile groups will be retained, with sales,
distribution, and after-sales service systems commensurate with interna-
tional standards. Their output will supply more than 70 percent of the
domestic vehicle market and will include some exports.

2. The government will nurture the formation of 5–10 large supplier
groups, which will compete in the international market. The largest three
companies should enjoy a 70 percent share of the domestic market.

These guidelines represent a significant restructuring of the industry,
from one that is heavily dependent on technology from outside sources—
primarily from the world’s leading OEMs that are partners in joint ven-
tures—to one that is closer to being self-standing and capable of develop-
ing and introducing the latest technologies into Chinese products. In
contrast with the once centralized control of the automotive industry, the
more independent motorcycle and farm equipment industries have de-
veloped a fully stand-alone, indigenous capability that is able to compete
successfully in the world marketplace.

In considering the implications of different industry structures, the
committee identified various organizational forms and components that
can be expected to be part of the total automotive industrial complex.
Although it is not possible to predict accurately the size or complexity of
any one of these elements, the overall structure of the industry will likely
mirror the structure of the world industry. In a real sense, competition
from successful overseas OEMs will encourage, perhaps even force, the
Chinese industry to adopt many of their practices if it is to compete effec-
tively in world markets. The elements of this future structure can be ex-
pected to include some or all of the following forms:

1. stand-alone indigenous OEMs
2. Chinese enterprises in partnership with a single distinct joint venture
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3. Chinese enterprises, each in partnership with several joint ventures,
including some overlap of joint venture members among the various Chi-
nese enterprises, as is common today

4. motorcycle or farm equipment companies capable of developing a
small car

5. wholly owned subsidiaries of foreign companies with the capabil-
ity to manufacture new vehicles

6. small or modest-size domestic entrepreneurial companies able to
provide engineering support to all of the various enterprises in China.

Although the first of the alternatives—stand-alone indigenous enter-
prises—has been assigned a definite role in the five-year plan, it is un-
likely that current stand-alone companies will be able to achieve the level
of capability needed without drastic restructuring. State-owned enter-
prises exist throughout China, but the committee was presented with no
information that suggested that these have the organizational structure,
the personnel, or the level of technological sophistication necessary to cre-
ate world-class enterprises in the short term. Furthermore, state-owned
enterprises are required to adhere to practices that increase their costs
and make them less competitive, such as providing housing, schools, and
facilities for their employees. Dramatic changes will have to be imple-
mented in these enterprises if they are to provide a long-term basis for a
truly competitive indigenous industry.

Several small entrepreneurial and locally owned enterprises appear
to be emerging in the Chinese auto market. Although their cost structure
seems to be competitive with the larger companies, the long-term viabil-
ity of these enterprises remains unclear.

Anyone considering alternatives 2 and 3, both of which involve some
form of a joint venture, must recognize that the technology contained in
the world-class cars and trucks currently manufactured in China has been
provided largely by joint ventures without the transfer of the intellectual prop-
erty that would allow Chinese members of the joint ventures to develop
their own capabilities. Intellectual property includes not only patents, but
also a range of proprietary information such as trade secrets, special
manufacturing techniques, design processes, and systems engineering.
This type of knowledge is essential to the development of a competitive
indigenous industry in China. In addition, as noted earlier, several of the
vehicles produced by the joint ventures do not possess the latest technolo-
gies. It seems very unlikely that a competitive stand-alone capability can
be achieved in the near term through the existing joint ventures without a
drastic restructuring of these enterprises to ensure that the Chinese part-
ner will gain the experience and know-how to design and develop world-
class vehicles. This observation has been reported and reiterated in con-
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versations with representatives of the major Chinese automobile compa-
nies and observed in the assembly plants.

The second form in the list—Chinese enterprises, each with a single
joint venture—would have the benefit of fostering the kind of close work-
ing relationship between the joint venture partners that could allow the
transfer of knowledge to and the building of a technical capability in the
Chinese partner. With a single partner, intellectual property could be more
easily protected, and the partnership could provide the structure that
would allow the Chinese to achieve the long-term objective of developing
an indigenous industry capable of competing in the world marketplace.
Of course, if the joint venture partner is to be comfortable with creating
that capability in its Chinese partner, it will want assurance that its Chi-
nese partner will not become a competitor. The arrangement between the
Chinese partner and the joint venture partner would, then, probably have
to be a long-term one. But such a relationship is likely to be attractive to
potential joint venture partners only if they foresee large markets for the
products being developed by the enterprise or significant investment in
the enterprise by the Chinese partners.

The third form—Chinese enterprises, each with several joint venture
partners, some of which overlap with other enterprises—is the most com-
mon one at present, but it introduces a further complication. As noted
earlier, the Chinese members of these enterprises have not benefited from
the transfer of intellectual property from the foreign OEMs. Past business
arrangements apparently did not require such transfers, and it is unlikely
that joint venture partners would be willing to agree to such a structure in
the future. Because each of the overseas members of the joint venture
would want assurance that any proprietary information transferred to the
joint venture would be kept confidential from other overseas members,
who are likely to be competitors in other markets, the Chinese partner is
likely to find it very difficult to receive and use this information to de-
velop its own intellectual capabilities. Furthermore, this arrangement
tends to reduce the incentive for the overseas partners to transfer the most
sensitive proprietary information, which is precisely what the Chinese
partners need to move toward a fully competitive independent industry
that can design and develop a world-class vehicle.

The fourth form—the entry of either the motorcycle or the farm equip-
ment manufacturers into the small car market—represents an interesting
alternative for China. Many of these companies are freestanding, success-
ful developers of products for their markets. Although there has been
some indication that the motorcycle industry is interested in developing a
small car, it appears that this vehicle is smaller than that contemplated for
the “China car” described in the five-year plan. Because of limited infor-
mation, the committee was able to conclude only that enterprises in these
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two industries represent a resource that could form an important part of
the new automotive industry.

With China’s entry into the WTO, the fifth form—wholly owned for-
eign subsidiaries in China—is likely to appear for the first time in modern
history. Even some companies that are presently joint venture partners of
Chinese firms may find that this is a more advantageous way to partici-
pate in the growing Chinese market. Already some major overseas com-
ponent manufacturers—for example, Robert Bosch, Corning, and
Engelhard—have wholly owned subsidiaries in China. Similarly, some
overseas OEMs may choose to withdraw from joint ventures with a mul-
titude of partners as a way of protecting their intellectual property. Such
OEMs are more likely to participate in the market through wholly owned
subsidiaries that will have access to the technologies of their overseas
owners and can offer continuing competition to Chinese companies.

The sixth form of the industrial complex is the small or modest-size
indigenous entrepreneurial company able to provide engineering support
to all of the various Chinese enterprises. These independent engineering
companies can provide important consulting and development capabili-
ties. Large OEMs are increasingly turning to such resources in the West as
they attempt to reduce their in-house costs. There is no reason why West-
ern research companies would not be interested in supporting Chinese
OEMs as well. As mentioned earlier, several of these companies have sig-
nificant capabilities.

The principal difficulties that must be confronted by the Chinese com-
panies attempting to develop the capabilities to design and develop an
indigenous automobile can be summarized as follows:

• The Chinese industry must compete with strong, mature indus-
tries in Japan, Korea, Europe, and the United States.

• As a member of the WTO, China will find it difficult to protect its
domestic industry as it enters the period when high growth in the domes-
tic car market is about to accelerate.

• State-owned enterprises are not currently competitive with the
major foreign OEMs.

• The enterprise structure that China has put in place through joint
ventures with foreign OEMs, which brings several international compa-
nies together under one roof with domestic partners, will likely continue
to discourage the transfer of knowledge to the Chinese because of fear
that the knowledge will fall into the hands of competitors.

The critical issue the Chinese industry must face is how to develop a
relationship with world-class OEMs that will encourage the transfer of
the knowledge needed to build a long-term, independent, indigenous in-
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dustry. As described earlier, companies could pursue several possible ar-
rangements. Although all of these present possibilities for enhancing the
viability of the Chinese automotive industry, it must be recognized that
China’s entry into the WTO is a strong countervailing force. With duties
on imported vehicles expected to fall from 129 percent to 14 percent, some
of the world’s OEMs may view the opportunities of importing vehicles
into China as more attractive than building the capabilities to design and
develop vehicles in China. Inasmuch as the latter alternative will do little
toward accomplishing the stated objective of building a freestanding, in-
digenous industry, the government will have to seriously consider its vari-
ous alternatives.

The dilemma that China faces can be summed up in one question:
Will China be able to revolutionize the structure of its automotive indus-
try and encourage that industry to achieve a level of competitiveness at a
time when much of the near-term market for small cars is affected by
imports, thereby denying the local industry an important fraction of the
revenue needed to develop the independent capability it is seeking? The
movement toward rapid motorization does offer an incentive for restruc-
turing the automotive industry, but the problems raised by the implica-
tions of WTO membership must be addressed. This overall challenge is
embodied in a stated goal of the China’s five-year plan for the automotive
industry: to develop an economy car with a 1.3-liter engine that could be
sold in China for about RMB80,000 ($9,600). Today in the United States at
least two economy cars with a manufacturer’s suggested retail price of
less than $9,000 are currently for sale.5  Both have 1.5-liter engines and 10-
year/100,000-mile warranties and can be readily purchased for much less
than the suggested retail price. With China’s import tariffs for cars sched-
uled to be capped at 25 percent by 2005, such vehicles may offer serious
competition in the economy vehicle segment of the Chinese market.

BUILDING AN R&D CAPABILITY

The creation of a strong domestic R&D capability is an essential ele-
ment in the development of a successful indigenous automotive industry.
This capability will enable both the transfer of intellectual property from
international companies and the creation of intellectual property that can
be the basis for a strong, export-oriented indigenous automotive industry.

Because many activities fall within the category of research and de-
velopment, different companies define their R&D activities in different

5 They are the Kia Rio and Hyundai Accent, both manufactured in South Korea.
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ways, making it difficult to develop a clear picture of their efforts. For
example, in the automotive industry the engineering involved in creating
the product, the development of advanced technology, and the research
on new concepts and procedures are commonly included under the ru-
bric of research and development. If China hopes to develop an indig-
enous industry that can independently develop and sell vehicles that con-
tain leading technologies in world markets, it must have these capabilities.

It appears from visits to various companies in China, presentations
by experts, and visits to laboratories that such capabilities do not cur-
rently exist in China. China does possess several world-class manufactur-
ing facilities and some scattered but excellent R&D capacity, both in and
out of the industry, but its broad engineering and development capabili-
ties relevant to the automotive sector do not appear to be comparable to
those of the world-class OEMs. Currently, some 3,000 engineers are em-
ployed in research and development within the Chinese state-owned com-
panies and the joint ventures involving foreign OEMs, but these engi-
neers are not involved in the design and development of current vehicles.
The reasons for these engineers’ lack of involvement are not totally clear,
but they appear to include some of the following.

Before the period of reform and the opening of the economy, R&D
activities were limited through central planning. In the absence of compe-
tition, there was no incentive to either develop new vehicles or improve
existing designs, and there was little opportunity for Chinese engineers to
gain practical R&D experience. Today, in the post reform period, world-
class cars are being produced in China, but the designs and the technol-
ogy contained in them are imported by the joint ventures, and Chinese
engineers are still given little opportunity to contribute to their designs.
In its efforts to establish itself as a viable indigenous undertaking, the
Chinese automotive industry must find a way to utilize this pool of talent
successfully. Any restructuring within the industry must recognize this
opportunity at the outset and make provision for it.

A reliable estimate of the resources needed to develop the required
R&D capabilities would be helpful, but there is no generally agreed-on
analytical procedure for accomplishing such a task. However, one mea-
sure of the annual investment needed may be the current annual invest-
ments in research and development of the world’s competitive automo-
tive companies. For example, according to documents filed by General
Motors Corporation with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission,
“in 2000, GM spent $6.6 billion [RMB55 billion] for research, manufactur-
ing engineering, product engineering and development activities related
primarily to the development of new products or services, or improve-
ment of existing products or services, including activities related to emis-
sion controls, improved fuel economy, and the safety of persons using
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GM products.”6  In 2000, GM spent 4.1 percent of its revenue of $161 bil-
lion (RMB1,300 billion) on research and development. The comparable
figure for Ford was 4.8 percent. Product engineering and development
consume the vast majority of R&D funds. (One of the Chinese enterprises
informed the committee that it is currently investing 2 percent of sales in
research and development, and that it is seeking to raise that figure to 2.5
percent. A second enterprise claimed to be aiming for an R&D expendi-
ture of 3 percent of sales.) To compete with world-class manufacturers,
China’s automotive industry must be prepared to invest significant funds
on a recurring basis. A critical mass of research and development may be
required to effectively restructure the automotive industry. And during
the time in which capability is being created, the funding will need to be
significantly larger.

Two other critical issues also must be carefully considered. The first is
the content of any planned R&D program. A wide spectrum of technolo-
gies is described in Chapter 4, some of short-term importance and some
with long-term possibilities. Careful balance of the technologies to be ex-
plored in the R&D portfolio is essential. The industry cannot achieve the
desired independence by concentrating exclusively on long-term or ex-
clusively on short-term technologies.

Thanks to the sizeable investments made by members of the automo-
tive industry worldwide, technology is continuing to evolve and new
products are appearing almost daily. To remain competitive with these
developments, the Chinese industry must possess the capability to con-
tribute to current technological developments and to utilize them. Ac-
quiring such a capability will require significant investments in both fa-
cilities and personnel. At the same time, the long-term technological
opportunities cannot be ignored. China has undertaken steps to support
some of the long-term technological research through its newly an-
nounced RMB880 million (over $100 million), five-year program for the
support of research on fuel cells, hybrid vehicles, and electric vehicles.
Although this investment is large by Chinese standards, it is only a frac-
tion of what is being spent by overseas manufacturers to find solutions to
the same technical problems. The challenge is to maintain a proper bal-
ance among the various technological opportunities.

A second critical issue, but one hard to quantify, is the availability in
China of engineers trained in the various aspects of automotive engineer-
ing. Many new engineers with capabilities in the relevant fields are needed

6 Form 10-K, as filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, for the fiscal
year ending December 31, 2000.
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to join those already employed in industry. In addition, Chinese universi-
ties will probably have to increase their output of automotive engineers—
only 178 masters degrees and 36 doctorates were awarded in automotive
engineering in 2000—and some of the engineers receiving training abroad
in this field should be encouraged to return.7  But skills in product design
and development are not acquired solely in school; industrial experience
is essential. Engineers should be sent to as many international conferences,
meetings, and short courses as possible to stay up to date on technological
progress. The joint ventures should be encouraged to provide these op-
portunities, and state-owned enterprises and private companies with labo-
ratories should participate in the training of students.

Overall, the Chinese government and the country’s automotive in-
dustry will each have important roles in restructuring the industry to
achieve its objectives.

CONCLUSION

The Chinese automotive industry is faced with a variety of structural
problems. The state-owned industries must be made more efficient and
all responsibilities not directly essential to automobile production should
be removed and placed with other agencies. The joint ventures, while gen-
erally profitable, have been structured in ways that do not result in the
transfer of technology to the enterprises. Re-creating a relationship with
one or more joint venture partners in order to encourage the transfer of
knowledge will be a challenge that may require restructuring some agree-
ments among the joint venture partners. Independent entrepreneurial
companies that can provide assistance to the industry are beginning to
emerge as a source of technical expertise. The engineering consulting firms
that have successfully supported the U.S. and European Union members
of the industry represent a resource that can be utilized by the Chinese
enterprises as well. Achieving the necessary restructuring while at the
same time facing the likely competition from foreign imports (and possi-
bly some freestanding subsidiaries of overseas OEMs) presents an enor-
mous challenge to both the industry and the government. One thing is
certain: creating a successful indigenous industry will require a long-term
commitment of funding, substantial facilities, and the availability of
highly trained engineers and scientists. A careful assessment of the re-
sources likely to be available over time should be carried out before a
particular path is chosen for the members of the industry.

7 Information provided by Prof. Guo Konghui.
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APPENDIX 3-A:
THE MAJOR AUTOMOTIVE ENTERPRISES IN CHINA

FAW Group Corporation

FAW Group, the first large-scale motor vehicle production base in
China, is now one of China’s top ten industrial enterprises. Its headquar-
ters is in Changchun, and its production capacity is 700,000 vehicles a
year. In 2000 the total motor vehicle output of the FAW Group was
423,000, the highest in China’s automotive industry. The FAW Group also
produces mini- and light-duty buses and trucks, medium-size and heavy
trucks, cars, and other series. Its Jiefang series buses and trucks constitute
a large share of the market, and its Red Flag limousines are quite well
known. The FAW Group also has entered into a joint venture with
Volkswagen to produce Jetta and Audi sedans. Over the next five years
the FAW Group is seeking to achieve a production capacity of 1 million
vehicles, with a total sales volume of RMB820 billion ($10 billion).

On June 14, 2002, the FAW Group and Tianjin Automotive Industry
Group Corporation (TAIC) jointly announced a merger agreement in
which FAW will own 50.98 percent of Xiali Auto (CBU-AutoEnews,
2002a). TAIC also will transfer to FAW its 75 percent equity shares in the
Tianjin Huali Automobile Company Ltd., a minivehicle manufacturer.
With the acquisition of Xiali and Huali, FAW gains the only segment it
missed—low-end, subcompact economy cars. As China’s leading minicar
and minivehicle manufacturers, Xiali and Huali bring to FAW not only
two domestic brands, but also their national sales and distribution net-
work. Moreover, the acquisition of Xiali gives FAW all the tangible and
intangible assets needed to enter the economy car segment with the least
capital, time, and risks. Over the past few years the FAW Group has ex-
pressed its intention to produce cars with an engine displacement of about
1.3 liters priced at about RMB80,000 ($9,600).

In August 2002 Toyota and FAW announced that they would join
forces to produce luxury sedans, sport-utility vehicles, and minivehicles
for the Chinese market—400,000 vehicles a year by 2010. Such a move will
place the two automakers in direct contention with the Dongfeng and
Shanghai groups and their international partners (Zaun and Leggett,
2002).

Dongfeng Motor Corporation (DMC)

Originally named the Second Auto Works, DMC has its headquarters
in Shiyan City, Hubei Province. At present, DMC has three major produc-
tion bases—Shiyan, Xiangfan, and Wuhan—which form the Hubei auto-
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motive industry corridor. In 1998 DMC produced 190,000 vehicles, mainly
heavy-duty trucks, medium-size trucks, and light-duty trucks. Under a
joint arrangement with the Citroën Corporation of France, it also will pro-
duce Fukang sedans. DMC is playing the leading role in achieving Hubei
Province’s goal of “building up a one million vehicle production base.”

Beyond its role in Hubei Province, DMC has joined with Honda and
Denway Motors in a venture to produce Honda cars in Guangzhou for
export (Wall Street Journal, 2002). It also is negotiating a joint venture with
Renault-Nissan (CBU-AutoEnews, 2002a).

Shanghai Automotive Industry Corporation (SAIC)

Shanghai began to manufacture cars in the 1960s, but on a very mod-
est scale. In the 1980s it entered into a joint venture with Volkswagen of
Germany to produce Santana sedans. By 2000 its production capacity had
reached 400,000 vehicles and accounted for 45 percent of China’s car mar-
ket, with its profit exceeding the sum of that of all other automakers com-
bined. As a result of a joint venture with General Motors, Buick Century
sedans began coming off the assembly line at the end of 1998. The Shang-
hai Group also plans to develop its production of heavy-duty trucks, large
buses, and light-duty vehicles. As of 2002 the Shanghai Group had estab-
lished 44 joint ventures with global automotive companies.

China National Heavy-duty Truck Group (NHDTG)

NHDTG, the largest heavy-duty truck production group, mainly pro-
duces Steyr 91 series complete trucks, bus chassis, and engines for
Germany’s Mann Corporation, as well as transmissions, axles, and other
products. In 1998 the group’s total output was almost 9,000 trucks, and
the company has set a production goal of 25,000 vehicles. In 2001 the
group signed an agreement with Sweden’s Volvo Corporation to com-
mence production of heavy-duty vehicles.

Joint Venture Partners

Over the past few years, foreign companies have increased their par-
ticipation in China’s automobile industry. The current status of each joint
venture partner is summarized in this section.8

8 This section is based on a three-part series of articles entitled “World Automobile Gi-
ants’ China Strategies in 21st Century” that appeared in January 2001 in the online version
of China’s People’s Daily (2001).
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Volkswagen

Shanghai-Volkswagen was established in 1985 and FAW-Volkswagen
in 1991. Since then, the two ventures have sold more than 300,000 vehicles
a year, maintaining their market share of over 50 percent. Volkswagen is
trying to gradually stagger the products of its two ventures. The First
Automobile Works (FAW, Changchun) put out the Audi A6 (C class) in
1999 and the Bora (A class) in 2001; it expects to produce minicars (A
class) in 2004. Similarly, Shanghai produced the Passat (B class) in 2000,
and family cars (A Class) were launched in 2002. The models retained
their competitiveness with comparable products being offered elsewhere
in the world.

All these models almost keep pace with the international market, and,
when completed, the Volkswagen joint ventures will manufacture the top
five models, based on overall production, in China. In addition,
Volkswagen is studying the possibility of developing a new model to be
sold in both China and overseas markets, and it may choose China as the
base for export production. In fact, Volkswagen intends to introduce its
most advanced manufacturing techniques and product technologies into
China and bring its two Chinese ventures, as well as accessory systems,
into its global orbit of purchasing, product research and development,
and marketing.

Volkswagen remains the strongest producer of cars in China with to-
tal production of 412,127 in 2001 (Wall Street Journal, 2002). Shanghai Au-
tomotive Industry Corporation signed an agreement on April 12, 2002,
with Volkswagen AG to extend their joint venture, Shanghai–VW Auto-
mobile Company, for another 20 years to 2030, according to a recent re-
port (CBU-AutoEnews, 2002b). The total registered capital of the joint ven-
ture will increase to RMB6.3 billion ($760 million) from the current RMB4.6
billion ($550 million).

General Motors Corporation

Since 1989, General Motors, the world’s largest automobile manufac-
turer, has invested about $2 billion in China to set up three vehicle joint
ventures—Shanghai GM, Shenyang Gold Cup GM, and Liuzhou Wuling
Motor Company—and one solely funded accessory sales center. General
Motors has successfully brought a series of its products into China, in-
cluding the Buick sedan, the Buick GL8 for business, the Sail family car,
Chevrolets, and pickup vehicles. Because it plans to turn Shanghai GM
into its production base in Asia, General Motors has provided the Pan
Asia Technical Automotive Center in Shanghai with major support. GM’s
overall production of the Buick Century, Buick GL8, and the Sail climbed
to 59,729 in 2001(Wall Street Journal, 2002).
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Ford Motor Company

Ford, which was the first American automobile manufacturer to enter
the Chinese market, in June 1978, currently has in China more than 10
sales agencies, over 40 service facilities, and 2 global accessory sales agen-
cies, as well as a technology training center. Its Transit vehicle,
codeveloped with Jiangling of China, is now in production. Currently,
Ford-brand vehicles control 0.5 percent of the Chinese auto market share,
according to the company (Xinhua News Agency, June 18, 2002).

Chang’an Ford is Ford’s first passenger car joint venture with
Chang’an Motor Corporation based in Chongqing in southwest China.
Ford will introduce a family-size sedan, which is based on its Fiesta plat-
form developed in Europe, into the 50/50 joint venture. The $98 million
(RMB810 million) joint venture was approved by the Chinese government
during the first half of 2001. In preparation for selling both vehicles that it
will produce in China and imported Ford-brand autos, the joint venture
has selected 25 franchise dealers in China. Ford said earlier that it also
plans to set up an auto financing branch to serve local consumers before
the first product launch of the joint venture.

DaimlerChrysler

Sales of DaimlerChrysler’s Chinese product, the Beijing Jeep, declined
throughout the 1990s, revealing the need for urgent technological im-
provements. On September 27, 2000, together with Beijing Automotive
Industry Group, DaimlerChrysler declared that it would invest an addi-
tional $226 million (RMB1.9 billion) to strengthen and expand production
in China. DaimlerChrysler also has joined hands with Yaxing-Benz
(Yangzhou) in bus production, obtained approval to manufacture trucks
in Baotou, Inner Mongolia, and signed a technology transfer agreement
with Ankai Auto (Anhui) to produce a luxury car. It continues to produce
the Jeep Cherokee in Beijing with total production in 2001 of only 4,258
(Wall Street Journal, 2002).

PSA Peugeot-Citroën Group

PSA began to enter the Chinese market in the late 1980s. For various
reasons, its sedan project in Guangzhou produced only 100,000 cars in 10
years. Then PSA withdrew its funds, resulting in the total collapse of the
project, which was taken over by Honda (see section on Honda). PSA’s
Shenlong-Citroën joint venture with Dongfeng Motor Corporation also
experienced many setbacks, including the 10 full years required to com-
mence operations. In September 2001 Shenlong added RMB3.41 billion
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($411 million) to its registered capital via a RMB2.34 billion ($282 million)
debt-to-equity transfer, bringing total capital to RMB6 billion ($720 mil-
lion). Meanwhile, the French shareholders of Citroën added an amount
that kept its share at 30 percent, and Dongfeng’s share declined to 31 per-
cent. In 2001 Citroën’s Fukang (ZX) and Picasso models led the company
to being the third largest car producer with 53,680 units (Wall Street Jour-
nal, 2002).

Renault

Renault and the Sanjiang Group in Hubei Province joined forces in
1993 to assemble a light bus, Trafic. But production was suspended be-
cause of poor sales after the venture sold only 4,906 Trafic vans in seven
years. Renault also has talks under way with Beijing Automotive Industry
Group about producing the “Scenic” sedan and with Dongfeng Motor Cor-
poration on trucks. As noted earlier, DFC is reportedly in the final stages of
negotiating a joint venture with Renault-Nissan (CBU-AutoEnews, 2002a).

Toyota

Japan’s biggest auto corporation, Toyota, had plans to produce auto-
mobiles in Tianjin in 2002. Its Xiali, coproduced by the Daihatsu Motor
Corporation and Toyota’s partner, the Tianjin Automotive Industry
Group Corporation, had dominated China’s taxi market. However, in the
three years from 1999 to 2001 TAIC’s car market share in the country fell
drastically, from 18.5 percent to below 10 percent. Xiali had been steadily
losing its market share with taxi fleets because large and medium-size
cities were choosing larger taxi models. The availability of other subcom-
pact cars such as the Yueda-Kia Pride, the Nanya Eagle, and the SAIC-
Qirui Chery also drew customers away from the older Xiali model. At the
higher end, the successful promotional activities of the Buick Sail, even
though launched six months later than TAIC’s new Xiali 2000, overshad-
owed the latter’s launch. In 2001 the Xiali 2000 sold only 10,000 units com-
pared with the 28,000 units sold of the Sail.

As noted earlier, Toyota and FAW announced in August 2002 that
they would jointly produce 300,000–400,000 luxury sedans, sport-utility
vehicles, and minivehicles a year by 2010. (Zaun and Leggett, 2002).

Honda

Honda’s well-known motorcycle engine technology has earned it an
important position in China’s motorbike market. Its other success is
Guangzhou Honda, which will produce a new model each year, includ-
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ing a new minicar. Guangzhou Honda had stated its intention to raise its
annual production of Accords from 30,000 to 50,000 units by 2002, but
was already exceeding that level in 2001, producing 51,116 Accords. More
recently, Honda also announced that it plans to build a factory in China
where it will make cars exclusively for export to markets in Asia and Eu-
rope (Wall Street Journal, 2002). The new plant will be located in
Guangzhou and will be operated in partnership with two Chinese auto
makers—Guangzhou Auto Group Corporation, owned by Hong Kong-
listed Denway Motors Limited, and Dongfeng Motor Corporation. In the
same announcement, Honda said that it plans to increase annual capacity
at its existing plant to 120,000 vehicles by March 2003.

The Honda Odyssey, a multipurpose vehicle (MPV) model made by
Guangzhou Honda, rolled off the production line on April 10, 2002. The retail
price of the Odyssey is RMB298,000, or $36,000 (CBU-AutoEnews, 2002b).

Nissan

Nissan joined Zhengzhou Light Vehicle Factory in 1994 in manufac-
turing pickup trucks, but output remains low. It also joined with Yulon
Motor Company and Dongfeng Motor Corporation to produce the
Fengshen Bluebird in Shenzhen. Finally, Nissan has entered into a part-
nership with Renault for sedan manufacture in China. Specific models
and investment partners have yet to be announced.

Hyundai Corporation

Early in 2000 Hyundai Corporation signed a letter of intent to expand
cooperation with the Jiangsu Yueda Group, and in September 2000 it for-
mally signed an agreement on transferring stock rights and making addi-
tional investments to set up a joint venture with equal shares by both sides.

In 2001, 7,715 Hyundai-Kia Pride vehicles were produced in China
(Wall Street Journal, 2002).

According to the state press, China has picked a car made jointly with
Hyundai as its preferred vehicle to replace Beijing’s vast and often dilapi-
dated taxi fleet in preparation for the 2008 Summer Olympics (Xinhua
News Agency, July 24, 2002). The vehicle, the midsize Sonata Saloon, will
be produced by a 50/50 joint venture of Hyundai and Beijing Automotive
Industry Corporation.

Daewoo

To qualify for sedan manufacture, Daewoo established two large ven-
tures in China in the mid-1990s: FAW-Daewoo Automotive Engines and
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Shandong-Daewoo Auto Parts and Components Company. Daewoo’s
bankruptcy in 2000 adversely affected the two projects, as well as a bus
project in Guilin. The Shandong project, which still lacks central govern-
ment approval to assemble vehicles, is at a standstill.

APPENDIX 3-B:CHINA’S FIVE-YEAR PLAN FOR THE
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY—GOALS AND STRATEGIES

China’s five-year plan for the automotive industry identifies concrete
goals and strategies for use in stimulating the rapid growth of the indus-
try. The specific goals that affect the automotive industry are listed below:

• Total annual vehicle production of 16.2 million units is sought, of
which passenger cars will be 1.1 million units and motorcycles 13.0 mil-
lion units.

• Two to three large automobile groups will be formed, with a sales,
distribution, and after-sales service system commensurate with interna-
tional standards. Their output will supply more than 70 percent of the
domestic car market and will include some exports.

• The government will nurture the formation of 5–10 large supplier
groups, which will compete in the international market; the largest three
companies should enjoy a 70 percent share of the domestic market.

• The country also will form three or four large motorcycle group
corporations, which will be highly competitive in the international mar-
ket.

• The number of diesel-powered trucks and buses will increase,
with all medium-size vehicles powered by diesel engines. The produc-
tion of diesel-powered cars and minivehicles also will be initiated. Out-
put of diesel vehicles will increase from 29.7 percent to over 35 percent.

• Output of alternative fuel buses and taxis also should increase, to
about 2 percent of total output.

• Cars equipped with carburetors and using CFC-12 (chlorofluoro-
carbon) as a refrigerant will be discontinued.

• Safety features will significantly improve, with antilock braking
systems (ABS) applied to large and medium-size buses and heavy-duty
trucks. More passenger cars will be equipped with ABS and air bags,
and new cars and light and minibuses will satisfy side-impact require-
ments.

• New cars, light and minivehicles, large and medium-size buses,
and heavy-duty and medium trucks should meet European Emission
Standard II (Euro II) emissions standards. Mid- to high-level cars and
luxury large and medium-size coaches should meet Euro III emissions
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standards. New types of four-wheeled farm vehicles powered by
multicylinder engines should meet Euro I standards. China is aiming to
achieve international emissions standards by the year 2010.

• Average fuel consumption rate of new cars and light vehicles will
be reduced during the plan period by 5–10 percent and that of heavy-
duty and medium-size trucks by 10–15 percent.

• For passenger cars, emphasis will be on developing economy
models that have engine displacement of 1.3 liters and that are smaller
and priced around RMB80,000 ($9,600). Such economy models should
meet national safety, fuel efficiency, and emissions standards and the
demand of individual consumers.

• For taxi models, environmentally friendly cars should be devel-
oped and used.

• Balanced development is needed for passenger car diesel engines,
single-fuel compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG) engines, and hybrid power systems that meet Euro II and Euro III
emissions standards.

• For trucks, emphasis will be put on heavy-duty vehicles with en-
gine displacement of 9 liters or more and horsepower of 300 and up for
use on expressways. These include large horsepower tractor trailers,
heavy-duty special-purpose vehicles, and chassis and diesel engines with
300 and higher horsepower that meet Euro II and III emissions standards.

• On the basis of current manufacturing conditions and facilities,
light and minivehicles for use in the countryside will be developed.

• Emphasis will be placed on the development of environmentally
friendly city buses.

• The focus on new motorcycle development will be on environ-
mentally friendly motorcycles (such as fuel injection and electric mod-
els), engines that meet new emissions standards, and key parts and com-
ponents. In the meantime, the industry should develop new, reliable,
inexpensive models that are easy to repair and that suit rural road and
loading conditions. The government will continue to support motorcycle
exports.

• The proportion of electronic products in a motor vehicle and the
use of high-performance, lightweight, energy-saving, and environmen-
tally friendly materials will be expanded.

• Research and development related to electric and hybrid vehicles
will be increased.

• Research and development related to the use of recycling materi-
als for environmental protection will be expanded.

• Additional enterprises will be supported in their efforts to set up
modern sales and distribution systems that combine sales, parts supply,
service, and repair and information feedback using the Internet.
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• Guidelines and principles for fair competition, opening to the out-
side world, and fostering independent development capability while
seeking international cooperation will be developed.

• A unified national policy to expand the domestic automobile mar-
ket will be created.

• National standards will be developed for car purchase and use by
eliminating excessive fees; simplifying the procedure for car purchase,
registration, and use; and increasing the availability of car purchase loans.

• For nationwide fuel economy and promotion of economical cars,
a comprehensive fuel tax system will be implemented.

• The official used vehicle supply system will be reformed.
• Economic and technical cooperation with international partners

will be encouraged.
• Fuel quality will be improved.
• Local governments will be responsible for roads, parking, and other

infrastructure. They also will have authority to improve traffic manage-
ment and road capacity.
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4

Present and Future
Automotive Technologies

The tenth five-year plan envisions a future for China in which cars
will be widely available to Chinese families and in which the Chi-
nese automotive industry will grow into a “pillar industry” of

China’s economy. Technology will play an important role in facilitating
these goals.

This chapter describes the automotive technology options that are
available today and some that may become available in the longer term,
and it comments on their applicability to the development of China’s au-
tomotive industry and road transportation fleet. The choice of automotive
technology is closely related to the kinds of materials and fuels selected,
the economic impacts of the technology, and infrastructure requirements.
The development of substantial transportation infrastructure, which re-
quires major investments in land, influences in turn how land is devel-
oped. These issues are complex and variable, strongly depending on local
values and conditions (see Chapter 6 for more discussion about the effects
of motorization on land use).

Because the car is part of a much larger system, the overall costs and
benefits of each technology choice must be assessed on a system basis.
Such an assessment may reveal that the optimization of a single compo-
nent may not be the best choice when the total system is considered. This
life cycle analysis has been used in technology assessment studies world-
wide and is appropriate for strategic decision making.

Although this chapter focuses on automotive technologies, many of
the issues considered elsewhere in this report—automotive industry is-
sues (Chapter 3), energy/fuels issues (Chapter 5), societal change (Chap-
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ter 6), environmental and health concerns (Chapter 7), and government
policies (Chapter 8)—impinge on the choices of technology. China has
already decided to require Chinese cars to meet European Emission Stan-
dard I (Euro I) now and Euro II standards by 2004–2005, based on state
environmental protection regulations. The European Union1 has been en-
acting increasingly stringent emissions standards and now requires Euro
III standards for its member nations, with Euro IV standards planned for
implementation in Europe in 2005. State plans call for Chinese cars to
attain the current Euro emissions standards by 2010.

To meet the “wide availability” objective (that is, be affordable), the
“China car” would have to cost about RMB60,000–80,000 ($7,200–9,600).
Below this price range, the basic requirements for emissions control, per-
formance, and safety cannot realistically be met.

To make the automotive industry into a pillar of the economy, China
will have to build its domestic capabilities for supplying materials, manu-
facturing components, and providing the design, assembly, maintenance,
sales, credit, and other services that in turn will contribute to an increase
in China’s gross domestic product (GDP). As discussed in Chapter 3, con-
solidation of the Chinese automotive industry and improvements in effi-
ciency and cost competitiveness will take on new importance. Imported
cars and components create unfavorable trade balances for China,
whereas exports will expand opportunities for its automotive industry.
Where technology choices bear on the future competitiveness of the in-
dustry, these factors must be considered carefully.

Likewise, the China car should be highly fuel-efficient, because
China’s domestic supply of petroleum fuel is limited at present and higher
fuel demand can be met in the near future only through increased im-
ports. This situation will affect China’s balance of trade over the next de-
cade and perhaps longer. The China car also should be highly “clean” in
emissions, because the air quality in many Chinese large cities ranks
among the worst in the world. The situation is expected to worsen if ve-
hicle tailpipe emissions are not controlled rigorously.

The buyer of the China car will have a heavy influence on automobile
design and sales. Successful auto companies select product attributes that
maximize markets. Consumers typically want the most performance and
convenience they can afford. Initially, most Chinese drivers will be lo-
cated in urban areas or on rural and intercity roads that are not designed
for high speeds. The performance requirements and fuel efficiency of cars
are heavily influenced by the “driving cycles” used in designing and op-

1 Through rulemaking proposed by the European Union Council of Environmental Minis-
ters and approved by the European Parliament.
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erating the vehicle. In the United States, where motorists engage in a lot of
high-speed highway driving, many cars are designed with large engines
to enable passing and hill-climbing capability at high speed. But these
cars have poor fuel efficiency at low speeds and continue to burn fuel at a
high rate when idling in urban traffic jams. Cars designed specifically for
urban driving cycles could be much more fuel-efficient under these con-
ditions. For example, new technologies based on greater electrification of
the car are being developed to switch the engine off during vehicle stops.
This feature has the double benefit of reducing emissions and wasted fuel.
The envisioned China car also will have to be highly reliable, easily ser-
viceable, and rugged to accommodate China’s present road and mainte-
nance infrastructure.

Over the century of development of automobiles in member coun-
tries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD), governments and automakers continually responded to prob-
lems and applied the lessons learned to the development path. For ex-
ample, pollution problems led to increasingly stringent emissions regula-
tions; safety problems led to improved roadway designs, crashworthy
vehicle designs, and safety features such as seat belts and air bags; and
operational problems led to driver training and vehicle inspection pro-
grams. China, facing an anticipated period of rapid investment and
growth for automobiles and the associated infrastructure of a decade or
two rather than a century, will benefit from those lessons as well.

The technology choices that must be made in China are constrained
by the marketplace and by various government policies and regulations.
With that in mind, this chapter will focus on technologies that seem to
best fit the rapidly growing automotive industry in China over the next
five years or so, and will examine them within the context of both their
short- and long-term implications for the industry and consumers. The
discussion of near-term technologies will be placed in the context of cur-
rent expectations of government policies. The discussion of longer-term
technologies will address those that could be important whether current
government policies remain as they are or not.

FLEET ISSUES FOR VEHICLE TECHNOLOGIES

Emissions Control

In view of the projected growth of China’s vehicle fleet, air quality
issues in major urban areas are of great importance. As just noted, Chi-
nese cars produced in 2004–2005 must meet Chinese emissions standards
equivalent to the Euro II standards. China’s Technical Policy on Preven-
tion and Control of Motor Vehicle Pollution states that emissions levels
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should approach the international level of control around the year 2010
(Chinese State Environmental Protection Agency, 1999). Table 4-1 sum-
marizes the principal elements of the existing U.S., Japanese, and Euro-
pean standards. Emissions control technologies to meet these standards
are discussed later in this chapter.

Vehicle emissions are the products of the incomplete combustion of
propulsion fuels. Propulsion system efficiencies vary with output energy
requirements, and different propulsion technologies achieve optimum ef-
ficiency under different conditions. In urban driving, conventional en-
gines continue to run, using energy and producing emissions, even if a
vehicle is stopped or moving slowly in traffic. Because any comparison of
vehicle options must take into account the typical local driving condi-
tions, when emissions standards are set they are based on a specified
“driving cycle.” Figure 4-1 presents four examples of driving cycles speci-
fied by regulatory groups in the United States, Japan, and Europe.

FIGURE 4-1 Driving cycles for measuring emissions. NOTE: 20 miles per hour
(mph) = 32 kilometers per hour (kph); 40 mph =  64 kph; 60 mph = 97 kph; 80 mph
= 129 kph.
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In the United States, emissions are set on a per mile basis using a
combined urban-highway cycle. Japanese and European driving cycles
are more similar to the U.S. urban driving cycle than to the U.S. highway
driving cycle. A comparison of the urban driving cycles used in Japan
(Figure 4-1c), Europe (Figure 4-1d), and the United States (Figure 4-1a) to
measure emissions indicates that in the Japanese and European cycles
more time is spent with the vehicle stopped, engine idling, than in the
U.S. cycle, which has an higher average speed and less idling time. Figure
4-1b depicts the U.S. highway cycle that was used in combination with the
U.S. city cycle to determine vehicle fuel economy (45 percent share of the
highway cycle and 55 percent of the city cycle).

When vehicles are operated only in urban environments where traffic
constrains their rate of acceleration and maximum speed, users have mod-
est expectations of vehicular performance in terms of acceleration and top
speed. If users are able to drive vehicles on improved roads at high speeds
with little competing vehicular traffic, their expectations for engine power
and high-speed capability will rise. Because China has chosen the Euro
emissions standards, it will have to measure emissions performance for
the driving cycle that is established for the Euro system. In the future,
however, China may choose to implement new standards, with a driving
cycle and emissions standards suited to its specific environment.

Energy Use and Fuel Economy

The energy use of a vehicle fleet depends on the size, weight, type,
and efficiency of vehicles in the fleet and on the driving conditions en-
countered in their use. Energy use includes not only the fuel consumed in
operating the vehicle, but also the energy consumed in making the ve-
hicle, producing and processing the fuel, and disposing of the vehicle at
the end of its life.

Life Cycle Assessment

Anyone weighing the automotive technology options discussed later
in this chapter would benefit from comparing alternative automotive tech-
nology systems over their full life cycle (see Figure 4-2, which depicts the
steps in the life cycle of automotive technology from the production of the
raw materials used to make the fuel and the vehicle through the vehicle’s
useful life to its final disposition). Such an assessment would allow one to
track the key parameters involved through each of these life cycle stages
and assess the overall results as part of the technology selection process.
For the vehicle, the major parameters of interest are: cost, performance,
local emissions of air pollutants, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and
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energy use. The vehicle also must have attributes that make it attractive to
its purchasers and users over its lifetime, and it must meet established
regulatory standards.

Various recent studies have compared the technologies for clean, fuel-
efficient cars (Office of Technology Assessment, 1995; Automotive Engi-
neering, 1996; Sierra Research, 1997; Höhlein et al., 1998; Singh et al., 1998;
Ogden et al., 1999; NRC, 2000; Pembina Institute, 2000; Weiss et al., 2000;
GMC, 2001). Not all of these studies treat the full life cycle of comparable
fuel/vehicle systems. For example, the U.S. Partnership for a New Gen-
eration of Vehicles (PNGV) program does not consider the fuel cycle in its
performance goals or comparisons of vehicles (NRC, 2000). And the Gen-
eral Motors study does not provide information on the production costs
of new vehicles, nor does it state detailed design assumptions about the
vehicles evaluated. The results of the study by Weiss et al. (2000) are sum-
marized here to illustrate the importance of a life cycle review.

Beyond the organizations directly involved in producing fuels and
vehicles are the vehicle purchasers and various levels of government.
Those purchasing vehicles make their choices based largely on
affordability, convenience, comfort, availability, and appearance. Local
governments impose local zoning and safety codes; subnational govern-
ments issue planning, tax, and regional environmental regulations; and
ultimately the national government is responsible for central investments
in infrastructure, for national tax policies, and for the national trade, envi-

FIGURE 4-2 Steps in the life cycle of automotive technology. SOURCE: Weiss et
al. (2000).
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ronmental, safety, and other requirements that are applied to fuels and
vehicles.

In the life cycle assessment used here for illustrative purposes (Weiss
et al., 2000), the starting point is a vehicle similar to a 1996 Toyota Camry.
It is assumed that this vehicle, the baseline vehicle for the study, evolves
forward to the year 2020 into a car of similar performance and capacity.
The analysis is based on a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S.
EPA) combined city-highway driving cycle. Various choices in technol-
ogy are then considered, resulting in the following set of study cases:

• Baseline vehicle—the 2020 version of a car similar to a 1996 Toyota
Camry, with a gasoline engine, 600 kilometer (km) refueling range, and
some body lightweighting

• Advanced body vehicle—a similar car that is about 10 percent
lighter than the baseline because of changes in materials and that costs
about 10 percent more

• Advanced body, diesel (with both petroleum-based fuel and
Fischer-Tropsch synthetic diesel fuel made from natural gas)

• Advanced body, hybrid—gasoline, diesel, or compressed natural
gas (CNG)

• Advanced body, fuel cell hybrid—dependent on reforming gaso-
line, reforming methanol, or utilizing high-pressure hydrogen gas made
from natural gas

• Advanced body, electric (requiring recharging every 400 km be-
cause of battery limitations).

The comparisons that follow are based on these vehicle designs. But
because forecasting technology some 20 years in the future involves some
uncertainty, the forecasts here related to evolutionary and advanced body
combustion engine cars are subject to underestimation or overestimation
by about 10 percent; the hybrids by about 20 percent, and the fuel cell and
electric vehicles by about 30 percent. The uncertainties are greater for the
rapidly evolving technologies because of the possibilities of technological
breakthroughs or the identification of unanticipated barriers. The study
by Weiss et al. (2000) assumes a vehicle lifetime of 15 years and an annual
distance traveled of 20,000 km.

Life Cycle Energy Consumption

Figure 4-3 shows the life cycle energy consumption, on a megajoule
(MJ) per kilometer basis, of the various technology combinations evalu-
ated. The top portion of each bar represents the energy equivalent of the
fuel used by the vehicle in propulsion, the middle portion the energy used
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in producing that amount of fuel, and the bottom portion the energy used
in the actual manufacture of the vehicle (embodied energy). For the cases
studied, the energy involved in vehicle manufacture is a relatively small
part of the life cycle energy use. For much smaller, more efficient vehicles,
the embodied energy becomes a more significant factor.

For petroleum fuels and natural gas, the energy required for fuel pro-
duction is a relatively small part of total energy requirements (Figure 4-3).
However, the energy associated with producing a synthetic fuel by a
Fischer-Tropsch process adds substantially to life cycle energy use, which
is related to GHG emissions as well. The energy production requirement
for electric vehicles is based on the mix of energy sources and power gen-
eration efficiencies of the U.S. electricity supply. On that basis, the fuel
cycle is the predominant energy requirement for the electric vehicle.

Life Cycle Costs and Emissions

Figure 4-4 presents similar comparative data, but it looks at total an-
nual operating costs, new vehicle costs, and total GHG emissions. It is
assumed that the vehicles would have to incorporate technology to meet

FIGURE 4-3 Comparisons of life cycle energy use.  NOTE: MJ/km = megajoule
per kilometer; AB = advanced body; F-T = Fischer-Tropsch; CNG = compressed
natural gas; FC = fuel cell; MeOH = methanol; H2 = hydrogen. SOURCE: Weiss et
al. (2000).
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the 2020 U.S. emissions standards for local pollutants. The pattern of GHG
emissions follows that of energy use for the petroleum fuel-based sys-
tems, but emissions are somewhat reduced for the CNG-fueled hybrid.
GHG emissions for the hydrogen fuel cell and for the electric car are
slightly higher than those for the gasoline hybrid, based on the U.S. elec-
tric sector average GHG emissions.

Table 4-2 presents estimates of the annual operating costs for new
U.S. vehicles based on fuel cost averages and vehicle fuel consumption. A
flat fuel tax of $0.0033 (RMB0.027) per megajoule of fuel ($0.40 per gallon
of gasoline equivalent) is used across all the fuel sources (this assumption
is made so that tax policy does not affect relative results; taxation is a
policy tool that may be used to influence the economic choice between
technologies). A constant maintenance or other charge of $0.036 (RMB0.30)
per kilometer for the various technologies is assumed to avoid introduc-
ing an additional bias. Total fixed costs are based on known fixed annual

FIGURE 4-4 Life cycle comparisons of costs and carbon emissions. NOTE: An-
nual operating costs include amortized new vehicle costs and running costs as
shown in Table 4-2. AB = advanced body; F-T = Fischer-Tropsch; CNG = com-
pressed natural gas; FC = fuel cell; MeOH = methanol; H2 = hydrogen; gC/km =
grams carbon per kilometer. SOURCE: Weiss et al. (2000).
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costs (license, registration, and insurance) and on 20 percent per year of
the new vehicle cost. Running costs are based on 20,000 km per year of
travel. Fees for license and registration of $0.02 (RMB0.17) per kilometer
(scaled by new vehicle cost relative to the baseline to represent some ex-
cise tax and other costs) are incorporated into the calculations, as well as
insurance costs of $0.05 (RMB0.4) per kilometer, with half of the cost
scaled by the purchase price. These assumptions are consistent with cur-
rent U.S. analysis (Davis, 1999).

The annual operating costs reflect the assumption that the new cars
would be sold in the United States in 2020. As cars age, their capital value
decreases, and fuel and maintenance costs become a larger fraction of the
decreasing total annual operating cost. Likewise, in countries where cer-
tain fuels are heavily taxed, the ratio of capital to running costs would be
less for vehicles using those more expensive fuels. All these costs are sub-
ject to uncertainties inherent in the assumptions made in this analysis.
The cost difference between the baseline vehicle and the most expensive
option is 22 percent.

Like today, the total annual cost for a new U.S. vehicle in 2020 is domi-
nated by the capital cost, which is tied to the vehicle cost. Estimates indi-
cate that the more efficient vehicles from an energy consumption stand-
point are the more expensive ones, and the charges associated with
increased price more than offset any fuel savings at current U.S. tax rates.
For fuel cell vehicles, the total operating costs vary from the baseline of
about 0.30 per kilometer to about $0.37 (RMB2.5–3.1) per kilometer. This
difference reflects the roughly 30 percent higher estimated purchase price
for the fuel cell vehicles. The $0.41 (RMB3.4) per kilometer cost of the
electric vehicle is mostly attributable to the increased capital cost associ-
ated with the storage batteries. Overall, only large differences in fuel costs
or fuel taxes are likely to have a significant influence on the annual oper-
ating costs of new cars. For example, at a UK tax rate of $3.53 per gallon of
gasoline (8.8 times higher than the U.S. rate), the baseline vehicle fuel tax
would increase to $0.044 (RMB0.36) per kilometer and the total new
baseline vehicle operating cost would rise to $0.343 (RMB2.80), about 13
percent higher than in the United States.

Overall Life Cycle Comparisons

The following general comments are based on the cases evaluated:
• Reducing vehicle weight improves life cycle efficiency. In the cases

studied, a 10 percent weight reduction produced about a 10 percent re-
duction in energy but resulted in about a 10 percent increase in vehicle
cost. A smaller, lighter “China car” could be considerably more efficient
than the typical U.S.-size car studied.
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• Hybrid technologies offer significant energy savings, particularly
in urban driving cycles. Typically, these cars are more expensive because
of the more complex drive trains. A partial hybrid that shuts the engine
on and off in stop-and-go traffic can achieve some of the emissions reduc-
tions and energy savings of a true hybrid, with only a modest impact on
cost.

• The diesel engine offers some improvements in efficiency at a
somewhat higher cost, but challenges remain as to whether it can meet
emerging emissions standards for nitrogen oxides and particulates.

• A hydrogen fuel cell car does appear to offer some advantages. It
eliminates harmful vehicle emissions (although it can produce other emis-
sions, depending on how the fuel is produced), but because of the cost
and uncertainty about the development of the technology, it is not clearly
a winner in the near term. Major investments in research and develop-
ment (R&D) and in infrastructure will be required to move this technol-
ogy into a significant market share over the next decade or two.

The uncertainty bounds allow for the possibility of revolutionary im-
provements in any of the technologies. Where these happen, a predomi-
nant new technology may emerge. Because the vehicle system has so
many components, breakthroughs are possible in many different areas—
perhaps in control systems, batteries, engine or fuel cell technology, or
fuels.

VEHICLE COMPONENT TECHNOLOGIES

Vehicle Weight and Body

The dependence of fuel economy on vehicle weight is shown sche-
matically in Figure 4-5 (Horton and Compton, 1984). In the past, the main
incentive for substituting lighter materials has been to meet requirements
for decreasing emissions below critical levels while minimizing the eco-
nomic impact. In the United States, where fuel costs are not of major con-
cern to vehicle purchasers at present, average vehicle weights have been
increasing as sport-utility vehicle (SUV) sales increase. However, this find-
ing masks the fact that vehicles of a given size are becoming increasingly
efficient. Lighter materials, including high-strength steels, aluminum, and
plastics, are replacing heavier carbon steels. The potential for weight re-
duction is considerable, but the present barrier is the higher costs of many
of the lighter materials. Automakers are working hard on ways to bring
down these costs.

The high-strength steels now being used extensively in new vehicles
can provide, with minimal additional cost, equivalent strength at less
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weight. About a 15 percent reduction in vehicle fuel use can be achieved
by substituting high-strength steel for regular steel. Additional weight
reduction can be achieved through the increased use of aluminum or fi-
ber-reinforced plastic composites. Substitution of these two light materi-
als for steel must not, however, compromise vehicle safety. The costs and
availability of virgin materials, as well as the costs of disposing of
scrapped vehicles, will influence decisions about the level of recycling
that is appropriate. Significant energy savings and some cost savings are
associated with the recycling of metals, especially aluminum. However,
aluminum alloys vary in properties as a function of composition, and so a
mixed recycled alloy is unlikely to match the desired physical properties
for particular car components. The car market is therefore still largely de-
pendent on virgin aluminum. Some research is under way on developing
an all-purpose alloy that would meet structural needs and yet be suitable
for recycling. Other approaches are to design for a few alloys that would
separate easily on disassembly. This mixing problem occurs with other
materials as well and should be considered in the design for recycling.

Several European countries and Japan are enacting strict requirements
for recycling or for manufacturers to be responsible for vehicles at the end

FIGURE 4-5 Typical fuel economy improvements in new vehicle options result-
ing from vehicle weight reduction for a typical power train efficiency. NOTE:
Improvements in power train efficiency also increase fuel economy. SOURCE:
Horton and Compton (1984).
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of their useful life. A large vehicle fleet generates a considerable waste
stream. In countries such as the United States where land is available for
inexpensive disposal sites, this problem does not appear to be a priority
one. But in congested countries where landfill disposal is not available
and more expensive incineration is used for wastes, more aggressive mea-
sures seem appropriate. For metals, recycling is usually cost-effective, but
other materials are more difficult to separate and are associated with only
a marginal cost incentive (or a cost penalty) for recycling. Cars tradition-
ally have not been designed for end-of-life waste minimization. However,
some manufacturers are now modifying designs to facilitate disassembly,
reuse of some components, and recycling of many materials. Mixed plas-
tics and fiber materials can even be burned to generate process heat, for
example. This new approach to design also has suggested ways in which
repairs can be modularized for simpler servicing.

The Chinese government has examined domestic material resources
for use in the manufacture of today’s vehicles; where new materials are
needed for the next generation of vehicles, similar analyses should be un-
dertaken. Furthermore, the government will have to provide for the waste
streams generated by scrapped vehicles, which it may wish to begin do-
ing now in the requirements it imposes on industry—whether domestic
or foreign.

Vehicle design comprises a complex set of decisions about aerody-
namics, stability, interior space, and safety. The characteristics of a
vehicle’s propulsion system, transmission, and fuel storage systems are
related to its weight and performance. Safety depends both on intrinsic
performance capabilities and on crashworthiness. Today’s new collision
warning systems and other devices also may increase the safety of smaller
vehicles. Vehicle design that seeks to protect the passengers in an accident
requires a sophisticated combination of understanding the crush behav-
ior of structural elements and the performance of passenger restraint and
protection systems, such as air bags. It is certainly possible to design a
very safe small car, but it still will be less safe than a larger car of similar
design if it crashes into an object larger in mass.

Air drag and tire resistance provide opportunities for designers to
reduce energy losses. Vehicle drag coefficients have fallen from the typi-
cal level of 0.3 in the 1990s to about 0.25 today—and even below for some
of the PNGV concept cars (but at significant cost and with the elimination
of outside mirrors and other items). Drag reduction is most important
during high-speed driving conditions. Improved tires also are providing
some benefits, such as traction, reduced noise, and ride comfort. But ben-
efits can be lost if drivers do not maintain properly inflated tires. Cost is a
factor, although improvements in tire efficiency affect safety as well.
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Propulsion Systems

Conventional Propulsion Systems

Today’s vehicles typically use gasoline or diesel engines as their pri-
mary power source. These engine configurations have been developed
over the years to provide reliable and easy-to-operate sources of vehicu-
lar mechanical power. It is expected that these technologies will continue
to evolve and improve over the next decade as well.

The gasoline engine serves most personal transportation vehicles
worldwide. Gasoline internal combustion engines (ICEs) burn air-fuel
mixtures using spark ignition (SI) to initiate combustion. They are capable
of operating over a broad speed range, from several hundred revolutions
per minute (rpm) to as high as 7,000 rpm, and of starting rapidly over
ambient temperatures ranging from –35°C to well over 38°C.

Much of the improvement in engine efficiency over the last two de-
cades in the United States has resulted indirectly from increasing the
engine’s specific power, measured in kilowatts (kW) per liter (rated power
per liter of engine displacement). This achievement has enabled engine
downsizing of some 58 percent and a 26 percent reduction in the average
0–60 miles per hour (mph) acceleration time (An et al., 2001a; DeCicco et
al., 2001). The prospects for further increases in specific power are excel-
lent (Jost, 2002; NRC, 2002), which translates into further engine down-
sizing while maintaining vehicle performance. Engine downsizing implies
reduced engine friction and weight. Specific power has been increased by
the addition of valves, fuel injection, improved fuel/air controls, low-fric-
tion and lightweight materials, higher engine speed, turbo charging, ap-
plication of numerical analysis techniques to optimize engine processes,
precision manufacturing, and greatly improved quality control. Today,
most production gasoline engines rely on a homogeneous stoichiometric
fuel/air mixture for the internal combustion process. The choice of this
combustion process for production engines stems from its flexibility for
operation over broad speed ranges, combined with catalyst exhaust after-
treatment technology to control effectively vehicle exhaust emissions. Al-
though there is little room to improve thermal efficiency significantly for
this type of engine, some potential exists to improve part-load engine effi-
ciency by reducing engine friction and pumping losses, resulting in an
enlarged high-efficiency area on the engine performance map. This im-
provement can be achieved by reducing throttling losses through various
valve train control technologies. Examples of such technologies include
variable valve timing, variable valve lift, and throttleless “valvetronic”
engine technology introduced by BMW in its 7-series sedan. Other tech-
nologies, such as cylinder deactivation and the ability to vary the com-
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pression ratio (see Flynn et al., 1999; Jost, 2002), also improve engine effi-
ciency significantly.

Recently, many engine manufacturers have initiated efforts to develop
gasoline direct-injection (GDI) stratified lean combustion processes to
improve both engine thermal and part-load efficiency. Japanese manufac-
turers have introduced this technology to Asian markets. The GDI strati-
fied lean-burn technology presents several new problems for engine de-
signers. Similar to diesel direct-injection engines, the process is initiated
with the injection of liquid fuel directly into the combustion chamber,
forming regions of stratified rich and lean fuel/air ratios in the combus-
tion space. The rich zones yield carbon-based particulates, which must be
trapped with particulate filters. The lean zones yield nitrogen oxide (NOx)
emissions combined with available oxygen in the exhaust stream. This
combination of NOx emissions and available oxygen render three-way
catalyst processes ineffective in removing nitrogen oxides; such systems
require the use of new catalyst processes that effectively remove nitrogen
oxides from an environment that includes free oxygen.

Diesel engines that have been developed for broad use in passenger and
commercial vehicles operate over a somewhat narrower speed range than
gasoline engines (Flynn et al., 1999). Today’s diesel engines with high-quality
fuel systems operate at speeds of between 500 and 4,000 rpm. In these en-
gines, which operate at higher pressures than spark ignition engines, cylin-
der combustion is initiated by injecting fuel into high-temperature com-
pressed air, causing compression ignition (CI) (Naber and Siebers, 1996; Dec,
1997; Siebers, 1999). Compared with gasoline engines, diesel engines are more
difficult to start rapidly under cold ambient conditions. The minimum start-
ing temperature for diesel engines without special starting aids is typically
0°C. Although diesel engines were once prone to produce more noise and
vibration than gasoline engines similar in size, recent design developments
have produced smooth running, quiet diesel engine configurations that are
barely distinguishable from gasoline engines (Flynn, 2000).

New diesel engines incorporate a wide variety of technologies that
improve performance and fuel economy and reduce emissions. Most new
diesel engines apply high-injection pressure, which is enabled by a com-
mon-rail unit injection system with advanced injection timing manage-
ment, turbocharging, aftercooling, and an integrated exhaust gas recircu-
lation (EGR) manifold system.

Diesel cars have significantly penetrated markets in Europe and else-
where, but future emissions standards are likely to challenge the ability of
diesels to meet NOx requirements (this is discussed more specifically later
in the section Diesel Engine Emissions). At a somewhat higher cost than
spark ignition engines, diesels offer improved efficiency and are the tech-
nology of choice for hauling heavy loads in freight transport where the
fuel savings outweighs the initial capital cost investment.
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Figure 4-6 illustrates the performance differences between the three
types of propulsion technologies (fuel cell, diesel, and spark ignition) for
a vehicle similar to the Volkswagen Golf, using the European driving cycle
and based on the present state of technology (Wengel and Schirrmeister,
2000). The potential for improvement exists in each of the technologies.
The figure is based on a prototype fuel cell design utilizing hydrogen.
Fuel cell propulsion offers advantages in efficiency, especially for low-
speed operation and for idling conditions in which the fuel cell output
goes to charge batteries or in which the system is shut off (hybrid vehicles
also offer similar advantages that are described later in this chapter).

The efficiency curves shown in Figure 4-6 are for a particular vehicle
configuration and driving cycle. The relationship between performance
and efficiency under different driving conditions is much more complex.
Vehicle designers use “performance maps,” a plot of normalized torque—
expressed as brake mean effective pressure (BMEP)—from the engine as a

FIGURE 4-6 Comparisons of power train efficiency of combustion engine and
fuel cell systems. NOTE:  Information based on car similar to a Volkwagen Golf.
SOURCE: Wengel and Schirrmeister (2000).
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function of engine speed in revolutions per minute. Figure 4-7 shows a
typical performance map for a spark ignition engine.

Performance maps depict how efficiency varies throughout the range
of operation associated with particular driving cycles, with various pat-
terns of requirements for power and acceleration. A shaded region of
“maximum efficiency” is indicated in Figure 4-7 (contours are indicated
in grams of fuel per kilowatt-hour). As engine torque and speed combina-
tions move outside this region, fuel efficiency drops.

The characteristics of the combustion engine are closely linked to the
design of the transmission system to provide the desired performance
characteristics for the vehicle. Trade-offs between performance and effi-
ciency occur throughout the driving cycles. For U.S. cars, where fuel
economy has been of less concern to the consumer than performance, the
trade-off usually favors performance. European and Asian car manufac-
turers, who are seeking sales where fuel efficiency is valued more than
high-speed acceleration and other performance factors, make a different
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trade-off in their designs. In the future, however, it appears the stronger
emphasis will be on fuel economy because of concerns about foreign oil
dependence and GHG emissions.

Emerging Propulsion Technologies

The homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) diesel engine
differs from both the typical gasoline and diesel combustion processes in
that the energy release does not take place in a flame front. Fuel oxidation
is accomplished by inducting a lean premixed charge of fuel and air into
the engine cylinder. The lean premixed charge is subsequently com-
pressed to higher temperatures and pressures until reactions similar to
those encountered in gasoline engine knock phenomena occur (Westbrook
et al., 1991). These reactions take place at temperatures considerably lower
than those occurring in flame propagation, but still can be completed in
the time allowed for piston engine combustion. If the combination of fuel/
air ratio and starting temperatures and pressures are controlled so that
peak combustion temperatures do not exceed 1850 K, the combustion pro-
cess can proceed to completion without the formation of any particulate
or NOx emissions. The temperatures and pressures at which such pro-
cesses take place are determined by the ignition characteristics of the fuel
used. If high-octane fuels such as natural gas are used as the primary fuel
for HCCI systems, the indicated efficiency of the process can approach
that of the diesel engine. If low-octane fuels such as diesel are used, the
pressures and temperatures at which these knock-like reactions take place
are too low to allow compression and expansion ratios of above 8:1. Be-
cause these expansion ratios are similar to those in gasoline engines, the
fuel economy of the cycle using diesel as its main fuel would be similar to
that in gasoline engine operation, but without the output of the usual
pollutants. Power output also would be low because of the very lean fuel/
air ratio.

Researchers are exploring the HCCI ignition process for use in both
light-duty vehicular applications and heavy-duty engine applications.
Research presently in the feasibility study phase indicates that significant
improvements in light-load efficiency can be achieved when using this
process in light-duty gasoline engines. The process is very difficult to con-
trol, however, because it depends on reaching specific combinations of
pressure and temperature for its initiation. The lack of a spark or injection
event to control the initiation of combustion makes it more difficult to
coordinate variables such as intake temperature, fuel octane number, or
intake pressure, which must be controlled on a cycle-by-cycle basis to
manage the process. Because small variations in temperature cause large
differences in the times of combustion within the cylinder, it is unclear
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whether intake processes can be managed closely enough to control HCCI
combustion. Presently, funding of research on the HCCI combustion pro-
cess is quite large. But it remains to be seen whether viable systems can be
developed to incorporate such an approach into the production engine.

Electric propulsion for cars has generated great interest because of its
potential for “zero emissions” during use. Emissions may be generated in
the production of the electricity, but when the generating plant is located
outside of the urban air shed, such emissions may be of less concern to
those residing in polluted urban areas, and yet they may be transported
hundred of miles to affect the air quality of others. Electric power genera-
tion from fossil fuels does produce GHG emissions, however.

The main barrier to the use of electric energy in transportation ve-
hicles is the difficulty in storing electricity. At present, batteries are heavy,
cumbersome, and expensive. And charging times are long relative to liq-
uid fueling times for a vehicle. Researchers are seeking a more efficient
battery storage system, but a major breakthrough is needed if electric cars
are to compete in price, convenience, and range with today’s liquid fuel
vehicles. Although applications for electric vehicles do exist, especially
for short travel distances, they are unlikely to be a major competitor with
conventional vehicle technologies in the next decade or two.

Fuel cell propulsion systems offer an alternative way to produce elec-
tricity for propulsion from onboard fuels. Most fuel cells, especially those
for transportation applications, operate with hydrogen fuel that can be
either stored on board or chemically reformed from gasoline or other liq-
uid hydrocarbon fuels. Liquid methanol can be used as a direct fuel for a
fuel cell, but the technology is still far behind the hydrogen fuel cell tech-
nology. A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that produces electricity
by separating the hydrogen fuel into electrons and protons (hydrogen
ions) via a catalyst. Because the fuel is converted directly to electricity, a
fuel cell can operate at higher efficiencies than internal combustion en-
gines, extracting more electricity from the same amount of fuel. The fuel
cell itself has no moving parts, making it a quiet, reliable source of power.

Fuel cell technologies are presently being developed for a variety of
applications (see the appendix to this chapter for a brief description of the
alternatives). The most promising fuel cell technology choice for trans-
portation applications is the proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell.
These cells operate at relatively low temperatures (about 200°F or 95ºC)
and have high power density. They can vary their output quickly to meet
shifts in power demand and are suited for applications—such as in auto-
mobiles—where quick start-up is required. PEM fuel cells are the primary
candidates for light-duty vehicles, for buildings, and potentially for much
smaller applications such as replacements for rechargeable batteries. The
proton exchange membrane is a thin plastic sheet that allows passage of
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hydrogen ions. The membrane is coated on both sides with highly dis-
persed metal alloy particles (mostly platinum) that are active catalysts.
Hydrogen is fed to the anode side of the fuel cell where the catalyst en-
courages the hydrogen atoms to release electrons and become hydrogen
ions (protons). The electrons travel in the form of an electric current that
can be utilized before it returns to the cathode side of the fuel cell where
oxygen has been fed. At the same time, the protons diffuse through the
membrane to the cathode, where the hydrogen atom is recombined and
reacted with oxygen from the air to produce water, thus completing the
overall process.

Comparing Fuel Cell Systems with Gasoline and Diesel Engine Systems

Figure 4-6 compared the typical system efficiencies of a gasoline in-
ternal combustion engine, a diesel engine, and a fuel cell for current tech-
nologies. Although both gasoline and diesel engines have very low part-
load efficiencies, the efficiency of a fuel cell system peaks around 20
percent of full load. Figure 4-8 shows how typical gasoline engine effi-
ciency varies with percentage of maximum engine power, along with the
operating modes of a U.S. car in an urban driving environment. For U.S.
driving behaviors, average engine power demands occur at about 10 per-
cent of maximum engine power. This level is well below peak efficiency
for the gasoline and diesel engines, but it is where the fuel cell is most
efficient. Thus potentially a fuel cell vehicle can be much more efficient
than its internal combustion engine counterparts.

Fuel cell vehicle developers must overcome many technological and
economic challenges if they hope to match the performance and cost of
today’s conventional technology vehicles. Fundamental problems with
fuel cell technology are fuel selection, generation, distribution, and stor-
age. The only truly zero emissions vehicle fuel cell is the direct hydrogen
fuel cell. However, hydrogen infrastructure and onboard storage pose a
huge challenge. Gasoline infrastructure and onboard storage to provide
fuel for fuel cells already exist, but unfortunately a reformer that can con-
vert gasoline to hydrogen adds more weight and technical complexity to
a car, and in situ reforming technology is still far off for lower-tempera-
ture automotive fuel cell technologies. Furthermore, “reforming” liquid
fuels to make hydrogen still generates GHG emissions and deteriorates
vehicle start-up and transient performance.

For direct hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, one critical technological issue
is onboard hydrogen storage. Hydrogen can be stored on board vehicles
in many forms, including as compressed gas, as liquid, or within metal
hydride alloys. Table 4-3 compares some competing hydrogen storage
technologies and compares those technologies with gasoline and other
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energy storage media. Both the volume and weight of the hydrogen stor-
age are based on the equivalent performance of 15 gal of gasoline fuel
used in a typical U.S. car giving a 400-mile range. It is estimated that about
6 kg of hydrogen are needed to drive a fuel cell vehicle (that is smaller and
more efficient) for 400 miles (Ashley, 2001). The comparison in Table 4-3
assumes that the hydrogen fuel cell vehicles are about twice as efficient as
diesel vehicles.

The last four columns of Table 4-3 show simply that, compared with
gasoline technology, today’s hydrogen storage technology faces chal-
lenges in both volumetric efficiency and weight penalties. Furthermore, a
hydrogen infrastructure would have to be developed and its costs would
be affected by the low density of hydrogen, which would require high-
pressure transmission and distribution lines. Because hydrogen also has
very wide flammability limits, safety will be a concern, especially during
fueling because consumers are accustomed to fueling cars with liquid fuels.
Overall, the infrastructure costs will likely run into the billions of dollars.

Beyond technological challenges, the costs associated with fuel cell
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FIGURE 4-8 Typical engine efficiency and average driving cycle operating
modes for U.S. cars. Basis: Approximate efficiency versus horsepower (hp) curve
for a 155 hp engine. SOURCE: Calculations by Feng An.
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systems, including fuel cell stacks, system accessories, and the onboard
reformer, remain a major barrier to the commercialization of fuel cell tech-
nology. Today, gasoline power trains cost around $25 (RMB207) per kilo-
watt, diesel power trains about $50 (RMB415) per kilowatt, and limited
production PEM fuel cells (e.g., the Ballard Model Mark 900), about $500
(RMB4,100) per kilowatt (Ashley, 2001). Fuel cell costs are expected to
decrease in the future as technology advances and production grows. The
U.S. Department of Energy (2001) estimates that if PEM fuel cells had
been mass-produced (500,000 units per year), the cost would have been
about $200 (RMB1,700) per kilowatt in 2001 and could be reduced to $125
(RMB1,000) per kilowatt by 2005—the technical target for the proposed
U.S. FreedomCAR (Cooperative Automotive Research).

Emissions Control Systems

Gasoline Spark Ignition Emissions

For gasoline internal combustion engines, three-way catalyst systems
are highly effective (99+ percent) in achieving Euro II emissions standards.
Figure 4-9 portrays the engine out and tailpipe out emissions of a typical
three-way catalyst-equipped spark ignition engine. The catalysts, which
are composed of mixtures of noble metals supported on a ceramic sub-
strate, are used to eliminate carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and hy-
drocarbons from gasoline engine exhaust. But they are expensive and can
be poisoned by impurities in the fuel—notably lead, which is now being
phased out of gasoline in China. The effective operation of these catalyst
systems depends on maintaining a stoichiometric fuel/air ratio in the
engine’s combustion chamber. This stoichiometric operation provides the
catalyst with an oxygen-depleted exhaust stream containing an appropri-
ate level of hydrocarbon emissions so that, in the presence of the catalyst,
the reducing atmosphere liberates oxygen from the nitrogen oxides and
supplies them to the unburned hydrocarbons for oxidation.

The catalyst combinations required to complete the joint reduction
and oxidation processes have been developed after many years of empiri-
cal work by engine manufacturers and catalyst suppliers. Because a three-
way catalyst is not efficient under cold operating conditions, recent work
has focused on reducing tailpipe emissions during a vehicle cold-start,
which contributes more than 75 percent of the emissions of modern U.S.
cars. Solving the problem requires development of quick “light-off” sys-
tems. Cooperation between the various suppliers of the three-way cata-
lysts and the manufacturers of their associated electronic control systems
is needed to manage performance during start-up and other transient con-
ditions. Although Chinese industry can supply these components, it has
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not yet developed an independent capability for designing and optimiz-
ing overall emissions control systems.

Meanwhile, a promising new catalyst technology under development
offers much the same efficiency at a substantially lower cost by replacing
some of the noble metals currently used with rare earth elements. Use of
these less expensive catalysts depends on reducing the sulfur in the fuel
to levels significantly below those currently being planned (Zhan et al.,
2001).

Diesel Engine Emissions

The diesel combustion process yields emissions of particulates and
nitrogen oxides. Just as for the gasoline engine, meeting the most rigorous
of the emissions standards proposed today will require applying exhaust
aftertreatment devices to diesel engines to bring their emissions of nitro-
gen oxides, unburned hydrocarbons, and particulates to the desired low
levels. Because the exhaust of a diesel engine is cooler and contains more
oxygen than that of a gasoline engine operating under stoichiometric con-
ditions, removing the pollutants from the exhaust of a diesel requires a
somewhat different technology. The particulates in the diesel exhaust pose
an additional problem.

FIGURE 4-9 Three-way catalyst system behavior versus fuel/air ratio. NOTE:
UHC = unburned hydrocarbons; NOx = nitrogen oxides; CO = carbon monoxide;
ppm = parts per million. SOURCES: Data replotted from Sher (1998: Figure 6.4);
catalyst effectiveness: Kummer (1981).
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 The NOx emissions from diesel engines can be controlled by cooling
the diffusion flames within the engine in one of a variety of ways (De Witt
and Wan, 2000). The most common is to add diluents, in the form of
water-fuel emulsions, inert gases, or recirculated cooled exhaust gas, to
the combustion process. All these methods provide additional thermal
mass near the diffusion flame and thus limit the overall rise in the flame
temperature. The addition of diluents (exhaust gas recirculation or EGR)
is the most effective way to control in-cylinder diesel NOx emissions.

As shown in Figure 4-10, the lowest NOx emissions level from diesel
engine combustion is 5.5 g per kilogram of fuel burned for engines oper-
ating at 1,500 rpm (Flynn et al., 2000). These results at 1,500 rpm translate
to lower numbers at higher engine speeds, because NOx conversion is
directly proportional to combustion residence times. These levels of NOx
production are significantly above the minimum NOx levels produced by
gasoline engines operating with effective three-way catalyst systems.
Therefore meeting newly legislated NOx emissions targets will require
additional aftertreatment of the exhaust gas stream with selective cata-
lytic reduction (SCR) or other techniques to remove nitrogen oxides.

Diesel engines also have particulate emissions. The rich combustion
process converts a significant portion of the carbon mass in the fuel to
particulate precursors. Those particulate precursors that avoid going
through the vigorous diffusion flame are left as tailpipe emissions. The
California Air Resources Board (CARB) has labeled diesel particulates as
toxic emissions, and such emissions have been associated with degrada-
tion in lung function by a variety of epidemiological studies. Particulates
also degrade visibility as they accumulate in the atmosphere. As such, to
satisfy future particulate emission legislation in the United States the
manufacturers of diesel engines probably will have to add exhaust par-
ticulate filters to their products. These filters must trap the particulates
and then, by managing temperatures, provide an opportunity for the oxi-
dation of the particulates on the trap. Under favorable operational and
ambient conditions, this combination of trapping and oxidation can be
completed without additional management or manipulation of trap tem-
peratures. If ambient conditions or operational constraints prevent ex-
haust temperatures (and thus trap temperatures) from rising to the level
needed to oxidize the particulates, trap temperatures may require active
management through the injection of additional fuel or the modification
of engine operation to raise exhaust temperatures.

Fuel Cell Emissions

A fuel cell operating on hydrogen emits only water as a waste stream.
However, when fuel cells operate through reforming a fuel such as gaso-
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line to produce hydrogen, GHG emissions may be produced by the re-
former. Because the reformer operates at a lower temperature than a com-
bustion engine, NOx emissions are negligible. A clean fuel (low sulfur) is
required to maintain satisfactory performance of the system. This higher-
efficiency propulsion system also provides a benefit in reducing emis-
sions per kilometer.

Meeting Future Emissions Standards

For diesel engines, both the particulate and NOx aftertreatment sys-
tems are likely to require active management of the exhaust system tem-
perature and the fuel/air ratio. Presently, such systems are in their earli-
est demonstration phases, and much work remains to determine whether
they can be produced for a wide range of operating requirements and
environments. Figure 4-11 presents the European, Japanese, and U.S.
emissions standards, along with the demonstrated capabilities of typical
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FIGURE 4-10 Limits of diesel combustion at 1,500 revolutions per minute (rpm).
NOTE: GISFC is the fuel consumption per net power produced in the compres-
sion and expansion strokes of engine operation and thus disregards the gas ex-
change strokes of engine operation; fsNOx is the NOx emissions on a fuel-specific
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power-hour. SOURCE: Flynn et al. (2000).
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diesel and spark ignition systems. NOx emission levels are depicted in
grams per kilogram of fuel burned, a unit that serves to represent the
level of technology required for the removal of nitrogen oxides. Because
emissions standards are set on a grams-per-mile or grams-per-kilometer
basis, as fuel mileage improves, more stringent emissions standards can
be achieved. Thus, as shown in Figure 4-11, a car achieving 20 miles per
gallon (mpg) might have difficulty meeting the Euro III diesel standard,
but if the mileage for that diesel engine were improved to 40 mpg, it could
clearly meet the proposed Euro III diesel standard. Figure 4-11 indicates
that some level of exhaust aftertreatment would be required to remove
nitrogen oxides for diesel engines as the emissions limits are lowered.
With three-way catalyst technology, the gasoline engine can achieve or
further reduce emissions as required by the U.S. 2007 light-duty standard.

The diesel engine will benefit from many of the possible improve-
ments described earlier for the spark ignition engine—for example, ve-
hicle weight reduction, improved component efficiencies, recovery of ki-
netic energy during braking, and engine turn-off when stopped. Vehicle
hybridization is one way in which to realize the latter two improvements
(see the section Hybrid Vehicle Technologies).

The advantages of the diesel engine for hauling heavy loads will con-
tinue to make it the leading option for trucks. Now that the pollution
produced by trucking is gaining more attention, new emissions standards
are being applied to heavy-duty vehicles. The technologies developed for
improving the emissions performance of heavy-duty vehicles also may
become available for lighter vehicles in the future.

Transmissions

Matching the torque and speed requirements of a vehicle’s drive
wheels with that of the engine’s capability requires a transmission that
permits a variety of operational gear ratios. Such transmissions can be
shifted manually, electromechanically, or automatically from one gear
ratio to the next. Mechanical transmissions usually have the highest over-
all transmission efficiencies, typically between 90 and 97 percent. In re-
cent years, hydrodynamic transmission drives have been augmented with
torque converter lockup mechanisms so that the hydrodynamic losses can
be minimized when the overall transmission gear ratio is 1:1. Most ve-
hicles in the United States use hydrodynamic automatic transmissions.

Substantial improvements in transmission performance are under
way (DeCicco et al., 2001). The main developments are the addition of
extra gear ratios to conventional transmissions (five- and six-speed auto-
matics), motor-driven gear ratio shifting (which allows smart electronic
control and eliminates the torque converter—a source of friction losses,
especially in urban driving), and continuously variable transmissions.
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Added gear ratios allow the engine to turn at modest speeds (near the
maximum efficiency zone shown in Figure 4-7) over a range of vehicle
speed and acceleration conditions. The continuously variable transmis-
sion uses more complex technology to approach an infinite number of
gear ratios in order to optimize engine speed over variable driving condi-
tions and to permit the engine to always operate in the maximum effi-
ciency zones. The cost implications of these advanced transmission sys-
tems are uncertain, but there appear to be enough potential improvement
possibilities so that the costs of evolved transmission systems will not
have a major impact on vehicle costs.

FIGURE 4-11 Fuel-specific nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions standards versus
capability. NOTE: SI = spark ignition; EGR = exhaust gas recirculation. Fuel-spe-
cific gravity gasoline = 0.75; diesel fuel = 0.85. SOURCES: Standards: Table 4-1;
capabilities: Flynn (2001).
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Some European and Asian vehicle manufacturers have offered pro-
duction versions of continuously variable transmissions. Such devices
typically use tapered belts and pulleys to change effective gear ratios so
that the engine is always operating at maximum efficiency. Torque is
transmitted through frictional forces at the belt pulley interface, and speed
is varied by changing the relative diameter of the input and output pul-
leys. Today such devices are being offered only on very small vehicles
because of the limited torque-carrying capability of such frictional drives.

Electrical Systems

In the early days of automobiles, batteries were used first for lights
and then, after the invention of the electric starter in 1912, to start the
engine automatically. The generator was developed concurrently. The 6-
volt (V) dry cell or lead acid battery was the standard in the first half of
the twentieth century. As cars evolved, the 6 V systems proved inad-
equate, and in the 1950s the industry changed to a 12 V lead acid battery.
Since then, the addition of control systems and more electrical amenities
in vehicles has steadily increased the electrical power requirement for cars,
but large current draws cause voltage drops and significant parasitic
power losses in today’s electrical systems. It is estimated that a 12 V sys-
tem can support only up to 3.5 kW electrical loads. The present average
power demand in an automobile is about 1.2 kW. Emerging technologies
that will require even greater electrification are discussed later in this
chapter.

The industry is considering a transitional dual voltage system, though
the car of the future is likely to use a single 36 V (42 V output generator
rating) power distribution bus with provision for hybrid operations (di-
rect current and alternating current) and intelligent controls with
multivoltage power distribution and load management. Some current pro-
duction vehicles already are using 42 V machines for the starter-genera-
tor. Although these new systems are likely to be introduced first in luxury
vehicles because of cost, they also have significant performance advan-
tages for smaller cars. Transition to the higher voltage could reduce both
power losses and the weight of wiring harnesses. However, advanced
power control and distribution systems will be needed to operate the more
complex vehicles of the future.

For vehicles that use electric motors for propulsion, such motors
could, in addition to powering accessories, serve as the starter-generator
and support regenerative braking, producing higher efficiencies over a
wider speed range. The traction motors, however, are still in the develop-
mental stage. Permanent magnet motors require costly materials and are
limited in operational speed at 42 V by back emf (back voltage) problems.
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Induction motors tend to overheat and thus lose efficiency at 42 V (it is
hard to cool a moving rotor). Both induction and permanent magnet mo-
tors could benefit from an even higher voltage system, but that creates
other problems, including ones of safety. Switched reluctance motors are
under development to avoid the problems of back emf and overheating,
but the present generation of motors has noise and vibration problems.
Further research and development, however, will likely uncover solutions
to all these challenges, opening the possibility that over the next decade
the rate of introduction of 42 V automotive technologies into passenger
cars will increase substantially (Ehsani et al., 2001).

Electronic Controls

Because they provide the increased sophistication needed to meet
higher emissions standards while providing good fuel economy and good
vehicle drivability, electronic controls have become ubiquitous in modern
automobile technology. In fact, in recent years these controls have evolved
to digital systems that are fully programmable. At the current level of
technology, a programmable digital computer is coupled to advanced sen-
sors that provide real-time data to allow the inference of various engine
operating parameters such as specific engine pollutants, fuel consump-
tion, engine horsepower, and engine torque. Using these inputs, the com-
puter instantaneously controls spark, fuel delivery, quantity of exhaust
gas recirculated to the engine, and, in some cases, the transmission. Am-
bient parameters such as temperature and atmospheric pressure also may
be measured.

The computer industry can easily provide the hardware to accom-
plish these tasks, but the bigger challenge is developing the control strat-
egy that will optimize vehicle performance under a wide variety of ambi-
ent and driving conditions. Doing so will involve utilizing complex
analytical models that relate emissions, fuel economy, and vehicle
drivability to detailed operating parameters of the vehicle power train—
for example, its engine, transmission, and driveline. These parameters
depend on the specific driving conditions and vary over wide ranges be-
tween engine idle and full power.

Usually, a limited amount of hardware-specific information is col-
lected in the laboratory on various operating parameters, such as fuel con-
sumption and emissions under specific operating conditions. These data
are then fed into analytical models to provide the final control algorithms
for each specific engine/vehicle combination. Because of the extraordi-
nary effort devoted to creating the individual algorithms and because the
control algorithms are of critical importance to the satisfactory operation
of the vehicle, manufacturers consider both the details of the procedure
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and the algorithms to be highly proprietary. Algorithms for hybrid de-
signs are significantly more complex and require additional levels of de-
sign skills and sophistication.

Emerging Capabilities

The growth in instrumentation and control capabilities in vehicles is
leading to new possibilities for diagnosing vehicle problems and expedit-
ing repair—perhaps even while the vehicle is in use. Global positioning
system (GPS) capabilities already are available to help drivers identify
their location and navigate. In the future, these capabilities may extend to
automated driving on specially equipped highways and other advanced
technologies. Research is under way on automated highways, magneti-
cally levitated vehicles, “drive-by-wire” systems, and other long-term
technologies. However, most of these systems are at least a decade or more
from realization and probably will require rethinking the traditional ways
of delivering mobility to a diversity of consumers.

Fuels and Onboard Fuel Storage

Present Fuel Technologies

China’s present road transportation sector is almost completely de-
pendent on petroleum fuels, with some very limited use of electricity and
compressed natural gas. Gasoline and diesel fuels are used widely in
motorized vehicles because of their high energy storage density, compact
and lightweight storage systems, and low cost relative to other fuels. Table
4-3 shows the energy storage volume and density values for various auto-
motive fuels. Energy equivalent to fifteen gallons of gasoline (1800 MJ) is
used as the basis for comparing alternative liquid fuels. For hydrogen, it
is assumed that 6 kg of fuel is used (735 MJ) in a smaller, more efficient
hydrogen fuel cell vehicle (Westbrook and Chase, 1988; Stodolsky et al.,
1999; Wang, 1999; also see Chapter 5).  The last four columns indicate the
volume and weight of the fuel stored onboard. The last two rows in Table
4.3 show some battery data for comparison.

A liquid fuel storage tank in an automobile weighs less than the fuel it
contains, whereas metal hydride storage systems, the heavy-walled pres-
sure tanks required to store compressed gas, and the insulation systems
needed for liquid hydrogen storage at very low temperatures can add
significant weight penalties. Researchers are aiming for hydrogen storage
systems that store about 5–10 percent hydrogen by weight and volume.
Much research is under way on the storage possibilities of carbon fibers
and other novel media, but significant progress is still needed to make a
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hydrogen storage system that does not impose too high a cost, volume,
and weight penalty on a car.

The present petroleum fuels (domestic and imported) also will con-
tinue to change. To meet the Euro II emissions standards and the even
more stringent ones to come, the gasoline (from petroleum) of the future will
move toward very low sulfur content, with possible changes in volatility,
aromatics, or other specifications driven by the increasingly stringent en-
vironmental emissions standards. Diesel fuel (from petroleum) will evolve
from its current properties toward very low sulfur content, with possible
changes in volatility, polynuclear aromatics, cetane, and other specifica-
tions

Some of the near-term alternative fuels might be feasible in China.
Natural gas is being used now as compressed natural gas in limited

quantities for bus and taxi fleets in specific locations such as Beijing. CNG
(primarily methane) is typically stored in vehicles as a pressurized gas (at
about 200 atm pressure).

Methanol from coal or coal bed gas could be used as an additive to
gasoline in an M15 (85 percent gasoline–15 percent methanol) mixture or
as a pure fuel. Because methanol has a lower energy density than gaso-
line, it requires a larger fuel tank. Moreover, it is corrosive and so requires
special metallurgy, and it is a contact poison and so must be handled with
care. Finally, methanol from coal or other sources (such as natural gas) is
generally more expensive than gasoline. Methanol fuel can be reformed
on board to make hydrogen for a fuel cell. Overall, methanol from coal
bed gas does not save net energy or reduce GHG emissions, but it could
serve as a domestic fuel alternative for China.

Dimethyl ether (DME) from coal or coal bed gas offers a good alterna-
tive to gasoline and diesel. Wang (1999) estimates that DME, even if manu-
factured from remote gas, would be quite expensive, with a delivered (to
the vehicle tank) cost (in 1995 U.S. dollars) ex tax of $1.89 per gallon
(RMB4.14 per liter) of gasoline equivalent. For comparison, diesel (50 per-
cent Fischer-Tropsch) would cost $0.65 per gallon (RMB1.42 per liter) and
methanol $1.20 per gallon (RMB2.63 per liter) when made from remote
natural gas valued at about $0.50 per gigajoule (GJ). Making DME from
coal would cost considerably more than making it from remote natural
gas. Moreover, manufacturing energy losses would be higher, and carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions would be much higher. DME also is a pressur-
ized gas at normal temperatures (boiling point of –24°C) and thus would
require an entirely new and expensive fuel distribution system and new
and costly changes in all vehicle fuel tanks and fuel systems. Vehicle range
would be lower because of fuel storage limitations, especially for heavy-
duty trucks.

Biofuels such as ethanol and methanol can be made from agricultural
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or other combustible wastes or from farmed energy crops such as corn,
grain, or fast-growing cellulosic materials. Basically, biomass energy con-
tent is the result of a solar energy conversion process that operates at about
1–2 percent efficiency, so the energy content is relatively low per unit of
planted area. Fossil fuels today are the result of eons of biomass conver-
sion. Moreover, account must be taken of the costs and benefits of using
land to produce fuel instead of food and of the pollution problems associ-
ated with producing biofuels.

Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), mostly a mixture of propane and bu-
tane, has been used for years as a convenient “bottled gas” for remote
locations, for camping, and for vehicle fuel. At 5–10 atmospheres (atm)
pressure, saturated liquid can be stored at typical ambient temperatures.
LPG is usually produced along with oil or natural gas, but it is not as
plentiful.

If over the next two decades hydrogen achieves widespread use as a
transportation fuel, it will likely be manufactured most economically by
reforming natural gas at “service stations” located on a gas pipeline net-
work. It probably will be stored and dispensed as a gas at about 350–400
atm pressure. Other, more expensive options include generating hydro-
gen from coal (Williams, 1998), electrolysis of water, or reforming natural
gas in large, centralized facilities and piping compressed hydrogen or
trucking liquid hydrogen to service stations. Any of these methods, how-
ever, will require large investments in infrastructure.

Although cars that utilize electric power are considered “zero emis-
sions vehicles,” emissions may still be associated with the original pro-
duction of the electricity.

Although other technologies are being developed, nickel metal hy-
dride (NiMH) batteries are the technology of choice for automotive appli-
cations today, both for hybrids and electric vehicles. Advanced lead acid
batteries are less expensive than the NiMH batteries, but have a much
shorter operational life.

Electric vehicle batteries currently have specific energy of about 70
watt-hours per kilogram (Wh/kg) and specific power of about 150 W/kg
(U.S. Department of Energy, 1999; GMC, 2001). It is assumed that by the
year 2020 electric vehicle battery performance will improve, especially
the specific energy, and battery performance will be close to meeting the
Advanced Battery Consortium’s commercial goals of 150 Wh/kg and 300
W/kg (U.S. Council for Automotive Research, 2000). These commercial
goals are judged to be the battery performance required to produce ac-
ceptable electric vehicle performance. Although the NiMH battery prob-
ably cannot reach this potential, another technology, such as the lithium-
ion battery, may. Its specific energy is significantly higher than that of the
NiMH battery technology. Batteries are not intended to be fully dis-
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charged, because such a step shortens their lifetime and decreases their
capacity. Also, topping off a battery at a high state of charge is inefficient
because of its internal resistance. Thus cycled battery applications tend to
operate within a state of charge range of 20–80 percent.

For the entirely electric vehicle, both battery performance and charge
density constraints (specific power and specific energy) are important. In
addition to providing the power needed for peak motor power, the bat-
tery energy storage capacity must be sufficient to give adequate vehicle
range. When a battery’s specific energy is too low, the extra battery weight
needed adds to the vehicle mass and thus requires additional structural
support and increased motor power, generating an undesirable com-
pounding effect. Given this constraint, the battery pack is selected based
on its power capacity, and no effort is made to augment vehicle range
beyond what the available electric vehicle battery technology can pro-
vide. The physical size of the battery also must be considered because of
its possible intrusion into the vehicle’s interior space.2

Although some of the fuel alternatives just described may have niche
uses in China, a practical view suggests that petroleum fuels will be the
main choice for the automobile fleet as it develops over the next few de-
cades. Even for this choice, China will have to make significant invest-
ments in new fuel transportation and distribution infrastructure, includ-
ing cleaning or replacing old facilities that are incompatible with the new,
cleaner fuels.

HYBRID VEHICLE TECHNOLOGIES

Hybrid Power Trains

A typical combustion engine delivers peak efficiency only at a par-
ticular power level. Today’s cars are designed with oversized engines that
are able to provide peak power for acceleration in passing or climbing
hills at highway speeds. The engines, therefore, operate inefficiently at
low urban speeds with low part-load efficiency (Figure 4-8) and burn fuel
while idling in traffic. Table 4-4 lists the time and fuel use shares during

2 For hybrid systems, which are discussed next in this chapter, only the battery’s specific
power is critical, because discharged batteries can be recharged during operation of the
internal combustion engine. High-power hybrid electric vehicle NiMH batteries currently
have a specific power of about 400 W/kg and a specific energy of about 40 Wh/kg (at a 3-
hour rate.) It is assumed that battery performance will improve over the next decade or so,
especially in specific power, and that the goals of 800 W/kg and 50 Wh/kg are well within
reach (F. R. Kalhammer, Electric Power Research Institute, personal communication, 2000).
Again, lithium-ion battery technology may well surpass this goal.
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vehicle stops and braking decelerations for a typical U.S. car for urban
driving cycles in the United States, Japan, and Europe. The table reveals
that a vehicle spends a significant amount of time and fuel during both
stops and braking decelerations and that the fuel saving potential for en-
gine idle-off is very large. If engine start-stop is designed to recover en-
ergy losses during vehicle stops only, about 12–19 percent of fuel could be
saved for a vehicle operating in these cycles. The fuel savings would be
even higher if engine start-stop were designed to recover all engine idling
losses. This savings can be facilitated through hybridization.

Many different types of hybrid vehicles have been developed (Rovera
and Mesaiti, 1999). In general, a hybrid is designed with an engine that is
smaller than that needed for a similar nonhybrid car. The hybrid’s smaller
combustion engine (spark ignition or diesel) operates closer to its peak
efficiency, which occurs near its maximum power output (a larger engine
would be operating at lower efficiency at the same power output). The
engine can be shut off during vehicle stops, braking decelerations, and
even low-power driving, depending on the specific design of the hybrid
system. A rechargeable battery system is used to provide extra power on
demand. At low speeds or while the vehicle is stopped, unless the engine
is shut off, the combustion engine uses excess power to recharge the bat-
tery system. The most efficient hybrid vehicle configuration also captures
the regenerative energy from braking the car and uses it to recharge the
battery. This type of hybrid offers major improvements in efficiency in
urban driving cycles and results in lower total emissions because of the
smaller engine—which is switched off at idle if the battery system is fully
charged.

The disadvantages of hybrids are the extra materials and weight asso-

TABLE 4-4 Percentage of Time Spent and Fuel Consumed by a
Typical U.S. Car during Vehicle Stops and Braking in Different Urban
Driving Cycles

Vehicle Stops Vehicle Braking Total Engine Idle

Driving Cycle Time Fuel Time Fuel Time Fuel

FTP 19.2 11.6 23.6 14.2 42.8 25.8
Japan 29.2 19.1 23.1 15.2 52.3 34.3
Europe 24.9 14.5 15.7   9.2 40.6 23.7

NOTE: FTP = Federal Test Procedures (U.S.).

SOURCE: Authors’ estimate; also see An et al. (2002).
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ciated with a parallel electric drive system and with the battery system.
Costs and some vehicle efficiency penalties are associated with the added
components, and the larger the battery system, the higher the added costs
and the greater the weight. For urban driving, a relatively small battery
system matches the stop-and-go driving that allows frequent draw-down
and recharging of the battery. In highway driving, the battery may not
recharge at all, and there is the danger that it may be discharged, at which
point the car loses power because it is operating on an underpowered
combustion engine. For this reason, the Toyota Prius sold in the United
States has both a larger engine and a larger battery system than the Japa-
nese model.

Today’s hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) have three basic configura-
tions:

1. The series HEV configuration, in which the engine drives a genera-
tor that produces electricity, which in turn powers a motor to drive the
wheels and, during periods of low power demand, charges the battery.
Braking energy also can be used to charge the battery. This configuration
is called a series hybrid because the power flows along a single path.

2. The parallel HEV configuration, in which both the engine and mo-
tor drive the vehicle wheels. Because the power flows along two paths,
this configuration is called a parallel system. This system also allows the
engine to charge the battery on board and recover braking energy.

3. The power-split HEV configuration, which is closer to the parallel
configuration. It differs in that a planetary gear system combined with a
starter-generator can transfer power between the internal combustion
engine and electric motor, both of which are coupled to the drive shaft.
In this configuration, the internal combustion engine provides the pri-
mary power, with a power-split device (planetary gear with starter-gen-
erator) sending power to both the drive shaft and the electric motor.
This system is sometimes called an electrically variable transmission
system (Toyota, 1997).

A series HEV is technically the simplest; however, it usually requires
large electrical components, and thus it is heavier and more expensive.
Most hybrid city buses and heavy-duty urban trucks use series configura-
tions. The most popular choice for today’s commercial and prototype
light-duty HEVs is the parallel configuration. It requires more compli-
cated system integration, but it is lighter, more efficient, and less costly
than the series system (yet more expensive than the nonhybrid technolo-
gies). The power-split system is technically more complicated, but poten-
tially can achieve the highest efficiency.
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Categories of Hybrid Vehicles

In principle, hybrid propulsion can take many forms, from slight de-
grees of hybridization (e.g., using an integrated starter-generator with
engine start-stop capability) to designs that drive the wheels only electri-
cally. HEVs can be classified according to the portion of their maximum
propulsion power provided by an electric drive:

• Minimal (or mini) hybrid—fraction of onboard electric power less
than about 10 percent. It can provide engine idle-off capability, but no
regenerative braking and electric-only driving. The minimal hybrid usu-
ally uses a low-voltage integrated starter-generator, and its fuel economy
benefit under U.S. driving conditions is about 10 percent.3

• Mild and medium hybrid—fraction of electric power ranges from 10
to 25 percent; idle-off and some regenerative braking, but no significant
electric-only driving (example: Honda Insight). The fuel economy benefit
of such HEVs under U.S. driving conditions is about 10–30 percent.

• Full hybrid—fraction of electric power ranges from 25 to 50 percent;
some electric-only driving but no real trip range, and battery not designed
for plug-in recharging (example: Toyota Prius). Full HEVs are sometimes
called “power” hybrids. The fuel economy benefit of such HEVs under
U.S. driving conditions is about 30–50 percent.

Energy HEVs (also called “charge depletion hybrids”) have a useful
all-electric driving range (50 miles or more) and plug-in recharging abil-
ity. But they require a large battery pack and are considerably more ex-
pensive than the other hybrids. No energy hybrids have been announced
for mass production. Another reason may be that battery technologies
remain too limited to provide adequate combinations of efficiency and
performance even when supplemented by an engine-powered generator.
Batteries are certainly a major cost factor for all hybrids, and so like pure
electric vehicles energy hybrids will carry a very substantial cost premium
for the foreseeable future.

A full hybrid is considered a more radical change than the other hy-
brids from the conventional internal combustion engine vehicle, whereas
a mini or mild hybrid is considered a more natural evolution from a con-
ventional vehicle, resulting from a historical trend of increasing vehicle
onboard electric power. The vehicle electric power growth rate was about

3 Hybrids can have different types of propulsion systems (spark ignition, diesel, or fuel
cell) with varying efficiencies; the fuel economy benefit noted results only from the hybrid-
ization.
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6 percent from 1920 to 1940, 2 percent from 1940 to 1970, and again 6
percent from 1970 to 1990 (An et al., 1999; Moore, 1999). Industry projec-
tions indicate this electrification trend will continue and probably grow.
Typical U.S. cars have an onboard electric power requirement of about 1.2
kW. This electric power requirement will increase to 3–5 kW over the next
few years because of the addition of features such as heated seats and
windows, multimedia, water/oil pumps, power steering, HVAC (heat-
ing, ventilating, air-conditioning) fans, electromagnetic valves, and heated
catalysts.

Currently, most major auto manufacturers and suppliers are working
on the so-called “integrated starter-generator” system, which will increase
onboard electric power to about 10–15 kW and support features such as
fast crank, torque smoothing, engine idle-off, and launch assist, and a cer-
tain degree of regenerative braking. The Honda Insight hybrid vehicle
falls into this category. When electric power increases to 20 kW, the
vehicle’s internal combustion engine can be further downsized, with such
added features as electric HVAC, power assist, fast heating, and limp-
home capability (if out of fuel for the engine). DaimlerChrysler’s ECX2 is
in this category. Vehicles with onboard electric power capability of 10–20
kW are often called mild hybrid vehicles. All major U.S. and European
manufacturers are pushing for this concept of hybrid vehicle, along with
standardization of a 42 V electrical system. Toyota recently released a mild
hybrid option for its luxury Crown model.

When onboard electric power increases beyond 20 kW, as in the
Toyota Prius and in proposed fuel cell hybrid vehicles, it finally reaches
the so-called full hybrid vehicle territory. A full hybrid vehicle with a
significantly downsized engine and large electric motor, combined with
electrically variable transmission technologies like those developed by
Toyota and Nissan (Toyota, 1997), will achieve the maximum benefit from
vehicle hybridization. But consumers may find full hybrid technology too
costly, placing the technology at high risk of weak customer acceptance
without government or manufacturer subsidies.

Comparing Commercial and Concept HEVs

In recent years vehicle manufacturers have made great progress in
developing and demonstrating commercially available and concept hy-
brid electric vehicles. These vehicles include commercially available gaso-
line hybrid cars (Toyota Prius and Honda Insight) and the diesel hybrid
concept cars (Ford Prodigy, GM Precept, and DaimlerChrysler ESX3) that
emerged from the Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (see
Chapter 8). Table 4-5 summarizes some basic characteristics of selected
commercial and concept HEVs in the United States (An et al., 2001b). Data
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sources are specified in the table because some reported figures are not
always consistent among different sources, and some figures may not rep-
resent official or certified figures. For example, only Prius and Insight have
fuel economy ratings certified by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency. Other fuel economy figures are based on manufacturers’ claims.

In Figure 4-12, the fraction of electric power of selected HEVs is esti-
mated by dividing peak motor power by total combined peak motor and
internal combustion engine power. Note that this figure gives only an ap-
proximate measure because the power split during operation is variable.

Assessing the Benefits of Hybrid Vehicle Fuel Economy

Because PNGV and other hybrid vehicles have such expensive drive
trains, they have employed unprecedented levels of conventional ve-
hicle fuel economy technologies such as aggressive load reduction mea-
sures. These measures include reducing weight and improving air/tire
resistance as well as using lightweight materials and diesel engines to
reduce weight. The choice of diesel engines for PNGV vehicles is a re-
sult of setting high efficiency goals within a five-year time horizon. The
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FIGURE 4-12 Fraction of electric power of selected hybrid electric vehicles.
SOURCE: An et al. (2001b).
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associated emissions and cost impacts were considered secondary in this
context.

It is important to understand to what extent the gains in fuel economy
are actually achieved through the conventional technologies, on the one
hand, and how much are obtained through “pure” hybrid technologies
and systems, on the other. Four common elements that contribute to gains
in fuel economy for these commercial and concept HEVs are:

1. choice of high-efficiency diesel engines for the three PNGV hybrid
vehicles

2. aggressive load reduction measures that lower vehicle air and tire
drag losses, as well as overall vehicle weight

3. engine downsizing to utilize a smaller, more advanced onboard
combustion engine, as well as implementation of a more advanced trans-
mission system

4. system electrification and hybridization to utilize electric power to
optimize system efficiency, turning off the engine during idling, and pro-
vision of regenerative braking.

It is not easy to estimate the fuel economy benefits of “pure” hybrid
technologies. First, hybrid benefits depend strongly on the driving cycle.
The fuel economy benefits of hybrid electric vehicles are much higher
under stop-and-go traffic conditions than under free-flow highway driv-
ing conditions. Thus the fuel economy benefits of HEVs in China’s large
cities should be higher than those in the United States. Second, there is no
doubt that conventional technologies include all the measures in items 1
and 2 and that hybrid technology includes all the measures in item 4. It is
less clear, however, how item 3 should be categorized, because hybrid
technologies usually require synergies from conventional technologies to
deliver the best benefits. It would then seem that the hybrid benefits are
more than item 4 alone, but somewhat less than the combination of items
3 and 4 (An et al., 2001b; DeCicco et al., 2001). Figure 4-13 presents the
improvement in U.S. fuel economy by each technology element for the
selected HEVs.

Issues Surrounding Fuel Cell Hybridization

Uncertainties are associated with whether hybridization would ben-
efit fuel cell vehicles (Table 4-6). In terms of system efficiency, unlike in
internal combustion engines where the engine efficiency increases with
the power demand, the efficiency of fuel cell stacks peaks at a low power
point and decreases as power demand approaches either the maximum or
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minimum level. For vehicles with onboard reformers, the efficiency of the
reformer’s transient operation can differ dramatically from that of its
steady-state operation. As for performance, the transient response time of
fuel reformers is a critical issue and has a profound implication for the
benefits of hybridization (the addition of batteries or other energy storage
devices). In terms of system costs, the trade-off between the reduced cost
associated with downsizing a fuel cell system and the added cost of bat-
teries and other hybrid components should be assessed. The benefits and

FIGURE 4-13 U.S. fuel economy (gasoline equivalent) through elements of die-
selization, load reduction, engine downsizing, and hybrid optimization. SOURCE:
An et al. (2001b).
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TABLE 4-6 Trade-offs for Hybridizing Fuel Cell Vehicles

Trade-off Fuel Cell Vehicles Hybrid Fuel Cell/Battery

Fuel cell stack High Reduced because of downsizing
efficiency

Regenerative braking None 10–20+ percent in urban driving
Cold start Slow Rapid
Specific weight High High to medium

(kilograms/kilowatt)
Price Fuel cell price high, Battery price relatively low, but not

but dropping rapidly dropping as quickly as fuel cell
Overall Long term, favorable Near to medium term, favorable

SOURCE: Society of Automotive Engineers (2001, 2002).
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trade-offs of hybridizing fuel cell vehicles not only differ from those from
hybridizing conventional internal combustion engine vehicles, but also
differ among different kinds of fuel cell systems.

Hybridization Summary

In spite of the many advantages of the hybrid vehicle, hybrid tech-
nologies are still quite expensive and add up to 20 percent to the cost of a
vehicle. Hybrid electric vehicles are many years from taking a significant
market share from the conventional internal combustion engine vehicles.
In turn, the economies of scale needed to reduce their cost disadvantage
probably will not be realized for many years. In the meantime, some of
the first steps toward hybrid technologies—the integrated starter-genera-
tor, for example—will begin to appear in commercial products. In the
United States, expensive features such as hybridization are more likely to
appear in higher-priced (or subsidized) vehicles before they make their
way into the wider commercial markets.

SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND MANUFACTURING

The preceding sections have described the status of the major compo-
nents of a modern automobile. In China, many car components are al-
ready being manufactured for assembly in local plants and for export.
Moreover, local vendors are involved in technology transfer and improve-
ment on the component level, although entry into the World Trade Orga-
nization (WTO) will create pressure on component manufacturers to be
more cost-competitive. Yet car design requires sophisticated techniques
for integrating all these components—and ultimately for satisfying cus-
tomer requirements for performance, safety, comfort, and convenience—
to produce a cost-competitive, reliable vehicle. The leading global
automakers have had years of experience in producing and marketing
cars, and they continue to refine their system design and integration skills
in order to maintain or improve their competitive position in the market-
place. Consequently, these skills are considered highly proprietary and
are carefully guarded.

At present, China’s automotive industry is well behind global auto-
motive industry leaders in design and system integration capabilities.
China has some world-class auto production plants, but these rely on the
expertise of foreign partners who are reluctant to transfer this expertise to
their Chinese partners. If China is to compete in the future as a world-
class auto manufacturer, it must build expertise in these critical areas. In
future joint ventures and similar partnerships with foreign automakers, it
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will be important for the Chinese partner to demand training and full
inclusion in design and integration activities—at least for cars that will be
developed for the Chinese market. Because Chinese automakers are likely
to better understand Chinese consumers and their buying patterns, for-
eign partners may be willing to relax proprietary concerns in the code-
velopment of models that meet the needs of Chinese consumers. Yet un-
der WTO such partners also can compete directly in Chinese markets.
Therefore, the Chinese should be prepared to bring some special capabili-
ties into partnerships in exchange for training and knowledge transfer.

Manufacturing Implications

World-class producers of vehicles must not only design high-quality
vehicles, but also produce them in efficient facilities. In any discussion of
manufacturing, it is useful to separate the vehicle assembly operations
from the manufacture of major components such as engines and trans-
missions. Major components are normally manufactured in high-capac-
ity, highly automated plants. Because a large fraction of the tools found in
these facilities are made by a few worldwide machine tool manufacturers,
any facilities built in China can possess the latest technologies. Further-
more, because of the high cost of the facilities, several vehicle manufactur-
ers may use the same components purchased from external suppliers, al-
lowing an economy of scale in production that benefits all participants.
As noted in Chapter 3, component suppliers Robert Bosch, Engelhard,
and Corning already have subsidiaries in China that are following this
pattern. Whether the Chinese industry chooses to compete with the large
component suppliers or to allow foreign manufacturers to dominate this
part of the market is largely an economic issue and not one of technical
capability.

China has experience with vehicle assembly in modern plants, but
these plants have been mostly ones transplanted from overseas through
joint venture partners. Because the volumes for the Chinese car market
will not at first be large for any single manufacturer, these facilities must
be flexible enough to allow the assembly of more than one vehicle type.
This flexible technology is just appearing in foreign facilities, but it is ex-
pected to find greater uses as the market continues to fracture into smaller
niches. Besides, as just noted, the latest tools for an assembly plant can be
purchased from the worldwide machine tool industry.

Unfortunately, even having the latest tools in the most modern fa-
cilities does not guarantee efficient operation. Japanese manufacturers,
through their highly developed “lean” manufacturing processes and
through the colocation of major component and assembly plants, are
able to assemble a vehicle in about half the number of worker-hours
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characteristic of American manufacturers (Dassbach, 1994). Through
years of sustained effort, Japanese manufacturers also have developed a
reputation for the highest quality products. To compete worldwide, the
Chinese automotive industry will need to develop the management ca-
pability to operate its factories in the most efficient manner while pay-
ing close attention to quality. China has a major asset in its intelligent,
hard-working people, who provide skilled labor at wages that are low
relative to the average in the member countries of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), but it will need to
examine carefully its capability to manage that workforce in the most
efficient manner.

Choosing Competitive Technologies

As discussed in Chapter 3, a variety of cars are already being pro-
duced successfully in China. Most of these employ foreign technology,
adapted to some extent to meet special Chinese needs, through a variety
of partnerships and joint ventures with Chinese companies. If the Chinese
automotive industry wishes to compete in open international markets or
to compete with products coming to China from these markets, it must
find technologies or market niches in which it is able to compete success-
fully. In Figure 4-14, the estimates by Weiss et al. (2000) are replotted to
show life cycle energy as a function of life cycle cost for the technologies
considered. If China is to compete successfully in the manufacture of
lower-cost cars, it would seem prudent to select technologies that do not
start out with a potentially significant cost penalty.

As shown in Figure 4-14, the overlap in the energy use and cost pro-
jections for technology alternatives is large, especially for the advanced
technologies for which the uncertainty ranges are largest. These uncer-
tainty ranges will be reduced over the next decade or so as advanced tech-
nologies mature from the present stage of development. Therefore, much
more risk is associated with future competitiveness if major investments
are made now by China to develop hydrogen fuel cell or electric cars, or
even full hybrids, rather than in the future. A near-term focus on more
conventional technologies still allows many opportunities for innovations
that will enhance the competitiveness of a China car.

APPENDIX: OTHER TYPES OF FUEL CELLS

Of the many types of fuel cell, some are being developed for station-
ary power generation. These systems are more appropriate for steady-
state operation because they require the maintenance of a special environ-
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ment. Thus such systems may not yet meet the rapid start-up requirement
of an automobile and are likely to perform inefficiently in a lightly loaded
automotive duty cycle. Descriptions of some of the fuel cells likely to find
commercial uses over the next several decades follow:

• Phosphoric acid. This type of fuel cell, which is commercially avail-
able, is used mostly for stationary power sources. Phosphoric acid fuel
cells generate electricity at more than 40 percent efficiency—and nearly 85
percent of the steam this fuel cell produces is used for cogeneration. Oper-
ating temperatures are in the vicinity of 400°F or 200ºC.

• Molten carbonate. Molten carbonate fuel cells, which promise high
fuel-to-electricity efficiencies, operate at about 1,200°F or 650ºC. To date,
molten carbonate fuel cells have been operated using hydrogen, carbon
monoxide, natural gas, propane, landfill gas, marine diesel, and simu-
lated coal gasification products. Molten carbonate fuel cells of 10 kW to 2
megawatts (MW) have been tested on a variety of fuels. Carbonate fuel
cells for stationary applications have been successfully demonstrated in
Japan and Italy.

• Solid oxide. Another highly promising fuel cell, the solid oxide fuel
cell (SOFC), could be used in large, high-power applications, including

FIGURE 4-14 Estimated energy versus cost ranges for selected technologies per
kilometer. NOTE: Shaded areas represented uncertainties in prediction; CNG =
compressed natural gas. SOURCE: Weiss et al. (2002).
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industrial and large-scale central electricity generating stations. Some re-
searchers also foresee the use of solid oxide in motor vehicles and are
developing fuel cell auxiliary power units with SOFCs. A solid oxide sys-
tem usually uses a hard ceramic material instead of a liquid electrolyte,
allowing operating temperatures to reach 1,800°F. Power-generating effi-
ciencies could reach 60 percent. One type of SOFC uses an array of meter-
long tubes, and other variations include a compressed disc that resembles
the lid of a soup can. Tubular SOFC designs are closer to commercializa-
tion and are being produced by several companies. Demonstrations of
tubular SOFC technology have produced as much as 220 kW.

Still other fuel cells are not likely to be commercialized in the next few
decades:

• Alkaline. Long used by the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) on space missions, these fuel cells can achieve
power-generating efficiencies of up to 70 percent. They use alkaline po-
tassium hydroxide as the electrolyte. Until recently, these fuel cells were
too costly for commercial applications, but several companies are examin-
ing ways to reduce costs and improve operating flexibility.

• Direct methanol fuel cells. These cells are similar to the proton ex-
change membrane fuel cell (see the section Emerging Propulsion Tech-
nologies) in that they use a polymer membrane as the electrolyte. How-
ever, in the direct methanol fuel cell, the anode catalyst itself draws the
hydrogen from the liquid methanol, eliminating the need for a fuel re-
former. Efficiencies of about 40 percent are expected with this type of fuel
cell, which would typically operate at a temperature of between 120° and
190°F or 50º and 90ºC. Higher efficiencies are achieved at higher tempera-
tures.

• Regenerative fuel cells. Still a very young member of the fuel cell
family, regenerative fuel cells would be attractive as a closed-loop form of
power generation, in conjunction with a solar power source. Solar power
can be converted directly to electricity, but there may be applications
where the energy losses associated with a regenerative fuel cell are justi-
fied. During solar collection, water is separated into hydrogen and oxy-
gen by a solar-powered electrolyzer. The hydrogen and oxygen are then
available to be fed into the fuel cell, which is able to generate electricity,
heat, and water when direct solar power is not available. The water is
then recirculated back to the solar-powered electrolyzer and the process
begins again. NASA and others are currently conducting research on these
types of fuel cells.
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Energy and Fuels

Energy is playing a key role in the rapid development of China. In-
dustrialization and growth of the country’s gross domestic prod-
uct (GDP) depend heavily on the availability of affordable and reli-

able energy. The transportation sector is dependent on such energy as
well. As incomes rise people generally seem to travel farther (Schafer,
1998). With the recent rise in per capita income in China, more people are
able to afford cars and want the personal benefits that automobile owner-
ship provides. As the automobile fleet grows, the demand for the fuels it
needs and the supporting supply and distribution infrastructure for those
fuels also will increase (see Chapters 3 and 4).

As shown in Table 5-1, today the Chinese use much less energy per
capita than citizens of the member countries of the Organisation for Eco-
nomic Co-operation and Development, or OECD (U.S. DOE, 1999). The
average Chinese citizen, at 0.6 ton of oil equivalent (TOE)1 per capita per
year, uses about 8 percent of the energy consumed by the average U.S.
citizen and about 15 percent of the energy used by the average citizen of
Japan or Germany. The high U.S. energy consumption is linked in part to
the greater use of energy in the United States for transportation, which is
linked in turn to lower population density. Globally, an average of 1.4
TOE per capita per year is consumed. The challenge, then, is how to pro-

1 One ton of oil equivalent equals 40 million Btus (MBtu), 7.35 barrels (bbl) of oil equiva-
lent, 0.96 kiloliters (kl) of oil equivalent, 11.8 megawatt hours (MWh), and 4.26 x 1010

joules (J).
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vide a source of inexpensive energy to the developing countries as they
seek to become more developed and yet remain mindful of concerns about
excessive dependency on oil imports and the need to limit global green-
house gas (GHG) emissions.

From a strategic point of view, a shortage of domestic oil is a barrier
to the development of an automotive industry. Motor vehicles in China
consume 85 percent of the country’s gasoline output and 42 percent of its
diesel output. In 1995 China’s demand for oil was 3.0 million barrels per
day (mbd) or 147 million metric tons (MMT) per year, growing to 4.5 mbd
(220 MMT) in 2000, and projected to reach 5.2 mbd (250 MMT) by 2005
(Chen, 2001).  In 2000 imports of petroleum were 70 MMT, and an annual
increase in imports of at least 10 MMT per year is anticipated in the short
term. According to predictions, by 2010 China will need 270–310 MMT of
crude oil per year (Yang et al., 1997). Unfortunately, the domestic supply
will reach just 165–200 MMT per year, and the deficit of 105–110 MMT
must be imported.

The rapid growth in the vehicle sector is the primary force driving
China’s rapid shift from being a net petroleum-exporting country to a net
importer. This shift not only creates concerns about China’s energy secu-
rity and balance of payments, but also increasingly strains China’s refin-
ery sector, which traditionally has been largely able to provide the
country’s own refined product needs, using a refining network set up for
indigenous heavy, sweet crudes (Histon, 2001).  A particular concern is
the high sulfur content of imported crude oil compared with that of do-
mestic crude. Because the Chinese refineries were built to process the rela-
tively low-sulfur domestic crude, the available hydrodesulfurization ca-
pacity is limited.

The quality of fuels is inextricably linked to the regulations for vehicle
emissions performance. China has decided to follow the pollution control

TABLE 5-1 Average per Capita Energy Use for Selected Countries,
1999 (tons of oil equivalent [TOE] per person per year)

Country TOE/Person/Year Country TOE/Person/Year

United States 8.0 Mexico 1.2
Canada 7.3 Brazil 0.7
Norway 5.5 China 0.6
Russia 4.2 India 0.3
Japan 4.0 Africa 0.14
Germany 4.0 Bangladesh 0.08
World average = 1.4 TOE/person/year

SOURCE: U.S. DOE (1999).
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strategies of the European Union (EU), and so, as noted in Chapters 4 and
7, will upgrade its fuel quality, including further reductions in sulfur, to
meet those emissions standards. Table 5-2 shows the fuel specification
standards that are now in effect in the EU and that will be required for
fuels sold in 2005. After an extensive consultation process, the European
Union Commission initially proposed requiring the introduction of gaso-
line and diesel fuels with less sulfur than 10 parts per million (ppm) or
0.001 percent by mass as early as 2005, with a complete shift to these low-
sulfur fuels by 2011.2 Because lower sulfur levels in gasoline and diesel
fuel are preconditions for the introduction of advanced vehicle technolo-
gies that are able to comply with future European Emission Standard III

TABLE 5-2 European Union Fuel Specification Limits

Petrol/Gasoline 2000 2005 Diesel 2000 2005

RVP summer 60 — Cetane number, min. 51 —
kPa, max.

Aromatics, % 42 35 Density 15oC kg/m3, max. 845 —
by vol. max.

Benzene, % by 1 — Distillation 95% by vol. oC, max. 360 —
vol. max.

Olefins, % by 18 — Polyaromatics,  % by vol. max. 11 —
vol. max.

Oxygen, % by 2.7 — Sulfur, ppm max. 350 50
mass max.

Sulfur, ppm 150 50

NOTE: Dashes signify that no changes to existing levels have yet been issued for implemen-
tation in 2005. RVP = Reid Vapor Pressure; kPa =  kilopascals (1 atmosphere of pressure
equals about 100 kPa); kg/m3 = kilograms per cubic meter; ppm = parts per million.

SOURCE: Directive 98/70/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 October
1998, amending Council Directive 93/12/EEC.

2 In November 2001 the European Parliament, in its first reading, called for a complete
conversion to fuels with a maximum sulfur content of 10 ppm (0.001 percent by mass) by
2008, and in December the Council of Ministers decided on a “common position” of com-
plete conversion by 2009. The issue has now gone back to the Parliament for its second
reading.
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(Euro III) and Euro IV standards, China will have to substantially up-
grade its refineries. (A more extensive discussion of the environmental
implications of fuel quality is presented in Chapter 7.)

In addition, the fuel efficiency of most Chinese cars today is poorer
than that of cars of comparable weight and size in the industrialized coun-
tries. Unless fuel economy is improved in the future, even greater strains
will be placed on the refinery sector. As noted in Chapter 3, China is an-
ticipating at a minimum a threefold increase in its vehicle fleet, not in-
cluding motorcycles, between 2002 and 2020. The automobile fleet in par-
ticular is expected to increase by a factor of between four and five within
the same time period. Based on the vehicle characteristics in the tenth
five-year plan, it is estimated that total fuel consumption will more than
double by 2020 despite a gradual improvement in gasoline vehicle fuel
efficiency and an increase in the use of more efficient diesel technology.
Table 5-3 reveals the effects of both moderate and more aggressive atten-
tion to vehicle fuel economy over the period 2000–2015. Year 2000 is used
as the base case. Case 1 assumes that starting in 2005 the fuel economy of
all new gasoline-fueled cars and light trucks improves by 2 percent a year.
Building on this, case 2 assumes that starting in model year 2010, a small
fraction of highly efficient cars and light trucks, increasing by 5 percent a
year, achieves fuel consumption of 80 miles per gallon (mpg). As illus-
trated, these fuel economy standards would start to reduce the growth in
fuel consumption but would need several more years to have their full
impact. Although the vehicles in the Chinese fleet today may be some-
what less efficient than those in the same size range in the U.S. fleet, the
real inefficiency lies in the fuel wasted because of urban congestion. Such

TABLE 5-3 Influences of Vehicle Efficiency Improvements on Future
Fuel Consumption in China

Assumptions 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

Base case: Year 2000 trends continue 1.00 1.48 2.18 3.29 4.97

Case 1: Fuel economy of fleet improves at rate of 1.00 1.47 2.14 3.13 4.49
2% per year

Case 2: Same as above case, but with further 1.00 1.47 2.14 2.98 3.97
addition of 80 mpg cars to the fleet at a rate of
5% of new cars per year

NOTE: Table shows ratio of fuel consumed in future to fuel consumed in 2000 for China’s
light-duty vehicle fleet. Light-duty vehicles include light-duty trucks, light vans, and a vari-
ety of jeeps, lighter than 3.5 tons. SOURCE:  Calculations by Michael P. Walsh.
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congestion may increase if the urban road infrastructure does not keep
pace with the growth in the number of vehicles.

The overall implication of this analysis is that improvements in ve-
hicle efficiency will help reduce fuel demand as the Chinese car fleet ex-
pands over the coming decades, but even these improvements will not
offset the increased use of petroleum. Smaller vehicles with lower aver-
age fuel consumption may reduce fuel consumption, but to succeed such
vehicles will have to be attractive to Chinese customers.

CHINA’S FUEL INDUSTRY

Chinese crude oils have less naphtha, the feedstock for the catalytic
reforming process, than most foreign crudes. Therefore, one feature of the
Chinese petroleum refining industry is that its catalytic cracking capacity
is much greater than its capacities for catalytic reforming and catalytic
hydrotreating. The principal characteristics of Chinese gasoline are a high
olefin and sulfur content; likewise, Chinese diesel fuel has a high sulfur
content. Because environmental protection regulations have become
stricter in recent years in China, the quality of Chinese fuels has improved
markedly; the olefin content of gasoline and the sulfur content of diesel
fuel have fallen. New, higher-quality gasoline and diesel fuel specifica-
tions are forthcoming.

More broadly, China’s petroleum industry is becoming more open to
foreign participation, and China’s accession to the World Trade Organi-
zation (WTO) will spur further changes. The China National Petroleum
Corporation (CNPC), which produces about 64 percent of China’s crude,
had signed more than $1 billion (RMB8.3 billion) in contracts with foreign
countries by 1997, and these and more recent partnerships are accelerat-
ing domestic exploration and resulting in significant additions to reserves.
However, because importation will require further contractual obliga-
tions, the CNPC has signed contracts of crude exploitation with countries
such as Iraq, Kazakhstan, Sudan, Peru, and Venezuela.

Petroleum Refining Industry

CNPC and the China Petroleum and Chemical Corporation
(SINOPEC) were established after a reorganization of the Chinese petro-
leum industry in 1998. Subsidiaries of both companies undertake crude
oil exploration and production, as well as refining. China has a petroleum
processing capacity of 250 MMT annually, which places it fourth in the
world, after the United States, the former Soviet Union, and Japan. In 2000
China processed 202 MMT of crude oils, producing 41 MMT of gasoline
and 70 MMT of diesel fuel, which met the current domestic demand.
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SINOPEC’s crude oil runs account for 52 percent of the national total.
Figure 5-1 shows the production, consumption, and importation rates for
crude oil from 1991 to 2000. Figure 5-2 indicates that China’s production
of diesel oil, and its growth rate, is higher than that for gasoline. From
1991 to 2000 the consumption of diesel fuel increased rapidly because of
the higher numbers of light- and medium-duty diesel trucks and diesel
agricultural vehicles and equipment.

FIGURE 5-2 China’s production of gasoline and diesel fuel, 1991–2000. SOURCE:
Ruan (2001).
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China‘s high catalytic cracking capacity constitutes 35 percent of its
total distillation capacity (see Table 5-4). Table 5-4 also reveals that China
has a smaller catalytic reforming capacity (6 percent) than that of the
United States (18.7 percent )  because of the lower levels of naphtha in its
domestic crude. Furthermore, China’s catalytic hydrocracking and cata-
lytic hydrotreating capacities are not sufficient. As a result, at the moment
China’s refining industry has a limited ability to supply advanced gaso-
line and diesel fuel components. As noted earlier, this industry is geared
to handle the quality of Chinese crude, most of which is heavy, low-sul-
fur, and waxy, and therefore refiners lack the capacity to process high-
sulfur crude.

At present, China has about 50 refineries with crude oil input capaci-
ties of greater than 1 MMT per year and an average capacity of 4.76 MMT
per year. About 70 additional refineries have a capacity of less than 1
MMT per year.

Growing concerns in China about the environmental impacts of ris-
ing oil consumption have led to investments in new refining technologies
and the revision of product specifications. Among the earliest policy tar-
gets was eliminating the 66 and 70 MON (Motor Octane Number) specifi-
cations for gasoline, raising the new minimum to 90 RON (Research Oc-
tane Number), and eliminating alkyl-lead additives for octane
enhancement through the increased use of alkylates, reformate, and me-
thyl tertiary-butyl ether (MTBE) and other oxygenates in gasoline blend-
ing. New unleaded specifications for 93 and 95 octane (RON) gasoline
were added as well. Methyl cyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl
(MMT) is used as an octane enhancer by about 50 percent of China’s refin-
eries, but it is probably not a good solution because of its cost, heavy

TABLE 5-4 China’s Refining Capacities

Capacity (thousand metric
Refining Process tons per year) Percent

Distillation 249,450 100.0
Catalytic reforming 14,877 6.0
Catalytic cracking 87,655 35.1
Catalytic hydrocracking 12,920 5.2
Hydrorefining of residue 5,200 2.1
Hydrotreating 35,105 14.1

NOTE: The percentages shown are based on distillation capacity.

SOURCE: Data collected by Qiu Yansheng, Research Institute of Petro-
leum Processing.
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metal content, and adverse effect on hydrocarbon emissions from cata-
lyst-controlled cars (Owen and Coley, 1995). The Chinese industry is us-
ing MMT as a transitional measure and expects to eliminate its use in the
future.

In China, almost all gasoline is used in road transportation, but only
half of diesel fuels (Table 5-5). A survey of Chinese gasolines in 1999 re-
vealed their high olefin and sulfur content. Olefins in gasoline cause de-
posits in the intake system and fuel injectors of gasoline engines and an
increase in the photochemical reaction activity of engine exhaust gas. Sul-
fur compounds poison the catalysts of the exhaust gas emissions control
systems. Recently, several measures have been adopted in Chinese refin-
eries to improve gasoline quality, including adding innovative catalytic
cracking technology, increasing catalytic reforming capacity, and install-
ing hydrodesulfurization facilities.

Gasoline Specifications

Gasoline specifications are driven by emissions standards. Gasoline
additives aimed at improving performance have a somewhat checkered
history. Lead has been used since the 1920s as an octane enhancer, but it
was later found to cause severe health problems and to poison catalysts. It
has since been phased out, although some is still used in developing coun-

TABLE 5-5 Consumption Patterns for Diesel
Fuels in China, 1995–2000 (percent by mass)

Consumer 1995 1997 2000

Agriculture 26.2 23.4 21.8

Fisheries 11.9 11.4 10.9

Transportation 48.1 50.0 57.1
Highways 29.8 34.4 41.8
Railways 10.3 8.8 8.5
Marine 8.0 6.8 6.8

Electricity 6.9 9.5 5.1

Others 6.9 5.7 5.1

Total 100 100 100

SOURCE: Data collected by Qiu Yansheng, Research Institute
of Petroleum Processing.
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tries. More recently, MTBE was a required component of reformulated
gasoline in the United States, but it was shown to contaminate groundwa-
ter. The debate continues over whether oxygenate additives to gasoline
significantly improve emissions performance, and ethanol is being evalu-
ated as a possible substitute in China.

The costs of improved fuels to the consumer (before taxes) will not be
materially different from the present ones, adjusted for inflation, because
the oil industry has been creative in finding technologies to produce
cleaner fuels at little or no additional cost. However, new large capital
investments may be needed for the Chinese oil industry. Some special
grade of higher-purity gasoline designed for fuel cell vehicles fitted with
gasoline reformers may appear, but it need not be radically different from
the cleaner gasoline that will evolve for use in cars with internal combus-
tion engines. Fuel prices at the pump, on the other hand, may be influ-
enced in the future by tax policies, market manipulations, or other exog-
enous factors, so they may be more variable. Fuel production costs,
however, are an important factor in examining the competitive introduc-
tion of alternative fuels.

In recent years, environmental protection has received considerable
attention in China, especially in the mega cities of Beijing, Shanghai, and
Guangzhou. The resulting more stringent regulations for engine emissions
will have a strong impact on the fuel industry. The significant difference
between the new specifications of July 2000 and the original ones is the
regulatory limitation of olefin and aromatic contents. Although the maxi-
mum allowable limits of olefin and sulfur content are still higher than
those for U.S. gasoline, the standards represent major progress given the
current status of the Chinese petroleum refining industry. Table 5-6 gives

TABLE 5-6 Unleaded Petrol Specification for Motor
Vehicles, July 2000 (GB 17930-1999)

Item Limit

Research Octane Number min. 90 93 95
Antiknock index min. 85 88 90
Lead, g/liter max. 0.005
Sulfur, ppm max. 1,000
Benzene, % by vol. max. 2.5
Aromatics, % by vol. max. 40
Olefins, % by vol. max. 35

NOTE: ppm = parts per million.

SOURCE: China State Bureau of Quality and Technical Supervision (1999).
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China’s newest gasoline specification, GB 17930-1999 (China State Bureau
of Quality and Technical Supervision, 1999). And Chinese gasoline qual-
ity will continue to improve; the next goal is to reduce sulfur content to
200 ppm. The total amount of olefins and aromatics in the gasoline pool
are limited to 60 percent by volume maximum, and the limit of olefin
content is 35 percent by volume maximum. These changes are included in
SINOPEC’s gasoline specification for city automobiles, Q/SHR 007-2000.
New gasoline specifications will be implemented in 2003.

It is noteworthy that SINOPEC has a reference specification for ex-
ported unleaded gasoline that currently meets or exceeds the new domes-
tic gasoline specifications. As the Chinese refining industry moves toward
world standards, the complications introduced by having to produce dif-
ferent fuels to meet different quality specifications (other than those
changes needed to maintain good performance under regional and sea-
sonal climate variations) should gradually disappear.

Diesel Fuel

Chinese diesel fuels contain a small portion of hydrotreated compo-
nents, which results in high sulfur content. Table 5-7 reveals that the sul-
fur content of Chinese diesel fuels increased between 1995 and 1997 be-
cause of an increase in imported sour crude oils. The sulfur content then
decreased after 1997, when catalytic hydrotreating operations were im-
proved. Although there is general agreement that lower sulfur will re-
duce particulate emissions, it is not yet clear whether changes in other
properties can substantially reduce harmful emissions from current
heavy-duty diesel engines. However, revised fuel specifications would be
important in new diesel engine designs using exhaust gas aftertreatment,
or in light-duty diesel engines for passenger cars. Modifications to reduce
emissions to very low levels may reduce the relative efficiency advantage

TABLE 5-7 Sulfur Content of Chinese Diesel Fuels (parts
per million)

Sulfur Content 1995 1996 1997 1998

Minimum 300 300 300 300
Maximum 3,300 3,500 3,700 3,500

NOTE: Average sulfur content of refinery’s diesel fuel pool.

SOURCE: Calculations by Qiu Yansheng, Research Institute of Petroleum
Processing.
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of the diesel engine over a spark ignition internal combustion engine. Fuel
costs will not be changed significantly, but a large increase in diesel de-
mand will require some modifications to existing refineries and their op-
erations.

SINOPEC distributes diesel fuel in cities on the mainland, including
the broad suburban areas. The diesel fuel grade depends on the specific
contract between the users and the fuel suppliers. Some cities are requir-
ing specifications that exceed the national standards. In principle, CNPC
will follow SINOPEC in updating the performance of domestic fuels to
meet the needs of the marketplace, with the advantage of having the low-
est-sulfur crude oil source.

Diesel Fuel Specifications

The original state specification of diesel fuel, GB 252-1994, was re-
placed by GB 252-2000 in January 2002 (China State Bureau of Quality
and Technical Supervision, 1994, 2000). GB 252-1994 covers three grades
of diesel—regular, premium and super—based on sulfur content (see
Table 5-8). The maximum sulfur contents of the three grades of diesel
fuels are 10,000, 5,000, and 2,000 parts per million (ppm), respectively.
The minimum cetane number limit is 45, except for the diesel fuels made
from naphthenic or paraffin-naphthenic crude oils, as well as the diesel
fuels containing catalytic cracking components, which have a minimum
cetane number limit of 40.

GB 252-2000 includes one grade with a maximum sulfur content of
2,000 ppm. The minimum cetane number limit is 45, except for the diesel
fuels made from naphthenic or paraffin-naphthenic crude oils, which have
a minimum cetane number limit of 40. These specifications imply that the
cetane number of the diesel fuels containing catalytic cracking compo-
nents has a minimum limit of 45 rather than 40. In 2000 SINOPEC issued
a city diesel fuel specification, Q/SHR 008-2000. In this industrial specifi-
cation, the maximum sulfur content limit is 300 ppm, and the minimum
cetane number limit is 50 without exception. The further development of
diesel fuel specifications will focus on reducing maximum sulfur content
to 50 ppm, which is the level needed to introduce Euro IV and Euro V
emissions limits.3 Indeed, China has a short-term schedule for improve-
ments in diesel fuel (see Table 5-9).

As the Chinese economy develops, the demand for petroleum prod-
ucts will grow dramatically, and the shortage of crude oil will grow as

3 As noted earlier, efforts are under way to lower this level to 10 ppm to enable some of the
advanced aftertreatment technologies required to achieve the European standards.
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well. As noted earlier, by 2010 about 100 MMT in crude oil will have to be
imported annually to make up the shortage in the domestic supply. Mean-
while, China is improving the quality of gasoline and diesel fuel for meet-
ing the more stringent requirements of environmental protection and the
demands of the automotive industry. The main goals will be to reduce the
olefin content of gasoline and the sulfur content of gasoline and diesel.

ALTERNATIVE FUEL POSSIBILITIES FOR THE FUTURE

China is already using some fuels other than gasoline and diesel in
the transportation sector. Table 5-10 shows the shares of energy consump-
tion by fuel source in China in 2000, both the total and for the transporta-
tion sector. China’s main energy sources are shown in Table 5-11.

TABLE 5-9 Planned Sulfur Standards, China

Timing Nationwide City

2001 Sulfur standard for light diesel fuels: SINOPEC provides cities with
2,000 ppm (super); 5,000 ppm 500 ppm sulfur diesel fuel.
(premium); 10,000 ppm (regular)

June 1, 2002 Sulfur standard for light diesel fuels:
2,000 ppm

End of 2003 or Sulfur standard for city diesel fuel: SINOPEC will supply 300 ppm
early 2004 500 ppm sulfur diesel fuel to

metropolitan areas.

NOTE: ppm = parts per million. SOURCE: Calculations by Qiu Yansheng, Research Institute
of Petroleum Processing.

TABLE 5-10 Energy Consumption of China, 1997 and 2000

Coal Petroleum Natural Gas Electricity

Total energy share, % (1997) 76.2 19.7 1.8 02.2
Total energy share, % (2000) 67.0 23.6 2.5 06.9a

Transportation energy share, % (2000) 06.0 69.0b n.a. 25.0

a Hydropower.
b Including natural gas.

NOTE:  n.a. = not applicable.

SOURCES: Zhang (2001); Xinhua News Agency (2001).
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Natural gas use rates are presently low, but major development of the
natural gas infrastructure is under way to allow substitution of natural
gas for coal, primarily for domestic uses and for power generation, in
polluted urban areas. Natural gas is a clean fuel; nitrogen oxides (NOx)
are the primary emission of concern. Its carbon emissions are about 25
percent lower than those for gasoline, but whether it has net GHG ben-
efits depends on how much methane is leaked. Methane is a more power-
ful greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide (CO2) by about a factor of 20,
averaged over a 100-year period, so a 1–2 percent leakage of methane can
offset the lower carbon advantage of natural gas. High-pressure gas is
less dense than gasoline and requires a pressurized cylindrical storage
vessel, so fuel storage volume impinges to some extent on the space in-
side a vehicle. Liquefied natural gas (LNG), another alternative, involves
liquid storage at about –160oC (–260oF) and a pressure just a little above
atmospheric. LNG has a lower density than gasoline, requires about a 10
percent energy penalty for liquefaction, and must be stored in a sophisti-
cated insulated container to minimize boil-off, so it is probably not as
attractive an option as high-pressure gas storage for passenger vehicles. It
is more attractive for fleet use where vehicles operate consistently from a
central location.

Natural gas is now being used in about 110,000 vehicles in twelve
cities in China, and about two-thirds of these vehicles are fitted with dual-
fuel capability. Although natural gas spark ignition engines still emit ni-
trogen oxides, they are cleaner than diesel engines when used in urban
taxis and buses. It is likely that the use of natural gas for transportation
will continue to expand, but it will remain a minor part of the total energy

TABLE 5-11 Chinese Energy Reserves

Petroleum Natural Gas Coal

Proven recoverable 3.3 billion metric tons 1.37 trillion cubic 114.5 billion metric
reserve (2000) meters (2000) tons (2000)

Annual output 162 million metric tons 27.7 billion cubic 1,045 million metric
(2000) meters (2000) tons (1999)

Years at present 21 49 110
rate

NOTE: “Years at present rate” assumes that the increased rate of energy resource use will
match the increased rate of discovery.

SOURCES:  Radler (2000); Zhu and Song (2000); Chen (2001).
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used in the transportation sector. Indeed, after 2010 China will likely have
to import natural gas to meet the growth in its domestic demand, so that
large-scale substitution of natural gas for petroleum in the transportation
sector does not appear to be a suitable answer to China’s concerns about
foreign oil dependence. However, natural gas is a clean fuel that has ad-
vantages for use in polluted urban areas.

Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), a mixture of propane and butane, is a
byproduct of oil and gas production from refineries. It is a useful trans-
portation fuel, but its availability is limited.

Because biofuels are derived from solar energy, they are a dispersed
energy source and consume a great deal of agricultural land (see Chapter
4). The Brazilian automobile fleet was fueled by biofuels for many years,
but in light of current oil prices, dedicated ethanol vehicles have been
largely abandoned. Biofuels are likely to continue to be a small part of the
overall transportation energy mix, especially where they are used as ad-
ditives or to fuel a small local vehicle fleet.

Methanol, yet another alternative vehicle fuel in China, is being used
in Shanxi Province in some commercial vehicles. There, the annual output
of fuel methanol from coal is expected to reach 3.8 MMT by 2005.

China’s coal-bed methane (CBM) resources are substantial. In fact, China
may have up to a third of total worldwide CBM resources, estimated to be
in the range of 85–262 trillion cubic meters (m3). Some CBM is recovered
commercially in the United States.

China’s chemical processing industry has already adopted coal gasifi-
cation technology. Because conventional natural gas resources are scarce
in China, 70 percent of its ammonia (NH3) production in 1990 was based
on the gasification of some 37 MMT of coal. There is also great potential to
tap the large reservoir of coal-bed methane—by using the carbon dioxide
produced as a byproduct of the manufacture of ammonia from coal to
stimulate the recovery of methane from deep, unmineable coal-bed for-
mations.

Long-term energy carrier choices that ultimately are of interest are either
electricity or hydrogen. As discussed in Chapter 3, electricity is not a com-
petitive energy source for personal vehicle transportation today because
of the poor performance and high cost of batteries for onboard vehicle
energy storage. Because electricity can be produced from coal, hydro-
power, or nuclear power, it has the inherent potential to be a large-scale
energy source in China for the transportation sector. If future technologi-
cal developments lead to batteries that provide cost-efficient mobile en-
ergy storage, electric propulsion can offer a significant alternative for con-
sideration. But even if this comes to pass, the GHG issues associated with
the production of electricity from coal must be addressed. Hydrogen, an
alternative energy carrier to electricity, has the advantage of being some-
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what easier to store than electrons in a battery. However, like electricity,
hydrogen has to be produced from a primary energy source. The com-
mercial source for hydrogen production today is natural gas. Limitations
on the availability of natural gas will apply equally to its use to produce
hydrogen as a transportation fuel. If it were economically available and if
the infrastructure existed to make it geographically available, it would be
the best fuel for fuel cell vehicles.

Indeed, the development and promotion of fuel cell vehicles in China
will depend on China’s source of hydrogen. One possibility is China’s
huge reservoir of coal and coal-bed methane, if affordable hydrogen pro-
duction can be accomplished with the minimal emission of greenhouse
gases. According to Tables 5-10 and 5-11, coal is the dominant source of
China’s energy supply, but it contributes only about 6 percent of total
energy use in the transportation sector.

The use of coal gasification to produce synthetic liquid fuels or hy-
drogen for transportation results in energy inefficiencies and the increased
generation of greenhouse gases. Although large quantities of carbon di-
oxide are generated in the manufacture of hydrogen, CO2 emissions could
be reduced drastically if CO2 sequestration technology becomes available.
The world’s scientific community is increasingly confident that the se-
questration of a significant fraction of global CO2 production from the use
of fossil fuels over the next several centuries may be feasible, especially in
light of new understanding of the potential for sequestration in geological
reservoirs—that is, depleted oil and gas fields, deep saline aquifers, and
deep beds of unmineable coal. However, these technologies are still in the
early stages of development and are likely to involve significant added
costs.
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6

Societal Effects of Potential
Motorization Pathways

In many countries the automobile has provided benefits that have
boosted the quality of life: better health because of quicker access to
medical care, more highly skilled workers because of better access to

education, a greater choice of jobs because more are in reach of the aver-
age worker, better prices from regional retailers because more customers
can go elsewhere, and more recreational opportunities because distant
vacation venues are more accessible. In short, the automobile has in-
creased equality through greater choice and liberty through the freedom
of movement (NRC, 1999).

Yet the automobile also has had negative effects on quality of life,
many of them environmental (NRC, 1997; Forman et al., 2002). By the
1950s the air pollution created by motor vehicle exhausts and by the refin-
ing of fuel for those vehicles had poisoned the air in some cities to such an
extent that it was shortening life expectancy. In the United States a signifi-
cant proportion of water pollution can be traced to motor fuels and the
oils and salts that wash off roadways. The disposal of old automobiles
also is a source of environmental problems. In some places millions of old
tires fill entire valleys, and the disposal and reprocessing of used motor
oil are a serious environmental problem.

Over the last 30–40 years some industrialized countries have made
enormous progress in balancing environmental concerns with automobile
usage. Air quality has improved through technology such as advanced en-
gines, modified fuels, and catalytic converters. Highway agencies are re-
quired to collect the polluted runoff water from highways for treatment
before letting it flow into rivers. New automobiles are designed so that
many of their components can be recycled at the end of their useful lives.

Among the most critical aspects of transportation planning in the past
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have been those related to equity issues. Although technological improve-
ments and capital investments in transportation have improved social
welfare in general, they also have often widened the gap between those
who can afford automobiles and those who cannot. To the extent that
modern land use patterns are highly affected by the automobile, the re-
sult is that car ownership has become necessary to take full advantage of
the commercial and residential opportunities and of the services that mod-
ern societies can provide. In the United States, the disadvantaged are pri-
marily the elderly, the young, and the poor, yet today less than 10 percent
of American families lack cars. In China, however, large urban popula-
tions will not have cars for many years, and for a long period car owners
and non–car owners will both be large parts of the population. In some
countries these populations live in separate communities, sometimes dis-
tinguishing urban and suburban areas.

This chapter explores how rapid motorization will affect the quality of
life and livelihood of the Chinese people. In view of the complexity of the
changing social and economic structure in China, it is clear that isolating the
changes arising from motorization alone will be very difficult. Some 10 years
of a 15 percent a year rise in motorization in general and a more rapid in-
crease in the number of automobiles have had a very large impact on China.
Urban congestion, air pollution, changes in urban transport modal shares,
massive construction of transportation facilities, and decentralization of resi-
dence and employment are the principal consequences (Midgley, 1994).

The earliest and greatest effects of motorization will appear in the
cities (see Chapter 2). For one thing, most of the new vehicles will appear
in urban areas because urban incomes are higher than those elsewhere in
China and because they will no doubt continue rising the fastest. Further-
more, the cities have an especially delicate ecology of space use—very
high residential densities and a low proportion of space dedicated to
streets (around 10 percent)—designed as they were by planners who, be-
fore the late 1980s, had no reason to believe there was any need to provide
for significant numbers of private motor vehicles. As a result, Chinese
cities are subject to great dynamic forces as people struggle to travel in
increasingly congested conditions while they seek opportunities at the
urban periphery made accessible by increased car ownership.

Because these issues will arise within the context of a rapidly chang-
ing urban structure, any examination of the effects of motorization re-
quires a careful look at the process of change itself.

EFFECTS OF THE MOTORIZATION PROCESS

Motorization is likely to have severe interim effects before the auto-
mobile reaches an accommodation with its surroundings. For example,
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residences typically shift to the suburbs more rapidly than employment,
creating an interim period during which employees have long, con-
gested radial trips to work. The current level of motorization is less im-
portant than its rate of increase, because it is the rapid increase of motor-
ization that leaves the urban structure, the infrastructure network, and
the access system out of sync with one another. For example, today de-
veloped countries with over 900 vehicles per 1,000 persons have reached
a limited kind of equilibrium with the automobile (at least for conges-
tion in most localities), yet that transition in the United States took more
than 60 years, with some changes still under way. By contrast, develop-
ing countries with only a tenth of that level of motorization are tending
to experience greater problems than the developed countries because of
the rapid shift to motorization.

The growth rate of motor vehicles in Chinese cities has mirrored
China’s rate of economic growth, and with the accelerated economic
growth of the early 1990s, the growth rate of motorization became more
rapid. In the city of Nanjing, for example, between 1985 and 1990 the
total number of motor vehicles increased by around 50,000, whereas be-
tween 1995 and 2000 the number increased by around 130,000, reflecting
the city’s economic growth. In the city of Shanghai the growth rate of
automobiles was slow until the 1980s; the average annual increment was
13,000. But during the 1990s the growth rate more than doubled, with
annual increments of between 30,000 and 50,000. In Wuhan the number
of vehicles increased 7 percent from 1998 to 1999, but from 2000 to 2001
it increased 27 percent. Even though annual changes can stem from
many factors, China clearly has entered the phase of rapid motor vehicle
growth. And with it, problems of urban transport have increased rather
than diminished.

Another problem is that of equity among China’s regions. The indus-
trial cities of eastern China have wealthier corporations and more people
who can afford cars than the western provinces. Motorization will benefit
the wealthier families of the eastern cities, modernizing their lifestyle,
notwithstanding the additional congestion and air quality problems
caused by the larger vehicle fleet. As a result, the difference in quality of
life between the industrialized east and the rest of the country will be
magnified, exacerbating the regional imbalance that has been a persistent
problem for China (and for many other countries).

The Spatial Decentralization of the Major Chinese Cities

No issue is more central to motorization than the shift of people and
industry from urban centers to outlying areas—that is, spatial decentrali-
zation. As one of the most visible consequences of motorization in the
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medium term, it will change the appearance of the cities and the lives of
their inhabitants. Moreover, it will affect nearly every other measure of
the social consequences of motorization such as fuel consumption, air
pollution, land absorption, viability of alternative modes of transporta-
tion, and congestion.

Municipal governments have taken some deliberate actions to reduce
the density of the cities in order to reduce congestion and to adapt con-
temporary lifestyles and associated technologies. To some extent these
actions will mitigate some of the congestion in the short term. In the im-
mediate future, the problem will be to accommodate the car in areas of
the city not developed with cars in mind.

The view of many Chinese authorities that population densities in
large Chinese cities should decline has merit. But the added factor of rapid
motorization is likely to accelerate the decentralization of jobs and resi-
dences beyond planned levels and should be a cause for concern. For ex-
ample, such decentralization could jeopardize the feasibility of public
transport (which cannot serve low-density areas effectively). Expanded
road networks could increase congestion at key intown links, which
would be hard to correct without a high cost and severe disruption. De-
centralization also would tend to divide the population into high-income
(car-owning) and low-income (carless) localities, threatening the Chinese
tradition of socially integrated communities (locating according to work
group membership). And because decentralization means people will
drive farther, emissions of pollutants and greenhouse gases will rise and
more fuel will be consumed.

Another concern arising from decentralization is the fate of China’s
agricultural land. By world standards, China’s amount of agricultural land
per capita is very low—0.1 hectares (ha) per inhabitant—and the average
rural population density is a high 6.85 persons per hectare or 685 persons
per square kilometer (World Bank, 2001). The rapid growth of the cities
will absorb large amounts of agricultural land, because most cities are
located, for historical reasons, in rich agricultural areas. For example, the
rapidly motorizing cities of Shanghai, Nanjing, and Wuhan are located in
the rich Yangtze Valley.1 Authorities in Guangdong Province have ex-
pressed concern about the absorption of agricultural land by urbanization
in the Pearl River Delta.

The green movement in Europe and those who resist the increasing
use of cars in the United States often appear to assume that the automo-

1 A brief calculation indicates that if Shanghai’s population in 1990s were distributed at
the density of the New York City metropolitan area, Shanghai would be about eight times its
actual geographic size (www.demographia.com; Newman and Kenworthy, 1989; State Sta-
tistical Bureau, 1991).
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bile is the only cause of spatial decentralization. Yet other forces work
toward decentralization in every country, including China. After World
War II, for example, explosive decentralization in the United States was
driven by the easily available home mortgages on newly constructed sub-
urban houses. Urban policies intended to limit development often focus
exclusively on resisting vehicle use or road investments, but other mat-
ters should receive attention.

Government action drives decentralization in many ways. For ex-
ample, new urban highways and public transport systems reaching to-
ward the outer fringe help to open new peripheral areas to settlement.
The Chinese government recently set national development standards that
require more parking space, wider streets, and increased per capita living
floor space. The new government guideline, enacted through the Con-
struction Department, calls for an average density of 80–100 square meters
—that is, 12,500–10,000 persons per square kilometer—including all land
uses averaged over the entire metropolitan area (Construction Depart-
ment of China, 2001). The larger cities are to aim at the less dense figure.
This goal is to be reached gradually while new development at the urban
periphery is designated for higher densities and the continued reconstruc-
tion of central cities reduces densities in the core. This would have the
effect of driving development toward the larger land parcels available in
the urban periphery. Furthermore, Chinese home construction, which is
no longer the exclusive responsibility of the state-owned enterprises, is
increasingly being carried out by developers, who are likely to seek econo-
mies of scale by building larger housing projects. They tend to build at the
periphery of cities where larger land parcels are available, prices are
lower, and land acquisition and consolidation are easier. Developers also
seek large parcels because the government encourages them to provide
municipal services. That factor further drives settlements to the outer edge
of urban areas (Ping and Murie, 1999).

Previously, when land was assigned to state-owned enterprises the
value of the land did not vary with distance from the city center. No
money was transferred when the land was assigned, and the distance from
the enterprise’s own prior workplaces and service facilities primarily de-
termined its value to the work group. Since 1987 municipalities have been
allowed to lease land and to assign monetary values to the land parcels as
a basis for levying charges. The land value is determined, in part, by the
distance from the center of the city, thereby encouraging parcel seekers to
choose peripheral locations for the lowest prices. This system of designat-
ing land value has been important in redirecting urban development to-
ward the periphery. Meanwhile, many of the state-owned enterprises are
finding that the land they occupy in the city center has greatly increased
in value, but at no benefit to their operations. They are therefore inclined
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to redevelop this land into central business district uses and move their
own operations to the periphery. The outcome, then, is that the redevel-
opment prompts the sponsoring enterprise to leave the city, as well as the
worker population that resided at the former site of the enterprise
(Rodrigue, 1994).

Perhaps reflecting an international trend, new industrial plants, uni-
versities, and other large establishments in China now tend to locate in
very large, campus-like settings, where the buildings themselves occupy
very little of the land. Such a trend is another force behind decentraliza-
tion, because such large parcels are found only at the peripheries of cities.
Transnational companies attracted by China’s accession to the World
Trade Organization (WTO) will no doubt adopt and accelerate this trend.
Many of the new industrial plants in the Pearl River Delta are dramatic
examples of this movement.

When municipalities purchase rural land and redesignate it as “ur-
ban,” they are able to sell it to developers for much more than its cost. The
municipalities therefore have an inducement to annex land in large quan-
tities in order to raise revenue. Indeed, when land is leased long-term to
developers, taxes (infrastructure fees) are charged for the entire length of
the lease. Thus the municipality gains no further revenue from the land
during the length of the lease, even though the value of the parcel may
rise greatly over time. As a result, municipalities are motivated to con-
tinue converting rural land to urban in order to have continued land-based
revenue.

At the same time, municipal planning offices are actively fostering
concentrated dispersion. Fourteen “growth centers” (existing expandable
small settlements) are being planned for Beijing, and 11 new towns and 20
external growth centers are planned for Shanghai. These centers, to be
situated well beyond the urban periphery, are often designed for very
low densities. Commercial buildings and apartments will be placed on
large parcels, and the centers will include large central parks and wide,
multi-lane local streets.

Trends in the city of Guangzhou are representative of this process.
Figure 6.1 shows the difference between land development initiatives be-
fore and after the land market reform of 1987. Note how the reform has
concentrated new development in both the city center and peripheral con-
centrations 21 and 29 kilometers from the center where the government
has encouraged growth (Wu and Yeh, 1999).

Another incipient, powerful force behind decentralization is the popu-
larity of portable modes of electronic communication. It permits people to
substitute electronic connections and phone calls for trips. Currently in
China, there are about 7 conventional telephones for every 100 people (29
per 100 in Shanghai) and long-distance calls are very expensive (World
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Bank, 2001). As a result, this traditional mode of communication has con-
tributed little to decentralization. Since the 1990s, however, many com-
munications technologies have become available at once, such as the cell
phone, general Internet use, and various forms of electronic access (e.g.,
corporate databases). It is important to note that Chinese culture is show-
ing great flexibility in adapting to the change, unlike countries in the West,
where these communications technologies had to tug on long-standing
economic organizations with their well-defended vested interests.

While there is no doubt that these forces will produce more livable en-
vironments, access to less expensive land and better housing for those able
to enjoy them, they also produce a strong momentum toward decentraliza-
tion. Although motorization is not the only cause of urban decentralization,
transportation policy must serve as a very powerful lever to guide urban
development into the motor age in a rational manner. Productive decen-
tralization requires careful orchestration of the forces driving it.

Because of all the forces cited, Chinese cities are expanding very rap-
idly, yet a close look at various world cities with different urban develop-
ment policies and different densities suggests that the cities of China have
choices in this matter. Currently, Shanghai’s density is 16,378 persons per
square kilometer.2 But across the world urban densities vary greatly. What
explains the differences? Of the many factors, the most important, aside
from geography, are income/motorization, regulation of land develop-
ment, and transportation policy.

Some cities have been influenced by special factors and so are of little
interest here. Hong Kong, for example, possibly the world’s densest ma-
jor city at 28,405 persons per square kilometer, was once an isolated colony
without room to expand geographically. With its high incomes, expen-
sive high buildings were feasible for apartments, and cars were extremely
expensive and stringently regulated.

Seoul, at 23,908 persons per square kilometer, is nearly as dense as
Hong Kong. South Korea is one of the higher-income Asian countries,
with a history of highly planned economic development during which
motorization was firmly discouraged by very high auto purchase and use
prices. Seoul still has very stringent land use regulations, including provi-
sions that protect a green belt that contains metropolitan development
and retains urban densities

Jakarta, at 17,056 persons per square kilometer, and Bangkok, at
14,955, have roughly the same density as Shanghai, but their densities
result from the ongoing operation of urban land markets, whereas
Shanghai’s results from a half-century of centralized planning. Although

2 All the density figures provided here were obtained from www.demographia .com.
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both Bangkok and Jakarta have large numbers of low-income people liv-
ing at high densities, neither has imposed significant controls over urban
expansion or motorization, nor experienced the sudden, rapid changes in
political economy that are partly responsible for Chinese decentralization.

Kuala Lumpur, at 5,693 persons per square kilometer, stands in stark
contrast to the cities just described. It is characterized by very rapid eco-
nomic development, a very high level of motorization, and no effort to
contain urban development densities. In fact multiple forces encourage
very rapid decentralization, especially the government’s tendency to give
very large land grants to institutions. At the same time, traffic congestion
in the city center is intense. If economic development continues apace and
if strong preferences for decentralization-forcing policies are sustained,
the prospective densities for Chinese cities will approximate those of
Kuala Lumpur.

Tokyo (at 7,099 persons per square kilometer) is a high-income city
with an array of strong urban development containment policies. Hold-
ing development to this density as Japanese income levels rise requires,
and receives, strong public support. Auto ownership in Tokyo is very
expensive by world standards, and so within the city a very high percent-
age of trips are made by public transit.

New York and Chicago, at 2,086 and 1,653 persons per square kilome-
ter, respectively, are friendlier to motorization and decentralization. Auto
ownership is about twice as high as in Tokyo, residential densities are
low, and the costs of gasoline and the other aspects of car ownership and
use are much lower in both New York and Chicago. Land zoning is ap-
plied to avoid incompatible land uses, but it is generally not used to main-
tain a density of development. If anything, it is used to keep densities
below specified maxima in fundamentally low density environments.

Although these brief sketches leave out a great deal that would fur-
ther explain urban density, they do show the most basic conditions and
options for different urban structures. The Chinese city is at the beginning
of a new era. It has the strength of governance that would enable it to
make telling choices.

Challenges for the Nonmotorized Population

During the 1990s many citizens of Shanghai with medium and low
incomes moved to the peripheral areas because of the demolition of
houses by municipal engineering projects. When the new residential quar-
ters were built, public transport lines were not yet in operation. As a re-
sult, low-priced mopeds became the transport of choice, until recent years
when restrictions were placed on ownership because of safety and air
pollution considerations.
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In view of the current income profiles of urban populations and the
expectation that low-income people will continue to migrate from agri-
cultural areas, it is expected that the nonmotorized urban population will
continue to be large. The migrant “floating” population tends to be largely
concentrated in informal settlements near suburban work opportunities
rather than in city centers, which are too crowded to absorb them.3 These
migrants will join the urban populations who presently rely on bicycles,
public transportation, or their own feet for transportation to work.

Workers without cars who are faced with longer distances to work
because of decentralization also will face longer transit trips, and the tran-
sit itself will be significantly slowed by the heavier auto congestion. New
auto owners face congestion too, but they can choose less-congested, cir-
cuitous routes or different destinations. Buses, however, typically must
use the main arteries, the most congested part of the network. Ironically,
the greater the congestion, the greater the advantages of auto ownership.
As a result, municipalities will find it more important to examine the pos-
sibilities of retaining bicycle transport where possible and providing hous-
ing and services in the localities of employment (Midgley, 1994).

CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSPORT FACILITIES IN CHINESE
CITIES: THE CASE OF SHANGHAI

The evolving pattern of streets and highways in major Chinese cities
has a hierarchy that is similar to that found in other countries. The narrow
streets in the residential parts of older cities are interspersed with arterials
that carry longer-distance traffic. Many cities have built limited-access
urban expressways. The outer, newer parts of metropolitan areas are
lower in density and devote more land to street systems. Although there
are significant differences among Chinese cities, with Beijing perhaps the
most endowed with ample central arteries, the general situation is simi-
lar. The arterials, and in many instances the urban expressways, are badly
congested during much of the day. Nearly all streets that carry through
traffic (rather than simply providing access to nearby property) are now
congested and sure to become much more so with currently rapid motor-
ization rates.

3 Everyone in China has a registered permanent residence that is assigned at birth. Citi-
zens who move to a location where they do not have a local registered permanent residence
may not remain in that place unless they obtain a license from the police every half-year (the
household registry system). “Floating population” refers to the people who move from one
place to another, usually staying less than a half-year with no official change in their regis-
tered permanent residence.
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The Chinese government’s Code for Urban Road Planning and De-
sign is attempting to relieve this situations by enacting a guideline for
cities that calls for “road coverage” of 8–15 percent (from the current 10–
12 percent) for smaller cities, and 15–20 percent for cities with a popula-
tion of over 2 million. These figures, intended as averages over an entire
metropolitan area, would include the running lanes (at about 10 percent);
parallel lanes for two-wheeled vehicles, parking, and pedestrians; and
park areas (Technical Supervision Bureau and Construction Department
of China, 1995).

During the 1990s Chinese cities, especially Shanghai, made forceful ef-
forts to keep up with motorization rates. Over the decade, Shanghai in-
creased its road length by 40 percent and its public transportation routes by
30 percent, and three subway lines were developed for a total of 65 km. At
the same time, the number of motor vehicles increased two and a half times,
to more than 700,000. The public transportation services and the traffic man-
agement program have improved dramatically. For example, the invest-
ment in the city’s transportation systems accounted for 2.6 percent of
Shanghai’s gross domestic product (GDP) in 1999, a very high rate by world
standards. The investment program has emphasized public transport, es-
pecially subways, but it also has financed the development of roads, espe-
cially in the outer parts of the metropolitan area (see Appendix B).

Despite these investments, many of the congestion problems expected
from rapid motorization are already present. For example, the Inner Ring
Road of Shanghai, completed in 1995, is already congested with traffic.
Average vehicle speeds in Shanghai are about 15 kilometers per hour
(kph) and rarely exceed 30 kph. Average transit service speeds are 10–16
kph. In 1995 the average travel time for an auto trip was 55 minutes, one
of the highest average trip times among the world’s cities.

As noted, Shanghai has attempted to keep up with the infrastructure
requirements for urban transportation. From 1991 to 1996 the city spent
approximately RMB83 billion ($10 billion) on projects that included two
major bridges, a tunnel under the Huangpu River, an inner ring road, and
the first line of its new subway system. In 2000 a new development plan
took effect that calls for numerous improvements by 2020, including 200
km of rail, six elevated busways, and 650 km of divided highway in sub-
urban areas (of which 520 km will be new highway), three new river cross-
ing facilities, and water and air regional transport facilities.

At the same time Shanghai and other cities have adopted various traf-
fic management strategies to control the rising congestion. These include
stringent regulations on the time, day, and locality of the use of trucks.
Various fees also have been imposed on cars, at purchase and on use.
Moreover, the city has made forceful efforts to limit the use of two-
wheeled motor vehicles, such as excluding those not registered in the ju-
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risdiction and not accepting new registrations. Efforts to restrict the use of
bicycles are aimed at avoiding the conflicts that occur among two- and
four-wheeled vehicles in parallel lanes.

Chinese cities are caught between the desire to promote auto motor-
ization and the problem of accommodating all the new cars. Agencies in
Shanghai have even proposed ceilings on the number of cars permitted
within the city (Shanghai Study Team, 2001). The City Transport Admin-
istration Bureau has called for a limit of 1–1.3 million cars until 2020. But
even with such a limit, it would be a considerable challenge to provide the
necessary infrastructure in the coming years. The experience of other
countries (see Chapter 2) demonstrates that, while the number of urban
vehicles increases in proportion to income, urban road length does not.
Road building in cities is expensive and politically sensitive because of
difficulties encountered in acquiring land, relocating businesses and
households, displacing utility pipes and wires, and dealing with the con-
fined conditions of construction. Neighborhood interests also may resist
construction—examples of such resistance are already evident in Chinese
cities.

IMPACT OF MOTORIZATION ON URBAN TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS

In general, most rapidly motorizing Chinese cities can expect to expe-
rience the following conditions and actions, based on the experience of
other cities in the motorizing world:

• The need to construct urban highways will continue, perhaps by
concession to private firms and financed by tolls in many cases. In par-
ticular, congested links will be reconstructed to increase their capacity.

• Management of the parking stock is required. The investment in
private parking spaces near city centers can be expected to occur when
the value for parking becomes competitive with that for other uses. This
construction will make congestion worse by encouraging arrivals. Em-
ployers will likely provide more parking for their employees, adding to
the traffic pressure.

• A demand for the construction of public transit facilities will
emerge, principally for people still without cars in an increasingly auto-
oriented city. (Worldwide experience is that few trip makers will change
from auto to transit in the short run.)

• Employers will increasingly provide private bus services for their
employees, possibly prompting regulatory requirements because the ser-
vices will compete with public transit.

• The demand for limitations on bicycle use will increase, especially
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in the city center, even though for the short trips within the congested city
center bicycles are the most effective alternative. This problem is generat-
ing an intense debate between those attempting to facilitate traffic and
those defending bicycles as effective and environmentally benign trans-
port, especially for lower-income people.

• The demand for restrictions on the use of two-wheeled motor ve-
hicles will increase, possibly ending in their termination in some cities.

• The use of trucks will have to be further restricted, tempered by the
need to maintain efficiency of the economy.

• As the number of autos increases, calls will emerge for limitations
on their use. So far, other modes of transportation have been controlled
by direct traffic management, whereas autos have been controlled princi-
pally by pricing methods. Intensified congestion pricing of cars, such as
time or area licensing, bridge and tunnel tolls, or parking charges, might
be considered, but it is likely that cities will consider direct-use limita-
tions unless there is intervention at the national level.

Travel Demand Management

When the demand for travel increases rapidly, travel demand man-
agement takes on special importance. In China such management tech-
niques have already been developed and applied to a high degree. They
include regulating trucking (such as requiring night delivery), limiting
the number of days trucks can be used, and limiting areas of the city to
trucks with specific uses. These techniques also include special lanes for
two-wheeled vehicles, restriction of vehicles in some areas to those with
local registration, lower parking fees for local vehicles, and various pric-
ing strategies for the purchase and registration of cars. Especially strin-
gent use of these technologies explains, for example, the slower growth of
motorization in Shanghai than in other Chinese cities.

Chinese traffic planners could apply other high-yield options that
have been used with effect elsewhere. For example, some cities have re-
stricted the entry of traffic into downtown areas or other dense destina-
tion points by the use of special tolls or permits, complemented by park-
ing facilities provided in quantity and price to limit downtown congestion.
One of the first to employ this method was Singapore, where a licensing
scheme succeeded in reducing auto entries into the downtown area by
some 45 percent. Singapore has now gone on to citywide congestion pric-
ing. Other cities that have enacted charges for entering the city center
include Rome, Oslo, Bergen, and Amsterdam, and such charges also have
been discussed seriously in London and in Tokyo (where seven separate
districts are proposed for paid entry).

Still other cities have restricted entry into the city center physically by
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creating pedestrian ways through which motor vehicles cannot drive or
cross. This technique, which compartmentalizes the traffic approaching
the city center, is used in hundreds of European cities—among the best
known are Munich and Göteborg—and in Seoul. In China, Shanghai and
Beijing have pedestrian ways that are clearly popular with shoppers and
strollers. Also in many cities in the developing world, even in the absence
of regulations the entry of vehicles into central streets is effectively forbid-
den by the volumes of pedestrian traffic they carry.

The use of advanced electronics for driver advisory functions and in-
cident detection in an intelligent transportation system (ITS) is a poten-
tially important way of increasing road capacity. These techniques include
electronic toll collection and real-time electronic or radio reports on traffic
conditions and parking availability that help drivers to select travel times
and routes to avoid congestion. Systems that provide information on ob-
structive incidents (accidents and breakdowns) could be helpful; up to
one-half of travel delays stem from these events in the United States. Pan-
els that direct drivers to the available parking spaces reduce cruising in
search of parking. And computerized programs that guide drivers to their
destinations cut back on congestion by reducing the number of cars that
get lost in the streets or take overly long routes. It is hoped that knowl-
edge of traffic conditions through online reports will encourage drivers to
avoid peak hours, or switch to fast transit on independent rights of way to
shorten their travel times.

Car sharing is rising in importance in various parts of the world
(Gakenheimer and DeLisi, 2000). Various car-sharing companies provide
economical, short-term auto rentals to members of the system from nu-
merous small stations located throughout a city. It might be useful in
China as a means of enabling families to secure a car for occasional use
without owning (or having to park) one. In Chinese cities, where there are
other modes of transport more suited to various kinds of trips, such an
arrangement would enable trip makers to save money and avoid some of
the difficulties of car ownership. Car sharing is growing rapidly in Eu-
rope, where the leading company, which is in Switzerland, has 600 rental
locations and 20,000 members. Successful systems also can be found in
France and Germany, and car sharing is growing in popularity in Britain,
Italy, and the United States.

 Another innovation that has been growing very rapidly in acceptance
is high-capacity bus transport. Buses operate on dedicated rights of way,
with small stations where passengers pay the fare before entering the bus.
The progress of each bus is assisted by sensors that change the signal
lights to favor the bus as it approaches. The buses (or trolley-buses) have
a large capacity (up to 210 passengers) and large doors that facilitate rapid
entry and exit. Originally developed in the southern Brazilian city of
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Curitiba, this system has been installed in Quito (Ecuador), Bogota (Co-
lombia), and Dublin (Ireland), and is being readied for operation in many
other cities. In China, the system is currently undergoing trials for a short-
distance test line at Kunming (Tiwari, 2002). In New Delhi, city authori-
ties have decided to undertake a 20 km test line. Although subways have
a larger capacity and the advantage of not removing a lane at the surface,
subway construction in Chinese cities may well be limited by the very
high cost. High-capacity bus transit costs about $5 million (RMB42 mil-
lion) per kilometer, rather than the $100 million (RMB830 million) per
kilometer cost of rapid rail transit. Moreover, it appears to have a maxi-
mum capacity of about 45,000 passengers per direction per hour, whereas
metro has a capacity of about 65,000 passengers per direction per hour
and leaves the surface lanes free.

Finally, those planning expansion of public transport in China may
wish to consider various advanced electronic means of improving the ef-
ficiency of public transit. These include the use of smart cards for fare
payment and the adoption of other routing and scheduling tasks. In Japan
electronic platooning of vehicles is being undertaken, enabling buses to
travel in train-like groups.

Accidents

The accident fatality rate (per vehicle) in China is about 30 times
higher than that in the United States. The rate may appear high for a gen-
erally well-disciplined society, but it is consistent with that of other coun-
tries with similar income levels, as reported in Chapter 2. It may be the
result of the complex and changing mix of vehicles in the streets, the con-
gestion that limits access of emergency vehicles, and the growing number
of new, inexperienced drivers and pedestrians facing heavy vehicular traf-
fic for the first time. Instruction for children in schools that enables them
to cope with traffic as pedestrians and driver education in higher grades
would be an important help.

Recent reports on traffic accidents in China4 reveal that from 1990 to
1999 the number of accidents, the number of people injured, and the di-
rect economic loss from accidents doubled and the number of people
killed increased by 70 percent. But during that period the number of mo-
tor vehicles in China more than quadrupled, which means that the num-
bers per vehicle declined by half or more. These trends suggest that acci-
dent rates will decline on a per-vehicle basis as motorization becomes a

4 China Auto Consulting (CAC), various reports.
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more familiar part of the Chinese scene. Nevertheless, accidents are nu-
merous, and as motorization grows the overall personal risk of accidents
increases.

THE SOCIAL IMPACTS OF RAPID MOTORIZATION

Forecasts of adjustments in social behavior resulting from motoriza-
tion are necessarily very speculative. Many are cultural changes observed
in cities of other nations that have been through the motorization process.
Each culture, being unique, does not go through exactly the same process
of adjustment as others, yet the response has been so similar in cultures so
different from one another that a closer look at cultural changes produced
by motorization is worthwhile.

It is likely that among families above a certain threshold of income the
availability and use of a car will become habitual. As a result, more young
people will have access to a family car that they can learn to drive. The
long and expensive requirements for learning to drive will ease, and the
current dominance of men among driver’s permit holders will give way
to more equal participation by men and women.

Many of the changes in behavior will appear in the young drivers of
the second motorized generation who were able to practice driving their
parents’ cars. It is not likely that a family headed by parents in their late
fifties who get a new car will change its social practices very much. But
new, younger drivers are apt to see the geography of their city differently.
They are likely to drive a lot more than their auto-owning parents.

Like most Americans and Europeans, these younger people may well
own a car before they own a house. In China’s rapidly expanding land
and housing markets, it is difficult to predict the long-term value of a
house bought at a given price today. Although a car is a purchase that
depreciates, it is likely to be seen as a safer one, based on a 10-year life-
time. This may mean that a young family will already own a car when
preparing to choose a house to own—not the opposite. This observation is
important, because it also means such a family may choose a house where
the traffic is tolerable and there is room to park the car, frequently at the
outer periphery of the city.

At the outer periphery, young families will have a larger set of choices
and opportunities: a greater selection of jobs, a wider choice of schools
and specialized studies, a wider selection of residential localities, and a
wider range of friends and personal associates. They also will be able to
comparison shop before buying, and they will be able to shop for food
once a week at larger stores rather than daily at smaller, more expensive
stores. The range of personal access will encourage the creation of large-
scale shopping centers that will serve large metropolitan subregions. With
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the recently shortened workweek, people will take more vacations and
travel greater distances for outings.

But these profound changes will exclude the major part of the popu-
lation, who will not be able to acquire automobiles and are likely to be
without them for a long time. As in most partly motorized countries, this
problem is likely to be starker because of spatial separation. People with
cars will seek low-density environments where the housing is less expen-
sive (per square meter), while those without cars will remain in the inner
areas. This separation will occur, ironically, through a reversal of the cur-
rent residential pattern, in which the higher-income people, and probably
the highest auto ownership, are in the centers of the cities. This reversal
has in fact taken place in many cities of the world. Motorization turns
cities inside out.

In summary, local communities in Chinese urban centers may likely
become residence-based communities, rather than work-based—a change
that entails a very different social organization. The division in society may
become serious when the auto-owning group becomes a significant portion
of the total population, so that the two groups become aware of each other
as competitors with different lifestyles and personal opportunities. Munici-
pal governments may well become increasingly concerned about this divi-
sion in the society, as they have in other countries. Indeed, the situation
puts special priority on maintaining an adequate public transport system
and attempting to create cohesion in communities that no longer have a
state-owned enterprise employer to assure that cohesion.

In the course of the evolution of motorization, citizen interest groups
are likely to appear, and many will start nongovernmental organizations
for the purpose of advancing their interests. These groups are likely to
include auto owners, bicycle owners, and urban groups opposed to high-
way expansion. Auto owners would probably advocate substantial con-
tinuing budgets to improve the mobility of auto users, an interest resonat-
ing with the national government’s promotion of the auto industry. They
also would encourage local municipalities to continue high levels of in-
vestment in roads.

Considerable conflict may develop over the role of the bicycle; after
all, most Chinese will not own cars for the foreseeable future. State statis-
tics indicate that in China there are nearly two bicycles per family—an
average about constant for all eight octiles of income level nationally. Al-
though many bicycle trips will become impractical in the decentralizing
city, bicycles will remain useful for many others. Municipalities will find
it very difficult to provide public transit that is reasonably competitive
with bicycle trips in the range of 10 km. It is therefore likely that organiza-
tions will emerge to advocate separate rights of way and other solutions.

Urban groups opposed to highway expansion are likely to take on the
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issues that will arise from the public’s experience in grappling with the
rapid construction of transportation facilities. These issues might include
the invasion of natural forests and, especially, agricultural land by the
extension of suburbs beyond current urban limits; the damage to air qual-
ity because of the increased number of vehicles; and the dislocation and
the demolition of valued buildings. One case that has attracted consider-
able attention is the expansion of Ping An Ave. (Peace Ave.) in Beijing,
where the proposal to demolish historic buildings in the course of neigh-
borhood redevelopment has generated opposition from the community.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has attempted to combine the emerging evidence of new
motorization-impelled behavior in Chinese cities with the experience of
cities elsewhere that are further along the motorization curve. Indications
are that the series of changes in store will dramatically change urban life
in China just as they have changed urban life in the cities of other coun-
tries. In some localities guidance of peripheral land development is re-
ceiving serious attention. At the national level, density standards for new
development have been enacted. Nevertheless, the process of land devel-
opment guidance needs to be continually reviewed and refocused in light
of the current rapid change in the metropolitan areas of China.
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7

Environment and Health

One of the more obvious consequences of a rapidly growing ve-
hicle fleet is its effect on the environment, particularly in cities.
The air in most of China’s large and medium-size cities is already

unacceptably polluted, with the largest cities ranked among the most pol-
luted in the world. As seen in other countries, this situation, when exacer-
bated by more vehicles on the road, will not improve unless governments
take firm actions to control it. This chapter examines the atmospheric pol-
lutants generated by vehicle operation.

EMISSIONS

The combustion of gasoline or diesel fuel in vehicle engines produces
a variety of potentially harmful emissions. The amount and type of emis-
sions depend on a variety of factors, including engine design, operating
conditions, and fuel characteristics. Evaporative hydrocarbon emissions—
from refueling, spills on heated engine parts, and so forth—can be just as
harmful as those from the tailpipe.

Emissions from motor vehicles take two primary forms: (1) major gas-
eous and particulate air pollutants, which can be found in relatively high
amounts in the atmosphere; and (2) air toxics, which usually are found in
smaller amounts in the atmosphere but can have important effects on pub-
lic health. The gaseous and particulate pollutants to which motor vehicles
contribute include carbon monoxide (CO); ozone (O3), through its atmo-
spheric precursors volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and nitrogen ox-
ides (NOx); fine particulate matter PM10 and PM2.5, particles smaller than
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10 and 2.5 microns (µm) in aerodynamic diameter, respectively; and ni-
trogen dioxide (NO2).1 The air toxics emitted by motor vehicles include
aldehydes (acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, and others), benzene, 1,3-buta-
diene, and a large number of substances known as polycyclic organic
matter (including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, or PAHs).

All of the pollutants emitted from motor vehicles also are produced
by other sources such as industrial processes, electric power generation,
and home heating. The contribution of motor vehicles to ambient levels
varies, depending on the pollutant and the location. In most cases, motor
vehicles are a major contributor (between 25 and 40 percent of the ambi-
ent levels), and for some pollutants—for example, carbon monoxide,
ultrafine particles (PM0.1), and 1,3-butadiene—motor vehicles tend to be
the dominant source.

Although motor vehicles contribute a significant portion, if not the
largest part, of most air pollutants, in certain circumstances they can con-
tribute a substantially higher amount to personal exposure. In particular,
in urban centers, along roadsides, and especially in urban street canyons
in crowded central business districts, mobile sources can contribute 2 to
10 times as much as in general background situations.2 For example, in
England urban background levels of PM10 have been measured at 22–25
micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m3), and street-side levels have been
measured at 24–38 µg/m3 (Department of the Environment, Transport,
and Regions, 1999). Such a finding can have important implications for
the potential acute health effects arising from exposure to these pollutants
and for the chronic health effects on those people who spend a significant
portion of their lives in these environments, especially the elderly, low-
income, and other urban populations that may be especially sensitive to
the effects of air pollution.

HEALTH EFFECTS

Research conducted over the past several decades has identified
some of the effects that different pollutants have on human health, in-
cluding those on the respiratory, neurological, and cardiac systems,
and those that promote several types of cancer. One of the challenges

1 Currently the ambient air quality standard is for nitrogen dioxide. Before 2000, however,
there were standards for both nitrogen dioxide and nitrogen oxides, with different levels for
each. A lot of the historical Chinese data are for NOx.

2 This is in general true, but for ozone, urban levels are generally lower than those found
downwind of city centers, the result of the scavenging of the ambient ozone by high levels of
ambient nitrogen oxides.
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of understanding these effects is that they are usually experienced as
part of a complex mixture of pollutants, and it is often difficult to dis-
entangle the specific effects of one pollutant from the effects of other
pollutants that follow similar spatial and atmospheric patterns (Health
Effects Institute, 2000c). At the same time, it is apparent that not all
members of the population are equally sensitive to such effects, and
that some subgroups (e.g., the elderly, asthmatics, children, people
with preexisting heart disease) may be at greater risk from exposure to
air pollution than other adults.

Overall, the effects of these pollutants on an individual’s health tend
to be relatively small in comparison with other risk factors such as ciga-
rette smoking. However, because a large number of people are exposed,
the effects as a whole on overall public health are of sufficient magnitude
to be of public concern. For example, one recent European analysis esti-
mated that approximately 6 percent of mortality (40,000 deaths annually)
in France, Austria, and Switzerland could be attributed to particulate air
pollution alone, and about half of that could be attributed to exposure to
vehicle emissions (Kunzli et al., 2000).

The pollutants of greatest concern from vehicles are carbon monox-
ide, hydrocarbons (HC), nitrogen oxides, ozone (which results from the
emissions of hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides), particles, and certain
toxic hydrocarbons such as benzene.

Carbon Monoxide

Carbon monoxide (CO)—an odorless, invisible gas created when fu-
els containing carbon are burned incompletely—poses a serious threat to
human health. Fetuses and anyone afflicted with heart disease are espe-
cially at risk. Because hemoglobin in the blood has an affinity for carbon
monoxide that is 200 times greater than that for oxygen, carbon monoxide
hinders the transport of oxygen from the blood into the tissues. Therefore,
more blood must be pumped to deliver the same amount of oxygen. Nu-
merous studies in humans and animals have demonstrated that people
with weak hearts are subjected to additional strain by the presence of
excess carbon monoxide in the blood. In particular, clinical health studies
have shown that people suffering from angina pectoris and exposed to
elevated levels of ambient carbon monoxide experience angina pain more
quickly than usual.

Healthy people also are affected, but only at higher levels. Exposure
to elevated CO levels is associated with impairment of visual perception,
work capacity, manual dexterity, learning ability, and performance of
complex tasks (U.S. EPA, 2000).
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Nitrogen Oxides

As a class of compounds, the oxides of nitrogen (NOx) are involved in
a host of environmental interactions that have adverse effects on human
health and welfare and the environment. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) has been
linked with increased susceptibility to respiratory infection, increased air-
way resistance in asthmatics, and decreased pulmonary function (U.S.
EPA, 1993a, 1995). Even short-term exposures to nitrogen dioxide have
resulted in wide-ranging respiratory problems in schoolchildren—cough,
runny nose, and sore throat are among the most common (Mostardi et al.,
1981).

Nitrogen oxides also contribute to acid deposition, which can damage
trees at high elevations and, by increasing the acidity of lakes and streams,
severely damage aquatic life. Finally, NOx emissions can contribute to in-
creased levels of particulate matter by changing into nitric acid in the at-
mosphere and forming particulate nitrate.

Photochemical Oxidants (Ozone)

The science of ozone (O3) formation, transport, and accumulation is
complex. Ground-level ozone is produced and destroyed in a cyclical set
of chemical reactions involving nitrogen oxides, VOCs, heat, and sun-
light.3 As a result, differences in NOx and VOC emissions, their ratios,
and weather patterns contribute to daily, seasonal, and yearly differences
in ozone concentrations and differences from city to city. Many of the
chemical reactions that are part of the ozone-forming cycle are sensitive to
temperature and sunlight. When ambient temperatures and sunlight lev-
els remain high for several days and the air is relatively stagnant, ozone
and its precursors can build up and produce more ozone than typically
would occur on a single high-temperature day.4 Further complicating
matters, ozone can be transported into an area from pollution sources
hundreds of miles upwind, resulting in elevated ozone levels even in ar-
eas with low VOC or NOx emissions.

VOCs are emitted from a variety of sources, including motor vehicles,
chemical plants, refineries, factories, consumer and commercial products,
and other industrial sources. VOCs also are emitted by natural sources

3 Carbon monoxide also participates in the production of ozone, albeit at a much slower
rate than most VOC and NOx compounds.

4 There is a growing concern that climate modification resulting from the increased buildup
of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide may increase the amount of ozone produced
from a given amount of nitrogen oxides and VOCs.
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such as vegetation. Nitrogen oxides are emitted largely by motor vehicles,
nonroad equipment, power plants, and other sources of combustion.

Based on a large number of studies, the U.S. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (U.S. EPA) has identified several key health effects of human
exposure to present levels of ozone (U.S. EPA, 1996a, 1996c). When in-
haled, ozone can cause acute respiratory problems, including asthma at-
tacks, significant temporary decreases in lung function of 15 to over 20
percent in some healthy adults, and inflammation of lung tissue, leading
to increased hospital admissions and emergency room visits. Inhaling
ozone also may impair the body’s immune system defenses, making
people more susceptible to respiratory illnesses. Children and outdoor
workers are likely to be exposed to elevated ambient levels of ozone dur-
ing exercise and therefore are at greater risk of experiencing adverse
health effects.

In addition to its effects on human health, ozone is known to adversely
affect the environment in many ways. These effects include reduced yields
for commodity crops, fruits and vegetables, and commercial forests; del-
eterious effects on the ecosystem and vegetation in areas such as national
parks; damage to urban grass, flowers, shrubs, and trees; reduced yields
for tree seedlings and noncommercial forests; increased susceptibility of
plants to pests; materials damage; and decreased visibility.

In addition to their contribution to ozone levels, emissions of certain
hydrocarbons contain toxic air pollutants that may have a significant ef-
fect on public health.

Toxic Hydrocarbons

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency recently reconfirmed that
benzene is a known human carcinogen by all routes of exposure (U.S.
EPA, 1998). Respiration is the major source of human exposure. Long-
term respiratory exposure to high levels of ambient benzene concentra-
tions has been shown to cause cancer of the tissues that form white blood
cells. Leukemias, lymphomas, and other tumor types have been observed
in experimental animals exposed to benzene by inhalation or oral admin-
istration. Exposure to benzene or its metabolites also has been linked to
genetic changes in humans and animals (IARC, 1982) and increased pro-
liferation of mouse bone marrow cells (Irons et al., 1992). The occurrence
of certain chromosomal changes in persons with known exposure to ben-
zene may serve as a marker for those at risk for contracting leukemia
(Lumley et al., 1990).

U.S. EPA has classified formaldehyde as a probable human carcino-
gen based on limited evidence of carcinogenicity in humans and suffi-
cient evidence of carcinogenicity in animal studies using rats, mice, ham-
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sters, and monkeys (U.S. EPA, 1987). Epidemiological studies of occupa-
tionally exposed workers suggest that long-term inhalation of formalde-
hyde may be associated with tumors of the nasopharyngeal cavity (gener-
ally the area at the back of the mouth near the nose), nasal cavity, and
sinuses. Research has demonstrated that formaldehyde produces mu-
tagenic activity in cell cultures (U.S. EPA, 1993b).

The atmospheric chemistry of acetaldehyde is similar in many re-
spects to that of formaldehyde (Ligocki and Whitten, 1991). Like formal-
dehyde, it is produced and destroyed by atmospheric chemical transfor-
mation. Acetaldehyde is classified by the U.S. EPA as a probable human
carcinogen.

The pollutant 1,3-butadiene is formed in vehicle exhaust by the in-
complete combustion of fuel. It was classified by the U.S. EPA as a Group
B2 (probable human) carcinogen in 1985 (U.S. EPA, 1985). This classifica-
tion was based on evidence from two species of rodents and epidemio-
logical data.

Particulates

Particulate matter (PM) is a broad class of chemically and physically
diverse substances that exist as discrete particles (liquid droplets or sol-
ids) over a wide range of sizes. Human-generated sources of particles in-
clude a variety that is either stationary or mobile. Particles may be emit-
ted directly to the atmosphere or may be formed by transformations of
gaseous emissions such as sulfur dioxide or nitrogen oxides. The major
chemical and physical properties of particulate matter vary greatly with
time, region, meteorology, and source category, thereby complicating any
assessment of the health and welfare effects that might be related to vari-
ous indicators of particulate pollution. At elevated concentrations, par-
ticulate matter can adversely affect human health, visibility, and materi-
als. Components of particulate matter (e.g., sulfuric or nitric acid)
contribute to acid deposition (U.S. EPA, 1996b).

The key health effects associated with particulate matter include pre-
mature death; aggravation of respiratory and cardiovascular disease, as
indicated by increased hospital admissions and emergency room visits,
school absences, lost work days, and restricted activity days; changes in
lung function and increased respiratory symptoms; changes to lung tis-
sues and structure; and altered respiratory defense mechanisms (U.S.
EPA, 1996b). Most of these effects have been consistently associated with
ambient PM concentrations, used as a measure of population exposure, in
a large number of community epidemiological studies. Additional infor-
mation and insights on these effects are provided by studies of animal
toxicology and controlled human exposures to various constituents of
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particulate matter conducted at higher-than-ambient concentrations. Al-
though the mechanisms by which particles produce effects are not well
known, there is general agreement that the cardiorespiratory system is
the major target of the effects of particulate matter.

People with infectious respiratory disease (e.g., pneumonia) are at
greater risk of premature mortality and morbidity (e.g., hospitalization,
aggravation of respiratory symptoms) from exposure to ambient particu-
late matter. Also, such exposure may increase a healthy person’s suscepti-
bility to respiratory infections. The elderly, children, and the asthmatic
face even greater risks.

Fine and coarse fraction particles have fundamental physical and
chemical differences. The fine fraction contains acid aerosols, sulfates, ni-
trates, transition metals, diesel exhaust particles, and ultrafine particles,
and the coarse fraction typically contains high mineral concentrations,
silica, and suspended dust. Exposure to coarse fraction particles is prima-
rily associated with the aggravation of respiratory conditions such as
asthma. Fine particles are most closely associated with health effects such
as cardiopulmonary diseases.

The strongest evidence for ambient PM exposure health risks is de-
rived from epidemiological studies (Health Effects Institute, 2000a, 2000b).
Many have shown statistically significant associations of ambient PM lev-
els with a variety of human health endpoints in sensitive populations,
including mortality, hospital admissions and emergency room visits, res-
piratory illness and symptoms, and physiological changes in mechanical
pulmonary function. The epidemiological science points to fine particu-
late matter being more strongly associated with acute conditions and pre-
mature mortality than coarse fraction particulate matter, which is associ-
ated with chronic health effects.

Time-series analyses strongly suggest a positive effect on daily mor-
tality across the entire range of ambient PM levels. Relative risk estimates
for daily mortality in relation to daily ambient PM concentration are con-
sistently positive and statistically significant (at PM0.05), across a variety
of statistical modeling approaches and methods of adjustment for effects
of relevant covariates such as season, weather, and copollutants.

Diesel Emissions

Diesel emissions deserve a special discussion because they tend to be
a dominant source of mobile source cancer risk. In 1993 the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency determined a reference concentration to mini-
mize the noncancer health effects of exposure to diesel exhaust. Based on
information provided in the draft “Health Assessment Document for Die-
sel Emissions” and other sources of information, the U.S. EPA concluded
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that diesel particulate is a probable human carcinogen. The most compel-
ling information to suggest a carcinogenic hazard is the consistent asso-
ciation observed between increased lung cancer and diesel exhaust expo-
sure in certain workers laboring in the presence of diesel engines (Health
Effects Institute, 1999). Approximately 30 individual epidemiological
studies have shown increased lung cancer risks of 20–89 percent within
the study populations. The analytical results of pooling the positive study
results reveal that on average the lung cancer risks were increased by 33–
47 percent. The magnitude of the pooled risk increase is not precise be-
cause of the uncertainties in the individual studies, the most important of
which is a continuing concern about whether smoking effects were ac-
counted for adequately. Although not all studies demonstrated an in-
creased risk—6 of 34 epidemiological studies summarized by the Health
Effects Institute (1995) reported relative risks of less than 1.0—the fact
that an increased risk has been consistently noted in the majority of epide-
miological studies strongly supports the determination that exposure to
diesel exhaust is likely to pose a carcinogenic hazard to humans.

Additional evidence that supports treating diesel exhaust as a car-
cinogen at ambient levels of exposure is provided by the observation of
small quantities of many mutagenic and some carcinogenic compounds
in the diesel exhaust. A carcinogenic response to such agents is assumed
not to have a threshold unless there is direct evidence to the contrary. In
addition, there is evidence that at least some of the organic compounds
associated with diesel particulate matter are extracted by lung fluids (i.e.,
are bioavailable) and therefore are dispensed in some quantity to the lungs
and able to enter the bloodstream and travel to other sites in the body.

Several national and international agencies have designated diesel
exhaust or diesel particulate matter as a ”potential” (National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health) or ”probable” (International Agency for
Research on Cancer) human carcinogen (NIOSH, 1988, IARC, 1989). Based
on the IARC findings, in 1990 the state of California identified diesel ex-
haust as a chemical known to the state to cause cancer, and after an exten-
sive review in 1998 it listed diesel exhaust as a toxic air contaminant (Cali-
fornia Environmental Protection Agency, 1998). The World Health
Organization recommends that “urgent efforts should be made to reduce
[diesel engine] emissions, specifically of particulates, by changing exhaust
train techniques, engine design and fuel composition” (WHO, 1996). More
recently, in its Ninth National Toxicology Program Report on Carcinogens the
National Institute for Environmental Health Sciences added diesel par-
ticulate to its list of substances that are reasonably thought to be human
carcinogens (NIEHS, 2001).

Another aspect of diesel particulate that is a cause for concern is its size.
Approximately 80–95 percent of diesel particle mass is in the size range of
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0.05–1.0 µm with a mean particle diameter of about 0.2 µm. These fine par-
ticles have a very large surface area per gram of mass, which make them
excellent carriers for adsorbed inorganic and organic compounds that can
effectively reach the lowest airways of the lung. Some 50–90 percent of the
numbers of particles in diesel exhaust are in the ultrafine size range, from
0.005 to 0.05 µm, averaging about 0.02 µm. Ultrafine diesel particulate mat-
ter, which accounts for the majority of the number of particles, also accounts
for 1–20 percent of the mass of diesel particulate matter.

CLIMATE CHANGE

Beyond direct adverse health effects, vehicle emissions are a source of
other concerns. Among these is climate change, or the greenhouse effect.
Greenhouse warming occurs when certain gases allow sunlight to pen-
etrate to the Earth but partially trap the planet’s radiated infrared heat in
the atmosphere. Some such warming is natural and necessary. If there
were no water vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, and other infrared ab-
sorbing (greenhouse) gases in the atmosphere trapping the Earth’s radi-
ant heat, the planet would be about 60 degrees Fahrenheit (or 33 degrees
Celsius) colder, and life as we know it would not be possible. Naturally
occurring greenhouse gases include water vapor, carbon dioxide (CO2),
methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and ozone (O3).

Several classes of halogenated substances that contain fluorine, chlo-
rine, or bromine are also greenhouse gases, but they are, for the most part,
solely a product of industrial activities. Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) are halocarbons that contain chlorine,
and halocarbons that contain bromine are known as halons. Other fluo-
rine-containing halogenated substances include hydrofluorocarbons
(HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6).

Although they do not have a direct global warming effect, several
gases do influence the formation and destruction of ozone, which has a
terrestrial radiation-absorbing effect. These gases include carbon monox-
ide, oxides of nitrogen, and nonmethane volatile organic compounds
(NMVOCs).

Aerosols, extremely small particles or liquid droplets often produced
by emissions of sulfur dioxide (SO2), also can affect the absorptive charac-
teristics of the atmosphere.

Although carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide occur naturally
in the atmosphere, the atmospheric concentration of each has risen, largely
as a result of human activities. Since 1800, atmospheric concentrations of
these greenhouse gases have increased by 30, 145, and 15 percent, respec-
tively (IPCC, 1996). This buildup has altered the composition of the Earth’s
atmosphere and may affect the global climate system.
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Beginning in the 1950s, the use of CFCs and other ozone-depleting
substances (ODSs) increased by nearly 10 percent a year, until the mid-
1980s when international concern about ozone depletion led to the sign-
ing of the Montreal Protocol. Since then, the use of ODSs has declined
rapidly, and they are being phased out completely. In contrast, the use of
ODS substitutes, such as hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sul-
fur hexafluoride, has grown significantly, and all have strong greenhouse
forcing effects.

In late November 1995 Working Group 1 of the International Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) concluded that “the balance of evidence suggests
that there is a discernible human influence on global climate” (IPCC,
1996).5 In December 1997, acting on this consensus, countries around the
world approved the Kyoto Protocol to the 1992 Climate Change Treaty.
When, and if, the protocol is ratified by 55 nations, representing 55 per-
cent of 1990 CO2 emissions, 38 industrialized nations will be required to
reduce, by between 2008 and 2012, their greenhouse gas emissions from
the 1990 levels. The European Union would reduce emissions by 8 per-
cent, the United States by 7 percent, and Japan by 6 percent.6 Some na-
tions would face smaller reductions, and a few would not face any for the
moment. As a group, the industrialized nations would cut back on the
emissions of such gases by just more than 5 percent. Emissions of six gases
would be affected: carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and three ha-
locarbons used as substitutes for ozone-damaging chlorofluorocarbons.

The greenhouse gases most closely identified with the transportation
sector include carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and methane (see Table 7-1
for the global warming potential of nitrous oxide and methane relative to
carbon dioxide). Other vehicle-related pollutants also contribute to global
warming, but their quantification has been more difficult. These include
carbon monoxide, nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHC), and nitrogen di-
oxide. In the original (1990) IPCC report, global warming potentials
(GWPs) were attributed to these gases (Shine et al., 1990). Because of diffi-
culty reaching agreement on the appropriate quantification, specific
GWPs for these gases were not contained in the most recent IPCC report
(Table 7-1).

In most countries, over 90 percent of the global warming potential of
the direct-acting greenhouse gases from the transportation sector comes
from carbon dioxide, and therefore the global warming potential from

5 In its most recent draft report, the IPCC has removed the qualifier to say, “There is a
discernible human influence on global climate.”

6 The U.S. government recently indicated that it will not ratify the Kyoto Protocol but that
it intends to suggest an alternative approach.
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transportation is most closely related to fuel economy. The transportation
sector is responsible for about 17 percent of global CO2 emissions, and
these emissions are increasing in virtually every part of the world.

Even the potential global warming benefits of diesel vehicles, because
they are more fuel-efficient than gasoline-fueled vehicles, have been under-
cut by recent studies, which indicate that diesel particles may, by reducing
cloud cover and rainfall, more than offset any CO2 advantage they offer. As
James Hansen and his colleagues at the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) have noted, “Black carbon7 reduces aerosol albedo,
causes a semi-direct reduction of cloud cover, and reduces cloud particle
albedo” (Hansen et al., 2001). Tight control of diesel particulate emissions
would reduce their negative greenhouse effect and allow full greenhouse
benefits from the CO2 advantage that diesels provide.

AIR QUALITY

One result of the rapid growth of China’s vehicle fleet has been a
significant increase in urban air pollution. In spite of significant advances
in industrial pollution control, air pollution in the major Chinese cities
remains a serious problem and in some cases may actually be worsening.
It is generally characterized as a shift from coal-based pollution to ve-
hicle-based pollution.

Based on the available data, it is clear that the national NOx air quality
standards are currently exceeded across large areas in China, including
but not limited to high traffic ones. Before 1992, the annual average NOx

TABLE 7-1 IPCC’s Global Warming Potential (GWP) for Carbon
Monoxide, Methane, Nonmethane Hydrocarbons, Nitrogen Dioxide,
and Nitrous Oxide

Carbon Nonmethane Nitrogen Nitrous
Monoxide Methane Hydrocarbons Dioxide Oxide

GWP (CO) (CH4) (NMHC) (NO2) (N2O)

20-year horizon 7 56 31 30 280
100-year horizon 3 21 11 07 310
500-year horizon 2 6.5 06 02 170

NOTE: The time horizon is the time period over which the GWP is measured relative to
carbon dioxide. Different gases have different lifetimes in the atmosphere.
SOURCE: IPCC (1996).

7 Black carbon pollution is the release of particulates from burning fuel into the air.
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concentration in Shanghai was lower than 50 micrograms per cubic meter
(µg/m3), which complied with the Chinese Class II air quality standard.
But since 1995 the NOx concentration has been gradually increasing, from
51 µg/m3 in 1995 to 59 µg/m3 in 1997 (Shanghai Municipal Government,
1999).

In Beijing, NOx concentrations within the Second Ring Road that en-
circles the city center increased from 99 µg/m3 in 1986 to 205 µg/m3 in
1997, more than doubling in a decade. Moreover, CO and NOx concentra-
tions on the urban trunk traffic roads and interchanges exceed national
environmental quality standards year-round (Beijing Municipal Environ-
mental Protection Bureau et al., 1999). National air quality standards for
particulates also are frequently exceeded—primarily because of coal and
charcoal burning.

Recent data indicate as well that standards for ozone, formed by the
photochemical reaction of nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons, have been
exceeded in several metropolitan areas during the last decade (see Table
7-2, which shows a clear upward trend in Beijing).

On average, mobile sources are currently contributing 45–60 percent
of NOx emissions and about 85 percent of CO emissions in typical Chi-
nese cities (Project of China Environment Technological Assistance
Loaned by the World Bank B-9-3, 1997). For example, data collected in
Shanghai show that in 1996, of the total air pollution load in the down-
town area, vehicles emitted 86 percent of the carbon monoxide, 56 percent
of the nitrogen oxides, and 96 percent of the nonmethane hydrocarbons
(Shanghai Municipal Government, 1999). In Beijing in recent years, the
NOx concentration shows a clear upward trend. In 1997 the annual aver-
age NOx concentration was 133 µg/m3, the average concentration during
the heating season was 191 µg/m3, and that during the non-heating sea-
son was 99 µg/m3. These emissions were, respectively, 73 percent, 66 per-

TABLE 7-2 Ozone Concentration in Beijing, 1997–1999

Number of Number of Maximum Hourly
Nonattainment Days Nonattainment Hours Concentration (µg/m3)

1997 71 434 346
1998 101 504 384
1999 119 777 —

NOTE: “Nonattainment” hours means time that the respective air quality standard was ex-
ceeded in Beijing, which occurred on the indicated number of distinct nonattainment days.
The maximum hourly concentration was the highest value observed. — = not available;
(µg/m3) = micrograms per cubic meter.
SOURCE: He Kebin, Tsinghua University, Beijing.
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cent, and 80 percent higher than those 10 years ago. The annual daily
average NOx concentration in 1998 was 14.3 percent higher than in 1997.
Because the amount of coal burning has remained stable for many years,
Beijing local authorities attribute the increases to vehicular emissions
(Beijing Municipal Environmental Protection Bureau et al., 1999). Accord-
ing to the Beijing Municipal Environmental Protection Bureau, “In 2000,
NOx emissions by motor vehicles accounted for 43% of the total and CO
emissions, 83%. As the vehicle discharges pollutants at low altitude, it
contributes to 73% and 84% of the effect on environmental quality.”8

In response to the air pollution problem, China has initiated a motor
vehicle pollution control effort. It has moved quickly to eliminate the use
of leaded gasoline and recently introduced European Emission Standard I
(Euro I) for new cars and trucks. It will introduce the Euro II standards in
2004.9 Nevertheless, the emissions requirements for new vehicles lag be-
hind those of the industrialized world by about a decade. Furthermore,
without additional improvements in fuel quality, greater tightening of
new vehicle standards will be difficult (see Chapter 5). Another factor is
that in China road conditions and maintenance practices are exacerbating
the air pollution problem.

The Chinese government has expended a great effort to mitigate the
primary pollutants such as SO2, NOx, and PM10 in many cities—the levels
of these pollutants are measured routinely by the central and local gov-
ernments. However, secondary pollutants such as photochemical smog
(ozone) and the fine particles emitted by primary and secondary sources
are far greater threats to human health. Vehicular emissions contribute
significantly to the formation of ground-level ozone and fine particles, as
well as to an increase in greenhouse gases.

IMPLICATIONS OF CHINA’S VEHICLE GROWTH FOR FUTURE
EMISSIONS AND FUEL CONSUMPTION

As indicated in Chapter 2, China is anticipating a threefold to seven-
fold increase in its vehicle fleet, not including motorcycles, between 2002
and 2020 (see Table 2-1). The number of cars, in particular, is expected to
increase by three to nine times in the same time period. This section sum-
marizes emissions and fuel consumption estimates that are based on the
vehicle characteristics in the five-year plan for the automotive industry.
Using the medium-growth scenario from Chapter 2, Figure 7-1 indicates

8 Yu Xiaoxuan, Beijing Municipal Environmental Protection Bureau.
9 Beijing will introduce Euro II standards one year earlier than the rest of the country in

2003.
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that motor vehicle emissions of carbon dioxide will about quadruple be-
tween 2000 and 2020; CO and hydrocarbon levels will about triple; and
NOx and PM levels will stay essentially at the currently high levels.

For light-duty vehicles (and the medium-growth scenario), the pollu-
tion trends are somewhat better (see Table 7-3). However, CO and NOx
levels will increase, and CO2 emissions are estimated to be more than three
and a half times higher in 2020 than in 2000. If the highest-growth sce-
nario should become reality, motor vehicle emissions of all pollutants
would increase and carbon dioxide would skyrocket (Figure 7-2).

The potential for reducing fuel consumption and CO2 emissions was
investigated using two cases that focused on light-duty vehicles. In case 1,
it was assumed that starting in 2005 the fuel economy of all new gasoline-
fueled cars and light trucks improved by 2 percent a year. Case 2 further
assumed that starting in model year 2010, 5 percent of highly efficient cars
and light trucks (and increasing by 5 percent a year) achieve fuel con-
sumption of 80 miles per gallon (mpg). As illustrated in Figure 7-3, under
these scenarios the growth in fuel consumption falls but several more
years will be needed for the full effects to be felt. For case 2, by 2020 from
12 billion to over 30 billion gallons of fuel will be saved compared with
the base case, depending on which vehicle growth rate occurs.

FIGURE 7-1 Motor vehicle emissions in China, 2000–2020. NOTE: THC = total
hydrocarbons; CO = carbon monoxide; NOx = nitrogen oxides; PM = particulate
matter; CH4 = methane; CO2 = carbon dioxide. SOURCE: Calculations by Michael P.
Walsh.
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TABLE 7-3 Light-duty Vehicle Emissions Trends in China,
2000–2020

2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

THC 1.00 1.01 0.95 0.83 0.85
CO 1.00 1.13 1.22 1.29 1.56
NOx 1.00 1.19 1.31 1.30 1.42
PM 1.00 1.01 1.04 0.94 0.96
CO2 1.00 1.41 1.97 2.77 3.87

NOTE: Values shown are emissions normalized to base year 2000. THC = total
hydrocarbons; CO = carbon monoxide; NOx = nitrogen oxides; PM = particu-
late matter; CO2 = carbon dioxide.

SOURCE: Calculations by Michael P. Walsh using mid-range scenario of Chap-
ter 2, assuming 8 percent growth of GDP.

FIGURE 7-2 Motor vehicle emissions in China—European standards in 2010,
light-duty fuel economy improvements starting in 2005. NOTE: THC = total hy-
drocarbons; CO = carbon monoxide; NOx = nitrogen oxides; PM = particulate
matter; CO2 = carbon dioxide. SOURCE: Calculations by Michael P. Walsh.
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In conclusion, the various pollutants emitted by vehicles are a large
and potentially growing source of air pollution in China. They already ac-
count for a substantial fraction of emissions contributing to excessively high
ambient levels of air pollution. Investigators have shown that these pollut-
ants have a measurable negative effect on the public health. Even with the
currently adopted emissions standards, Euro II by 2004, and a 10 percent
improvement in vehicle fuel economy, as called for in the five-year plan,
emissions of all pollutants will increase if high growth occurs. Even if
growth is constrained to the medium case, all pollutants but particulate
matter are expected to increase, although if the light-duty diesel fleet grows
significantly, particulates and nitrogen oxides will increase more and CO2
emissions will be lower. As a result, efforts to reduce vehicle emissions
must continue, to avoid the concomitant impacts on public health and the
environment. If growth can be constrained to the medium case and if emis-
sions standards are aligned with those of the European Union by 2010, it

FIGURE 7-3 Light-duty carbon dioxide emissions, alternative scenarios. Base
case: year 2000 trends continue; case 1: fuel economy of fleet improves at rate of 2
percent per year; case 2: same as case 1, but with the addition to the fleet of cars
capable of 80 miles per gallon at a rate of 5 percent of new cars per year. SOURCE:
Calculations by Michael P. Walsh
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should be possible to actually reduce vehicle emissions of total hydrocar-
bons, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and particulate matter. A comple-
mentary vehicle fuel efficiency program will be needed to slow down the
growth in CO2 emissions and fuel consumption.

According to a recent study by Shao et al. (2001), the only way for
Guangzhou City to achieve its air quality targets by 2010 is to advance the
implementation of Euro III standards to as early as 2004. Acceleration of
the implementation schedule was found to be technically feasible, because
the vehicle technologies needed to meet Euro III are already available.
Such a step also would advance China’s prospects of meeting Euro IV
standards by 2010. However, considerations of fuel quality, infrastruc-
ture, and economic cost must be addressed.

In view of the very rapid growth in the vehicle fleet forecast for the
next two decades, China’s environment could face severe strains and sig-
nificant public health consequences unless vehicle technology is substan-
tially upgraded and fuel quality improved. Similarly, fuel consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions will increase dramatically without substan-
tial improvements in vehicle technology. China should strongly consider
developing the appropriate mix of performance standards and incentives
necessary to leapfrog from today’s modest requirements to the global state
of the art as rapidly as possible.
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8

The Role of Government

In every country, transport is largely in the public sector. Even vehicle
manufacturing and use, the part that is commonly dominated by the
private sector, is highly dependent on government services and gov-

ernment-provided infrastructure and is subject to government regulation
and monitoring.

In China, the relationship between the government and automotive
industry is in transition. Increasing uncertainty about the future structure
of the industry and the growing dependence on market forces may test
the relationships between industry and government and among different
levels of government. Who will have responsibility for the dealing with
the consequences of rapid motorization has not been clearly established.
Meanwhile, cities are decentralizing, land markets are changing, and the
dynamical forces involved are not well understood. The institutions deal-
ing with motorization have limited experience with land markets, acceler-
ating migration, and other externalities. The government will have to deal
with conflicts between personal desires and the public good, between ex-
panded vehicle ownership and equitable land use management.

STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK

Governments play a significant role in shaping the development of
their domestic industries, and in determining the standards governing
individual products and the impact of those products on the environment.
For the automotive industry, governments around the world have used
the following tools, singly or in combination:
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• tariff and nontariff import barriers—used by many countries, in-
cluding China, to protect their domestic industry during the early stages
of development

• vehicle and fuel taxes—used to support or discourage the purchase
and use of vehicles and fuels and to favor one technology or fuel over
another

• prescriptive and performance standards—used by government to
force certain vehicle attributes (e.g., low emissions, good fuel economy)
or technologies (e.g., air bags)

• direct and indirect investment—used to assist industry with capi-
tal, tax relief, and support for research and development (e.g., the U.S.
Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles program in which govern-
ment joined industry in funding research) or in building assembly plants.

One area in which most governments have intervened is reducing air
pollution. Generally, a motor vehicle pollution control program seeks to
reduce vehicle emissions to the degree necessary to achieve healthy air
quality as rapidly as possible within the practical limits of effective tech-
nological, economic, and social constraints. A comprehensive strategy to
achieve this goal usually includes four key components: increasingly strin-
gent emissions standards for new vehicles, which require new technol-
ogy; specifications for clean fuels; programs to ensure proper maintenance
of in-use vehicles; and traffic and demand management (see Figure 8-1
and Box 8-1).

Clean vehicle
technology

Appropriate
maintenance

Clean fuels

Traffic and
demand

management

FIGURE 8-1 Elements of a comprehensive vehicle pollution control strategy.
SOURCE: Michael P. Walsh.
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Because vehicles are, by nature, mobile and therefore capable of being
driven from one area to another, and because a proliferation of standards
would be very costly to the manufacturer and to the purchaser of the
product, new vehicle emissions standards are usually set by national gov-
ernments to apply to a country as a whole (the state of California being a
notable exception in the United States) or even to a group of countries. For
similar reasons, clean fuels are mandated at the national level. The other
two components, vehicle maintenance and traffic management, are usu-
ally the responsibilities of local governments and are applied in ways to
respond to local air pollution problems. These can include measures such
as:

• restrictions on the use of vehicles, including both cars and trucks
• high-occupancy vehicle lanes to encourage ride sharing
• inspection and maintenance programs, including protocols and

training
• mandatory or voluntary retrofits of pollution control technology,

with appropriate training
• recycling programs
• parking restrictions and parking taxes.

Details of the vehicle emissions control programs in the United States,
Europe, and Japan are summarized in the next section. That summary is
followed by a review of these countries’ programs to reduce fuel con-
sumption and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. The chapter concludes
with a brief look at inspection and maintenance programs, which is ex-
panded in the appendix to this chapter, and, finally, a review of industry-
government partnerships in the United States and Europe.

SUMMARY OF WORLDWIDE GOVERNMENT
EMISSIONS STANDARDS

Because the United States, European Union (EU), and Japan each base
their emissions regulations on different test procedures based on pre-
sumed typical driving patterns, it is difficult to compare precisely the
stringency of those regulations. Tables 8-1 through 8-3 summarize the
passenger car and heavy truck requirements in each region for nitrogen
oxides (NOx) and particulate matter (PM).

Table 8-1 indicates that the NOx standards for passenger cars will be-
come quite low in all three regions by 2005. However, the number of kilo-
meters over which the European and Japanese governments require that
vehicles in use meet emissions standards appear to be substantially lower
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BOX 8-1
Transportation Planning and Traffic Management

Governments play an important role in effecting changes in land use
that can reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT). Over the long term, regula-
tors should promote effective town and city land use planning that inte-
grates mass transit options, promotes safe passage for pedestrians and cy-
clists, and uses design features to minimize single-occupancy vehicle use.
The challenge is to make modes of living and working that reduce daily
travel needs attractive to the public.

The many possible options for reducing VMT in urban areas include the
following:

• Internalizing costs. Internalizing the cost of driving means shifting
the expense to the consumer. Such a shift can be achieved through conges-
tion pricing at automated tolls and parking facilities, reduced free parking
and increased parking rates in general. “Pay-as-you-drive” insurance sys-
tems also are emerging as effective ways to distribute driving costs fairly.
One example of these costs is parking. In the United States, roughly 90
percent of employee parking is either subsidized by the employer or free.
Many areas have begun to increase the cost of parking to drivers, thereby
internalizing the costs. Alternatively, some employers have implemented
“cash out” policies, providing employees with the cash value of parking.
Some other externalized costs of driving are the costs of policing and mo-
torist protection; uninsured accidents; noise; vibration damage to struc-
tures; pollution damage to human health, crops, and structures; and petro-
leum industry subsidies.

• Traffic management. Traffic management strategies that increase ve-
hicle occupancy directly reduce VMT, congestion, vehicle operating time,
and therefore emissions. The special travel lanes for high-occupancy ve-
hicles established in many urban areas to encourage car pooling have re-
duced the number of cars operating during peak travel periods. Advanced
sensing systems at traffic lights facilitate the optimum utilization of urban
street and intersection capacity, reducing congestion and the associated
idling time. Many cities also have expanded the size of cyclist and pedes-
trian rights of way, while reducing street width and intersection size.

• Increasing public transit use. Public transportation provides an alter-
nate means of mobility. The use of public transportation can be enhanced
in three ways: by expanding public transit systems or making them more
user-friendly; by increasing public awareness or acceptance of public tran-
sit; and by subsidizing the cost of consumers’ use of public transit. Public
awareness can be raised through traditional advertising campaigns, public-
ity events, and “free-ride” days that familiarize the public with transit sys-
tems. Subsidization of public transit commuting costs, either directly or
through company programs, also has been effective in increasing transit
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than the actual number of kilometers accumulated during average vehicle
lifetimes. A key element of the low emissions level requirements has been
the shift to very low-sulfur gasoline. Japan has traditionally had very low
levels, usually below 30 parts per million (ppm) sulfur, but the EU re-
cently capped levels at 50 ppm by 2005 and the United States capped them
at 80 ppm with a 30 ppm average. The EU also is in the late stages of a
process that will likely cap sulfur levels for both gasoline and diesel fuel
at 10 ppm.

As for diesel-powered passenger cars, it is clear that the European
Union and Japan, while substantially tightening their requirements over
the next several years, will maintain substantially weaker NOx require-
ments for diesel than for gasoline-fueled vehicles, unlike the United States
(see Table 8-1 and Box 8-2). Similarly, the diesel car particulate require-
ments in the European Union and Japan are more lenient than those in the
United States (Table 8-1). It appears that in Europe only the heavier diesel
cars will require PM filters. In Japan a new round of standards will be
introduced in 2005 to address particulates.

use levels. Often, enhancements to transit systems are most effective when
coupled with other mechanisms, such as reduced parking availability,
higher parking costs, or higher tolls. Promotion of car and van pooling also
increases vehicle occupancy and reduces VMT. Government agencies,
private corporations, and other institutions have offered this strategy.
• Altering land use patterns. Research clearly shows that gasoline use in-
creases as decentralization increases, simply because people have farther
to travel. A survey of 32 major cities around the world found that the resi-
dents of American cities consume nearly twice as much gasoline per capita
as Australians (Kenworthy and Laube, 1999), nearly four times as much as
residents of the more compact European cities, and 10 times that of those
living in very compact Asian cities. Moreover, average living area per per-
son was closely correlated with average gasoline consumption per capita.
Land use patterns can be changed in ways that significantly reduce VMT
and improve quality of life by providing for nearby amenities, such as pe-
destrian malls, and the preservation of undeveloped land. There are many
ways to approach this task, including limiting development on urban
fringes; offering location-specific mortgages that reward homeowners for
buying in certain areas; creating more densely populated, mixed-use neigh-
borhoods; changing vehicle rights of way to pedestrian malls; and reducing
the number of parking spaces. Telecommuting also is a form of changing
land use, in that it moves the office not just closer to the home, but into the
home itself.
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Great progress is being made in reducing heavy-duty vehicle diesel
emissions (Tables 8-2 and 8-3). Clearly, the major countries of the world
have concluded that fundamental advances in heavy truck pollution con-
trols and post–combustion technology are both necessary and feasible. A
critical precondition of emission reduction, however, will be the introduc-
tion of very low or near-zero sulfur levels in fuel.

BOX 8-2
Diesel Cars

The popularity of diesel cars varies widely worldwide, largely depend-
ing on government policies. They are found most commonly in Europe,
accounting for one-third of car sales (and over half in some countries). In
Japan they account for about 10 percent of sales, and in United States for
only about 2 percent of light-duty vehicle sales (almost all light trucks).

A comparison of diesel cars and gasoline-powered cars reveals the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of diesel. In the area of pollution, diesel en-
gines have inherently lower carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions,
and inherently higher particulate matter (PM) and nitrogen oxide (NOx)
emissions. In fact, Europe and Japan have adopted emissions standards that
specifically allow diesel engines to emit higher levels of nitrogen oxides
and particulate matter. Thanks to new technology, PM emissions from die-
sel engines have begun to fall dramatically, so that in future years if par-
ticulate filters are applied across the board, diesel emissions will be similar
to those from gasoline engines,1 but NOx emissions from diesel engines are
expected to remain higher than those from gasoline engines. Because die-
sel engines are inherently more energy efficient, they have lower carbon
dioxide emissions than gasoline engines. In other performance characteris-
tics, diesel engines are now roughly comparable to gasoline engines, in-
cluding noise of operation.

Diesel engines are somewhat more costly to manufacture than gasoline
engines, but the higher costs are countered by lower fuel costs. In regions
where diesel fuel prices are significantly lower than gasoline prices (a re-
sult of political and economic tax policies but not fundamental cost differ-
ences), or where vehicles are used intensively, diesel cars will have strong
cost advantages. In China, diesels are likely to proliferate if diesel fuel is
priced lower than gasoline (which is the case in most countries but not the
United States), if stringent fuel economy standards are adopted, and if more
lenient NOx standards are adopted for diesel. Otherwise, diesel cars are
likely to be scarce in China.

1 The currently adopted Euro IV standards, which go into effect for cars in 2005,
are not stringent enough to require filters on all but the largest diesels.
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TABLE 8-2 Heavy-duty Diesel Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) Standards,
United States, European Union, Japan, 1990–2010 (grams per
kilowatt-hour)

Model Year United States European Uniona Japan

1990 8.1 15.8 n.a.
1991 6.7 15.8 n.a.
1992 6.7 15.8 n.a.
1993 6.7 9 n.a.
1994 6.7 9 6
1995 6.7 9 6
1996 6.7 7 6
1997 6.7 7 6
1998 5.4 7 4.5
1999 5.4 7 4.5
2000 5.4 5 4.5
2001 5.4 5 4.5
2002 5.4 5 4.5
2003 2.7 5 3.38
2004 2.7 5 3.38
2005 2.7 3.5 2.0
2006 2.7 3.5 2.0
2007 0.27 3.5 2.0
2008 0.27 2 2.0
2009 0.27 2 2.0
2010 0.27 2 2.0

a Euro IV from 2005 and Euro V from 2008.

NOTE: n.a. = not applicable.

SOURCE:  Daisho Yasuhiro, Waseda University.

United States

As indicated in Table 8-1, a notable exception to the rule that stan-
dards are normally set for an entire country is the provision in the U.S.
Clean Air Act that allows the state of California to adopt its own vehicle
emissions regulations. California is considered a unique case for several
reasons. First, California has consistently had the most serious motor ve-
hicle-related air pollution problems in the United States.1 Second, Califor-

1 Even today, despite the most aggressive car pollution control program in the world and
despite significant progress, California’s air pollution problems remain serious, and Los
Angeles is consistently ranked as one of the most polluted cities in the United States.
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nia had already adopted its own motor vehicle pollution control program
before the U.S. national program came into being, and the state has suffi-
ciently large a market that an independent distribution system could pro-
vide unique vehicles for the rest of the country.

California adopted performance standards for vehicle exhaust emis-
sions in 1968, the first place in the world to do so. Since then, the stan-
dards have been gradually tightened. These performance standards have
resulted in a gradual reduction in emissions from cars as newer cleaner
vehicles have replaced older, more polluting ones. In fact, California has
taken the lead in stimulating the development and mandating the com-
mercial introduction of advanced zero emissions technologies, including
electric and fuel cells, many of which also can improve fuel efficiency.

Standards also have been established in the United States that require
that specified emissions levels be maintained under special geographic
conditions. For example, vehicles must be able to meet standards at both
sea level and at an altitude of 1,609 meters (m).

TABLE 8-3 Heavy-duty Diesel Particulate Matter (PM) Standards,
United States, European Union, Japan, 1993–2010 (grams per kilowatt-
hour)

Model Year U.S. Trucks U.S. Buses European Uniona Japan

1993 0.3 0.13 0.4 n.a.
1994 0.13 0.094 0.4 n.a.
1995 0.13 0.094 0.4 n.a.
1996 0.13 0.067 0.15 0.25
1997 0.13 0.067 0.15 0.25
1998 0.13 0.067 0.15 0.25
1999 0.13 0.067 0.15 0.25
2000 0.13 0.067 0.1 0.25
2001 0.13 0.067 0.1 0.25
2002 0.13 0.067 0.1 0.25
2003 0.13 0.067 0.1 0.18
2004 0.13 0.067 0.1 0.18
2005 0.13 0.067 0.02 0.027
2006 0.13 0.067 0.02 0.027
2007 0.013 0.013 0.02 0.027
2008 0.013 0.013 0.02 0.027
2009 0.013 0.013 0.02 0.027
2010 0.013 0.013 0.02 0.027

a Euro IV from 2005 and Euro V from 2008.

NOTE: n.a. = not applicable.

SOURCE: Daisho Yasuhiro, Waseda University.
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European Union

As the pollution control program has matured in Europe, stringent
vehicle emissions standards have been adopted for all 15 member states
of the European Union, and Norway and Switzerland, non-EU member
states, have decided to adopt identical standards. Furthermore, some of
the central and Eastern European countries that have applied for EU ac-
cession, such as Poland and the Czech Republic, have already moved to
adopt the EU vehicle and fuel standards.

The European Union also includes a unique provision in its directives
by which member states are allowed to encourage the early introduction
of vehicles that meet future emissions standards or fuel standards through
the use of tax incentives. These incentives have been used successfully in
both Germany and Denmark.

Japan

Japan was the first major industrialized country to eliminate the use of
lead in gasoline; it introduced stringent car standards requiring catalytic
converters in 1978. Since then, it has gradually tightened gasoline-fueled
car standards and most recently began to move rapidly to reduce diesel-
fueled vehicle standards. Before the end of 2004 sulfur levels in diesel fuel
will be lowered to a maximum of 50 ppm, and it is expected that all new
diesel vehicles sold in 2005 will be equipped with particulate filters.

Like some European countries, Japan is encouraging tighter vehicle
standards through the use of tax incentives.

With the enforcement of new emissions standards in the major mem-
ber countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Devel-
opment (OECD), substantial reductions in emissions will be occurring for
all on-road vehicle categories, both gasoline and diesel. In addition, fuel
sulfur levels will be limited to a maximum of 50 ppm or less.

Recent Developments around the World

Most regions of the world have been significantly tightening their
motor vehicle regulations. The major recent developments are described
in this section.

United States

•  In 1998 the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA), in
conjunction with the California Air Resources Board (CARB), imposed
the largest enforcement action in history on the heavy engine industry.
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• CARB formally decided in August 1998 that diesel particulate mat-
ter is a toxic air contaminant, triggering an effort to further reduce PM
emissions from urban vehicles, including retrofit where feasible.

• During 1999 CARB took emissions standards to the next level, not
only tightening carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbon (HC), NOx, and PM
requirements but also establishing the principles of fuel neutrality (diesel
vehicles must meet the same standards as gasoline-fueled vehicles) and
usage neutrality (light trucks and sport-utility vehicles used primarily as
passenger cars must meet the same standards as cars).

• In December 1999 the U.S. EPA adopted light-duty vehicle stan-
dards closely modeled after the California LEV 2 (low-emission vehicle,
so-called Tier 2) standards and tighter sulfur requirements for gasoline.

• In December 2000 the U.S. EPA tightened its heavy-duty engine
emissions requirements, with a special focus on tighter PM and NOx stan-
dards and on low-sulfur diesel fuel.

European Union

• During 1998 the EU adopted directives for light-duty vehicle emis-
sions and fuel quality that tightened emissions standards significantly
(2000 and 2005), broadened the scope of coverage (e.g., cold temperature),
added several important features previously missing (onboard diagnos-
tics, in-use durability), and imposed low sulfur requirements for diesel
fuel and gasoline.

• The EU and the auto industry reached agreement in 1998 on a vol-
untary commitment to reduce by 2008 the CO2 emissions per kilometer
driven by 25 percent.

• In January 2000 the EU adopted the next phases of heavy-duty stan-
dards—European Emission Standard III (Euro III), IV, and V—which will
likely result in particulate and NOx aftertreatment.

Asia and Eurasia

• In 1999 Japan tightened its gasoline-fueled automobile standards
for the first time in 20 years and introduced the next phase of diesel-fu-
eled vehicle requirements. Also in 1999 Japan’s Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MITI) and Japanese industry reached agreement
about lowering CO2 emissions from vehicles.

• During 1999 China formally adopted the Euro I auto emissions
standards and decided to phase out the use of leaded gasoline across the
entire country by 2000.

• Taipei adopted step four of its motorcycle control program in late
1999, effectively banning two-stroke motorcycles by the end of 2003.
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• The Supreme Court of India banned the sale of leaded gasoline in
Delhi as of September 1999 and mandated that all new cars meet Euro I
auto emissions standards. Similar requirements were then phased in
across the entire country in 2000. Delhi adopted Euro II standards in April
2000.

SUMMARY OF WORLDWIDE GOVERNMENT
FUEL ECONOMY STANDARDS

In the United States, Western Europe, and Japan—the three major
markets for light-duty vehicles—the policies for improving the fuel effi-
ciency of these vehicles have evolved in sharply different directions. In
the United States from the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s, the major focus
was on the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) program, whereby
annual fuel economy standards applied to each manufacturer on average
across its entire fleet of light-duty vehicles, subdivided into passenger cars
and light-duty trucks, with separate requirements for each of these cat-
egories. During the same period, a “gas guzzler” tax was imposed on those
cars with the poorest fuel economy. More recently, the government has
emphasized shared research and development (the Partnership for a New
Generation of Vehicles, to be followed in 2002 by the FreedomCAR pro-
gram) and tax incentives for certain high-efficiency vehicles (proposed
but not yet enacted). In Europe, the European Automobile Manufacturers
Association (ACEA) has proposed, and the European Union has accepted,
a voluntary agreement pledging to reduce per-vehicle CO2 emissions by
25 percent between 1995 and 2008. And in Japan the national government
has established a series of weight-class fuel economy standards that re-
quire about a 23 percent improvement in the fuel economy of gasoline-
fueled light-duty vehicles by 2010. Each of these programs will be re-
viewed in the rest of this section.

United States: The CAFE Program

The United States has had a mandatory fuel efficiency program since
1975. The Energy Policy and Conservation Act (1975), which came into
effect in model year 1978, amended the Motor Vehicle Information and
Cost Saving Act to require new passenger cars to achieve at least 27.5
miles per gallon (mpg) or 8.55 liters per 100 kilometers (km) by 1985, as
measured by U.S. EPA test procedures. Separate, and more lenient, CAFE
standards were first applied to light-duty trucks, including jeeps and
minivans, in 1979. The current standard, set in 1996, is 20.7 mpg.

In recent years, as fuel prices have dropped and CAFE standards have
remained unchanged, vehicle manufacturers have sold a growing pro-
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portion of light trucks. As a result, the overall fuel economy of new light-
duty vehicles has been diminishing since 1980 (Figure 8-2).

Vehicle manufacturers are required to test a sample of all vehicles
destined to be sold in the United States so that a fuel consumption rating
can be assigned to each product line. The test involves both city and high-
way driving cycles. From these figures, a sales-weighted average fuel con-

FIGURE 8-2 Miles per gallon (mpg) of trucks and cars by model year, United
States. SOURCE: Hellman and Heavenrich (2001).
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sumption figure is calculated for all the passenger cars produced by each
manufacturer. Fuel efficiency (in miles per gallon) calculated this way
must exceed the CAFE standard specified for the appropriate model year.

Failure to meet the CAFE requirements can result in substantial finan-
cial penalties. For each vehicle produced, a manufacturer whose fleet-aver-
age fuel consumption does not meet the CAFE standard is fined $5 per
vehicle for every 0.1 miles per gallon by which the standard is not met.
These fines may be offset by credits accrued in other model years, however.
Since 1983 the federal government has collected $164 million in CAFE fines.

Another policy instrument used by the U.S. government is the gas
guzzler tax, paid by people who buy cars with fuel economy below a cer-
tain threshold. The threshold rose from 5 mpg (12.1 liters per 100 km) in
1984 to 21.0 mpg (11.2 liters per 100 km) in 1985, and has been set at 22.5
mpg (10.1 liters per 100 km) since 1986.

Besides the CAFE requirements and gas guzzler tax, the federal fuel
efficiency program provides consumers with information about the rela-
tive efficiency of new cars. The Gas Mileage Guide published by the U.S.
EPA and the Department of Energy lists the city and highway fuel
economy results of each vehicle model and is intended to provide infor-
mation to new-car buyers. Also required on new cars are stickers indicat-
ing the vehicle’s fuel economy as determined by the U.S. EPA, an estimate
of the annual fuel cost based on 15,000 miles (24,000 km) of operation, and
the range of fuel economy achieved by similar-size vehicles of other
makes. U.S. EPA adjusts the measured fuel economy value downward
before placing it on the sticker in an effort to give a somewhat more real-
istic estimate of the on-the-road fuel consumption that the owner can ex-
pect under average driving conditions. To allow a comparison of different
vehicle models, U.S. EPA adjusts the mile per gallon estimates on all the
new car stickers.

European Union

In the European Union, fuel economy is addressed by regulating CO2
emissions. Carbon dioxide produced by passenger cars accounts for about
half of CO2 emissions from transport and about 12 percent of total CO2
emissions in the European Union.2 Under a ”business as usual” scenario,
CO2 emissions from cars are expected to increase, from 1990 levels, by

2 Derived from ”A Community Strategy to Reduce CO2 Emissions from Passenger Cars
and Improve Fuel Economy,” COM (95) 689, a communication from the Commission to the
Council and the European Parliament. This strategy was adopted by the commission on
December 20, 1995.
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about 36 percent by the year 2010. The road transport sector has stood out
in recent years as one of the few EU sectors experiencing growth in CO2
emissions.

The European Union remains on track to achieve its long-standing
commitment to stabilizing emissions of carbon dioxide—the main green-
house gas responsible for manmade global climate change—at their 1990
level and then to reduce greenhouse gases by 2008. Total CO2 emissions
from the 15 EU member states were 0.5 percent lower in 2000 than 10
years earlier, according to the latest emissions inventory from the Euro-
pean Environment Agency (2002).

Less positive, however, is the fact that EU emissions of carbon diox-
ide and other greenhouse gases rose between 1999 and 2000, the most
recent year for which EU-wide data are available. If transport were not
included, there would have been a clear downward trend in carbon diox-
ide, nitrous oxide, and methane emissions across the EU. However, over
the decade nitrous oxide from transport about doubled and carbon diox-
ide increased by about 20 percent.

In the face of these concerns, the European Automobile Manufactur-
ers Association has entered into a voluntary agreement with the Euro-
pean Commission to reduce CO2 emissions from new light-duty passen-
ger vehicles, with firm fleet-wide targets of 140 grams (g) of CO2 per
kilometer (about 41 mpg for gasoline) by 2008, measured under the new
European test cycle (Directive 93/116/EU). This represents about a 25
percent reduction from the 1995 average of 187 g/km (about 30 mpg) for
this cycle. Because the European cycle is likely to produce lower fuel
economy ratings than the U.S. combined city/highway cycle, the “U.S.-
equivalent” miles per gallon ratings3 of the year 2008 European fleet will
likely be higher than 41 mpg if the targets are met.

Note that the goal of 140 g of carbon dioxide per kilometer is a collec-
tive target, not a target for each company. The participants in the agree-
ment—BMW, Fiat, Ford of Europe, GM Europe, DaimlerChrysler,
Porsche, PSA Peugeot Citroën, Renault, Rolls Royce, Volkswagen, and
Volvo—have not publicly defined individual objectives, but before sign-
ing the agreement they discussed among themselves the likely trade-offs
that would have to be made to achieve the goal. The agreement applies to
light passenger vehicles classified as M1 in European Council Directive
93/116/EEC, which includes vehicles with no more than eight seats in

3 Without discounting. The miles per gallon values that appear on new car stickers reflect
a 10 percent discount off the city test results and a 22 percent discount off the highway test
results, or 15 percent off the combined 55-city/45-highway rating.
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addition to the driver. The agreement included a promise to introduce
some models emitting 120 g/km (about 48 mpg) or less by 2000, and a
nonbinding 2003 target range of 165–170 g/km (about 34–35 mpg). In ad-
dition, the commitment will be reviewed in 2003, with the aim of moving
toward a fleet goal of 120 g/km by 2012. Finally, ACEA agrees to monitor
compliance with the agreement jointly with the commission.

In exchange for its commitment to meeting the 2008 CO2 emissions
goal, the industry asked that some conditions be met:

• Clean fuels availability. Because the industry believes that direct-in-
jection engines will play a key role in achieving the targets, the agreement
asks for the “full market availability” of the clean fuels needed for this
technology by 2005—gasoline with 30 ppm sulfur content and less than
30 percent aromatics, diesel fuel at 30 ppm sulfur and a Cetane number
greater than or equal to 58.4

• Protection against unfair competition. Non-ACEA members must
commit to similar goals, and the European Union will agree to try to per-
suade other car manufacturing countries to embrace equivalent efforts.
The latter effort is designed to protect ACEA members from suffering in
world market competition for their European efforts. Both the Japanese
Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA) and the Korean Automo-
bile Manufacturers Association (KAMA) have agreed to a revised version
of the ACEA targets, with achievement of the 2008 target levels in 2009.

• Regulatory cease-fire. There will be no new regulatory measures to
limit fuel consumption or CO2 emissions.

• Unhampered diffusion of technologies. The companies assume that the
commission will take no action that would hamper the diffusion of effi-
ciency technologies, particularly direct-injection gasoline and diesel en-
gines. Presumably, actions the commission might take could include
tighter emissions standards on nitrogen oxides and particulates.

Japan

The Japanese government has established a set of fuel economy stan-
dards for gasoline- and diesel-powered light-duty passenger and freight
vehicles, with fuel economy targets based on vehicle weight classes. The

4 In mid-2000 the European Commission requested that all interested stakeholders comment
on the benefits and penalties associated with the adoption of both gasoline and diesel fuel with
a maximum of 30 ppm sulfur or near zero (< 10 ppm) sulfur compared with the currently
mandated maximum of 50 ppm by 2005. As a result of this process, the commission has pro-
posed the mandatory phase-in of fuels with a maximum of 10 ppm sulfur by 2005.
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targets for gasoline-powered vehicles are to be met in 2010; 2005 is the
target year for diesel-powered vehicles. The targets are to be met by each
automaker for each weight class—that is, automakers cannot average
across weight classes by balancing a less-than-target vehicle in one class
with a better-than-target vehicle in another.

Compliance with these standards will produce by 2010 and 2005, re-
spectively, a Japanese gasoline-fueled, light-duty passenger vehicle fleet
capable of achieving 35.5 mpg and a light-duty diesel fleet able to achieve
27.3 mpg5 as measured using the Japanese 10–15 driving cycle. The Japa-
nese 10–15 driving cycle is substantially slower than the combined U.S.
city/highway cycle, and the U.S. equivalent miles per gallon for this fleet
would be significantly higher.

The regulations call for civil penalties if the targets are not met, but
the penalties are very small. Realistically, enforcement will be accom-
plished through pressure from the government and the auto companies’
desire to avoid public embarrassment, not through the financial penalties.

The fuel economy targets were selected by identifying “best-in-class”
fuel economies in each weight class and demanding that the average new
vehicle meet that level in the target year. The Japanese call this the “top
runner” method of selecting fuel economy targets. Theoretically, this
method is not “technology forcing” in that the technology has already
been identified. Practically speaking, however, the standards may prove
to be technology forcing because the “top runners” in each weight class
must fully match their competitors in other areas of performance and
amenities.

The fuel economy regulations have additional requirements over and
above the actual fuel economy targets. These are:

• For new vehicles, fuel economy and major efficiency technologies
on board must be recorded in catalogs and displayed at exhibits.

• Government is charged with providing education and other incen-
tives for vehicle users and manufacturers, making sure that fuel economy
regulation proceeds in harmony with other regulations (especially new
emissions standards), reviewing manufacturers’ efforts to improve fuel
economy, and trying to harmonize this regulation with similar efforts in
Europe and the United States.

• Manufacturers are expected to develop new efficiency technolo-
gies, design vehicles of outstanding efficiency, and help educate the pub-

5 In the Japanese fleet light-duty diesel vehicles are larger, on average, than light-duty
gasoline vehicles.
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lic. It is assumed that the public will select efficient vehicles and use them
in an efficient manner.

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE (I/M) PROGRAMS

Modern vehicles depend on properly functioning components to keep
pollution levels low. Minor malfunctions in the air and fuel (A/F) or spark
management systems can increase emissions significantly, while major
malfunctions can cause emissions to skyrocket. A relatively small number
of vehicles with serious malfunctions frequently cause the majority of the
vehicle-related pollution problems. Unfortunately, it is rarely obvious
which vehicles fall into this category, because the emissions themselves
may not be noticeable and emissions control malfunctions do not neces-
sarily affect vehicle drivability. Effective I/M programs, however, can
identify these problem cars and assure their repair. The appendix to this
chapter describes the elements of an inspection and maintenance program.

INDUSTRY–GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIPS

The United States, Europe, and Japan have supported their domestic
automotive industries in a variety of ways. This section focuses on gov-
ernment-industry research and development (R&D) partnerships in the
United States and Europe.

Research covers a wide range of activities from basic research at uni-
versities and government laboratories, to applied research activities that
may involve multidisciplinary and multiorganizational collaboration, to
development work by industry to create new and improved technologies
for use in automobile design and production. Although there is a spec-
trum of research activities ranging from very basic to very practical
projects, the research process is not linear and often applied research will
identify new opportunities for basic research and vice versa.

Basic research is aimed at acquiring knowledge of general importance
and typically has a time horizon of a decade or more for success. Only a
few basic research ideas may ever reach the marketplace. However, fund-
ing for basic research is frequently a small part of overall R&D budgets.
Industrially supported efforts are often associated with institutions of
higher learning. Funding sources include government, foundations, and
collaborations with international groups. The kinds of research capabili-
ties that will support a strong auto industry in China might include the
following areas:

• clean fuels
• air quality monitoring and modeling techniques
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• advanced propulsion systems (including fuel cells)
• catalysis and separations
• improved materials
• advanced electrical and electronic systems
• sensors and controls
• advanced manufacturing processes and systems.

Applied research includes a wide range of activities, including further
refinement of promising innovations identified in basic research, feasibil-
ity and assessment studies, systems analysis and planning studies, and
need-driven research investigations. Typically, applied research has a time
horizon of 5–15 years and involves teams of researchers with different
skills and backgrounds. The cost of such research is frequently greater
than that of basic research by a factor of 10, but participation of govern-
ment laboratories and industrial researchers expands the resource base.
Examples of applied research projects are:

• innovative technology feasibility studies
• automotive system design and integration
• manufacturing systems
• infrastructure planning (roads, fuels, mobility services)
• traffic coordination and safety
• life cycle assessment of alternatives
• economic assessments.

Development and demonstration research activities are usually funded
and conducted by industry for those technologies that appear to offer sig-
nificant potential for near-term (3–5 years) commercial advantage. Sig-
nificant segments of these activities are likely to be proprietary. Because
large investments are needed, such projects are selected very carefully.
Often they will involve collaborative work between a key component sup-
plier and system designers. These activities also may present an opportu-
nity among joint venture partners for personnel exchanges that will
broaden the capabilities of both partners. Because of the investment re-
quirements, some companies prefer to wait for others to make the break-
through and then either purchase rights to the technology or adapt it to
their needs. In areas in which large investment is needed to develop a
new product that may not be a near-term market success (e.g., the U.S.
PNGV program discussed later in this chapter), government-industry
partnerships may fund the research, spreading the investment required
over a number of sponsors. Here the final product may not be a commer-
cial success, but the research will produce know-how and component
technologies that may be well worth the investment.
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The cost of building a strong auto research capability in China will be
large. Although China may wish to let others take the lead in the longer-
term research activities, it will have to maintain the capability to stay
abreast of what is being done worldwide and limit its investment to areas
in which a particular concept seems to offer a special advantage to the
Chinese industry or in which the educational benefits are worth the in-
vestment. However, when commercial success is the end goal, it is usu-
ally best to let the industry make the choices about technologies. Govern-
ment and academic researchers may offer ideas and guidance, but only
the industry has the important knowledge about how individual tech-
nologies integrate into a successful car.

United States

Early Efforts

One of the earliest efforts to undertake industrial cooperative research
was organized through the Inter-Industry Emission Control Program in
1972. This program was a joint effort of members of the U.S. petroleum
industry, members of the Japanese automotive industry, and the Ford
Motor Company. Other members of the U.S. automotive industry were
prevented from participating by antitrust laws. The program, which was
funded by the various participants, continued for over a decade and pro-
duced some significant technical developments. It was terminated when
the emphasis of the industry turned more to fuel economy than to meet-
ing selected emissions standards.

In the late 1970s Secretary of Transportation Brock Adams initiated a
government effort to “reinvent the automobile” as the technological an-
swer to the influx of high-efficiency small cars from Japan. The result was
a government-industry program designed to emphasize basic research
that would enhance the efficiency of vehicles. Annual joint funding of the
Cooperative Automotive Research Program was pegged at about $100
million. All parties had signed the agreement and were preparing to
launch the program when it was cancelled by the newly elected Reagan
administration in 1981.

Background of the Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV)

In the late 1980s Congress began to restrict the ability of the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration to adopt tighter CAFE require-
ments, and fuel economy standards were effectively frozen. Seeking other
routes toward fuel economy, the major U.S. automakers and the U.S. gov-
ernment, through its national laboratories, began sharing technology in-
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formation and manufacturing know-how in 1993 in an effort to develop
low fuel consumption technologies.

On September 29, 1993, President Bill Clinton and the chief executive
officers of the major domestic automakers (Chrysler, Ford, and General
Motors) announced the formation of the Partnership for a New Genera-
tion of Vehicles. The long-term goal of PNGV was to develop vehicles
that would deliver up to three times the current fuel efficiency (defined as
80 mpg or energy equivalent) and would cost no more to own and oper-
ate than the current comparable vehicles. At the same time, this new gen-
eration of vehicles was to maintain the size, utility, and performance stan-
dards of contemporary vehicles (i.e., the 1994 Chrysler Concorde, Ford
Taurus, and Chevrolet Lumina) and meet all mandated safety and emis-
sions requirements.

The U.S. automobile manufacturing industry is an integral part of
the U.S. economy, accounting for one out of seven U.S. jobs and 4.5 per-
cent of the gross domestic product. The development of a new genera-
tion of vehicles was to improve U.S. competitiveness by establishing the
capability for technical leadership in the production of competitively
priced, highly fuel efficient, low-emission automobiles. Improvements
in advanced manufacturing techniques that shorten product develop-
ment times and lower costs, as well as improve product quality and du-
rability, are essential to transfer new technologies to the marketplace
affordably. The PNGV represented a departure from the historical, pri-
marily regulatory relationship between government and the U.S. auto-
mobile industry. Because the current U.S. price of gasoline did not en-
courage consumer demand for high-efficiency automobiles, government
support of long-term research and development for fuel efficiency tech-
nologies was considered necessary to spur activity and accelerate
progress in the absence of market pull.

The achievements of the PNGV were expected to produce significant
energy, environmental, and economic benefits for the nation. In view of
the country’s growing population and Americans’ fondness for travel, a
significant improvement in vehicle fuel efficiency would be a major step
toward lessening reliance on foreign oil supplies and reducing the associ-
ated balance-of-trade deficits, which were greater than $40 billion in 1993.

PNGV was structured to achieve three mutually supportive, interac-
tive goals:

1. Significantly improve national competitiveness in manufacturing
for future generations of vehicles.

2. Improve the productivity of the U.S. manufacturing base by sig-
nificantly upgrading U.S. manufacturing technology, including adopting
agile and flexible manufacturing processes and reducing cost and lead
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times, while also reducing negative environmental impacts and improv-
ing product quality.

3. Implement commercially viable innovations from ongoing research
in conventional vehicles. Pursue technology advances that can lead to im-
provements in fuel efficiency and reductions in the emissions of standard
vehicle designs, while pursuing advances to maintain safety performance.

Research focused on technologies that reduce the demand for energy
from the engine and drive train. Indeed, the auto industry pledged to
apply those commercially viable technologies resulting from this research
that could be expected to significantly increase vehicle fuel efficiency and
improve emissions.

As noted, the objective was to develop vehicles that could achieve up
to three times the fuel efficiency of comparable 1994 family sedans—the
Concorde, Taurus, and Lumina automobiles—with equivalent cost of
ownership, and yield a revolutionary class of fuel-efficient, environmen-
tally friendly, commercially viable vehicles that would meet or exceed
safety and emission requirements. The PNGV’s target was to develop a
concept vehicle by 2000 and a production prototype by 2004. This 10-year
time frame for the PNGV represented a rapid development effort to pro-
duce a revolutionary change in automotive transportation.

In 1994 the auto industry identified the areas in which significant in-
novations were needed to meet PNGV goals: reduced vehicle weight,
more efficient power trains, and reduced parasitic losses. A critical ele-
ment in meeting the technical challenges in these areas was believed to be
the development of manufacturing processes capable of quickly deliver-
ing high quality and volume at low cost.

Participants in the PNGV Technical Program

The Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles was formed by the
federal government and the U.S. Council for Automotive Research
(USCAR), which represented the major American auto companies—
Chrysler (which became DaimlerChrysler in 1998), Ford, and General
Motors. The original government members of the partnership were the
Departments of Commerce (designated as lead agency), Defense, Energy,
Interior, and Transportation; Environmental Protection Agency; National
Aeronautics and Space Administration; and National Science Foundation.
Other participants in the PNGV R&D activities included industrial sup-
pliers, universities, commercial R&D institutions, and entrepreneurs.

The PNGV organization was overseen by a steering committee of se-
nior representatives from the three automakers and the Department of
Commerce, with a rotating director. One level below the steering commit-
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tee was a technical committee composed of representatives of the compa-
nies and seven government agencies. Under the technical committee were
some 10 technical working groups for the major technology subsystems,
staffed by engineers and scientists from industry and national labs. Most
of the groups were chaired by an industry representative.

The PNGV was able to pursue an ambitious program schedule by le-
veraging ongoing government and industry R&D programs. Before an-
nouncement of the PNGV, the federal government and the automotive
manufacturers and their suppliers had already launched cooperative re-
search programs, and additional government-sponsored research was al-
ready being conducted in government laboratories and universities. Tech-
nology development was particularly successful in the areas of innovative
power trains (hybrid vehicles, gas turbines, and fuel cells), lightweight ma-
terials (structural aluminum and magnesium and various composites), and
energy storage devices (such as ultracapacitors, flywheels, and batteries).
Many of these ongoing R&D programs provided the “running start” con-
sidered vital to achievement of the PNGV goals within the allotted time.

As a result of the long lead time in federal budgeting automaker and
federal laboratory managers shifted a variety of existing vehicle R&D
projects to the PNGV program, including about $250 million in multiyear
hybrid vehicle research already in place within Ford and General Motors.
The U.S. General Accounting Office estimates that federal support for the
partnership averaged about $250 million a year from 1995 through 1999,
but this sum overstates support for the partnership itself because about 45
percent supported activities only indirectly relevant to the partnership
goals or was not coordinated through the partnership (U.S. GAO, 2000).

In addition to government-assisted research and development, auto-
motive manufacturers maintain both proprietary and nonproprietary pro-
grams in advanced technology research in order to assure their competitive
positions. Proprietary research contributions increased as the PNGV pro-
gram moved through the development of concept cars and production pro-
totype vehicles. Indeed, it was reported that industry was matching gov-
ernment funds with about $250 million a year, but in fact “a major portion”
of the spending was in proprietary product programs (NRC, 2001:10).

In the early years, of the some $293 million a year the government
was spending on PNGV, about a third went directly to the federal labora-
tories, about a third directly to automotive suppliers, and about a third to
the three automakers. Of the third that went to the three automakers,
about three-quarters was later subcontracted to suppliers (Chapman,
1996). The three automakers may have received a relatively modest
amount of money, but they played a large role in determining how the
money was spent and by whom.

In 1994 the federal government asked the National Research Council
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to establish an independent standing committee to prepare an annual re-
view of the PNGV program. Committee members, many of whom had
automotive backgrounds, were experts on different aspects of the pro-
gram. Seven reports were issued.

Evaluation of the PNGV Program

In 1997, as planned, the large set of candidate technologies that had
been examined during the first years of the partnership was reduced to a
few for further development. Each of the three companies selected diesel-
electric hybrids as their preferred technology. In early 2000, again in line
with program milestones, each of the three companies unveiled concept
cars. Ford’s Prodigy, GM’s Precept, and DaimlerChrysler’s ESX3 all used
lightweight materials and combined small advanced diesel engines with
electric drive trains, with projected fuel economy of 60–80 mpg (NRC,
2001). As indicated in the seventh (and last) annual review of the PNGV
program by the National Research Council, the automotive companies
appeared to be meeting the program schedule for achieving the fuel
economy goals, but they would not meet the cost goals (NRC, 2001). The
efforts to meet the emissions goals are discussed later in this chapter.

The National Research Council’s seventh review of the PNGV Pro-
gram made the following observations about the achievement of program
goals (NRC, 2001):

At the end of 1997 PNGV made a technology selection based on assess-
ments of system configurations for alternative vehicles. Several technol-
ogy options—such as gas turbines, Stirling engines, ultracapacitors, and
flywheels for energy storage—were eliminated as leading candidates.
The 10-year span of the program dictated some of these choices. In its
fourth review the committee agreed with PNGV’s technology selections
(e.g., four stroke, internal combustion engines, fuel cells, batteries, power
electronics, and structural materials). The four-stroke compression-igni-
tion direct-injection (CIDI) engine was selected as the most likely power
plant to enable the fuel economy goal to be met within the program time
frame; the fuel cell power plant was retained in the program as a highly
promising longer-range technology.

* * *

The second major milestone, the development of concept vehicles, was
met in early 2000. Using PNGV-developed technologies and their own
in-house proprietary technologies, the . . . . companies each developed
separate concept vehicles with fuel economies between 70 and 80 mpg.

* * *

The power train with the highest probability of meeting the vehicle fuel-
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economy target of 80 mpg by 2004 is the hybrid-electric power train pow-
ered by a CIDI engine. In 1999 approximately midway through the pro-
gram, the Environmental Protection Agency promulgated Tier 2 emis-
sion standards for particulate mater and oxides of nitrogen (NOx)
substantially more stringent than those at the start of the program. . . .
This action brought into question the possibility of meeting these emis-
sion requirements with a CIDI engine in a production prototype by 2004.
Consequently, a major portion of the program resources was reallocated
to address this new development risk. Alternative power plants (e.g.,
homogeneous spark-ignition engines or gasoline-fueled direct-injection
engines) with a higher probability of meeting the Tier 2 standards in the
PNGV 2004 time frame would result in vehicles with reduced fuel
economy compared with the CIDI engine.

Perhaps equally important, the program gave rise to a “boomerang
effect”—that is, the existence of this program encouraged competitors to
go forward more aggressively (Sperling, 2001). Apprehensive European
and Japanese automakers quickly accelerated their efforts through pro-
grams such as the European Car of Tomorrow Task Force (1995) and the
Japan Clean Air Program (1996), and through individual company efforts
such as Toyota and then Honda’s commercialization of hybrid electric
cars and Daimler-Benz’s enhanced fuel cell program. Many executives in
European and Japanese companies readily concede that PNGV was clearly
seen as a threat, and that it therefore served as the catalyst for increased
investment in advanced propulsion technology in their companies. The
competition intensified as U.S. automakers responded to the aggressive
commercialization efforts by Toyota, Honda, and the Daimler side of
DaimlerChrysler. As for gauging the success of the program, one might
ask: Why did the PNGV effort not lead to the commercial advances envi-
sioned in 1993, even in some cases when those advances were being ac-
tively pursued by automakers and other technology companies elsewhere
the world? As noted earlier, the National Research Council evaluation
suggests that the shortcoming stemmed from the initial schedule and de-
sign of the program (NRC, 2001). Indeed, it appears that PNGV formal-
ized a very ambitious schedule with specified deliverables that led, ironi-
cally, to a conservative approach. Fearing that the time horizon that was
too short to allow much development of emerging technologies, industry
and government managers focused on relatively mature technologies for
which fuels were available—that is, diesel-electric hybrid cars. Even then,
automakers were falling far short of meeting the goal of comparable cost.

Another major issue for the PNGV program, and government-indus-
try partnerships in general, was control of knowledge and rights to tech-
nology. The automakers, adhering to common practice in competitive in-
dustries, essentially created “firewalls” of varying permeability around
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their PNGV work. Companies engaging in collaborative work with com-
petitors in their own or related industries routinely create these walls to
protect themselves against antitrust lawsuits and, more important, to en-
sure confidentiality. The concern is that the more government funding
and competitors are involved, the more likely it is that companies will
lose control of knowledge and technology.6 These firewalls work effec-
tively with small innovations that affect a small part of the business, be-
cause the protected knowledge may not be central to the business inter-
ests of the company. But this situation was different. First, virtually all of
the targeted technologies were close enough to commercialization that a
company would want proprietary rights to any advances. Second, fuel
cell and hybrid propulsion systems, if successfully developed, had the
potential to be core technologies for these huge companies.

In any case, the PNGV experience provided the following insights
and lessons. First, if properly structured, a joint program between gov-
ernment and industry can successfully develop new technologies of inter-
est to the commercial sector. Second, unforeseen indirect effects (the “boo-
merang effect” in this case) may prove to be very important. Third,
program objectives must be reexamined in light of changing conditions
and objectives changed accordingly. Fourth, targeted technologies should
be far from commercialization (or have large social benefits). Fifth,
progress is greatest with partners wholly committed to the technology
development and commercialization goals of the partnership. Finally, it is
important that the government limit its participation to the noncompeti-
tive phase of research and development and leave the final development
of a marketable product to industry.

Overall, the partnership generated many successes. An important
benefit has been the greater communication between industry and gov-
ernment and therefore less adversarial tension. The high-profile collabo-
ration between government and the automotive industry also spurred the
development of new technologies, many of which are being used to im-
prove the efficiency of vehicle subsystems and components. The program
also focused government’s advanced technology R&D efforts and high-
lighted, for the public and the automotive industry, the potential for ma-
jor technology enhancements.

6 The financial and legal claims by government on publicly funded innovations vary
greatly. The European Union, for example, rarely asserts a claim to technologies developed
by automakers with public funds. The U.S. government, in contrast, has become quite ag-
gressive at asserting a claim.
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The Next Phase of Cooperation

In January 2002 the U.S. government announced a significant redirec-
tion of the PNGV program and gave it a new name: the FreedomCAR
(Cooperative Automotive Research). Rather than maintaining the heavy
focus on demonstration vehicles, the program will concentrate more on
technology and on developing the fuel cell for passenger vehicles and a
hydrogen fuel infrastructure for those vehicles. The generation of hydro-
gen fuel, its distribution and storage, and its storage or generation on
board the vehicle, will be an important part of the program. A particular
thrust of the program will be an effort to ensure more coordination among
its various participants—industry suppliers, universities, and government
laboratories. USCAR will continue to be the sole industry partner, and the
Department of Energy will serve as the lead government agency. How-
ever, an effort will be made to expand the membership to include energy
suppliers, along with automakers, their suppliers, and research groups
from around the country. A procedure for external review of the program
will continue, but on a biannual basis.

The European Experience

In Europe, automakers and governments have engaged in several
high-profile international R&D partnerships since the mid-1980s.7 The
most recent incarnation, the European Council for Automotive R&D
(EUCAR), was launched in 1994, partly in response to the PNGV pro-
gram. EUCAR comprises 10 automotive companies located in five coun-
tries and has its headquarters in a sixth, Belgium. From 1994 to 1999
EUCAR undertook 88 projects, of which 14 were self-funded (by EUCAR
members) and 74 were cofunded with the European Union. The total bud-
get for the 88 projects was EUR302 million, about half of which was pro-
vided by the European Union (half of that going to the automakers and
the other half to suppliers, universities, and independent centers). EUCAR
has created an array of technical and policy committees not unlike those
associated with the PNGV program, which are aided by a skeletal admin-
istrative staff.

Interviews with a variety of senior officials from the government and
automotive partners indicate that two major benefits have arisen from the
EUCAR partnership: (1) automakers have gained access to European re-
search institutes (which are similar to the U.S. national energy laborato-

7 This section is based on Sperling (2001).
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ries); and (2) communication has increased across the industry and be-
tween industry and the European Union. EU funding itself was rarely
cited as an important benefit. The EU provides even less public R&D fund-
ing to automakers than that provided through the PNGV program.

EUCAR, then, is principally an organization designed to share infor-
mation. With the challenge of managing the politics and interests of a
wide variety of countries and a broader array of companies, the “cultural”
commitments of some countries to their major car companies, and the
various relationships among governments, universities, and companies,
it is difficult to imagine EUCAR expanding into an integrated R&D part-
nership. EUCAR also has played a pivotal role in maintaining communi-
cation between the European Commission (the executive arm of the Euro-
pean Union) and automakers about follow-up to their voluntary
agreement to reduce CO2 emissions (per vehicle-kilometer) by 25 percent
between 1998 and 2008.

General Lessons of PNGV and EUCAR

The PNGV and EUCAR programs can provide valuable insights and
lessons for China. Partnerships can play an important role in identifying
technologies that are in the public interest and also commercially viable.
Moreover, they help inform the public debate about new vehicle tech-
nologies, highlight opportunities, and provide a mechanism for directing
government resources. Independent research centers play an important
role in accelerating development, and such research centers will be most
successful when closely partnered with industry members. Government
funding of universities is critical, and a principal aim should be training
of engineers and scientists.

As any such partnership proceeds, the goals and programs need to be
flexible and reviewed on a regular basis. The government must recognize
that the companies will need to control any proprietary knowledge they
develop. All companies will expect to be treated equally.

In a free market economy, decisions about commercialization must
remain with the industry. Although the commercialization of advanced
technology is most likely to occur in response to specific performance stan-
dards and goals or competitive market forces, R&D “partnerships” can
provide important information during the pre-competitive phase of the
development process. An important lesson from the PNGV experience
for China is related to developing human capabilities. Even in the United
States, with its massive university and national lab systems, the automo-
tive companies concluded that “the lack of talented people is a greater
handicap than the lack of adequate funding and [we] need ideas (break-
throughs) more than dollars” (NRC, 2000:9)
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In the end, China will need to adjust any strategy it follows for gener-
ating and sharing knowledge and working with industry to fit its special
circumstances. Such a strategy will differ from the U.S. PNGV experience
because China does not have large, existing automotive-related research
capabilities in its industry, universities, or government research centers.
One overarching lesson learned, however, is that the partnership process,
in whatever form it takes, is difficult and requires a strong commitment
on both sides. Also, because reducing energy consumption and emissions
is a large-scale systems problem, it is important that all of the key players
be involved in any partnership process. One weakness of the PNGV pro-
gram was that the energy suppliers were not partners in the effort. The
overriding lesson, though, is that in this globalizing and networking
world, communicating and partnering are more essential than ever. Be-
cause foreign original equipment manufacturers are highly involved in
the Chinese automotive industry, the government must soon decide how
much these foreign members will be allowed to participate in any govern-
ment-industry program.

CONCLUSION

Governments have an important role to play in fostering improved re-
search and development and an even more important role in determining
the attributes of individual vehicles. The government’s role in research and
development can vary from providing resources for basic research to stimu-
lating the development of human resources. As for vehicle attributes, gov-
ernment can stimulate advanced technologies by setting performance stan-
dards or introducing strong incentives for rapid advances. It is important
that those trying to leapfrog to more advanced technology pay careful at-
tention to other important conditions that could limit their success such as
assuring the availability of fuels of the appropriate quality.

APPENDIX: INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCEPROGRAMS

Effective inspection and maintenance programs can identify the cars
with emission control malfunctions and assure their repair.8 Test proce-
dures must keep pace, however, with the advances in vehicle technology.

8 Some of the material in this appendix has been derived from LAT, Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki, Greece (1998). The project described in this report was funded by the Euro-
pean Commission, Directorate Generals for Environment (DG XI), Transport (DG VII) and
Energy (DG XVII).
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For the most advanced vehicles, the emissions, when properly maintained,
will be so low that a more sophisticated test will be required. Vehicles
equipped with electronic controls of air-fuel and spark management sys-
tems and equipped with catalytic converters to reduce CO, HC, and NOx
emissions are best tested using a transient test on a dynamometer that
includes accelerations and decelerations typical of actual driving.

In general, I/M programs are most effective when they take the form
of centralized I/M systems in which the testing of vehicles is completely
separated from those carrying out repairs. These programs also cost much
less overall because they tend to be high throughput.

The rest of this appendix summarizes the various test procedures that
can be used in I/M programs and some of the more recent experiences
with vehicle inspection and maintenance efforts.

No-Load Short Tests

The term no-load denotes all tests during which no external load is im-
posed and the car operates with the transmission in the neutral position.

Idle/Fast Idle Test

This test measures CO, HC, and CO2 concentrations in the raw exhaust
gas at idle speed and possibly a higher engine speed, 2,000–3000 revolu-
tions per minute (rpm). The test could last from less than one minute for a
one-speed idle test without preconditioning to about 10 minutes for a two-
speed test that includes a “second chance” test with preconditioning
(Tierney et al., 1991; Laurikko, 1994). A garage-type nondispersive infrared
(NDIR) analyzer capable of measuring CO, HC, and CO2 concentrations is
sufficient for detecting the level of the pollutants.

Today, idle/fast idle tests are still widely used in I/M programs be-
cause they are the fastest, cheapest, and easiest to perform with the least
possible testing equipment. For carbureted cars, they can effectively iden-
tify malfunctioning mixture preparation systems by checking the perfor-
mance of the carburetor’s idle mixture orifice in the idle test and the main
fuel metering orifice in the fast idle test. However, modern cars equipped
with electronic fuel injection and ignition systems and three-way cata-
lysts may have a defect—such as defective sensors and degraded catalyst
efficiency (Pidgeon and Dobie, 1991)—that cannot be detected through
their pollutant emissions at idle; even worse, the great bulk of emissions
may be generated during transient engine operation. An additional very
significant drawback is the negligible amount of NOx emissions at idle.
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Idle/Fast Idle Test with Lambda Test

For catalyst-equipped cars, a lambda test may be coupled with an
idle/fast idle test in order to check the performance of the mixture prepa-
ration system. Three steps are usually performed:

1. The fuel/air ratio is indirectly determined by measuring the CO2,
CO, O2, and HC concentrations in the raw exhaust at fast idle (2,000–
3,000 rpm).

2. The fuel/air ratio is artificially modified by adding oxygen, pro-
pane, or recirculated exhaust gas to the intake air, and the response of the
lambda control system is checked. Long response times imply that the
oxygen sensor is degraded, and no response means that the lambda con-
trol system is not operating.

3. One or more of the characteristics of the electronic lambda control
circuit are measured and compared with the auto manufacturers’ specifi-
cations.

Since December 1993, Germany has used a test that involves both test
types 1 and 2. Evaluations have shown that the test performs fairly well
with excess emitters. A combined idle/fast idle–lambda test (involving
lambda test types 1 and 2) also is being used in Austria, where it has
demonstrated satisfactory effectiveness (Pucher and Lenz, 1990).

Steady-State Loaded Tests

Because NOx emissions at no-load conditions are negligible, a loaded
test is required to measure NOx emission levels, which are a critical source
of urban air pollution. The simplest loaded tests involve a dynamometer
with steady-state power absorption. A simulation of the car’s inertia
weight is not required, because there is no transient phase in the emission
test: the car is driven at constant speed and load, and pollutant concentra-
tions (CO, HC, NOx, and CO2) are measured during the load phase.

In response to the introduction of three-way catalyst-equipped cars,
the acceleration simulation mode (ASM) test was developed. For this test
the car is driven on a chassis dynamometer at a constant speed and steady-
state power absorption that is equal to the actual road load of the car
during acceleration. Thus one can achieve a realistic simulation of the car’s
load at a specific driving mode without the need of flywheels for inertia
simulation. However, at high speed/high acceleration combinations the
required power absorption is too high to be achieved without overheat-
ing the engine (Austin and Sherwood, 1989). Pollutant concentrations (CO,
HC, NOx) are in principle measured in the raw exhaust. Each steady-state
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test mode requires about 10 minutes for preparation, preconditioning,
actual testing, and documentation.

Austin and Sherwood (1989) compared several ASM speed/load com-
binations with idle tests and already developed steady-state loaded tests
as well as with a transient loaded test. The best results were obtained
from the ASM 5015 test, which has a constant speed of 15 mph (24 kilome-
ters per hours and a steady-state load equal to 50 percent of the load re-
quired to accelerate at 1.47 meters per second squared (m/s2)—the maxi-
mum acceleration rate on the Federal Test Procedure (FTP)—at a speed of
15 mph.

In the late 1980s TÜV, a German company that undertakes a great
deal of government-type work, including certification of new vehicles, I/
M testing, and government research projects such as emissions factor tests,
investigated a similar loaded test. The car is driven at 50 kph and at 7-
kilowatt dynamometer power absorption in third gear (position “D” for
cars with automatic transmission) and then idles; pollutant concentrations
(CO, HC, NOx) in the raw exhaust are measured at the end of both the
loaded and the idling phases (Voss et al., 1987). Vehicle preparation, pre-
conditioning, testing, and documentation take about 10 minutes. The
study concluded that the test is much more appropriate than a simple
idle/fast idle test for inspecting catalyst cars.

Transient Loaded Tests

In transient tests, cars are driven on the dynamometer according to a
specific driving schedule; the main differences between these tests and
those used for type approval or new vehicle certification are the duration
of the driving cycle and the hot start. Because exhaust gas emissions are
expressed in mass units, a constant volume sampler (CVS) system and
laboratory-quality analyzers are required to detect low pollutant concen-
trations in the diluted exhaust sample. A multiple-curve dynamometer
with flywheels also is required to simulate the instantaneous road load
and the power needed to accelerate the inertia masses of each car.

The CDH 226 test developed by the Colorado Department of Health
(CDH) sought to achieve a high correlation with the U.S. Federal Test
Procedure, especially for three-way catalyst cars. Numerous studies have
demonstrated correlation coefficients (R2) of 0.79–0.96 for all three pollut-
ants (Ragazzi et al., 1985; Austin and Sherwood, 1989; Klausmeier, 1994).
Excess emission identification rates were about 90 percent for all three
pollutants at 5 percent errors of commission (Ragazzi et al., 1985).

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, however, decided to de-
velop a more transient alternative to the CDH 226 in order to better simu-
late the FTP. The result was the IM240 (Pidgeon and Dobie, 1991). The
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IM240 procedure requires a constant volume sampler and laboratory-
grade analyzers for carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, and
carbon dioxide. Emissions in the diluted exhaust gas are normally de-
rived on a mass basis with a CVS, and the test takes about 10 minutes to
perform. The IM240 showed correlation coefficients of 0.89–0.97 for all
three pollutants with the FTP hot start portion; another test sample
showed coefficients of 0.54–0.82 with the full FTP, including cold starts
(Klausmeier, 1994). This procedure evolved into the VMass test proce-
dure, which has demonstrated very close correlation with the IM240 test
but at much lower cost.
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Findings and Recommendations

This chapter summarizes the findings of this report, and, based on
those findings, makes specific recommendations for actions the
committee believes are needed to build a competitive automotive

industry in China while minimizing its adverse impacts on China’s envi-
ronment, society, and economy.

PATTERNS OF MOTORIZATION

Chapter 2 describes how China’s pattern of motorization is similar
thus far to that of many other countries, and how the size of its motor
vehicle fleet is strongly associated with its growing income level. Simi-
larly, the fact that paved road length increases as national income in-
creases parallels the experience of other countries. If China’s gross do-
mestic product (GDP) continues to grow, these patterns indicate that the
number of vehicles will continue to increase and that the automobile share
of the fleet will increase greatly. However, the attributes of the vehicles
will depend greatly on national and regional government policies. Among
the most important are those for land use, traffic management, and trans-
portation infrastructure, as well as for fuel prices and vehicle performance
standards for emissions, safety, and energy efficiency. Countries with high
fuel taxes tend to have a preponderance of smaller cars, and those with
low fuel prices have larger cars. Rigorous emissions standards tend to
promote higher technology and more expensive vehicles.
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Recommendation

• To pursue the goals of energy conservation and environmental quality,
the Chinese government should employ vehicle performance standards on
emissions, fuel economy, durability, and safety. Such a move is likely to
restrict the field to those manufacturers that have the level of technology
to meet the performance standards and are capable of producing vehicles
of the required quality. The overall effect will likely be consolidation of the
industry, as suggested in the five-year plan for the development of the
automotive industry.

The growing market for automobiles in China will require expansion
of related services such as fuel distribution and sales, credit systems, au-
tomobile maintenance facilities, vehicle inspection, parking facilities, and
liability insurance. Because most of these services are in the public sector
in China, the government will have to ensure that services and facilities
keep pace with market growth and do not unintentionally limit the accep-
tance of personal automobiles among the Chinese people.

THE FUTURE OF THE CHINESE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

After many years of effort, China has developed a strong domestic
motor vehicle industry, but one that is heavily dependent on overseas
manufacturers for technology. At present, China is the ninth largest car
and truck producer in the world and the largest motorcycle manufacturer.
Although its largest producers are partnered in joint ventures with sev-
eral major world manufacturers, most of the technologies currently used
in Chinese-manufactured vehicles are incorporated into the vehicle de-
signs by the joint venture partners.

In its five-year plan for the automotive industry the Chinese govern-
ment has laid out an ambitious program of industry consolidation in or-
der to produce cars that will be competitive in international markets and
will not depend on joint venture partners for key technologies. The plan
sets clear targets for emissions control, safety, and fuel efficiency. And it
endorses research efforts on advanced technologies such as electric, hy-
brid, and fuel cell power sources. But China faces many challenges in its
effort to produce an indigenous vehicle that is clean, efficient, affordable,
and internationally competitive. The major barriers are:

• The investment by domestic manufacturers in research and devel-
opment (R&D) is far below that of foreign competitors.

• Even though China’s car market has grown rapidly, it is still many
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years away from being large enough to provide domestic car manufactur-
ers with revenue sufficient to support a major R&D effort.

• Research facilities, both inside and outside of the Chinese automo-
tive industry that could be devoted to automotive research and develop-
ment are limited in contrast to the facilities available to original equip-
ment manufacturers (OEMs) around the world.

• Even if the physical facilities existed, it remains to be seen whether
enough engineers and scientists could be mobilized to carry out the nec-
essary research and development.

• Most of the existing Chinese companies are large, state-owned en-
terprises that are required to adhere to practices that increase their costs
and make them noncompetitive, such as providing housing, schools, and
other employee services.

Under terms imposed on members of the WTO, China must discard
measures intended to protect an indigenous industry from foreign im-
ports, such as tariffs on vehicles and components. Quotas and import
licenses must be eliminated and tariffs reduced by factors of two to four
from present levels. These changes, to be phased in over a five-year pe-
riod, will bring tremendous competitive pressure to bear on China’s mo-
tor vehicle industry, which enjoys few economies of scale. Some analy-
ses described in Chapter 2 suggest that China’s domestic motor vehicle
production will have changed little by 2005, but both vehicle imports
and auto component exports will grow. The implication is that some of
the motor vehicle growth over the five-year period from 2001 to 2005
will result from imported vehicles, signaling that China’s motor vehicle
industry could face strong competition in its domestic markets during
this period.

The future structure of the Chinese automotive industry will likely
include a combination of the following forms:

1. stand-alone indigenous OEMs
2. Chinese enterprises, each in partnership in a single distinct joint

venture
3. Chinese enterprises, each in partnership in several joint ventures,

including some overlap of joint venture members among the various Chi-
nese enterprises, which is common today

4. motorcycle or farm equipment companies capable of developing a
small car

5. wholly owned foreign subsidiaries with the capability to manufac-
ture new vehicles

6. small or modest-size entrepreneurial Chinese companies that pro-
vide engineering support to all of the various enterprises in China.
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Although the first of the alternatives—stand-alone indigenous enter-
prises—has been assigned a definite role in the five-year plan, it is un-
likely that current stand-alone companies will be able to achieve the level
of technological independence needed without drastic restructuring. For
the next two alternatives, both of which involve some form of a joint ven-
ture, it is important to recognize that the technology contained in the
world-class cars and trucks currently manufactured in China has been
provided largely by the joint ventures with multiple partnerships. But
these joint ventures have not provided for the transfer of the intellectual
property that would have allowed the Chinese members of the joint ven-
tures to develop their own capabilities. With China’s accession to the
WTO, imported vehicles of higher technical content may displace the Chi-
nese-made cars from the marketplace.

The second form—Chinese enterprises, each in a single joint ven-
ture—would have the benefit of allowing a close working relationship to
develop between the joint venture partners. Such a relationship could lead
to the transfer of knowledge and the building of a technical capability in
the Chinese partner.

The third form, a joint venture with multiple partners, is the most
common one today, but it generally has not resulted in the transfer of
technology.

The fourth form—the entry of either motorcycle or farm equipment
manufacturers into the small car market—represents an interesting alter-
native for China. Many of these companies are freestanding, successful
developers of products for their markets. These two industries could be-
come an important part of the restructured automotive industry.

With China’s entry into the WTO, the fifth form—wholly owned for-
eign subsidiaries in China—is likely to appear for the first time in modern
history, and even some companies that are presently joint venture part-
ners of Chinese firms may find that this is a more advantageous way to
participate in the growing Chinese market.

The sixth form of the industrial complex is the small or modest-size in-
digenous entrepreneurial company able to provide engineering support to
all of the various Chinese enterprises. These independent engineering com-
panies can provide important consulting and development capabilities.

Recommendation

• A competitive Chinese industry must have access to the results of re-
search on both conventional and advanced technologies if an efficient, low-
emission China car is to benefit from technological advancements. Agree-
ments and relationships with joint venture partners should be
restructured to allow the Chinese partner to participate more fully in re-
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search and development. Greater participation may require limiting the
partnership to one foreign company per Chinese enterprise, with appro-
priate sharing of technology and knowledge.

TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Designers of efficient, low-polluting vehicles must treat the entire ve-
hicle as a system, including the engine, transmission, tires, vehicle materi-
als, vehicle aerodynamics, and fuels. Life cycle comparisons of the tech-
nological alternatives will be an important tool in ensuring that the proper
trade-offs are made. This method takes into account the costs of materials,
the manufacturing process, fuels, maintenance, and the disposal of obso-
lete vehicles.

Conventional power trains have great potential to both improve en-
gine efficiency and reduce emissions. The technology for removing pol-
lutants from the exhaust of spark ignition engines involves sophisticated
electronic controls of the power train to ensure the effectiveness of cata-
lysts. The technology for removing pollutants and nitrogen oxides (NOX)
from the exhaust of diesel engines is evolving and will require active man-
agement of exhaust system temperature and fuel/air ratios. Over the short
to medium term, most energy and emissions improvements are expected
to come from dramatically improved conventional power trains.

Hybrid power trains also offer improved fuel economy and reduced
emissions. The most efficient hybrid systems are able to turn off the en-
gine while idling and to recover the energy that is available during brak-
ing through regeneration. However, cost and complexity remain a barrier
to broad implementation.

Onboard energy storage for vehicle propulsion is becoming a more
significant issue for some advanced-technology vehicles. Petroleum fuels
have become the primary transportation energy source because of their
high energy density and simple storage container requirements. Electric
vehicles, at the other extreme, are limited in usefulness because of today’s
heavy and bulky battery technologies. Other alternative fuels are pres-
ently at a significant disadvantage because of their added cost or lack of
infrastructure.

Worldwide, many companies are investigating fuel cells as alterna-
tive power sources for vehicles, and the Chinese government has an-
nounced a RMB880 million (over $100 million) fund to support research
on fuel cells and other technologies. Although the fuel cell offers the po-
tential advantage of no emissions, the technology is in the early stages of
development. Hydrogen, the most promising fuel for the fuel cell, is avail-
able from several sources, but the infrastructure to deliver it to vehicles is
not in place. Vehicle-mounted reformers, which could use gasoline or
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methanol and convert them to hydrogen, add weight, complexity, and
cost, and reduce overall efficiency and increase emissions. The cost of the
fuel cell system, including the cost of the fuel cell and its fuel, must be
reduced by at least an order of magnitude before it represents a viable
commercial product. In addition, providing the infrastructure to supply
hydrogen to a geographically dispersed customer base will cost many
hundreds of billions of dollars.

Finally, although the Chinese government has examined the suitability
of domestic material resources for manufacture of today’s vehicles, similar
analyses should be undertaken for the materials that may be needed for the
next generation of vehicles. Furthermore, provision should be made for re-
cycling the waste streams generated from scrapped vehicles.

Recommendations

• Manufacturers around the world are seeking significant improvements in
conventional automotive technologies, and Chinese manufacturers risk
falling behind if they fail to sustain comparable research efforts on con-
ventional power train systems. The Chinese automotive industry also
should strengthen its efforts to develop improved diesel and spark ignition
technology in cooperation with its joint venture partners. Researchers
should focus on, among other things, advanced gasoline and diesel engine
technologies, an ultra-low-emission gasoline engine system, diesel par-
ticulate filters, de-NOx catalysts, selective catalytic reduction (SCR), and
improved in-engine combustion management. Industry must develop the
capability to model the vehicle power train system in order to optimize its
overall performance, including fuel economy, emissions, and vehicle
drivability.

• Government, in partnership with industry, should continue to support
research on emerging and advanced technologies such as hybrids, fuel
cells, and battery electric vehicles. Industry can then maintain expertise
in state-of-the-art developments and contribute to breakthroughs as they
occur. Government, guided by industry, should not single out particular
technological solutions prematurely, but should continue to support and
encourage the development of a variety of emerging and advanced tech-
nologies that are being explored internationally. The long-term, sustain-
able research and development needed for emerging and advanced tech-
nologies requires sustained financial and intellectual support.

• So that it can adopt European state-of-the-art emissions standards, which
the government has identified as its next level of emissions control, China
should adopt fuel quality standards identical to those of the European
Union. Achieving these will require that the sulfur levels in fuels be re-
duced. Because China’s present refineries are limited in their capacity to
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produce the cleaner grades of diesel and gasoline fuels that will be re-
quired to meet new emissions standards, major upgrades and the con-
struction of new refineries, improved production efficiencies, and ex-
panded foreign partnerships will be required. Substantial investments by
the domestic industry, the private sector, and the government will be
needed to support the transition of China’s petroleum industry into a
competitive supplier of transportation fuels.

• The “China car” envisioned by the government should utilize technolo-
gies that allow high fuel efficiency, while providing reliable, comfortable
(room for four passengers and some baggage), and safe transportation at
an affordable cost. It also should have some attractive attributes that dif-
ferentiate it from most imported cars in the growing Chinese market.

• Although at present there are no fuels that could serve as a practical and
competitive large-scale alternative for petroleum fuels over the next de-
cade, research and development on alternative fuels and the associated
vehicle technologies, particularly those for which China has a comparative
advantage such as hydrogen and liquid fuels from coal, is a wise invest-
ment for the future. Serious research in this area will allow the Chinese
automotive industry to stay abreast of worldwide developments and per-
haps develop new energy sources.

URBAN ISSUES

Urban residents, with their higher-than-average incomes, are able to
buy automobiles earlier and at a higher rate than the general population.
As a result, rapid motorization is likely to produce its earliest and severest
problems in cities. Because urban vehicle fleets grow more rapidly than
urban road length, city-wide congestion increases quickly, leading to some
adjustments in urban land use as urban populations move farther from city
centers. These patterns are already observable in China’s largest cities.

Chinese cities have an especially delicate balance of space use. The
experience of cities that have undergone rapid motorization in the past
reveals that a growing vehicle fleet results in lower average transit veloci-
ties, longer commuting times, and larger areas affected by congestion. As
described in Chapter 6, Chinese cities have very high residential densi-
ties, and a low proportion of space is dedicated to streets, in accord with
the urban designs of two decades ago when bicycles were expected to
dominate transport. As a result, these cities are subject to new social forces
as increasing congestion, pollution, and the desire for more open space
drive people to seek employment and housing at the urban periphery,
newly accessible by increased motorization. The net effect of these forces,
for better or worse, will be decentralization of employment and residence
in the larger cities.
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Cities in other countries have responded to these challenges by con-
structing new urban highways, projects sometimes undertaken by con-
cession to private firms and financed by tolls. When the value of land for
parking becomes competitive with that for other uses, investors will seek
property for use as private parking spaces near city centers. Municipali-
ties also will build additional public transit facilities, principally for people
still without cars in increasingly auto-oriented cities. Worldwide experi-
ence shows that few trip makers will change from auto to public transpor-
tation in the short run, but employers will increasingly provide private
bus services to get employees to work. Eventually the cities will reach
new equilibria within expanded geographical areas.

Over the short and medium term in China, automobiles will be avail-
able only to a minority of the population because of cost, even in urban
areas. But the adverse effects of rapid motorization—such as the increased
congestion in the cities which will reduce the performance of public trans-
port—will affect the nonmotorized majority as well. Bicycle use will be-
come less convenient and more dangerous, and exposure to air pollution
will rise. These effects may become an equity issue with political or social
consequences. A debate between those attempting to accommodate mo-
tor vehicle traffic and those defending bicycles as effective and environ-
mentally benign transport for lower-income people has already begun in
China.

To relieve congestion and limit pollution, some cities have adopted
additional local restrictions on the use of two-wheeled motor vehicles and
trucks, in some cases banning them altogether at some parts of the day. A
wider concern for the efficiency of the economy will likely engage the
central government in these issues.

Recommendations

• To benefit from the advantages of motorization and avoid its potential
problems, municipalities must initiate or expand comprehensive develop-
ment planning that would embrace transportation, urban land use, and
urban services. Such planning should discourage excessive decentraliza-
tion and promote orderly urban growth.

• China’s cities should provide additional road space and improve traffic
management, while minimizing social disruption to the extent possible.
The new construction should not be limited to ring roads and flyover
highways; arterial roads also should be improved to relieve congestion in
the neighborhoods and business areas, while increasing the proportion of
urban space dedicated to transportation. Meanwhile, the available mecha-
nisms for road pricing and other forms of traffic demand management
should be explored to provide incentives for more efficient use of road
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space and increased financial resources for road maintenance and con-
struction. Systematic attention to parking requirements and safety will
be required as well.

• As motorization proceeds rapidly in China, it is imperative that more
attention be directed to providing public transportation that is conve-
nient, comfortable, comprehensive, safe, and inexpensive. China must cre-
ate a balance among public transportation, nonmotorized vehicles, and
private cars to ensure that the nondriving majority, including bicyclists,
is adequately served.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND HEALTH ISSUES

Increasingly stringent regulations are being imposed on emissions in
all developed countries. Although China has not imposed the severest
standards, it is following the lead of other countries in requiring
automakers to reduce polluting emissions (see Chapter 7).

China is anticipating that its total vehicle fleet, not including motor-
cycles, will increase by three to seven times between 2002 and 2020. The
number of automobiles in the fleet is expected to increase by three to nine
times in the same time period. Estimates of the growth of emissions and
fuel consumption between 2002 and 2020 based on the midlevel growth
scenario described in Chapter 2 (8 percent annual growth of GDP) indi-
cate that motor vehicle emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) will more than
triple, of carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbons (HC) will almost triple,
and of nitrogen oxide (NOx) and particulate levels will stay at their cur-
rently high levels. If the highest-growth scenario (10 percent annual
growth of GDP) should occur, even with the current emissions standards
(European Emission Standard II, or Euro II, by 2004) and with the 10 per-
cent improvement in vehicle fuel economy specified in the five-year plan,
emissions of all pollutants will increase. China should therefore continue
to limit vehicle emissions. If growth can be constrained to the medium
case, and if emissions standards are aligned with those of the European
Union as planned by 2010, vehicle emissions of total hydrocarbons (THC),
carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and particulate matter may eventually
fall. An aggressive vehicle fuel efficiency program, possibly including an
increase in the proportion of diesel-powered vehicles, also will be required
to slow the growth of CO2 emissions.

Recommendations

• If China is to mitigate its hazardous air pollution problem and the serious
health consequences, the Chinese government will need to adopt more
stringent vehicle emissions standards nationwide. China should align it-
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self with the European Union’s new vehicle emissions standards as quickly
as possible but no later than 2010. Meeting future emission standards
will require a reduction in sulfur levels in vehicle fuels to below 2001
levels, in line with European requirements.

THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

In China, increased motorization, and the regulation and services it
requires, will strain government at all levels. The various agencies and
institutions that deal with the environment, public health, traffic manage-
ment and policing, trade, licensing, and regulation will need to be appro-
priately staffed and funded for their increased responsibilities.

In the United States, Europe, and other industrialized countries, gov-
ernments have pursued a variety of means to advance technological
change in the automotive industry and alleviate negative side effects.
Sometimes they have prescribed specific technologies, such as seat belts
and other safety features, but the preferred and most effective tool in re-
ducing the adverse impacts of vehicles on the environment has generally
been performance standards that allow industry to devise innovative
ways to comply.

Governments use a variety of fiscal instruments, in addition to com-
mand and control regulation, to influence the choice of vehicle attributes
such as low emissions and good fuel economy:

• Vehicle taxes have been used to achieve various objectives, rang-
ing from promoting one technology over another (e.g., diesel versus gaso-
line cars), to encouraging consumers to select cleaner over dirtier vehicles
and more efficient over less efficient vehicles.

• Fuel taxes also can be used to encourage consumers to select more
efficient over less efficient vehicles or diesel over gasoline.

• Direct public investment (DPI) can assist industry in developing
technologies with certain attributes. One example is the U.S. Partnership
for a New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV) program in which government
joined industry in funding research. DPI also may be used to stimulate
investment in research and development and to support the appropriate
industrial structure.

It is observed that in many areas China has put in place regulations
(e.g., on emissions, fuel quality, and crash-worthiness) that are quite ad-
vanced and draw on the experience of other countries.

The principle of decentralization of power and responsibility, with
assignment of responsibilities to levels of management or government
where the relevant knowledge resides, has been used effectively for con-
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trol and regulation in the United States and Europe. Under this principle,
the national government retains responsibility for performance or tech-
nology standards for the entire country in order to maintain a single do-
mestic vehicle market. While doing so, it takes into account externalities
such as greenhouse gas production, national energy security, macroeco-
nomic management and trade, and market failures (e.g., a shortage of
available insurance protection). Provincial and local governments retain
responsibility for vehicle use and traffic management. In China, this divi-
sion of responsibility between national and local authorities would enable
manufacturers to design vehicles for sale throughout the country and ben-
efit from economies of scale, while enabling local officials to determine
the best management of vehicle use to protect local environments and
limit congestion.

To increase the technological options that comply with clean air and
efficiency regulations, the U.S. and European governments have entered
into partnerships with industry for the development of advanced auto-
motive technologies. The U.S. PNGV program illustrates the strengths and
weaknesses of the approach (see Chapter 8). The successes generated by
PNGV depended on leveraging ongoing government and industrial R&D
programs, especially the capabilities of U.S. government national labora-
tories, and limiting the collaboration to precommercial technologies. Nev-
ertheless, most of the results of industrial research remained proprietary.
The benefits of the program to the country were enhanced by the chal-
lenge presented to nonparticipating companies such as Honda and
Toyota, which advanced their own technology development and put effi-
cient hybrid cars on the market ahead of the U.S. manufacturers. In Janu-
ary 2002 the U.S. government announced its intention to cancel the pro-
gram and replace it with one directed at fuel cells and hydrogen fuel.

For the Chinese government, its focus on achieving automotive techno-
logical improvements may become irrelevant unless high-quality fuel is
available on a national scale. In this transitional period, China has compet-
ing national and local fuel specification standards. Such competition intro-
duces production complications and inefficiencies for industry that may be
mitigated with national standards that are consistent with global standards.
Variability in fuels to meet local climatic conditions both seasonally and
regionally can be managed within the context of national standards.

Recommendations

• In view of the very rapid growth forecasted for China’s vehicle fleet for the
next two decades, environmental and fuel consumption patterns in China
could face severe stress, with serious public health and economic conse-
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quences, unless vehicle technology is substantially upgraded. National
performance standards have been used successfully worldwide as a
means of requiring important vehicle attributes such as low emissions,
fuel efficiency, and safety. An appropriate mix of performance standards
and incentives may enable China to advance from some of the dated
technology in use today to the global state of the art in time to mitigate
these problems. Furthermore, the Chinese government and the Chinese
automotive industry should develop and implement a process that will
regularly assess, nationwide, the appropriate levels of vehicle perfor-
mance standards, fuel standards, vehicle fuel economy standards, and
infrastructure. The government could provide incentives to industry
and consumers to accelerate progress in meeting emissions and fuel
economy targets.

• To meet the need for new technologies and greater environmental protec-
tion, the government should organize and support government laborato-
ries and academic institutions so that they can pursue jointly with indus-
try research and development on new-generation technologies at the
precompetitive stage, with the objective of applying innovations to com-
mercial products. To ensure that the necessary capability and competence
exists in the automotive industry, the government should support train-
ing of technical personnel at all levels. Smaller companies should not be
excluded from the process.

While this study did not attempt to analyze the full economic conse-
quences of the various actions that will accompany the move toward mo-
torization, the funding requirements will be large. Private expenditures
on vehicles and their operating costs will obviously grow. As noted in
earlier in this report, both national and local governments will be called
on to support major projects. Based on the experience of other countries,
annual investments in infrastructure for motorized vehicles are likely to
absorb from 1 to 2 percent of GDP and from 5 to 10 percent of public
investment—with funds coming from central, provincial, and municipal
governments (World Bank, 1994). In addition to road infrastructure, the
expansion of joint R&D programs with industry, and of engineering re-
search and development at major universities, will require substantial re-
sources. The committee encourages careful examination of the funding
mechanisms that China will use to accomplish its objectives. While en-
dorsing the principle that user fees should be used to finance road facili-
ties, for example through vehicle and fuel taxes, the committee is not pre-
pared to make detailed recommendations about how the infrastructure,
technology, and research expenditures associated with motorization
should be financed. Because the resource cost of motorization will be
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large, the analysis of its appropriate funding will require a review of pub-
lic revenue and expenditure practices at various levels of government.
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Appendix A

The Development of Personal Use
Vehicles for China in the 21st Century

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

This Memorandum of Understanding is hereby made between the
Chinese Academy of Engineering and the National Research Council
through friendly negotiation in a bid to jointly promote exchange and
cooperation in technological and industrial fields. The parties agree to
make every effort to realize a collaboration to carry out the following
study.

1. Program objective and framework
The objective of the study is to develop recommendations for future

approaches to personal use vehicles that are available to all socioeconomic
levels in the 21st century.

The outline of the cooperative study for personal use vehicles pre-
pared jointly by both parties is shown in Annex B-1.

2. Organization and members
The Cooperative Study Program shall set up a Committee of approxi-

mately 18 persons jointly by CAE and NRC (hereinafter called Commit-
tee). Committee members will be selected by CAE and NRC according to
the objectives and needs of the Study. There shall be two Co-Chairmen,
one from each side. Each Co-Chairman is responsible for organizing his/
her own party, and also coordinating with the other party. Committee
members shall work according to the principle of division of labor with
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individual responsibility. If necessary, the Committee shall invite outside
advisers and commission papers and reports to inform the Committee on
selected topics. NRC procedures for Committee selection and report re-
view will be followed by the parties.

Staff for the study shall be provided by both parties, and shall work
together in the execution of the study and the preparation of the report.
Funds for the project shall be secured by each party, as follows:

The travel of U.S. members of the Committee and staff to China and
the costs of local travel and lodging and meal expenses of the entire com-
mittee and staff when meeting in the United States shall be provided by
the NRC. The travel of Chinese members and staff to the U.S. and the local
transport and lodging and meal costs of the entire committee and staff
when meeting in China shall be paid by the CAE. The costs of all commis-
sioned papers and special reports shall be paid by NRC. The costs of trans-
lating all working documents and the final report into Chinese and Chi-
nese documents into English shall be borne by CAE. No NRC funds can
be used to pay fees or salary to committee members.

The study will begin as soon as the necessary funds are available, and
the Committee will attempt to complete the study in about 18 months.

The report shall be prepared in English and Chinese and be reviewed
according to procedures of the NRC. Each party will publish the report in
its own language.

This Memorandum of Understanding is signed in Shanghai, China,
by the authorized representatives of both parties on October 27, 1999.

Guo Konghui Harold Forsen
(Chinese Academy of Engineering) (National Research Council,

USA)
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ANNEX A-1

The Development of Personal Use Vehicles for China
in the 21st Century

Statement of Task
(Instructions to the Committee)

The Committee on the Future of Personal Transport Vehicles in China,
appointed by the U.S. National Research Council and the Chinese Acad-
emy of Engineering, will prepare a report with the following objectives.

1. Review the present status of personal transport in China, the
United States, and other countries, including present technology, regula-
tion, and infrastructure in China and the U.S., and problems and achieve-
ments in other countries.

2. Analyze the predicted demand for private vehicles in China in the
21st Century.

3. Identify issues that China should explore in developing an auto-
mobile industry, including the economics and competition in the interna-
tional auto industry, infrastructure requirements, congestion, pollution,
and sprawl, and experience of the U.S. Clean Air and other relevant envi-
ronmental legislation.

4. Present and discuss the technological options for Chinese vehicles
in the 21st Century. Draw on experience of the U.S. Partnership for a New
Generation of Vehicles (PNGV). Consider electric, hybrid, fuel cells, smart
cars, and other technologies. Include the roles of alternative modes of
transport, public and private, and two-wheeled vehicles.

5. Describe the characteristics of a Chinese New Generation Vehicle
(CNGV) in terms of energy efficiency, performance, and manufacturing
requirements. Outline a strategy for development of the CNGV, includ-
ing possible arrangements for government-industry and international col-
laboration partnering and joint development. Discuss the effect of new
generation vehicle production on sustainable development, and economic,
social, and industrial structures.

6. Review model approaches to urban transportation and land use
planning, including consideration of institutional capabilities for control-
ling land use. This could include examination of the effects of a CNGV on
a selected Chinese city.

7. Formulate recommendations, research directions, and policy
choices for China in the 21st Century.
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ANNEX A-2

Committee members to include the following skills:

1.  Automotive engineering for industry, with knowledge of PNGV
2.  Automotive energy alternatives for advanced vehicles
3.  Transportation infrastructure
4.  Urban planning
5.  Economics
6.  Forecasting models
7.  Technology of internal combustion engines, fuel cells, batteries,

fuels, and emissions controls.

In addition there will be one Chinese and one U.S. Co-Chairman.
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Appendix B

Case Study: Shanghai, China
Daniel Sperling, Institute of Transportation Studies,

University of California, Davis
Lu Ximing, Shanghai City Comprehensive

Transportation Planning Institute
Zhou Hongchang, Tongji University, Shanghai

Shanghai is experiencing rapid economic growth. Affluence is moti-
vating dramatic and far-ranging changes in urban structure, transporta-
tion, and energy use. This report examines two transportation trajectories
that Shanghai might follow.

Shanghai’s metropolitan population of about 16 million people1 con-
tinues to grow relatively slowly, but its economy is growing rapidly. The
average per capita income is roughly $4,000,2 three times higher than that
of the rest of China, and the Shanghai economy is expected to grow at
more than 7 percent a year through 2020.

Massive new transport system investments planned for the next two
decades are aimed at lowering Shanghai’s extremely high population den-
sity, supporting economic growth, and enhancing the quality of life. The
list of new investments is impressive: expansion of the new airport; con-
struction of a deep-water harbor, three new bridges, and tunnel river
crossings; completion of a 200-kilometer (km) modern rapid transit rail
system; expansion of suburban highways; and construction of 2,000 km of

1 There is considerable disagreement about Shanghai’s population. According to the offi-
cial statistics, the Shanghai metropolitan area (including some rural areas) has 13 million
registered residents, but it is estimated that 3 million more people also reside there.

2 City-level income data are scarce and highly unreliable. One household survey found
per capita income in 2000 to be RMB11,718 (State Statistical Bureau, 2001:311) or $1,415 at
the official exchange rate (RMB8.28 = U.S.$1). Other estimates measured as “purchasing
power parity” or “gross city product” are three times or more greater (see State Statistical
Bureau, 1998).
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new and upgraded urban roads. These investments will improve the city’s
transportation system, but are costly and threaten greater energy use and
air pollution.

A central issue in Shanghai’s development is the role of personal ve-
hicles, especially cars. The city currently devotes little land to roads and
has only 650,000 cars and trucks, very few of which are privately owned,
placing vehicle ownership levels well below those of virtually all cities of
similar income. Even with this small number of vehicles, Shanghai al-
ready suffers from serious transport-induced air pollution and traffic con-
gestion.

Shanghai city planners project a quadrupling of cars and trucks in the
city by 2020. This projected increase is premised principally on two fac-
tors: (1) rapid income growth, which will make car ownership possible
for a much larger segment of the population; and (2) falling vehicle prices
resulting from China’s imminent accession to the World Trade Organiza-
tion (WTO). Prices are expected to fall because of increased competition,
compulsory reductions in vehicle tariffs, and easier access to consumer
credit.

The magnitude of the increase in vehicle use is not certain, however.
Even apart from WTO membership, vehicle ownership and use—and their
environmental implications—will be strongly influenced by three interre-
lated policy debates: industrial policy toward the automotive industry,
air quality policy, and transportation and urban growth policy.

The city’s decisions about vehicle use will be critical in shaping
Shanghai’s future. In this case study, which addresses the forces about to
transform Shanghai’s transportation system, two transportation scenarios
of the future are constructed, drawing upon extensive interviews with
decision makers and experts in Shanghai and Beijing. One scenario is pre-
mised on rapid motorization, the other on dramatic interventions to re-
strain car use and energy consumption. Neither is a “business-as-usual”
scenario, because this characterization is meaningless in a time of massive
investments and policy shifts. Rather, these scenarios are meant to charac-
terize two competing transportation trajectories, taking as given the pro-
jected strong economic growth. If the economy grows more slowly, mo-
torization will be slower. Even in the most conservative scenario, though,
vehicle travel, vehicle ownership, and energy use increase dramatically.

Caution is urged in generalizing the findings of this case study to
other cities in developing nations. Shanghai is not a typical Asian city,
given its surging economy and its world-class planning capabilities and
strong government institutions. However, the conditions for reining in
growth are more propitious here than perhaps any other megacity of the
world. If the city is effective at restraining vehicle use, Shanghai may serve
as a model for other cities in the developing world.
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SHANGHAI: A CITY IN TRANSITION

Sixteen million people reside in the 6,340 km2 of Shanghai, located on
the eastern coast of China in the Yangtze River Delta. The population den-
sity of the central city currently averages 22,700 persons per square kilo-
meter. The densest area exceeds 60,000 persons per square kilometer,
roughly three times that of Manhattan (Mei et al., 1998:126; Kenworthy
and Laube, 1999:429; Wu, 1999:210).

Much of the total land area is rural (Mei et al., 1998:119). The older
urban area comprises 280 square kilometers, and a newly urbanized area
on the opposite side of the Huangpu River covers another 130 km2 (see
Figure B-1). The urban area of Shanghai is thus about twice the size of
Washington, D.C. (Kenworthy and Laube, 1999:393).  As a result of mar-
ket forces and deliberate planning policies, city authorities expect the ur-
ban area to expand from 410 km2 today to 1,100 km2 in 2010 (Mei et al.
1998:128; Wu, 1999:210, Figure 2).

FIGURE B-1 Shanghai. SOURCE: Re-created from Wu (1999) and Shanghai Map
Publishing House, 1997.
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Shanghai is one of only four cities in China to have the status of a
province rather than a municipality. As a result, Shanghai has a higher
profile and greater access to national funds than most other cities. Even
so, infrastructure spending in Shanghai was low until the 1990s. Because
of historical political considerations, the central government did not re-
turn a proportionate share of the large tax revenues collected in Shanghai.
Housing was in bad repair, as was commercial and industrial space, and
road capacity per capita was among the lowest in the world (Wu,
1999:209).

These conditions have changed. Infrastructure funding from local and
central government sources, domestic and foreign investment, and inter-
national loans have sharply increased (Wu, 1999:207). Massive construc-
tion of office and residential space, transportation infrastructure, and pub-
lic utilities is under way.

This massive investment in infrastructure is due partly to the city’s
thriving economy. The city has grown faster than the national average,
and is widely expected to exceed the nation’s forecasted economic growth
of 7 percent a year into the foreseeable future.3

A central feature of Shanghai’s development plans is to reduce its
high population density. The local planning authority is pursuing a plan
of multicentralization by building eleven satellite cities to siphon portions
of the population away from the dense core. Substantial relocation of in-
dustry to these cities has already occurred, and many high-rise apartment
buildings are under construction. Multicentralization is not a unique phe-
nomenon or goal; it is the de facto or formal planning strategy of most
major cities around the world, though Shanghai is pursing this goal more
aggressively and deliberately than most.

SHANGHAI’S TRANSPORTATION PICTURE

Despite rapid economic growth, vehicle ownership remains remark-
ably low in Shanghai. Meanwhile, the city has been investing huge sums
in road and rail infrastructure, in part to support decentralization of the
city. More infrastructure, satellite cities, and population dispersion will
mean more cars, energy use, and environmental stress (see Box B-1).

Shanghai’s development has been shaped by its historical role as
China’s largest seaport. Railways, highways, inland canals, and ocean ship-

3 See State Statistical Bureau (1998) for Shanghai growth rates. For forecasts of future na-
tional growth, see Stiglitz (1997).
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BOX B-1
Comprehensive Transportation Planning for Shanghai City

Among major Chinese cities confronting rapidly accelerating motoriza-
tion, Shanghai has the lowest ratio of cars to population. Although Shang-
hai is not free of pollution or congestion, it has less of each than Beijing
and Guangzhou. This situation has been achieved largely through the use
of regulations, incentives, and fees imposed by Shanghai’s municipal gov-
ernment to preserve the city’s unique character and environment. Under
the five-year plan for the automotive industry, however, policy related to
automobile ownership and use will be coordinated at the national level.
Shanghai is therefore in the process of adjusting its planning so that it can
join the national movement toward motorization while protecting com-
merce, transport, and the urban environment. Shanghai’s experience with
transportation management and the options under consideration may be
useful to other municipalities facing similar challenges.

Those assessing the future economic development of China, including
the Shanghai region, predict a 10 percent increase in the gross domestic
product (GDP) during 2001–2005, the years covered by the tenth five-year
plan. The increase in Shanghai is uncertain, with growth during the next 15
years projected to be about 7 percent. The city’s population is estimated to
reach from 17.5 to 21 million and the number of motor vehicles to reach
between 2 and 3.5 million. For Shanghai, the implications of the expected
population and transportation pressure are clear: planning for the suitable
development of transportation facilities must begin immediately.

For planning purposes, Shanghai has adopted three principles: develop-
ment, integration, and prioritization. The development principle means
attempting to achieve moderate growth, while preparing for higher growth
and avoiding wasted resources if the growth should be lower. Planners
must dynamically balance the improvement in transportation services with
the rate of growth, try to develop transportation facilities moderately ahead
of schedule, and adopt an effective system for traffic demand management.
The integration principle means integrating all traffic systems into a single
organic system, including transportation facilities and land use and eco-
nomic policies. The prioritization principle calls for investing first in the
projects that will have the most important impact, making best use of ad-
vanced transportation management methods to create a highly efficient
and fair traffic system.

Present Status of Comprehensive Planning

In 1992 a consortium of municipal organizations in Shanghai completed
the Shanghai Comprehensive Transportation Planning system, SCTP1, with
the technical assistance of overseas experts. Since then, the population and
the state of motorization have changed as a result of economic develop-
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ment policies. At the end of 2000 a revised plan, SCTP2, was announced,
based on the second citywide transportation research survey in 1995 and a
series of other commissioned studies.

The studies noted a series of specific problems with the current trans-
portation system that require correction:

• The system lacks integration among the different travel modes within
the public transportation system.

• The capacity of roads and the coverage of the rail network are insuf-
ficient.

• The level of management and service is still low. Because the roads
are crowded, bus schedules lag and compete ineffectually with bicycles
and motorcycles. Some roads are underused, and the rail transportation
system is not used efficiently.

• The traffic flow and environmental quality are not good. Pedestrians,
bicycles, and autos are jammed together, resulting in high accident rates
and worsening pollution, especially from motorcycles.

SCTP2 will attempt to prepare Shanghai to meet the future challenges just
described, and, in doing so, will adopt a focus that extends beyond the city
center to the entire metropolitan area.

During the interval between the completion of SCTP1 in 1992 and the
initiation of SCTP2 in 2000, the city transportation system did not stand still.
During the 1990s the length of roads increased 40 percent, to 6,829 km, the
reach of public transportation increased 13 percent, to 23,007 km, and the
total number of motor vehicles increased 250 percent, to nearly 700,000.
Finally, three new subway lines were added, with a total length of 65 km.

Furthermore during this period, the standard of transportation service
was upgraded significantly, and public transportation became more diver-
sified. Taxis made 2 million person-trips a day. During rush hour, the full
loading rate of buses was reduced from 8–9 persons per square meter to 5
persons per square meter. The road system also was improved through the
addition of 65 km of overhead freeway and the widening of arteries and
main streets, and an Adaptive Signal Timing System was adopted to keep
traffic running smoothly. Meanwhile, during the 1990s more than 1 million
residents moved from the city center to the periphery and the suburbs.

In all these changes, the general goal was, and still is, to construct an
accessible, convenient, efficient, safe, reliable, and low-polluting transpor-
tation system that is up to international standards and conforms to
Shanghai’s particular characteristics. Shanghai’s comprehensive transpor-
tation system will consist of four linked elements. The passenger transport
system will be based on public ground transportation, with taxis and ferries
as supplements. The road system will be based on a framework of freeways
and artery roads with evenly distributed local streets, including adequate
and convenient parking facilities. The linking system with the outside world
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will include airports, a deep harbor, an information depot, freeways, and
high-speed railways, linked to the citywide road system, the passenger tran-
sit system, and the freight system. It will have intermodal terminal facilities,
with the capability to support the expected passenger and freight traffic.
Finally, the transportation management system will use advanced tech-
nologies to ensure smooth operations, safety, environmental protection,
and high efficiency.

The passenger transport system will embrace four distinct public trans-
port services. The rail system will be expanded, with a capacity ratio of rail
transportation to buses of 6:4. The rail system will have three levels:
citywide freeway, townwide artery, and interborough main streets. Tradi-
tional public ground transportation will support more than half of the pas-
senger trips, serving short- and medium-distance passengers and those trav-
eling to areas not covered by rail. Within the public ground transportation
system, priority will be given to buses for parking, traffic flow, and passen-
ger transfer nodes. To help limit congestion, the number of taxis will be
controlled to reduce the vacancy rate from 50 percent to 30 percent. The
role of ferries also will be reduced, with an emphasis on providing more
service for bicycles. Finally, terminals will be built to facilitate passenger
use of the multimodal system.

The road system will be designed specifically to increase the capacity of
the downtown street area. Downtown roads will be classified as freeways,
arteries, main streets, or local streets. New, outgoing arteries from down-
town will serve the new suburban cities, airports, and industrial areas, with
speed limits higher than on ring roads and internodal connectors, for both
passengers and freight. Part of the road system will be designated for freight
to expedite commercial activity without causing excess congestion of cen-
tral areas. Bicycle lanes will be constructed, and separation of motor ve-
hicles and nonmotorized vehicles will be maintained. Similarly, the pedes-
trian environment will be protected, with walk signals and pedestrian malls
in commercial areas. A new comprehensive parking system, with fees and
space designed to limit auto traffic in the city center, will include public
parking lots for the transportation nodes in the suburbs.

Perhaps most important, a traffic management system will be developed
to manage the time distribution and space distribution of traffic flow, using
methods such as land use management, toll fees, parking restrictions, infor-
mation guidance for drivers, and restricted area policies. The goal will be
to create a modern traffic environment suitable for an international me-
tropolis. The Adaptive Signal Timing System will be expanded and im-
proved. A major feature of the new system will be an Intelligent Transpor-
tation System (ITS) based on information technology. The main information
resources of the ITS will include real-time traffic flow, socioeconomic in-
formation, parking availability, vehicular traffic, freight traffic, police sta-
tus, and a basic geographic information system. The ITS will enable the
Shanghai authorities to monitor and respond to changes in the vehicle
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ping lines meet in Shanghai to exchange freight and passengers. Since the
late 1970s economic activity and intercity movement of passengers and
goods have sharply increased. Shanghai’s port handles 18 percent of the
nation’s exports, and ranks sixth in the world in capacity (China Mingbao
News, September 21, 2000). With the booming economy, the seaport is be-
coming busier. Land delivery of goods through Shanghai’s urban transport
system also is increasing. Like almost everywhere else in the world, high-
way transport of passenger and freight has increased faster than railway
and sea transport, and airline transport has increased fastest of all. Thus
both passenger and freight transport in Shanghai have gradually shifted to
more energy-intensive modes (State Statistical Bureau, 1998).

Intracity travel, on the other hand, has relied on modes of travel that
consume very little energy. Until about 1990 almost all travel was by foot,
bicycle, or bus. Cars, scooters and motorcycles were rare.

Over the last two decades, bicycles have gradually assumed a larger
role, replacing walking, and buses have continued to account for a large
share of passenger travel. By the end of the 1980s Shanghai reportedly
had the largest urban bus system in the world, and the number of riders
was still increasing. But limited funding was leading to lagging invest-
ments in network expansion, bus amenities, and service frequency. As a
result this deterioration of service, combined with higher personal incomes,
other, more personalized modes became relatively more attractive.

population and patterns of use, to employ new roads and other facilities
rapidly after they are placed in service, and to evaluate continually the
effectiveness of the transportation management system to provide optimal
service at all times.

Safety will be a primary goal of the traffic management system, and
safeguards for pedestrians and bicycles will receive high priority. Among
the measures being considered are designating exclusive lanes for buses in
the downtown area, controlling the emissions and noise of motor vehicles,
separating motor vehicles from nonmotorized vehicles and pedestrians
from vehicles, optimizing signal time slots to reduce the emissions caused
by deceleration and low speed, reducing the traffic accident frequency,
strengthening inspection requirements for vehicles and roads, and acceler-
ating the replacement of old, poor, and damaged cars to improve the over-
all standard of Shanghai’s road transportation system.

—Lu Ximing
Shanghai City Comprehensive Transportation Planning Institute
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Shanghai responded in the 1990s in several ways. To restrain large
and growing bus subsidies, it introduced competition into the bus supply
system. Other cities in China did the same, but Shanghai pursued change
more aggressively than most. In Shanghai the municipal bus company
was deregulated, and several independent operating companies were cre-
ated to compete for operating concessions. Bus data from different sources
conflict, but all agree that Shanghai continued to have the largest bus sys-
tem in China through the 1990s, though passenger volumes were shrink-
ing.4 Shanghai planners anticipate renewed growth in bus travel in the
coming decades, with ridership doubling by 2020. They expect that con-
tinuing reforms will strengthen the bus industry and that new road infra-
structure will be built to serve buses. Plans include building six elevated
busways to facilitate bus travel in congested areas.

Planners expect the doubling of bus ridership in part because of a
large overall increase in passenger travel. Residents started traveling more
and further in the 1980s and increasingly so in the 1990s not only because
of income growth, but also because of industry relocation. The movement
of factories from the central city to the periphery created long commutes
for many workers. Because the newly developed areas were not densely
populated, and therefore not profitable to serve, bus companies provided
limited service. And because the commuting distance was often too far
for bicycles, motorized two-wheelers (scooters and small motorcycles)
became a popular mode of travel.

The automobile population in Shanghai is well below the world aver-
age for cities of similar income levels. The vehicle population began to
expand rapidly in the 1990s, increasing from 300,000 to 600,000 between
1990 and 1998 (Xia and Lu, 1999:22) and reaching about 650,000 in 2000.
Businesses and governments own most of these vehicles. About 40,000
are taxis. Individuals own only about 15,000–50,000.5 The city government
controlled new vehicle registrations with a high vehicle registration fee
through 1998. The city has used an auction system for vehicle registra-
tions since then.

4 See, for example, Stares and Zhi (1995b:489) and Chang (1999/2000).
5 Official sources from 1998 indicate 10,000 privately owned vehicles (see Shanghai City

Comprehensive Transportation Planning Institute, 1998; Rao, 1999). Informally, city officials
indicate the number is closer to 20,000. But the car manufacturing companies in Shanghai
indicate that their employees own about 10,000 vehicles by themselves. Executives at the
Shanghai Automotive Industry Corporation, the Chinese holding company for joint ven-
tures with Volkswagen, General Motors, and others, indicate that an additional 30,000 or so
employees of major Shanghai companies own their own vehicles but have registered their
vehicles through their employers—and thus the city does not record those 30,000 or so as
privately owned.
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Even with the small vehicle population, the streets are congested—
the result of high population density, many pedestrians and bicycles, and
limited road infrastructure. Bicycling and walking are the primary means
of travel, together accounting for over 60 percent of total trips taken in
1995 in Shanghai (Shanghai City Comprehensive Transportation Planning
Institute, 1997a:5). Shanghai residents own 6–7 million bicycles (roughly
one for every two residents), plus 250,000 scooters and small motorcycles,
and about 500,000 mopeds (less than 50 cubic centimeters).6 The scooter
and motorcycle population is declining in the central city area because of
new restrictions on the registration of new scooters and other vehicles
with two-stroke engines. These restrictions are premised on air pollution
and safety concerns. This decline may be temporary, however. As incomes
increase, travel patterns disperse, and cleaner-burning four-stroke engines
(and perhaps battery-powered two-wheelers) become available, sales of
motorcycles and scooters are likely to surge.

Because most walking and bicycling trips are short, measuring the
modal split by passenger-kilometers traveled paints a different picture
than measuring it by number of trips, as indicated by Figure B-2.7  Motor-
ized travel now accounts for about two-thirds of all passenger-kilometers
traveled. About two-fifths of that motorized travel is by car and motor-
ized two-wheelers.8

Although the absolute number of vehicles is still relatively small, traf-
fic congestion and air pollution are becoming severe. By 1993 transporta-
tion accounted for most of Shanghai’s urban air pollution, contributing an
estimated 90 percent of carbon monoxide, 92 percent of volatile organic
gases, and 23 percent of nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions. In 1996 monitor-

6 Written briefing provided by Shanghai government planners for visiting National Acad-
emy of Sciences committee, May 16, 2001, and affirmed by senior planners. Also see Ying
(1998:155).

7 Modal shares measured in terms of passenger-kilometers are calculated using estimates
of typical travel distances by mode, average loads on each mode, and number of trips by
mode. To estimate passenger-kilometers, multiply the number of passengers by the distance
traveled. For example, 10 passenger-kilometers could equal 1 passenger traveling 10 kilome-
ters or 10 passengers traveling 1 kilometer.

8 Not all sources agree on transportation statistics presented here. For example, Shanghai
government data indicate somewhat lower nonmotorized shares than World Bank sources
(see Chang, 1999/2000:24). These data uncertainties do not, however, undermine the central
observation that nonmotorized travel in Shanghai continues to be unusually high, facilitated
by the city’s high population density and mixed land uses. Mixed land use, meaning com-
bined rather than separate areas for industrial, commercial, and residential use, tends to
result in fewer long-distance trips, especially in cities, because shopping, work, and school
destinations can be more clustered.
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ing data indicated that transportation accounted for 56 percent of NOx
emissions (Chen, 1997).

To limit air pollution and traffic congestion, city officials began cap-
ping the registration of all new cars and trucks in 1998 at 50,000 annually
(Shanghai City Comprehensive Transportation Planning Institute, 1998).
The government also limits ownership of motorized two-wheelers. In 1996
Shanghai capped the registration of mopeds (under 50 cc), allowing own-
ers to transfer registrations to new mopeds but not to purchase additional
mopeds, and soon after banned the use of all scooters and motorcycles
(over 50 cc) from the city center. The only unrestricted motorized vehicles
are two-wheelers powered by batteries, but few of these are available.9

These motorcycles and scooters are unlike those seen in the United
States and most of Western Europe. They are very small, with inexpen-
sive two-stroke engines that are inefficient and highly polluting. The larg-
est ones are almost all less than 150 cc, much smaller than most scooters
and motorcycles in the United States.

Restrictions on motorized two-wheelers stem in part from their high
emissions and noise. They also are perceived as unsafe because they mix
with slower moving bicycles and often are driven aggressively by young

FIGURE B-2 Travel by mode, Shanghai. A. Modal split by number of trips (1995);
B. Modal split by number of passenger-kilometers traveled (2000).  SOURCES: Lu
et al. (1996) and Shanghai City Comprehensive Transportation Planning Institute
(1997a).
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9 A mandate in Taiwan requiring a growing proportion of zero emissions (battery-pow-
ered) two-wheelers suggests that this new technology may become more competitive in the
near future.
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men. The prevailing view in the government seems to be that these ve-
hicles are part of the early stages of economic development that they will
soon pass through—a view based largely on the rise and then near disap-
pearance of scooters and motorcycles in Western Europe.

A more complex problem confronting Shanghai is traffic congestion.
Serious congestion is relatively new. The problem is quite different from
that of most U.S. cities, mainly because of the large number of bicycles
and pedestrians sharing the roadways with cars, motorized two-wheel-
ers, and buses. Even freight movement is sometimes performed by bi-
cycle in Shanghai. There is limited road space because land is intensively
used for other purposes, making traffic congestion an endemic problem.

Transport Infrastructure: Plans and Investments

Shanghai has responded to pressure on the urban transport system
with massive infrastructure investments. From 1991 to 1998 about 14.6
percent of the GCP was devoted to construction—and a significant per-
centage of that for transportation, a much higher rate than is typical for
developing country megacities; the surface area of paved roads increased
by 62 percent (Shanghai City Comprehensive Transportation Planning
Institute, 1997c, 1998).10 In 1993 Shanghai spent three times more money
on urban construction and maintenance than any other Chinese city, about
half on roads, bridges, and mass transit (Ministry of Construction, 1994).11

From 1991 to 1996 Shanghai spent approximately RMB83 billion ($10 bil-
lion) on transport infrastructure, including two major bridges, a tunnel,
an inner ring road, 65 km of elevated freeways, and the first line of its new
subway system. Wu Weiping writes: “The pace was something like build-
ing the Brooklyn and Manhattan bridges in New York and the Lincoln
and Holland tunnels between New York and New Jersey all in five years”
(Wu, 1999:209). Shanghai has plans to continue with intensive infrastruc-
ture investments, building both additional roadway infrastructure and
public transit infrastructure.

The major motivation for this burst of activity was to fill the transport
infrastructure deficit resulting from decades of deferred investment. By
2000 the projects from the first plan were completed, and the local gov-

10 From 1991 to 1998 total investment for urban infrastructure was RMB261.7 billion
($US31.5 billion), accounting for 14.6 percent of Shanghai’s gross city product for that pe-
riod. Of the RMB261.7 billion, RMB8.27 billion ($5.81 billion) was reportedly allocated for
urban road transport infrastructure construction, representing 2.6 percent of Shanghai’s
gross city product, but other local government reports indicate the percentage for roads to
be as much as twice as great.

11 The Ministry of Construction report was cited in Stares and Zhi (1995b:491).
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ernment declared that the infrastructure deficit no longer existed (People’s
Daily Newspaper, September 25, 2000).

The second phase of the urban transport planning effort began in
1995.12 It is aimed at moving housing and industry outside the city center
to decentralize the metropolitan region. Shanghai’s Land Use Master Plan
predicts for 2020 a population increase of 2–3 million, a multicenter me-
tropolis with a strong central business district, a new city center in Pudong
New Area on the east side of the Huangpu River, and eleven satellite
towns, all linked by an efficient transport network.

The second plan also calls for three Huangpu River crossing facilities,
a second runway for the new international airport, a new deep-water har-
bor for container ships, 200 km of rail (of which 65 km were completed by
2001), six elevated busways, and 650 km of divided highway in suburban
areas, of which 520 kilometers will be new (Shanghai Highway Adminis-
tration, 1999:5–11). Roads serving as part of the intercity network will
charge tolls. The new rail system will be largely underground and is fore-
cast to carry 8 million passengers a day by 2020.

Vehicle Ownership in Shanghai

The most striking aspect of Shanghai’s transport system is the small
number of cars and the rarity of private vehicle ownership. As noted ear-
lier, Shanghai has only about 15,000–50,000 privately owned vehicles.
Beijing, with similar income and population, has perhaps 10 times more.
Even in terms of the number of total vehicles, Shanghai has fewer than
most cities of comparable wealth. Shanghai has several times the income
of Delhi, for example, but less than half the number of private vehicles
(see Table B-1).

The scarcity of privately owned cars is related to issues of access, cost,
ease of use, and quality. First, it is expensive and time-consuming to ac-
quire a driver’s license (Ni, 2001). One must enroll in an official driving
school at a cost of RMB4150 ($500), a significant expense for the typical
Shanghai resident. The course consists of three weeks of classroom ses-
sions, more than a month of behind-the-wheel training, and three sepa-
rate road tests.

Second, it is very expensive to own and operate a car in Shanghai
(Gwilliam, 1995:391). Fuel prices are similar to those in the United States,

12 Information on the second transport plan come from Shanghai City Comprehensive
Transportation Planning Institute (1997b), a report prepared for the World Bank; Shanghai
Metropolitan Highway Network Planning Agency (1998); and a 1999 interview with Lu
Ximing, director of the Shanghai City Comprehensive Transportation Planning Institute.
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but parking costs $1–3 per hour in downtown Shanghai. The greatest bar-
rier is purchase price. Based on the current exchange rate (RMB8.28 =
U.S.$1), the sale price of a small, domestically produced sedan is about
$10,000. The actual price is much higher. A tax of approximately 10 per-
cent and a large local registration fee must be paid at the time of purchase.
Until 1998 the registration fee was approximately $20,000 on new cars.
Under pressure from the central government, the city discarded the high
fees and created a vehicle registration auction similar to the one used in
Singapore to limit the number of new vehicles that could be registered per
month in the city (Stares and Zhi, 1995a:79). In early 2000 the auctioned
registration fee was approximately $2,500.

For imported cars, the cost is even higher because of extremely high
tariffs. However, in November 1999 China and the United States signed a
WTO accession agreement that cut tariffs of 80–100 percent on imported
cars (varying by type and price of vehicle) to 25 percent in 2006.

Cost is a barrier not only because it is high relative to average in-
comes, but also because consumer credit is not yet widely available in
China. This means that a prospective car owner must pay the full amount
upfront, an outlay that remains beyond the reach of virtually all families.
Yet, in addition to reduced tariffs on imported cars, WTO accession will
require opening up the financial services market, which should lead to
easier access to consumer credit. The result would be much greater ease in
purchasing vehicles. The extent to which consumer credit will in fact be-
come more available remains uncertain, however, as does the extent to
which Chinese consumers will embrace buying on credit.

A third deterrent to car ownership is limited road infrastructure and
severe traffic congestion. Land use patterns in Shanghai evolved before

TABLE B-1 Cars per 1,000 Inhabitants, Seven Cities

City Population Cars per 1,000 Inhabitants

Santiago 5,500,000 129a

Delhi 13,418,000   63a

Shanghai 16,000,000   22a

London 6,852,000 340b

New York City 7,497,000 230b

Tokyo 8,164,000 210b

Paris 8,791,000 340b

a 1998–2000.
b 1990.

SOURCES: Authors and Focas (1998).
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motorized transport. The city grew in a very densely developed radial
pattern, with narrow streets conducive to bicycle use and pedestrians.
Services, schools, and jobs are well mixed with housing and within easy
bicycling distance for most people. Because trips are generally short and
bicycles and public transit both widely available, cars bring little extra
value for everyday travel. For intercity travel, options include train, bus,
or airplane. Road touring vacations are rare in China.

The fourth explanation for low private vehicle ownership rates is the
relatively low quality of vehicles that have been available for sale. The
tariffs on imported cars are aimed at protecting the fledgling domestic
automotive industry, giving substantial market power to local producers.
The result is elevated prices for products that are often technologically
outdated. Most vehicles have been produced by joint ventures between
major international automakers and local companies, until recently using
technology from the 1980s.

Motorization in the Coming Decades

Pressure for increased private auto ownership in Shanghai comes
from several sources: income growth, car economics, social status, popu-
lation growth, and population dispersal.

Car economics, and therefore car sales, are affected by government poli-
cies in various ways. One is through national industrial policy. In 1991
China designated automotive manufacturing a pillar industry, initiating a
major debate, still under way, over the extent to which the government
should promote automotive manufacturing. Shanghai is deeply engaged in
this debate because it is a major industrial center and already home to one
of the three largest automotive manufacturing companies in China.

In 1991 Chinese leaders established a national goal to produce 1.2
million cars per year by 2000 and 3.5 million per year by 2010, with 90
percent of output sold domestically. The policy encouraged private car
ownership, eliminated government control of vehicle purchases, reduced
taxes, and allowed the marketplace to determine car prices (ITE-SPC,
1994). However, actual production in 2000 of about 0.6 million fell far
short of the 1.2 million goal.

During the late 1990s, nearly every province, including Shanghai, en-
couraged local investment in the automotive industry. The result was ex-
cess capacity and a plethora of small, inefficient companies. Many local
governments have given up their earlier ambitions, but several joint ven-
tures between local companies and international automakers have taken
off. These companies now have the capability to bring the latest technol-
ogy and products into China.

Although Shanghai never articulated a clear strategy, policy makers
presumed that the auto industry would be a boon to the local economy.
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Shanghai has been particularly aggressive and successful in this regard.
By 2000 auto-related production accounted for 20 percent of GCP (State
Statistical Bureau, 1998). Shanghai is home to the largest automotive com-
pany in the country, which includes a joint venture with Volkswagen pro-
ducing over 200,000 cars and another with General Motors (GM) that be-
gan production in 2000 and is building a large manufacturing complex.
The GM joint venture also is exploring production of simple, inexpensive
“agricultural vehicles” that cost from RMB5,000 ($600) to RMB25,000
($3,000) and are designed for passenger and goods transport in small cit-
ies and rural areas.

Some observers suggest that consumers recently have been deferring
their car purchases, partly in anticipation of better and less expensive cars
becoming available after China’s accession to the World Trade Organiza-
tion. In any case, dramatic increases in car buying are assured in coming
years. In Shanghai some of the barriers that deter private car ownership
are already being lifted. WTO membership will result in higher car qual-
ity and, barring new taxes, lower car prices. Given the huge population
and rapid income growth, foreign automakers and parts suppliers are
expected to enter the Chinese market in an aggressive manner. This inten-
sified competition, along with the increased availability of consumer
credit, will be a strong force for increased car ownership.

Beyond economics, a second reason to expect increased car owner-
ship in Shanghai is status. The private car is both a personal and a na-
tional symbol of status and success. Many Chinese believe that when more
people own cars in China, the status of the entire nation is elevated in the
eyes of the international community. This view of the car as a status sym-
bol is not unique to China.

A third explanation is population dispersal. Shanghai’s multicentral-
ization policy will reduce density in the city center by creating multiple
urban centers around the periphery. This decentralization will lead to
longer trip distances, reducing the attractiveness of walking and bicycling
while enhancing the attractiveness of private vehicles.

A fourth explanation for vehicle growth is population growth. Shang-
hai is an affluent city and an attractive destination for many Chinese seek-
ing a better life.

Yet Shanghai has powerful local institutions that can effectively man-
age growth. The extent to which they restrain vehicle ownership and use
will depend largely on evolving perceptions about the desirability of mo-
torization and larger national policies. The national government contin-
ues to pursue a strategy to make the auto industry a pillar of the national
economy. In 2000, in support of this strategy, the central government an-
nounced that 238 vehicle fees were being eliminated (Energy Founda-
tion, 2000).

Another important, though often ignored, element of the debate over
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automotive industry investments is motorized two-wheelers. They are
often ignored for three reasons. First, China already has a large two-
wheeler manufacturing industry; roughly half of all motorized two-
wheelers in the world are manufactured in China. Second, motorized two-
wheelers require much less investment and manufacturing and
engineering capability than cars. Third, as indicated earlier, many Chi-
nese policy makers see large-scale use of motorized two-wheelers as a
relatively brief phenomenon in the development process of the country,
much as occurred in Europe.

POLICIES AND STRATEGIES

This section examines current and prospective transportation and en-
vironmental strategies.

Air Quality and Energy

In the past, air pollution problems in Shanghai owed their existence
to the city’s heavy industry. Most of these factories have been relocated to
surrounding areas, partly to clean up Shanghai’s air. Now, a substantial
portion of Shanghai’s air quality problem is produced by the transport
sector, despite relatively few motorized vehicles in the city.

Indeed, the transport sector has become a focal point for air quality
issues in many urban areas in China. The national government recently
implemented stringent regulations aimed at limiting air pollution from
urban transportation sources. Among the new pollution regulations
implemented in China are vehicle emissions standards, mandatory inspec-
tion and maintenance programs for vehicles in certain cities, and gasoline
quality standards. The new vehicle emissions standards are ambitious,
equivalent to the standards that first took effect in Europe in October 1993
(known as European Emission Standard I, or Euro I) and in the United
States in the early 1980s. The gasoline quality standards include a nation-
wide ban on leaded gasoline, effective January 2000, which apparently is
being observed and enforced. However, sulfur levels remain high in both
gasoline and diesel fuel, impeding the introduction of advanced emis-
sions control technology.

Shanghai’s city planners have been environmental leaders in China.
Air pollution is severe in Shanghai, though considerably less so than in
Beijing. Along with several other large cities, Shanghai began eliminating
leaded gasoline ahead of the national government in 1998. In July 1999,
again ahead of national requirements, the city promulgated new emis-
sions standards for other pollutants, and in the late 1990s began switching
many vehicles to cleaner-burning liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and com-
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pressed natural gas (CNG). The taxi fleet is currently being retrofitted to
burn LPG, and the bus fleet is being retrofitted to burn CNG. The first
CNG station opened in October 1998.

Although the pollutants that cause deterioration of local air quality
are largely different from the gases that contribute to global warming,
many, but not all, of the strategies to reduce air pollution also reduce
GHG emissions. In any case, air quality initiatives are and will be far more
effective than GHG emissions initiatives because air quality tends to be a
strongly compelling, popularly embraced goal; GHG reduction is not. Still,
initiatives to reduce air pollution build environmental consciousness and
strong constituencies that carry over to other environmental goals. More-
over, any strategy that restrains vehicle use will generate large air quality,
GHG emissions, and energy benefits.

Some believe that widespread use of alternative fuels such as natural
gas may be a leading strategy to help solve China’s environmental and
energy problems (Weisbord, 1999). Indeed, CNG combustion results in
much lower air pollutant emissions than gasoline or diesel combustion,
though the effect on greenhouse gases is not as dramatic.13 CNG also is
less costly than gasoline and, by replacing gasoline, provides substantial
energy security benefits. China is now importing petroleum, and imports
are expected to grow. The natural gas situation is more positive. China
has larger domestic supplies of natural gas than petroleum, and Shanghai
has access to gas from the East China Sea as well as northwest China.
Little natural gas is used today in China, but the country plans to exploit
domestic sources and import liquefied natural gas. A pipeline from north-
west China to Shanghai is scheduled to be completed in 2007 (Guangzhou
Daily, February 3, 2000, in Chinese).

An important target of air pollution control efforts in Shanghai, and a
large source of the pollution are two-stroke scooters and motorcycles.
New registrations for these vehicles have not been granted since 1996, but
their population remains high because old registrations can be transferred
to new vehicles.

The city recently began to promote electric scooters as an option for
residents who want the convenience of a new scooter. Motorized two-
wheelers are particularly attractive in Shanghai as a means of personal
transport because they are faster than bicycles, affordable for many, and

13 The use of CNG in spark ignition engines in place of gasoline results in about a 20
percent reduction in GHG emissions. However, in diesel engines CNG provides little or no
benefit and can even increase emissions. These impacts assume that engines are reoptimized
for CNG and emissions are calculated on a full energy cycle basis. If the engines are not
reoptimized, as with most retrofits (versus redesigning or remanufacturing the engine), then
CNG would produce even more greenhouse gases.
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easier to park than cars. Several electric scooter companies have estab-
lished service and battery exchange networks for their customers to in-
crease convenience (Shanghai Evening News, February 10, 2000). Electric
scooters provide huge air quality benefits and are far more energy-effi-
cient than existing scooters, though GHG benefits are modest, the result
of 75–80 percent of electricity in the country being generated from coal.

In summary, Shanghai has already embraced the goal of improved
environmental quality. Indeed, most strategies to reduce adverse envi-
ronmental impacts of transportation are mutually compatible and consis-
tent. Environmental goals also are an impetus to restrain motorization
and introduce electric-drive propulsion technologies that use fuel cells or
hybridized combinations of electric motors and small internal combus-
tion engines. These advanced technologies are very clean and energy-effi-
cient. Hybrid-electric technologies reduce energy consumption by up to
50 percent, and fuel cells potentially even more.

Avoiding Gridlock

The key question is: Can Shanghai continue to manage the growing
desire for personal vehicles? Shanghai faces a difficult challenge in ex-
panding its transport system. Increasing affluence and falling car prices
lead to rapid motorization superimposed on a dense city that has minimal
road capacity. Without exceptional investments, management, and policy
intervention, the city could quickly become gridlocked.

As noted earlier, serious traffic congestion is a relatively new problem
for Shanghai. A variety of policies and investments aimed at meeting
Shanghai’s transportation challenge are already in place. The vehicle
population is controlled using a monthly auction system for new vehicle
registrations. Freight movement by truck in the central city is restricted
during the daytime when passenger travel demand is highest. Over the
last decade 130 km of expressway were built, in large part to support the
multicentralization process, with another 520 km planned (Shanghai
Highway Administration, 1999). Substantial investments have been and
continue to be made in public transit, including a new subway system
that opened its third line in 2000.

Also important, city planners are strongly committed to enhancing
intermodal connections. Pedestrian and bicycle paths are being built to
transit stations, ferry service is designed to carry bicycles, and bus routes
are designed as feeders to rail transit line-haul service. There are plans to
build 44 large-scale passenger transit terminals that will provide for trans-
fers between buses, rail, and ferry boats, and accommodate taxis, private
cars, and bicycles. Specific plans are being made to use high-speed mag-
netic levitation (maglev) rail, bus, and car to enhance access to the inter-
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national airport. Shanghai planners are expanding and improving
multimodal freight terminals. Transfer terminals are being built and ex-
panded at the harbor, airport, and rail stations, and along the city’s ring
roads.

Transportation is a central concern in Shanghai. A poorly managed
transport system can hamper economic growth by creating costly, long,
and erratic connections. Shanghai planners and managers understand that
a well-managed system reduces costs and eases access, and they seem com-
mitted to improving transport to keep pace with the growing economy.

Bicycle Infrastructure

Bicycles produce no pollution and are an inexpensive form of trans-
port, but they are uncomfortable in bad weather, can be unsafe, and are
unsuitable for some people. Bicycles use road space more efficiently than
cars, but less efficiently than buses. There is widespread agreement among
Shanghai planners and leaders that bicycle use should be limited.

One means of making the best use of existing road space is to separate
traffic operating at different speeds. The presence of bicycles greatly slows
motorized traffic if they share road space. Sharing the road with motor-
ized traffic also can be quite dangerous. On most streets in Shanghai, bi-
cycles and small scooters are separated from the flow of buses and cars
with wide bicycle lanes. These lanes are used heavily, improving safety
and lessening traffic congestion. Nevertheless, traffic delays occur where
these lanes cross intersections (where turning bicycles and cars disrupt
traffic flow). Where bicycle use is light, this would not be a problem. In
Shanghai, however, this situation can cause significant delays. During
busy times of the day, it is common to see more than 50 bicycles and
scooters stopped at a red light. At some intersections in Beijing, separate
traffic signals have been installed for the two sets of vehicles, but it is not
clear that signals improve traffic flow in these cases. Other strategies un-
der consideration are bicycle-only streets (Wu and Li, 1999:49), and inter-
section overpasses for bicycles and pedestrians.

Information Technologies for Traffic Management

On congested links, even minor accidents or adverse weather condi-
tions can be highly disruptive. The increasing availability of low-cost in-
formation technologies now makes it possible to monitor and manage traf-
fic flow in real time. In the mid-1980s Shanghai began installing advanced
traffic coordination systems. Approximately 1,000 intersections are now
monitored, and 18 different systems are controlling surface and elevated
roads, tunnels, bridges, and subway rail.
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Unfortunately, these systems are not efficiently linked, and traffic in-
formation is not shared among different systems. The city is planning to
correct this situation within the next five years through development and
implementation of an integrated traffic coordination system (Shanghai
Evening News, November 16, 2000). The result should be improved effi-
ciency, especially via timed signal lights and rapid removal of vehicle
breakdowns. But with widespread congestion and growing travel de-
mand, more fundamental vehicle restraint strategies must accompany
advanced traffic management.

Restraining Use of Full-size Private Cars

To restrain use of full-size private cars, policy makers must focus on
car purchases. The fixed costs of using a private car for transport are much
higher than the associated variable costs, such as tolls and parking fees. In
fact, once a person owns a car, much of the price of transportation has
already been paid. A car owner will often choose to drive even when con-
venient and inexpensive alternatives exist. The most effective way to avoid
this situation is to offer attractive transportation alternatives and raise the
variable costs of vehicle use to reflect environmental and other associated
costs. Existing policies include stringent and expensive driver licensing
and vehicle taxes. Policies under consideration range from car-free zones
in especially dense areas to rules on what types of vehicles companies can
build and sell.

Shanghai is already planning to charge substantial tolls for highways
being built to serve the new satellite cities (although it eliminated bridge
and tunnel tolls in 2000 on the premise that they were redundant with high
vehicle registration fees). At least one car-free zone is in operation in down-
town Shanghai, and most cargo truck travel is banned during the daytime.
Parking in downtown Shanghai is expensive, and taxi service is reasonably
priced. A relatively inexpensive but effective option to restrain vehicle use
is already being pursued in Shanghai—the creation of strategically placed
car-free zones during peak periods in areas well served by public transit.
Car traffic would be banned (with the possible exception of taxis) in desig-
nated areas during peak travel periods. In many parts of the world, this
type of policy would be difficult to implement because of large infrastruc-
ture capacity and high car ownership levels. Car owners, being the wealthi-
est and most powerful residents, would use their political and economic
power against the proposed policy. However, China’s centralized decision-
making structure is relatively more resistant to such pressures.

In 1997 a car-free zone was introduced on Nanjing Road, the main
shopping street in Shanghai. At first, the zone was car-free only on week-
ends, but with the recent construction of an underground rail transit sta-
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tion in the area, car-free restrictions were extended to weekdays as well.
Shanghai has also implemented a similar policy on freight traffic. Between
7 a.m. and 7 p.m. most heavy freight traffic is banned from the central
city. This practice is common in many large Chinese cities (Stares and Zhi,
1995a:82.). With this precedent, local leaders are likely to accept the cre-
ation of more extensive car-free areas in Shanghai during peak periods.

Another policy might be to charge high parking fees, with fees high-
est in the densest areas, coupled with limitations on parking space. This
strategy is already being pursued to some degree in Shanghai, where park-
ing fees are extremely high compared with the average income of a Shang-
hai resident.

Improving Substitutes to Full-size Private Cars

The most important alternative to the private car is public transit.
Shanghai has been investing heavily in public transit in recent years, over-
hauling the bus system, and constructing an ambitious 200 km heavy rail
metro system. The city is also building high-rise apartments and bicycle
parking lots near new rail transit stations. The convenience of Shanghai
public transit is enhanced with an integrated electronic fare collection sys-
tem. Since 2000 people have been able to ride all modes of public transit in
Shanghai, including buses, rail, and ferry boats, with one transit card
(Wang, 1999).

Another alternative to the full-size private car is a smaller private ve-
hicle. Many large auto manufacturers around the world are developing
and selling very small cars for crowded city use. In Japan, over one-quar-
ter of new vehicle sales have long been minicars (defined as having en-
gine capacity of less than 660 cubic centimeters [cc]). These vehicles are
not suited to long-distance or high-speed travel, but they function well for
urban use. They are typically about half the size of a conventional sedan.
New, inexpensive models are under development.

Scooters and motorcycles also economize on road space while pro-
viding many of the benefits of a personal car. Government policies could
favor the use of minicars and electric scooters over conventional sedans
by providing preferential parking, reducing fees, and relaxing vehicle reg-
istration fees.

Another option that would limit cars on the road is car sharing. This
new form of car ownership is becoming popular in Switzerland and Ger-
many (Shaheen et al., 1998; Carsharing, 2000; Gakenheimer and DeLisi,
2000). In Shanghai, car sharing could become the main method of access-
ing full-size vehicles for the general population. In car-sharing organiza-
tions in Europe, members pay a yearly fee plus a charge per hour of use
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and per kilometer of travel. These fees cover all expenses associated with
owning a vehicle, including insurance, maintenance, and fuel.

Good traffic management together with Shanghai’s planned infra-
structure investments and a forward-thinking approach to vehicle policy
could make Shanghai’s transport system a world-class model.

Leapfrog Technology Opportunities

Leapfrog technologies are advanced technologies that allow develop-
ing countries to go beyond what is typically being used in developed
countries. Shanghai could leapfrog the pollution problems and other pit-
falls that industrialized countries have encountered on their development
paths.

The two scenarios in this study present a set of strategies and tech-
nologies that include varying quantities of leapfrog technologies. One
leapfrog technology gaining considerable attention is fuel cells. Fuel cells
provide the promise of very low air pollution and GHG emissions and
high energy efficiency. Even more innovative solutions are possible,
though not specifically targeted in the scenarios. They include automated
bus rapid transit systems in which groups of buses operate on a network
of specialized lanes—an enhancement of the elevated busway system al-
ready contemplated. These buses could branch off at either end of a line
to collect and deliver riders in less dense areas.

Likewise, small cars with small battery packs or fuel cells could oper-
ate on an electrified road, perhaps under automated control. The cars
would gain power from the roadway, either from conductive or inductive
electricity transfer. With automated control, the capacity of the roadway
would be very high (because lanes would be narrow and headway dis-
tances between vehicles very small). The vehicles would veer off from the
automated, powered roadway at the beginning and end of their trip.

These dual-mode car and bus systems might prove highly efficient
from an economic and environmental perspective and provide high-qual-
ity service. Except for full vehicle automation, these technologies are tech-
nically well within reach of current engineering capabilities. They have
not been implemented largely because of an array of financing, liability,
and institutional issues. In developed cities, the cost and challenge of ret-
rofitting the existing road infrastructure is daunting. In developing cities,
where infrastructure is not yet in place, there is an opportunity to design
the transportation system to accommodate these technologies right from
the beginning. Given China’s enormous population and growing wealth,
it may be the time and place to begin testing these revolutionary concepts.
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SCENARIOS FOR THE FUTURE

Vehicle ownership and use will soar in Shanghai under any plausible
scenario. But with more vehicles and travel will come more air pollution,
energy use, GHG emissions, and road infrastructure costs. These impacts
can be mitigated by restraining vehicle ownership and use. At times, the
impacts also can be mitigated independent of one another and sometimes
even independent of vehicle use. They are not necessarily locked into a
fixed relationship with motorization. The best, but not only, example of
targeted strategies is air pollution control.

Enhanced emissions control technology can greatly reduce air pollu-
tion from conventional internal combustion engine vehicles. Indeed,
China is already embarking on that path with the adoption of Euro II
emissions standards. Energy use and GHG emissions are far more diffi-
cult to reduce. In the most extreme case, fossil energy use and GHG emis-
sions could be almost completely eliminated—without changing car own-
ership levels—by substituting nonfossil energy sources. In less extreme
scenarios, energy consumption (and therefore greenhouse gases) could be
reduced by reducing the size and weight of vehicles and the combustion
efficiency of the engines. Vehicles can be large sedans or small minicars,
and they can use relatively inefficient conventional internal combustion
engines or highly efficient advanced diesel engines and fuel cells. A small,
efficient vehicle, for example, would consume as little as one-tenth of the
energy consumed by a large, gas-guzzling sport-utility vehicle. And de-
mand for road space can be reduced, not only be restraining vehicle use,
but also by downsizing vehicles, managing roadways more efficiently (for
example, with advanced traffic management technologies), and creating
new car-sharing ownership mechanisms.

Exactly how Shanghai develops will have far-reaching implications
for Shanghai’s economic, environmental, and social well-being. Here two
scenarios of Shanghai’s transport future are postulated. Each is motivated
by a different set of political, economic, and environmental conditions.

Scenarios are commonly employed to deal with complexity and un-
certainty in forecasting. Ideally, the researchers generate relevant infor-
mation using credible research methods and objectively analyze it by
means of alternative scenarios of the future that provide upper and lower
bounds on a plausible range of motorization levels and adverse environ-
mental impacts. The scenarios reflect realistic, but often quite contrary,
development paths. This approach can provide a useful context for the
development of a “no regrets” public policy and business strategy.

To generate scenarios, the authors interviewed Chinese transporta-
tion experts and political leaders in Shanghai and Beijing. They also ana-
lyzed historical data and examined various options and strategies. The
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final set of parameters was specified after extensive consultation among
the authors and with others.

The two scenarios generated are both premised on consensus fore-
casts of strong, continued economic growth. If economic growth were
faster or slower, vehicle ownership and energy use would be higher or
lower than indicated by the scenarios. However, because this study does
not address economic policy, economic variables were not considered.
Even in the most conservative scenario, assuming continued economic
growth, large increases will be experienced in vehicles, energy use, and
GHG emissions.

Neither scenario is meant to represent (or indicate) “business-as-
usual,” because even that characterization is meaningless in this period of
massive investments and policy shifts. Instead, these scenarios are meant
to provide upper and lower bounds on likely increases in motorization
and associated transportation impacts over the next 20 years.

The key parameters for the two scenarios are presented in Tables B-2
and B-3. They include population,14 amount of motorized and non-motor-

TABLE B-2 Energy Use for Vehicles and Fuels,
Shanghai, 2000 and 2020 (kilometers per liter of fuel)

2000 2020

Gasoline motor scooter (two-stroke) 32.1  35.5
Gasoline motor scooter (four-stroke) 44.9  49.7
Gasoline minicar 24.7 28.5
Gasoline car 10.7 10.7
Diesel car 15.8 15.8
Diesel bus 3.3 3.3
Gasoline bus 2.2 2.2

NOTES: The average generating mix for China used in calculating GHG
emissions for battery electric vehicles (and rail transit) is: 78 percent coal,
15 percent hydro, 4 percent oil, 2 percent nuclear, and 1 percent natural
gas. For 2020 the energy consumption, measured as joules or BTUs (British
thermal units) of battery electric cars and scooters was estimated to be 10
percent less than that of comparable gasoline vehicles on an energy cycle
basis, of compressed natural gas (CNG) vehicles to be 5 percent less than
that of gasoline cars in terms of propulsion energy, and of hydrogen fuel
cell buses to be 50 percent less than that of diesel buses.

SOURCE: For details and documentation of fuel consumption estimates,
see Zhou et al. (2001) and Delucchi (1997).

14 The official long-term projection is for Shanghai’s official population to gradually in-
crease from 13 to 16 million (Xia and Lu, 1999:22), equivalent to an actual population of 16 to
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18 million. But another future is plausible. Shanghai’s population has increased slowly in
recent years, the result of two major policies. The first is the national family planning policy
that provides strong incentives for single-child families. The second policy is the local resi-
dent registration system that restricts domestic migration. In the future, as the market
economy expands and the population of Shanghai ages, it may become increasingly difficult
to keep poor rural residents from moving to richer cities like Shanghai. Indeed, Shanghai
already houses a “floating population” numbering in the millions. Shanghai will become an
increasingly strong magnet for immigration, especially for young workers from rural areas.

TABLE B-3 Key Travel and Population Parameters for
Scenarios, 2000 and 2020

2000 2020 Low 2020 High

Passengers per vehicle
Passenger car 2.5 3.0 2.5
Scooter 1.2 1.3 1.2
Minicar 1.5 1.8 1.5
Bicycle 1.0 1.0 1.0
Bus 27 32 27

Passenger modal split by passenger-kilometer (percent)
Gasoline cars 14 25 52
Diesel cars 0 5 0
CNG/LPG cars 1 3 0
Gasoline minicars 0 1 0
Battery and fuel cell minicars 0 4 0
Two-stroke two-wheelers 12 0 2
Electric two-wheelers 0 6 0
Four-stroke two-wheelers 0 7 5
Diesel bus 20 15 15
Gasoline bus 19 1 6
CNG bus 0 3 2
Fuel cell bus 0 2 0
Rail transit 0 16 12
Walking 7 3 3
Bicycle 27 9 3

Total 100 100 100

Population (millions) 16 18 20

Total passenger travel (ratio) 1a 3.4 4.2

a Baseline.

NOTE: CNG= compressed natural gas; LPG = liquefied petroleum gas.
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ized travel by mode, fuel consumption characteristics, and average ve-
hicle occupancies.

High Motorization Scenario

This scenario is premised on market forces playing a greater role in
the economy, and government playing a lesser role. It is assumed that
Shanghai follows the path of fast-growing cities in Asia that have rela-
tively high car ownership and GHG emissions for their income levels.
These cities include Bangkok and Jakarta, both known for their high lev-
els of air pollution and traffic congestion.

It also is assumed that Shanghai and the central government determine
that the automotive industry will be a pillar of economic development, as
conceived in the 1990s. Consumer choice is allowed to flourish, and a greater
share of wealth is created and managed by the private sector.

Following this scenario of expanding private sector initiative and less-
ening government control, it is postulated that investments in alternative
fuels founder, immigration accelerates, and investments in large public
infrastructure projects slow, especially for rail transit. The car population
increases fourfold, which is the mid-range forecast of the Shanghai City
Comprehensive Transportation Planning Institute. Immigration exceeds
official forecasts, with the overall population expanding to 20 million
(compared with 16 million in 2000 and 18 million in 2020 for the low-
emissions scenario). Increased immigration puts pressure on the munici-
pal budget.

Although the demand for transport increases greatly and the
multicentralization plan is well under way, government is unable to re-
spond as it did in the 1990s. Funding for the rail transit system is sus-
pended after only 5 of the 10 planned lines are built. Those lines that are
running are popular, but daily trips by rail are only convenient for a frac-
tion of the population. An increasing share of funds is diverted to buses,
which require less capital investment than rail. Bicycle use remains high
among the poor. Others walk or use buses. More bike lanes are built to
serve the high demand and reduce conflicts with vehicles and buses on
mixed-use roads.

The shift toward personal motor vehicles (motorcycles, scooters, and
cars) accelerates for several reasons. With increased income, reduced car
prices, and newly available consumer credit, many more people can pur-
chase vehicles. Frustration over poor-quality buses and longer commutes
to work lead to increased car buying. Work trips lengthen because jobs
and housing become more dispersed as a result of multicentralization.

The private automobile is a symbol of wealth in Shanghai, and
wealthier residents use their cars regularly despite deteriorating traffic
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conditions. Dirty, inefficient two-stroke two-wheelers remain banned and
are replaced by clean four-stroke and electric scooters. Not only are four-
stroke engines much cleaner burning, but they consume about one-third
less energy than two-stroke engines (see Table B-2). Nonetheless, their
large number and intensive use results in a substantial overall increase in
emissions.

The central government pursues its plan to create a strong, techno-
logically sophisticated, domestic automotive industry with large invest-
ments from international automakers. The principal target markets are
large Chinese cities such as Shanghai. Shanghai is successful in attracting
a disproportionate share of the automaker investments. City officials re-
lax vehicle taxes and other restrictions in response to the growing politi-
cal clout of the local automotive industry and local motorists.

Cars increase their share of total passenger travel from 15 percent in
2000 to 52 percent in 2020. Scooters and motorcycles drop from 12 to 7 per-
cent, bicycles from 27 to 3 percent, walking from 7 to 3 percent, and mass
transit from 39 to 34 percent (see Figure B-3). These reductions in
nonmotorized travel are large, but comparable with other major cities. They
result from an influx of poor immigrants who cannot afford bicycles, lower
population densities, and greater motorization. The net result is a 4.2-fold
increase in passenger travel and over a sevenfold increase in energy use.

FIGURE B-3 Mode of travel in passenger-kilometers, high motorization sce-
nario, 2020.
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Low Motorization Scenario

In the low motorization scenario, Shanghai follows the path of cities
such as Singapore, Tokyo, and Hong Kong. As in Singapore, government
plays an active role in restraining vehicle purchases and use. But the chal-
lenge is much greater for Shanghai because it is much larger.

Motorized travel and energy use are much lower in this scenario. Rail
transit plays a large role, providing high-quality service at high capacity;
it serves as an attractive alternative to private vehicle use. The availability
of high-quality rail transit slows the shift to personal vehicles.

Motor vehicle growth management policies, such as limitations on
vehicle registrations, continue to be effective. With the population remain-
ing relatively stable and income growing quickly, public resources are
available for transportation improvements. The rail transit system is com-
pleted on schedule in 2010, and ridership is high. High-density housing is
available near rail lines in satellite cities. Extensive bicycle park-and-ride
lots at rail stations encourage daily commuters to use bicycles and public
transport. The city invests in improved bicycle lanes and high-tech verti-
cal bicycle parking structures at high-volume stations in dense areas.

After accession to the WTO, the central government abandons the idea
of creating an automotive industry founded on conventional cars and tech-
nology. Local companies find it difficult to compete directly with automo-
biles from the international market. Instead, Shanghai encourages local
manufacturers to build minicars, also known as city cars, and agricultural
vehicles for rural areas. Disincentives are imposed on the use of larger ve-
hicles. To provide a release for pent-up vehicle demand, Shanghai also pro-
vides seed funding, technical assistance, and parking and purchase incen-
tives for the car-sharing organizations proliferating around the city.

Minicars become very popular. An increasing number are powered
by electricity, although some have small internal combustion engines that
burn gasoline and diesel fuel. Some use hybridized combinations of bat-
teries and combustion engines. After 2010 fuel cells are used. Minicars are
narrower and approximately half the length of full-size vehicles and there-
fore cause substantially less traffic congestion and consume much less
space for parking. The lower volume of bicycle and vehicle traffic on the
roads allows the remaining traffic to move faster, including buses. This
gives the Shanghai bus system a strong reputation for reliability and in-
creases ridership. The city continues with its multicentralization strategy,
and satellite cities are served primarily by express bus and rail transit.
Those who own city cars are able to drive them from the satellite cities to
central Shanghai on roads built exclusively for small cars, motorcycles,
and scooters. Because they handle only small, light vehicles, such roads
take less space and cost much less to build than conventional roads. Sepa-
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rate but contiguous lanes are built to higher standards at higher cost for
express buses and freight trucks.

In this restrained motorization scenario, cars increase their share of
travel from 15 to 38 percent between 2000 and 2020; mass transit, motor-
cycles, and scooters maintain their current share; and walking and bicy-
cling drop considerably (though the absolute amount of travel by walking
and bicycling stays roughly constant) (see Figure B-4). Pollution, energy
use, and greenhouse gases are restrained by the use of cleaner fuels and
more energy-efficient technologies. The net result in this case is a 3.4-fold
increase in passenger travel and a fourfold increase in energy use.

CONCLUSION

To date, Shanghai has been highly effective in managing the demand
and supply for transport during a period of explosive economic growth.
Transport plans and investments have been well coordinated with larger,
broader urban development plans. But strong economic growth is going
to create even more pressure for personal transport and even more diffi-
cult challenges for Shanghai’s leaders.

Will Shanghai side with those who believe that primary emphasis
must be placed on industrial development and serving people’s desires

FIGURE B-4 Mode of travel in passenger-kilometers, low motorization scenario,
2020.
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for personal transport? This policy approach supports major investments
in the automotive industry, with recognition that the presence of a strong
automotive industry inevitably undermines efforts to restrain vehicle use.
This approach follows that of other cities and nations, including South
Korea and Brazil.

Or will Shanghai maintain tight control of vehicle growth and use?
Will it follow the path of cities such as Hong Kong, Singapore, and to
some extent Tokyo, which restrained vehicle use?

Shanghai will experience a large increase in vehicles and energy use
into the foreseeable future. The two scenarios presented here represent a
plausible upper and lower trajectory of motorization and transport in-
vestments. Although both represent rapid growth, the gap between the
two expands rapidly, with implications for Shanghai’s economic, envi-
ronmental, and social well-being.

Many factors influence Shanghai’s development path, not all of which
are under Shanghai’s control. These factors include (1) national and local
support of the domestic automotive industry; (2) the effect of China’s ac-
cession to the World Trade Organization on consumer credit and vehicle
availability and prices; (3) success of the multicentralization plan; (4) in-
vestments in bus and rail transit; (5) investments in road infrastructure;
(6) control and pricing of parking and road use; (7) policies for motor-
cycles and scooters; and (8) population growth rates. The vast difference
between the two scenarios suggests that there are many opportunities to
influence motorization and its adverse effects.

Shanghai is already actively pursuing a broad range of transportation
policies and investments. Major investments are being made in rail transit
and busways; conventional roads, bridges, and tunnels, many of which
support the multicentralization strategies of Shanghai; “intelligent” trans-
portation technologies for traffic control; and new freight transport termi-
nals and distribution centers on the outskirts of the city (important in help-
ing divert large intercity trucks away from city streets). Existing efforts
appear well organized, and policies and programs seem well integrated
across various levels of city planning. But escalating demand for increased
travel and vehicle ownership will create pressure for change. If the high
economic and environmental cost of motorization is to be restrained, re-
doubled commitment to these policies is necessary now. Especially im-
portant are commitments to public transportation and restraints on car
use. At the heart of these expanded initiatives is provision of a high-qual-
ity array of transportation options to travelers, including enhanced mass
transit services for those otherwise inclined to shift to personal vehicles.
This strategy would lead to better use of existing infrastructure and less
need for infrastructure investment.
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Although Shanghai is unique in many respects, virtually all of the
fundamental strategies and policies examined in this case study, and even
most of the specific actions, are applicable to other cities. Some of the
strategies and actions proposed by the Shanghai’s planning agencies are
described in Box B-1. To the extent that Shanghai can restrain motoriza-
tion and its adverse effects by adopting such recommendations, as in the
low motorization scenario, it could serve as a model for other cities in the
developing world. However, if vehicle use, energy consumption, and
greenhouse gases skyrocket in Shanghai, as in the high motorization sce-
nario, it is a signal that restraint of motorization will be virtually impos-
sible throughout the developing world.
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